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Preface to ”Optimization for Decision Making II”
Decision making is one of the distinctive activities of the human being; it is an indication of
the degree of evolution, cognition and freedom of the species. In the past, until the end of the 20th
century, scientiﬁc decision making was based on the paradigms of substantive rationality (normative
approach) and procedural rationality (descriptive approach). Since the beginning of the 21st century
and the advent of the Knowledge Society, decision making has been enriched with new constructivist,
evolutionary and cognitive paradigms that aim to respond to new challenges and needs; especially
the integration into formal models of the intangible, subjective and emotional aspects associated with
the human factor, and the participation in decision-making processes of spatially distributed multiple
actors that intervene in a synchronous or an asynchronous manner.
To help address and resolve these types of questions, this book comprises 16 chapters that
present a series of decision models, methods and techniques and their practical applications in the
ﬁelds of economics, engineering and social sciences. The chapters collect the papers included in the
“Optimization for Decision Making II” Special Issue of the Mathematics journal, 2020, 8(6), ﬁrst decile
of the JCR 2019 in the Mathematics category.
We would like to thank both the MDPI publishing and editorial staff for their excellent work,
as well as the 51 authors who have collaborated in its preparation. The papers cover a wide spectrum
of issues related to the scientiﬁc resolution of problems; in particular, related to decision making,
optimization, metaheuristics, and multi-criteria decision making.
We hope that the papers, with their undoubted mathematical content, can be of use to academics
and professionals from the many branches of knowledge (philosophy, psychology, economics,
mathematics, decision science, computer science, artiﬁcial intelligence, neuroscience and more) that
have, from such diverse perspectives, approached the study of decision making, an essential aspect
of human life and development.
Vı́ctor Yepes, José M. Moreno-Jiménez
Editors
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Abstract: The paper presents the Triads Geometric Consistency Index (T-GCI), a measure for
evaluating the inconsistency of the pairwise comparison matrices employed in the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP). Based on the Saaty’s definition of consistency for AHP, the new measure works directly
with triads of the initial judgements, without having to previously calculate the priority vector, and
therefore is valid for any prioritisation procedure used in AHP. The T-GCI is an intuitive indicator
defined as the average of the log quadratic deviations from the unit of the intensities of all the cycles
of length three. Its value coincides with that of the Geometric Consistency Index (GCI) and this
allows the utilisation of the inconsistency thresholds as well as the properties of the GCI when using
the T-GCI. In addition, the decision tools developed for the GCI can be used when working with
triads (T-GCI), especially the procedure for improving the inconsistency and the consistency stability
intervals of the judgements used in group decision making. The paper further includes a study of
the computational complexity of both measures (T-GCI and GCI) which allows selecting the most
appropriate expression, depending on the size of the matrix. Finally, it is proved that the generalisation
of the proposed measure to cycles of any length coincides with the T-GCI. It is not therefore necessary
to consider cycles of length greater than three, as they are more complex to obtain and the calculation
of their associated measure is more difficult.
Keywords: Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP); consistency; Geometric Consistency Index (GCI); triads;
cycles

1. Introduction
Since the origin of the species, humans have used pairwise comparisons to choose between tangible
elements. This has generally involved taking the lesser element as a reference unit, and then indicating
how many times the greater element “includes” or “dominates” the lesser. This intuitive method for
comparing elements has been formalised in the course of human history. After the seminal work of
the Majorcan Ramon Llull (1232–1315) (see [1]), the comparisons technique was formally introduced in
the second half of the 19th century [2] and further developed in the early years of the 20th century [3].
Following the substantive rationality that was prevalent in the traditional scientific method, pairwise
comparisons were generally utilised to order tangible elements, based on an objective attribute with a
known unit of reference or measurement scale.
In the mid-1970s, Thomas L. Saaty [4] instigated and reﬁned a new school of thought in the ﬁeld
of multicriteria decisions—the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Using a hierarchical model of the
problem and pairwise comparison to incorporate the preferences of the decision maker, AHP allows
for the integration of the objective aspects associated with the traditional scientiﬁc method and the
subjective aspects associated with the human factor.
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The AHP methodology comprises four stages [5]: (i) modelling, or the construction of a hierarchical
model; (ii) valuation, or the incorporation of the preferences by means of pairwise comparisons; (iii)
prioritisation, or the calculation of the local priorities associated with the nodes of the hierarchy, by
means of an existing prioritisation procedure, and the calculation of the global priorities by means of
the principle of hierarchical composition; and (iv) synthesis, or the determination of the total priorities
of the alternatives by means of one of the available aggregation procedures.
In addition to integrating the subjective with the objective, AHP permits the explicit evaluation of
the consistency of the decision maker at the time of eliciting their judgements, whilst admitting small
levels of inconsistency. An earlier analysis of inconsistency can be found in [6–8].
Given a pairwise comparison matrix A(n×n) = ( aij ) with aij a ji = 1 and aij > 0, Saaty [4]
established that the matrix A is consistent when aij a jk = aik ∀i, j, k = 1, . . . , n. In the same way [9], A is
consistent if all the cycles of length three fulﬁl aij a jk aki = 1 ∀i, j, k = 1, . . . , n.
Although consistency in AHP is deﬁned in terms of triads of the elements of the matrix A = ( aij ),
its evaluation, following Saaty’s proposal (and the majority of methods that are traditionally followed
for the evaluation of inconsistency), depends on the prioritisation procedure that is employed, that is
to say, the measurement of inconsistency is linked to the prioritisation procedure.
Nevertheless, a group of measures explicitly based on the Saaty’s deﬁnition of consistency that
are not linked to any prioritisation method are being considered. The present work puts forward an
inconsistency measure—the Triads Geometric Consistency Index (T-GCI)—which belongs to this last
group but that coincides with the Geometric Consistency Index (GCI), a measure of the former group.
This fact provides a link between both groups of inconsistency measures.
The most relevant contributions of this work are: (i) the definition of the T-GCI; (ii) the
demonstration of its relationship with one of the inconsistency measures most used in AHP, the GCI [10],
making it possible to use the properties of the GCI as well as its thresholds to make the T-GCI operative;
(iii) the study of the computational complexity of the T-GCI, comparing with that of the GCI; and (iv)
the generalisation of the T-GCI to cycles of any length.
After this brief Introduction, the remainder of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 offers a
summary of the concept of consistency in AHP and details some measurements for its evaluation that
have been used in the scientiﬁc literature. Section 3 deﬁnes the T-GCI, proves its relationship with
the GCI, explains its operational behaviour, gives thresholds for evaluation of inconsistency in AHP
and analyses its computational complexity. Section 4 places the T-GCI in a more general context of
inconsistency measurements based on cycles of any length and demonstrates that they are coincident
with the T-GCI. Section 5 highlights the most important conclusions of the work and suggests some
future lines of research.
2. Consistency in the Analytic Hierarchy Process
Deﬁned as the cardinal transitivity in judgements (aij a jk = aik ∀i, j, k), consistency in AHP is
a desirable property that reﬂects a certain rationality, logic or formal coherence in the actions of
individuals, especially when they compare intangible aspects for which appropriate measurement
scales are not currently available.
Some of the factors that may cause inconsistency are: (i) the ambiguity and complexity of the
problem; (ii) the knowledge of the actors in the matter under consideration; (iii) the affective aspects
(mood, emotions, personality features, attitudes and motivations) that condition the behaviour of
the actors; (iv) the level of attention (errors in the response) during the assessment process [11,12];
and (v) the rationality of the procedure followed when incorporating preferences, especially when
working with subjective aspects. Some examples are: the assessment scale [13], the use of extreme
values [14], the number of comparisons [15] and the incorrect calculation of priorities [16]. To limit the
impact of the aspects that determine the preferences of the decision makers, it is necessary to measure
their inconsistency when eliciting the judgements and to set appropriate thresholds for making the
considered measure operational.

2
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In the AHP literature, two large groups of inconsistency measures can be distinguished: (i) those
linked to the prioritisation procedure followed; and (ii) those based on triads, which explicitly
incorporate the deﬁnition of consistency given by Saaty. A description of some of the measures
(the most relevant and widely utilised) from the two groups is set out below.
Given a positive reciprocal pairwise comparison matrix A(n×n) = ( aij ), the Eigenvector (EV)
method obtains the priority vector by solving the following system:
Aw = λmax ( A)w, with w j ≥ 0, j = 1, . . . , n and

n

∑ wj = 1

(1)

j =1

where λmax ( A) it the maximum eigenvalue of the pairwise comparison matrix A. For this prioritisation
method, Saaty [5] proposes the measure of inconsistency known as the Consistency Ratio (CR):
CR( A) =

CI ( A)
RI (n)

(2)

The numerator of this expression is the Consistency Index, CI ( A), which measures the
inconsistency of matrix A as the normalised difference between the principal eigenvalue and the
size of the matrix:
CI ( A) =

λmax ( A) − n
1
=
n−1
n ( n − 1)

n

∑ (eij − 1)

(3)

i= j

where eij = aij w j /wi is the error obtained when estimating the ratio wi /w j through judgement aij .
The value of the CI also corresponds to the average of the deviations of the errors with respect to
the unit.
The denominator of Equation (2), RI (n), is the Random Consistency Index. This value removes
the inﬂuence of the order of the matrix A by obtaining the expected value of the CI ( A) considering
random matrices of order n with values in the set {1/9, 1/7, . . . , 1/3, 1, 3, . . . , 9}. The values of RI (n),
obtained for 100,000 simulations, can be seen in [10].
If a matrix A is consistent, λmax ( A) = n and then CI ( A) = CR( A) = 0. Saaty [5] argued that a
consistency ratio of less than 10% (CR ≤ 0.10) would be permissible. Several authors have criticised
this rule and its empirical justiﬁcation [17,18]. In a later work, Saaty [19] proposed the thresholds 5%
for n = 3, 8% for n = 4 and 10% for n > 4.
Since the appearance of the Conventional-AHP [4,5], several prioritisation procedures and
inconsistency measures have been proposed in the literature. The most extended prioritisation procedure
is the Row Geometric Mean (RGM) or Logarithmic Least Square (LLS) method [5,20]. This method is
widely employed due to simplicity of use and its psychological and mathematical properties [10,21–23].
For the RGM, Aguarón and Moreno-Jiménez [10] proposed to use the inconsistency measure named the
Geometric Consistency Index (GCI), given by:
GCI =

1
(n − 1)(n − 2)

n

∑

i,j=1

log2 eij

(4)

where eij = aij ω j /ωi and ω is the priority vector obtained using the RGM method, ω = (ωi ) =


1/n
∏nk=1 aik .
Other inconsistency measures related to the prioritisation procedures were proposed by:
(i) Golden and Wang [24], who suggested an index to measure the deviations between the pairwise
comparison matrix entries and the priorities obtained either by the EV or the RGM; (ii) Stein and
Mizzi [25], who proposed an index for the Additive Normalisation prioritisation method [26]; and (iii)
Ramík and Korviny [27], who put forward another index for the RGM. Kou and Lin [28] proposed
a prioritisation procedure based on similarity measures, the Cosine Maximisation (CM) method,
and deﬁned the associated inconsistency measure, the Cosine Consistency Index (CCI).
3
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Koczkodaj [18,29,30] designed one of the ﬁrst inconsistency measures that does not depend on
prioritisation methods and is based on triads:

KI ( A) = max

i< j<k

 
 


aij a jk 
aik  

min 1 −
 , 1 −


aij a jk  
aik 

(5)

Several other inconsistency measures have appeared in this group. Especially noteworthy is that
of Pelaez and Lamata [31], who deﬁned an index using the average of all the determinants of the 3 × 3
submatrices of the pairwise comparison matrix (based on the fact that, if aij a jk = aik , the corresponding
determinant is equal to 0):


n −2 n −1
n
aij a jk
n
aik
(6)
+
−2 /
PLI ( A) = ∑ ∑ ∑
3
aij a jk
aik
i =1 j = i +1 k = j +1
Other indices in the literature have not been located in either of the two previous groups
(see [32–38]). Brunelli et al. [39] analysed the proportionality between four of the inconsistency indices
whilst Szybowski [40] deﬁned triad and cycle inconsistency indexes that are induced by metrics,
and proved that the Koczkodaj’s measure is an index of this kind. A survey on the inconsistency
measures, their properties and relations can be seen in [41]. The current paper presents two new
inconsistency measures based, respectively, on triads and cycles, and proves that, under certain
conditions, both coincide with the GCI [10].
3. The Triads Geometric Consistency Measure (T-GCI)
This section presents and analyses a triads-based indicator that explicitly considers Saaty’s
deﬁnition of consistency expressed as aij a jk aki = 1 ∀i, j, k = 1, . . . , n, that is to say, that for each list of
judgements that form a cycle of length 3, the product of their intensities is the unit. The suitability of
this deﬁnition of consistency is intuitively justiﬁed in the following example.
Let the matrices A and B be
⎛
⎞
⎛
⎞
1
2
7
1
2
9
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
B = ⎝ 1/2
A = ⎝ 1/2
1
3 ⎠
1
3 ⎠
1/7 1/3 1
1/9 1/3 1
It can be seen that in both cases the condition of consistency is violated when considering the only
three judgements elicited: a12 a23 = a13 (2 × 3 = 7) and b12 b23 = b13 (2 × 3 = 9). The two matrices are
inconsistent, but it can be intuitively appreciated that matrix A is closer to consistency than matrix
B. It can be veriﬁed that CR( A) = 0.002 and GCI ( A) = 0.008, as well as that CR( B) = 0.017 and
GCI ( B) = 0.055.
To determine which of these two matrices is more inconsistent, it is not necessary to apply a
prioritisation method and calculate its associated inconsistency measure. Inconsistency measures
based on triads employ the evaluation of the intensities of cycles of length 3. If these intensities are
close to the unit, the matrix will be close to consistency, while distant values will indicate a lack of
consistency. It is therefore necessary
to start

 by measuring the deviations from the unit of the intensities
of cycles of length 3, dijk = f aij a jk aki , and then aggregate the deviations of all existing cycles of
length 3. In general, we can express this as:


M = g d123 , . . . , dijk . . . dn(n−1)(n−2) , i = j = k

(7)

A ﬁrst possibility is to consider the difference between the intensity of the cycle and the unit (dijk =
aij a jk aki − 1), and then aggregate the differences additively (M would simply be the sum function).
M1 =

∑

i= j=k



aij a jk aki − 1

4


(8)
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This measure contemplates intensity when going through each cycle in both directions. In the
case of inconsistency, one of these intensities will always be greater than 1 and the other
 less than

1. When considering a cycle and its inverse, addends of type aij a jk aki + ( aij a jk aki )−1 − 2 are taken.
These addends are always positive (x + 1/x ≥ 2 if x > 0), thus the overall measure will always be
non-negative (and null when the matrix is consistent):


1
aij a jk aki +
M1 = 3 ∑
−2
(9)
aij a jk aki
i< j<k
Except for the factor, this last expression was the one followed by the PLI measure proposed by
Pelaez and Lamata (Equation (6)).
There are two methods for avoiding the different contribution to the inconsistency measures
of cycles with intensity greater than the unit and that of its inverses (intensity less than the unit):
(i) consider cycles of only one type, either greater than one or less than one; or (ii) consider the
deﬁnition itself, as is proposed in the current work.
With the ﬁrst method, reconsidering dijk = aij a jk aki − 1 as the divergence function, the maximum
as the aggregation function and only cycles with intensity greater than one, a new family of
inconsistency measures is derived:


M2 = max aij a jk aki − 1 with aij a jk aki > 1
i< j<k

(10)

Measure M2 does not aggregate the deviations of the intensity of all the cycles of length 3 with
respect to 1; it only considers the extreme discrepancy. Further, the use of the maximum function
presents problems from an analytical point of view. It can easily be shown that the Koczkodaj’s
measure KI (5) corresponds to the M2 function.
To deﬁne inconsistency measures that verify the reversibility in the intensity of the cycles of length
3, that is to say, that the cycles in both directions contribute to the indicator in the same value, this work
suggests the use of the logarithms of these intensities. Obviously, the values corresponding to a cycle
and its inverse would be compensated, thus it is necessary to consider them in positive terms. The ﬁrst
option, taking absolute values, results in the same analytical problems as the Koczkodaj index. The use
of the squares of the logarithms of the intensities is therefore proposed.

2
With this method, the divergence functions are dijk = log aij a jk aki − log 1 , which can be
understood as the log quadratic distance between the intensity of the cycle and the unit. Finally, the
arithmetic mean function corrected by the number of involved judgements is used as the aggregation
function. In the particular case of Equation (11), the denominator indicates the number of terms,
n(n − 1)(n − 2), in the summation multiplied by the number of judgments, 3, that intervene in
each summand.
 
Deﬁnition 1. Given a pairwise comparison matrix, A(nxn) = aij with aij a ji = 1 and aij > 0, the Triads
Geometric Consistency Index is deﬁned as


2
∑i= j=k log aij a jk aki
(11)
T-GCI ( A) =
3n(n − 1)(n − 2)
Remark 1. Since there are 3! = 6 cycles (ijk, ikj, jik, jki, kij, kji), including the indices i, j, k, that contribute to

2
Equation (11) in the same way: log aij + log a jk + log aki . This expression can be rewritten as:


2 ∑i< j<k log2 aij a jk aki
T-GCI ( A) =
(12)
n(n − 1)(n − 2)

5
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3.1. A Link between the Two Groups of Inconsistency Measures
The following result establishes the relationship between the proposed measure (T-GCI), based on
triads, and the GCI, based on a prioritisation method (RGM).
 
Theorem 1. Given a pairwise comparison matrix, A(nxn) = aij with aij a ji = 1 and aij > 0, it holds that
T-GCI ( A) = GCI ( A)

(13)

Proof. See Appendix A.
This result allows the utilisation of the properties and relationships with other inconsistency
measures of the GCI [41,42], as well as its inconsistency thresholds and the decision tools developed
for it, when working with the T-GCI. In particular, the procedure proposed for improving the
inconsistency [43,44] and the judgements’ consistency stability intervals used in group decision
making [45–49].
The authors of [42,50–54] posed different properties that inconsistency measures should meet.
Brunelli and Fedrizzi [50] give ﬁve axiomatic properties for inconsistency indices: (i) the existence
of a unique element representing consistency; (ii) invariance under permutation of alternatives; (iii)
monotonicity under reciprocity-preserving mapping; (iv) monotonicity on single comparisons; and
(v) continuity. Brunelli [52] added a new property: (vi) invariance under inversion of preferences.
The authors of [50,52] also proved that the indexes CR, GCI, KI and PLI satisfy the six axiomatic
properties; therefore, in line with Theorem 1, these properties are also veriﬁed by the T-GCI, as they
are veriﬁed by the GCI.
In the last decade, many authors [18,41,50–52,54–62] have made efforts to formalise the deﬁnition
of inconsistency measure; they have demanded a series of properties that guarantee the construction
of an axiomatic system. The introduction and justiﬁcation of reasonable properties may help to narrow
the general deﬁnition of inconsistency index and identify problematic indices that do not satisfy these
requirements [54].
Among the many properties proposed for inconsistency measures are those of Koczkodaj and
Szybowski [63] (the normalisation of any inconsistency index) and Mazurek [64] (an upper limit on the
value of an inconsistency index). Without discussing the relevance of the reversibility of the intensity of
the cycles of length 3 (mentioned above) or these last two properties, it can be said that all of them are
fulfilled by the T-GCI; the first by construction, and the other two by slightly adapting their expression.
It would be enough to define the Normalised T-GCI as 1 − e−T-GCI . It should be noted that the problem
is still unresolved, and this is evidenced by the numerous articles that are regularly published.
In addition to the properties of the indicator, another fundamental aspect when applying it in
practice is the existence of thresholds that allow the T-GCI to be operational. In this case, the thresholds
obtained in [10] for the GCI by analogy with the Saaty CR are available as a reference. These values
are: T-GCI = 0.31 for n = 3, T-GCI = 0.35 for n = 4 and T-GCI = 0.37 for n > 4.
3.2. Computational Complexity
This section describes a study of the computational complexity of both measures: the GCI and the
T-GCI. It allows the selection of the most appropriate expression with regards to the size of the matrix.
The first step in the calculation of the GCI is to determine the priorities. Next, the errors must be
identified. Then, the squares of the logarithms of the errors must be calculated, added and divided by
the denominator. For the calculation of each priority wi (there are n in total), n − 1 products are needed
to obtain ∏ j aij . To calculate the nth root, a logarithm, a division and an exponential are required.
In total, n(n − 1) products, n logarithms, n divisions and n exponentials. As the cost in computer cycles
of the product and the division are usually the same, the divisions are counted as products. Similarly, the
exponentials are counted as logarithms. Therefore, to obtain the priorities, n(n − 1) + n = n2 products
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and n + n = 2n logarithms are required. When the priorities have been calculated, the errors (one
product and one division) must be obtained for each of the judgments that are above the diagonal, a
total of n(n − 1)/2, then their logarithms must be squared (one product). This equals three products and
one logarithm for each error; 3n(n − 1)/2 products and n(n − 1)/2 logarithms are therefore required.
Next, all the squared logarithms of the errors are added, which represents n(n − 1)/2 − 1 sums. Finally,
the result is divided by n(n − 1) and multiplied by 2, which gives three products.
The T-GCI is obtained by calculating the term log2 aij a jk aki for each of the different triads
(n(n − 1)(n − 2)/6). For this calculation, two products, one logarithm and one additional product
(square) are needed, that is, three products and one logarithm. This makes a total of n(n − 1)(n −
2)/2 products and n(n − 1)(n − 2)/6 logarithms. Next, all the squared logarithms are added,
which represent n(n − 1)(n − 2)/6 − 1 sums. Finally, the result is divided by n(n − 1)(n − 2) and
multiplied by 6, which means making four products. The total number of operations of each type
necessary to obtain both measures are summarised in Table 1 .
Table 1. Computational Complexity of GCI and T-GCI.
GCI

T-GCI

n ( n − 1)
−1
2
3n(n − 1)
2
n +
+3
2
n ( n − 1)
2n +
2

n(n − 1)(n − 2)
−1
6
n(n − 1)(n − 2)
+4
2
n(n − 1)(n − 2)
6

Operation
Sums
Products
Logarithms

It is easy to notice that the calculations needed to obtain the GCI and the T-GCI are, respectively,
of orders o (n2 ) and o (n3 ). However, for small values of n (which is common in AHP), the constants can
be very important. Table 2 shows the number of operations of each type for the values of n commonly
employed in AHP.
Table 2. Computational complexity of GCI and T-GCI for different values of n.

n

Sums

GCI
Products

Logarithms

Sums

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

2
5
9
14
20
27
35

21
37
58
84
115
151
192

9
14
20
27
35
44
54

0
3
9
19
34
55
83

T-GCI
Products Logarithms
7
16
34
64
109
172
256

1
4
10
20
35
56
84

It can be noted that for values of n less than 8 the T-GCI requires fewer operations (logarithms are
more complex, followed by products and sums). Obviously, this is not so important if the calculation
of the inconsistency of only one matrix is the objective, but in a simulation study with a large number
of matrices, e.g., 106 , the use of one or other measure can have a signiﬁcant impact on simulation time.
3.3. Example
Consider the following matrix:
⎛
⎜
⎜
A=⎜
⎝

1
2
1/2
1
1/3 1/5
1/4 1/6

3
5
1
1/7

4
6
7
1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

The steps for the calculation of both measures are followed in Tables 3 and 4. It can be seen that
for this size of matrix the calculation of the T-GCI7is less complicated.
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The steps for the calculation of the GCI are (Table 3): (i) the calculation of ∏ j aij for each row;
(ii) the calculation of priorities wi ; (iii) the calculation of the errors eij ; (iv) the calculation of the squared
logarithm of the errors; and (v) the value of the GCI.
Table 3. Calculation of the GCI.


wi = ∏ j aij

i

∏ j aij

1
2
3
4

1 × 2 × 3 × 4 = 24
1
2 × 1 × 5 × 6 = 15
1
1
7
3 × 5 × 1 × 7 = 15
1
1
1
1
4 × 6 × 7 × 1 = 168

1/4



E = (eij ) = ( aij w j /wi )
⎛

2.213
1.968
0.827
0.278

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1

1.778
1

⎞
0.502
0.847 ⎟
⎟
⎟
2.352 ⎠
1
∑ log2 eij =

1.120
2.100
1

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

0

log2 eij

0.331
0



0.013
0.550
0

0.475
0.028
0.732
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

2.129

i< j

GCI =

2 × 2.129
=
(4 − 1) × (4 − 2)

0.710

Table 4 shows the calculation of the product and squared logarithms for each of the four triads or
cycles of length 3. The T-GCI is obtained by adding these values and dividing by n(n − 1)(n − 2)/6.
Table 4. Calculation of the T-GCI.
ijk

aij a jk aki

log aij a jk aki

123
124
134
234

2 × 5 × 13 = 10
3
2 × 6 × 14 = 3
3 × 7 × 14 = 21
4
5 × 7 × 16 = 35
6

1.204
1.099
1.658
1.764
log2 aij a jk aki =

1.450
1.207
2.750
3.110
8.516

2 × 8.516
=
4 × (4 − 1) × (4 − 2)

0.710

∑

i< j<k

T-GCI =

log2 aij a jk aki

4. Inconsistency Measures Based on Cycles
In general, if A is consistent, it holds [9] that
a i1 i2 a i2 i3 . . . a i l i1 = 1

∀ i1 , i2 , . . . , i l

(14)

An inconsistency measure can therefore be deﬁned through the intensities of cycles of any length
l (> 2).
 
Deﬁnition 2. Given a pairwise comparison matrix, A(nxn) = aij with aij a ji = 1 and aij > 0, the l −Cycles
Consistency Index is deﬁned as
Il ( A) =


2
∑i1 =i2 =···=il log ai1 i2 ai2 i3 . . . ail i1
lVn,l

(15)

where Vn,l are the number of l-variations of n elements.
Remark 2. Clearly, the T-GCI ( A) = I3 ( A).
A cycle of length greater than 3 can be easily broken down into product of cycles of length 3.
For example (Figures 1 and 2), when l = 4:



aik akl ali
aij a jk akl ali = aij a jk ( aki aik ) akl ali = aij a jk aki

8
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L

D LM

M

D MN

D OL
O

D NO

N

Figure 1. Cycle of length 4.

D LM

L

D OL

D NL

D LN
O

M

D NO

D MN
N

Figure 2. Cycles of length 3.

Therefore, a measure of divergence dijkl = f ( aij a jk akl ali ) can be obtained as dijkl = f  (dijk , dikl )
and a global measure can be considered as a function of the intensities of the cycles of length 3.
The following result not only allows the expression of the general index Il ( A) to be obtained in
terms of cycles of length 3, but also proves that all indexes Il ( A) provide the same value regardless of
the value of l.
 
Theorem 2. Given a pairwise comparison matrix, A(nxn) = aij with aij a ji = 1 and aij > 0, it holds that
Il ( A) = GCI ( A)

(16)

Proof. See Appendix A.
These cycle-based indices are equivalent, regardless of the cycle length that is considered.
Given that the complexity of calculation increases as l increases, it is sufﬁcient to consider the T-GCI
when the objective is to measure the inconsistency from a judgements cycles-based approach.
It can be easily veriﬁed that the calculation of the index Il ( A) has complexity o (nl ), with n being
the order of the matrix A. From a computational point of view, its calculation for n > 3 will not be of
interest. Since all these measures are equal, it is faster to obtain the value of I3 ( A) = T-GCI ( A).
5. Conclusions
The evaluation of the consistency of decision makers when incorporating their preferences in the
AHP, in other words, when eliciting their judgements in pairwise comparison matrices, is one of the
most outstanding characteristics of this multi-criteria technique. The initial measures of inconsistency,
including the two most widely employed in the scientiﬁc literature (CR and GCI), were associated
with indexes derived for the prioritisation method used (EV and RGM, respectively). Along with this
approach, another method, based on triads, is developed. It evaluates the inconsistency using the
deﬁnition of a consistent pairwise comparison matrix, or equivalently, in terms of the cycles of length
3, comprising the elements of the matrix.
The current paper introduces a new indicator based on triads (T-GCI) that links the two approaches
followed in the evaluation of the inconsistency of AHP. As demonstrated in the paper, this indicator
coincides with the GCI, a measure of inconsistency proposed for the RGM. The relationship between the
two indicators can take advantage of the properties and characteristics of both to exploit their potential
with regards to calculation.
9
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The work does not analyse the relationship between consistency and representativeness of the
priority vector derived from the pairwise comparison matrix. The main objective is to propose a
new indicator based on triads, the T-GCI, which links the two approaches considered when defining
inconsistency measures and is more efficient than the GCI for matrices with fewer than eight alternatives.
This fact is of great significance for simulation studies that require reiterating on numerous occasions
the calculation of the inconsistency measure. It is also necessary to emphasise the fact that our work
does not deal with obtaining the T-GCI for incomplete matrices. Studies analysing the estimation of
inconsistency for incomplete matrices can be seen in [65,66].
The relationship between the T-GCI and the GCI, and the similarities with different inconsistency
measures already proved for the GCI, can be used to transfer the results obtained for it to other
inconsistency measures, based on triads or the priority vectors; in particular, the setting of thresholds
to make those inconsistency indices without thresholds operational. Finally, it has been shown that
the generalisation of the T-GCI to cycles of any length can be expressed in terms of cycles of length 3,
which facilitates calculation. Future extensions that are under consideration include how to obtain
thresholds for the T-GCI that would be calculated directly, or obtained in a similar way to the methods
for other related indicators.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 1. Consider the deﬁnition of the index T-GCI ( A), where the denominator of that
measure is denoted as D  = 3n(n − 1)(n − 2). It can be seen that the sum extends, without problems,
to all subscripts i, j, k.
T-GCI ( A)

=
=

1
D

∑

∑ log2

i,j,k






1
aij a jk aki = 
D

∑



log aij + log a jk + log aki

2

=

i,j,k

log a2ij + log a2jk + log a2ki + 2 log aij log a jk + 2 log aij log aki + 2 log a jk log aki



i,j,k

By symmetry, the ﬁrst three terms are identical and can be written as

∑ log a2ij = n ∑ log a2ij
i,j

i,j,k

On the other hand, the last three addends are also equal to each other. Thus, the index can be
expressed as:
T-GCI ( A)

=
=
=

1
D




3 ∑ log a2ij + 6 ∑ log aij log a jk
i,j

=

i,j,k



1
2
3 n ∑ log aij + 2 ∑ log aij log a jk =
3n(n − 1)(n − 2)
i,j
i,j,k


1
2
n ∑ log aij + 2 ∑ log aij log a jk
n(n − 1)(n − 2)
i,j
i,j,k
10
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Now, consider the expression of GCI:
GCI =

2
2
∑i,j log eij
∑i,j log aij w j /wi
=
(n − 1)(n − 2)
(n − 1)(n − 2)

where eij = aij ω j /ωi is the error obtained when the ratio of priorities ωi /ω j is approximated by aij
and w = (wi ) is the priority vector obtained with the RGM method: ωi = ∏nk=1 a1/n
ik .
Combining it, and naming D = (n − 1)(n − 2):
GCI

=
=

=
=
=
+

1
D

ωj

∑ log2 aij ωi

1
D

⎛

n ∑ log aij log a jk +
i,j,k

+

1/n

∑ log2 aij

∏nk=1 a jk

=
1/n
∏nk=1 aik

2
1/n
n
n
∏nk=1 a jk
1
⎠ = 1 ∑ log aij + 1 ∑ log a jk − 1 ∑ log a1/n
log2 ⎝ aij n
=
∑
ik
1/n
D i,j
D i,j
n k =1
n k =1
∏k=1 aik

2
n
n
1
+
log
a
+
log
a
=
n
log
a
∑
∑
∑
ij
jk
ki
n2 D i,j
k =1
k =1



n
n
n
n
1
n
log
a
n
log
a
+
log
a
+
log
a
+
log
a
+
log
a
=
∑
∑
∑
∑
∑
ij
ij
jk
ki
jl
li
n2 D i,j
k =1
k =1
l =1
l =1
⎛
1 ⎝ 2
n ∑ log2 aij + n ∑ log aij log a jl + n ∑ log aij log ali +
Dn2
i,j
i,j,l
i,j,l
i,j

=

n ∑ log aij log aki +
i,j,k

i,j

⎞

∑

log a jk log a jl +

∑

log aki log a jl +

i,j,k,l

∑

log a jk log ali +

∑

log aki log ali ⎠

i,j,k,l

i,j,k,l

⎞

i,j,k,l

It is clear that the second, third, fourth, and seventh terms are the same, represented as
n ∑i,j,k log aij log a jk . Note that the ﬁfth term:

∑

log a jk log a jl =

∑ ∑ log a jk log a jl = −n ∑ log alj log a jk
i j,k,l

i,j,k,l

j,k,l

The same with the ninth addend:

∑

log aki log ali =

∑ ∑ log aki log ali = −n ∑ log ali log aik
j i,k,l

i,j,k,l

i,k,l

The two addends are identical and represented by changing subindices to −n ∑i,j,k log aij log a jk
The sixth and eighth addends can also be simpliﬁed:

∑

log a jk log ali =

i,j,k,l

∑ log a jk ∑ log ali = 0 × 0 = 0
j,k

i,l

Therefore,
GCI

=

⎛
1 ⎝ 2
n ∑ log2 aij + n ∑ log aij log a jk + n ∑ log aij log a jk +
Dn2
i,j
i,j,k
i,j,k

+n ∑ log aij log a jk − n ∑ log aij log a jk + 0 +
i,j,k

i,j,k

⎞

+n ∑ log aij log a jk + 0 − n ∑ log aij log a jk ⎠ =
i,j,k

i,j,k

⎛

=

⎞
1 ⎝ 2
2
n ∑ log aij + 2n ∑ log aij log a jk ⎠
Dn2
i,j
i,j,k
11
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Finally, replacing the denominator D and simplifying:


1
2
2
n
log
a
+
2n
log
a
log
a
=
ij
ij
∑
∑
jk
n2 (n − 1)(n − 2)
i,j
i,j,k


1
n ∑ log2 aij + 2 ∑ log aij log a jk
n(n − 1)(n − 2)
i,j
i,j,k

=

GCI

=

(A2)

Equations (A1) and (A2) coincide, thus it is proved that T-GCI ( A) = GCI ( A).
Proof of Theorem 2. This is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Commencing with the deﬁnition of the
index Il ( A) to prove that it matches Equation (A2).
Il ( A)

=

1
lVn,l

=

1
lVn,l

∑

i1 =i2 =···=il

∑

i1 =···=il





log2 ai1 i2 ai2 i3 . . . ail i1 =

log ai1 i2 + log ai2 i3 . . . + log ail i1

2

By developing the summation:


∑

i1 =···=il

=

∑

+



i1 =···=il

+ 2

i1 =···=il



∑



log ai1 i2 + log ai2 i3 . . . + log ail i1




log2 ai1 i2 + log2 ai2 i3 . . . + log2 ail i1 +


∑

i1 =···=il

log ai1 i2 + log ai2 i3 . . . + log ail i1


log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3 . . . + log ail −1 il log ail i1 +

. . . log air ir+1 log ais is+1 . . .



In the ﬁrst summation, squared logarithms of the judgements are grouped. It should be noted
that, by symmetry, each of the terms must produce the same sum:

∑



i1 =···=il

∑

= l

i1 =···=il

log2 ai1 i2 + log2 ai2 i3 . . . + log2 ail i1

log2 ai1 i2 = l

∑

∑

i3 =···=il i1 =i2

= l (n − 2)(n − 3) · · · (n − l + 1)



=

log2 ai1 i2

∑

i1  = i2

log2 ai1 i2

The second summation groups the products of the logarithms of judgements that are adjacent in
the cycle, i.e. those that have a common subscript. Again, by symmetry, they are all the same and can
be expressed as:
2

∑



i1 =···=il

2l

∑

i1 =···=il

log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3 . . . + log ail −1 il log ail i1

log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3 = 2l

= 2l (n − 3) · · · (n − l + 1)

∑

i1  = i2  = i3

12

∑

∑

i4 =···=il i1 =i2 =i3



=

log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3 =

log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3 =
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Finally, the third sum contains products of logarithms of judgements that have no subscript in
common. That each of them is equal to zero can be veriﬁed:


∑

i1 =···=il

=


log air ir+1 log ais is+1 =



∑



∑

i1 =···=il

log air ir+1

i r  = i r +1

∑

∑

∑

log air ir+1 log ais is+1 =

=

∑

i1 =···=il ir =ir+1 is =is+1



∑

i s  = i s +1

log ais is+1

i1 =···=il

0×0 = 0

Taking everything to the deﬁnition of the measure of inconsistency:
Il ( A)

=

=

l (n − 2)(n − 3) · · · (n − l + 1) ∑i1 =i2 log2 ai1 i2
+
ln(n − 1) · · · (n − l + 1)
2l (n − 3) · · · (n − l + 1) ∑i1 =i2 =i3 log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3
+
=
ln(n − 1) · · · (n − l + 1)

(n − 2) ∑i1 =i2 log2 ai1 i2 + 2 ∑i1 =i2 =i3 log ai1 i2 log ai2 i3
n(n − 1)(n − 2)

Renaming the subscripts:

(n − 2) ∑i= j log2 aij + 2 ∑i= j=k log aij log a jk
n(n − 1)(n − 2)

Il ( A) =

(A3)

This expression is not exactly equivalent to Equation (A2), but if the latter is slightly modiﬁed:


1
2
n ∑ log aij + 2 ∑ log aij log a jk
GCI =
n(n − 1)(n − 2)
i,j
i,j,k
Summations are made that allow repetitions of subscripts. Repetitions are removed to compare
this expression with the one that was previously obtained.
It is clear that:

∑ log2 aij = ∑ log2 aij since aii = 1
i,j

i= j

Regarding the second term:

∑ log aij log a jk

=

i,j,k

=
=
=
=

∑

log aij log a jk + ∑ log aii log aik =

∑

log aij log a jk + 0 =

i = j,k
i = j,k

i,k

∑

log aij log a jk +

∑

log aij log a jk + ∑ log aij log a ji + ∑ log aij log a jj =

∑

log aij log a jk − ∑ log a2ij + 0

i= j=k
i= j=k
i= j=k

∑

i = j,k =i

log aij log a jk +

i= j

∑

i = j,k =i

log aij log a jk =

i= j

i= j

Grouping everything:

GCI

=
=



n ∑i= j log2 aij + 2 ∑i= j=k log aij log a jk − ∑i= j log a2ij
n(n − 1)(n − 2)

(n − 2) ∑i= j log2 aij + 2 ∑i= j=k log aij log a jk
n(n − 1)(n − 2)
13
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This now matches Equation (A3) developed from Il ( A).
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Abstract: The design of reinforced earth retaining walls is a combinatorial optimization problem
of interest due to practical applications regarding the cost savings involved in the design and the
optimization in the amount of CO2 emissions generated in its construction. On the other hand, this
problem presents important challenges in computational complexity since it involves 32 design
variables; therefore we have in the order of 1020 possible combinations. In this article, we propose
a hybrid algorithm in which the particle swarm optimization method is integrated that solves
optimization problems in continuous spaces with the db-scan clustering technique, with the aim
of addressing the combinatorial problem of the design of reinforced earth retaining walls. This
algorithm optimizes two objective functions: the carbon emissions embedded and the economic cost
of reinforced concrete walls. To assess the contribution of the db-scan operator in the optimization
process, a random operator was designed. The best solutions, the averages, and the interquartile
ranges of the obtained distributions are compared. The db-scan algorithm was then compared with a
hybrid version that uses k-means as the discretization method and with a discrete implementation of
the harmony search algorithm. The results indicate that the db-scan operator signiﬁcantly improves
the quality of the solutions and that the proposed metaheuristic shows competitive results with
respect to the harmony search algorithm.
Keywords: CO2 emission; earth-retaining walls; optimization; db-scan; particle swarm optimization

1. Introduction
Retaining walls are structures widely used in engineering for supporting soil laterally. The design
of these walls is a problem of interaction between the soil and the structure to retain a material safely
and economically. When the height of a cantilever wall becomes important, the volume of concrete
required begins to be considerable. From a height of 8–10 m, buttressed walls economize its design.
The design of these structures is mainly carried out following rules very much linked to the experience
of structural engineers [1]. If the initial design dimensions or material qualities are inadequate, the
structure is redeﬁned. With this procedure of trial and error, the different designs obtained do not go
beyond a few tests. This process leads to a safe, but not necessarily economic, design [2]. Structural
optimization methods have clear advantages over experience-based design.
Presently, the optimum design of reinforced concrete (RC) structures constitutes a relevant line of
research. In practical structural optimization problems, the variables used must be discrete, so they are
combinatorial optimization problems. However, combinatorial problems are found in a large number
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of real problems such as allocation resources [3,4], logistics [5], transport [6], routing problems [7,8],
scheduling problems [6,9], and engineering design projects [10,11], among others. These problems
present a space of solutions that grows exponentially with the variables used, so the metaheuristics,
which were inspired by natural phenomena for continuous spaces, are a good approach to obtain
optimum solutions to engineering problems. However, two important characteristics of metaheuristics,
intensiﬁcation and diversiﬁcation, must be preserved to design discrete versions of these algorithms.
While structural optimization began by minimizing the weight or cost of structures [12,13],
other objective functions related to the social, Reference [14] and environmental sustainability of
structures [15] throughout their entire life cycle have subsequently been incorporated. Reducing the
carbon footprint of RC structures is currently investigated as an optimization target. In particular, a
hybrid multistart optimization strategic method based on a variable neighborhood search threshold
acceptance strategy [16] was used to reduce the cost and carbon-emissions in cantilever retaining
walls. A hybrid harmony search together with a threshold acceptance strategy [17,18], the black hole
algorithm [17] and a hybrid k-means cuckoo search algorithms [10] were applied to minimize both
the economic cost and the CO2 emissions in counterfort retaining walls. A CO2 and cost analysis
in precast–prestressed concrete road bridges was developed in [15]. In [14] , the importance of the
criteria that deﬁne social sustainability was analyzed. These criteria considered the complete life of
infrastructure. The social sustainability of infrastructure projects was tackled in [14] using Bayesian
methods. In recent works [19,20], different meta-heuristics algorithms were used for optimal design of
RC retaining walls. The life cycle assessment of earth-retaining walls was analyzed in [21,22].
A strategy that reinforces the results obtained by the metaheuristics has been the hybridization
with techniques that deeply modify their way of working. Hybridization is carried out in different
ways, the most important of which are: (i) mathematics, integrating mathematical programming and
metaheuristics [23], (ii) hybrid heuristics, combining different metaheuristics [24], (iii) symmetrical
heuristics, where simulation and metaheuristics are combined [25], and (iv) hybridization between
metaheuristics and machine learning.
In this article, we used an emerging line of research that integrates the areas of machine learning
and metaheuristic algorithms with the goal of tackle the design of reinforced earth retaining walls
problem. This problem presents important challenges in computational complexity since it involves
32 design variables, therefore we have on the order of 1020 possible combinations. Therefore, it is
interesting to understand how these types of hybrid techniques perform in this problem, in addition to
comparing these ones with the state-of-the-art solutions that addressed the design of this type of walls.
The proposed hybrid algorithm uses a machine learning algorithm in a discrete operator that allows
continuous metaheuristics to tackle combinatorial optimization problems. In this way, a combinatorial
optimization problem, such as the buttressed wall design, can be addressed. The contributions of this
work are as follows:
•

•

•

A hybrid Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) based on a db-scan clustering technique is proposed.
The db-scan is very effective in binary combinatorial problems [6,10]. PSO is often used to solve
continuous optimization problems and its tuning is very simple.
The contribution of the db-scan in the discretization process was studied through a random
operator. In addition, the discretization performed by db-scan was compared with methods using
k-means [5,26].
The proposed algorithm is applied to obtain low-carbon, low-cost counterfort wall designs. This
hybrid algorithm is compared with an efﬁcient algorithm adapted from the harmony search (HS)
proposed in [18].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we develop a state-of-the-art of
hybridizing metaheuristics with machine learning; in Section 3 we deﬁne the optimization problem,
the variables involved, and the restrictions; then in Section 4 we detail the discrete db-scan algorithm;
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we move on with the experiments and results obtained in Section 5; and conclude with Section 6 in
which we summarize the conclusions and new lines of research.
2. Hybridizing Metaheuristics with Machine Learning
Metaheuristics is a broad collection of incomplete optimization techniques inspired by some
real-world phenomenon in nature or in the behavior of living beings [27,28]. The objective is to solve
problems of high computational complexity in a reasonable execution time so that its optimization
mechanism is not signiﬁcantly affected when the problem to be solved is altered. Then again, the set
of techniques capable of learning from a database are the so-called machine learning algorithms [29].
Depending on the learning mode, these techniques are divided into learning by reinforcement,
supervised learning, and unsupervised learning. It is common for these algorithms to be used in a
wide range of problems such as regression, dimensionality reduction, transformation, classiﬁcation,
time series or anomaly detection and computer vision problems.
The integration of the machine learning techniques with the metaheuristic algorithms can be
done basically with two approaches [30]. Either machine learning techniques are used to increase the
quality of the solutions and the convergence rates obtained by metaheuristics, or metaheuristic are
used to enhance the performance of machine learning techniques [30]. However, metaheuristics often
improves the efﬁciency of an optimization problem concerning machine learning. Based on the work
of [30], we propose an extension of the scheme of techniques in which metaheuristics and machine
learning are combined (Figure 1).

Figure 1. General scheme: Combining Machine Learning and Metaheuristics [10].

Machine learning can be used as a metamodel to determine from a set of metaheuristics the best
one for each instance. In addition, speciﬁc machine learning operators can also be embedded into a
metaheuristic, resulting in three different groups of techniques: hyper-heuristics, algorithm selection,
and cooperative strategies [30].
If we automate the design and tuning of metaheuristics to solve a large number of problems,
we obtain the so-called hyper-heuristics. The aim of the cooperation strategies is to obtain methods
that are more robust by combining the algorithms in a parallel or sequential way. The cooperation
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mechanism can share the whole solution, or only a part of it. In [31], a multi-objective optimization
of an aerogel glazing system through a surrogate model driven by the cross-entropy function was
developed with the implementation of the supervised machine-learning method. In [32] the multilevel
thresholding image segmentation-based hyperheuristic method was addressed. Finally, in [33] an
agent-based distributed framework was proposed to solve the problem of permutation ﬂow stores,
and in which each agent is implementing a different metaheuristic.
On the other hand, there are operators that allow enhancing the performance of a metaheuristic
integrating machine learning operators. Initialization, population management, solution disruption,
binaryization, local search operators and parameter setting and are examples of such operators [30].
Binary operators using unsupervised learning techniques can be integrated into metaheuristics that
operate in continuous spaces to perform the binarization process [6]. In [34], a percentile transition-ranking
algorithm was proposed as a mechanism to binarize continuous metaheuristics. In [9], the application
of Big Data techniques was applied to improve a cuckoo search binary algorithm. The tuning of the
parameters of metaheuristics is another line of research of interest. In [35], a tuning method was applied on
different sized problem sets for the real-world integration and test order problem. In [36] a semi-automatic
approach designs the fuzzy logic rule base to obtain instance-specific parameter values using decision
trees. The use of machine learning techniques improves the initiation of solutions, without the need to
start it randomly. A cluster-based population initialization framework was proposed in [37] and applied
to differential evolution algorithms. In [38] a case-based reasoning technique was applied to initiate a
genetic algorithm in a weighted circle design problem. To solve an economic dispatch problem, Hopfield
neural networks were used to start solutions of a genetic algorithm [39].
Metaheuristics improve the machine learning algorithms in problems such as feature selection,
grouping, classification, feature extraction, among others. Image analysis to identify breast cancer can
be enhanced by a genetic algorithm [40] that improves the performance of the Support Vector Machine
(SVM). The medical diagnoses and prognoses were tackled in [41] combining swarm intelligence
metaheuristics with the probabilistic search models of estimation of distribution algorithms. In [42], the
authors used swarm intelligence metaheuristics for the convolution neural network hyper-parameters
tuning. In [32], a multiverse optimizer algorithm was used for text documents clustering. An improved
normalized mutual information variable selection algorithm for soft sensors in [43] was used to
perform the variable selection and validate error information of artificial neural networks. A dropout
regularization method for convolutional neural networks was tackled in [44] through the use of
metaheuristic algorithms. In [45], a firefly algorithm was combined with the least-squares support
vector machine technique to address geotechnical engineering problems. Metaheuristics contributed
to the problems of regression, as is the case with the prediction of the strength of high strength
concretes in [46]. Another example is the integration of artificial neural networks and metaheuristics for
improved stock price prediction [47]. In [48], proposes a sliding-window metaheuristic optimization
for predicting the share price of construction companies in Taiwan. In [49] , the least squares support
vector machine hybridizing a fruit fly algorithms is applied to simulate the nonlinear system of a
MEL time series. Metaheuristics also apply to unsupervised learning techniques, such as clustering
techniques. For example, in [50] a metaheuristic optimization was used for a clustering system for
dynamic data streams. Metaheuristics have also been integrated into clustering techniques in the
search for the centroids that best group the data under a certain metric. A bee colony metaheuristic
was used for energy efficient clustering in wireless sensor networks [51]. In [52], a clustering search
metaheuristic was applied for the capacitated helicopter routing problem. In [53], a hybrid-encoding
scheme was used to find the optimal number of hidden neurons and connection weights in neutral
networks. Four metaheuristic-driven techniques were used in [44] to determine the dropout probability
in convolutional neural networks. In [54] the bat algorithm and cuckoo search were used to adjust
the weights of neural networks. An algorithm was proposed using simulated annealing, differential
evolution, and harmony search to optimize convolutional neural networks was proposed in [55]. In [56]
long-term short memory trained with metaheuristics were applied in healthcare analysis.
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In this paper, the study proposes a hybrid algorithm in which the unsupervised db-scan learning
technique to obtain binary versions of the PSO optimization algorithm. This hybrid algorithm was used
to obtain a sustainable design buttressed walls. Recently, the db-scan binarization algorithm obtained
versions of continuous metaheuristics that have been used to solve the set covering problem [6] and
the multidimensional knapsack problem [10] which are NP-hard problems.
3. Problem Deﬁnition
This Section describes the optimization problem. First, the equations to be optimized are deﬁned.
The variables that deﬁne the structure and the parameters applied to solve the problem are described
below. In addition, ﬁnally, the restrictions and the calculation method applied to verify the structure
are summarized.
3.1. Optimization Problem
The goal is to minimize the objective functions Fi for a width of 1 m of a buttress wall. The economic
cost in euros will be valued for F1 , and for F2 the CO2 equivalent emissions in kg produced in the
execution of all parts of the structure. The evaluation of both functions is carried out with precision,
and depends on the r construction units used, such as formwork, concrete, steel, excavation and fillings.
The values of the units applied to this problem were obtained from [2,18], and were reflected in Table 1.
The prices were provided by local Valencian road construction contractors and CO2 emissions from the
BEDEC PR / PCT ITeC (Institute of Construction Technology of Catalonia) database [57]. The objective
functions are represented in the following Equation (1). The formula represented values both the cost
and the emissions produced during the construction of the wall. It is calculated as the sum of the cost
or emissions of each construction unit, being for each unit the product of the unit cost or the unit’s
emission by its quantity.
Fi ( x ) =

r

∑ aij x j

(1)

j =1

Being aij the unit value taken from Table 1, for i = 1 in cost and i = 2 in emissions, corresponding
to the measurement of the construction units x j . The evaluation of Equation (1), in addition to the
group of variables, depends on a set of parameters that remain constant throughout the optimization,
and as long as the restrictions of the ultimate and service limit states (ULS and SLS) are met.
Table 1. Values per unit of cost and emissions [2,18].
Construction Unit
Steel (kg)
B400
B500
Concrete in stem (m3 )
C25/30
C30/37
C35/45
C40/50
C45/55
C50/60
Stem formwork (m2 )
Backﬁll (m3 )
Concrete in foundation (m3 )
C25/30
C30/37
C35/45
C40/50
C45/55
C50/60

21

Cost (e) a1j

(CO2 -eq) a2j

0.56
0.58

2.82
3.02

56.66
60.80
65.32
70.41
75.22
80.03
21.61
5.56

224.34
224.94
265.28
265.28
265.91
265.95
1.92
28.79

50.65
54.79
59.31
64.40
69.21
74.02

224.34
224.94
265.28
265.28
265.91
265.95
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3.2. Problem Design Variables
Design variables allow deﬁning the structure. These variables are discrete and modiﬁed by the
solution search algorithm during the optimization process. There are 3 groups of variables: geometric,
material qualities and reinforcing steels. In total there are 32 variables. The deﬁnition, arrangement
and characteristics of the variables are deﬁned in [58].
Of the set of variables, 24 are shown in Figures 2–4. Figures 2 and 3 represent the conﬁguration
of the reinforcement (A1–12), with the diameter and number of steel bars. Three ﬂexural reinforcing
bars deﬁned as A1, A2 and A3 contribute to the main bending of the stem. A4 represents the vertical
reinforcement of the base at the rear of the stem. The secondary longitudinal reinforcement is provided
by A5 for shrinkage and thermal effects on the stem. A6 represents the longitudinal reinforcement of
the buttress. The area of the reinforcing bracket from the bottom of the buttress is provided by A7 and
A8. A9 and A11 deﬁne the upper and lower heel reinforcements and A12, the shear reinforcement in
the footing. Finally, the longitudinal effects on the toe are deﬁned by A10. Figure 4 represents most of
the geometric variables.These variables are the thickness of the stem (b), the thickness of the footing
(cz), the thickness of the buttresses (ec), the length of the heel (lt), the length of the toe (lp), the distance
between the buttresses (d), two classes of steel B500S and B400S, and six classes of concrete between
C25/30 and C50/60 by discrete intervals of 5 MPa. Table 2 details the set of discrete variables with the
ranges of the values they can take. The possible combinations constitute the space solutions of the
problem. For the case of a 12 m high wall, the solution space is of the order of 1020 .

Figure 2. Reinforcement variables for the design of earth-retaining walls [58].
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Figure 3. Earth-retaining buttressed wall. Floor cross-section [58].

Figure 4. Problem design parameters [58].
Table 2. Design variables.
Variables

Lower Bound

Upper Bound

Increment

c
d
b
p
t
ec
f ck
f yk
A1 to A10 Φ
n
A11 to A12 Φ
n

H/20
H/4
20 cm
20 cm
20 cm
20 cm

H/6
H/2
219
610
619
219

1

12

4

10

1 cm
1 cm
1 cm
1 cm
1 cm
1 cm
25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 Mpa
400, 500 Mpa
6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 32 mm
1 rebar
6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 32 mm
1 rebar
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3.3. Problem Design Parameters
All the cases analyzed in this study are completely deﬁned by constant contour values called
problem parameters. These parameters are described in [58] and are represented in Table 3.
Table 3. Problem design parameters values.
Parameter Type

Parameter Considered

Value

Foundation depth, H2

2m

Bearing capacity
Fill slope
Base-friction coefﬁcient, μ
Wall-ﬁll friction angle, δ
Uniform load on top of the ﬁll, γ

0.3 MPa
0
tg 30◦
0◦
10 kN/m2

Against sliding, γ f s
Against overturning, γ f o
For loading (EHE)
Of concrete (ULS)
Of steel (ULS)

1.5
1.8
Normal
1.5
1.15
IIa

Geometric:
Geotechnical and relative to the load:

Safety coefﬁcient:

Ambient exposure (EHE)

3.4. Problem Constrains
The viability of the structure is verified as described in [58], in accordance with the Spanish technical
standards defined in [59] and the detailed recommendations for foundations in road works [60]. The
bending and shear limit states, and the cracking limit state are verified. The structure is checked
according to the stem stress distribution [61] for non-cohesive granular materials. The rectangular
distribution of soil stresses in the foundations is considered according to the criteria in [62]. The
structural hyperstatic model assumes that the top of the stem functions as a cantilever, while the bottom
of the stem is embedded between the footing and the lower part of the buttress.
The bending stress veriﬁed in the horizontal T-shaped cross section is performed taking into
account the effective width, in accordance with [63]. The checking of the mechanical shear and the
ﬂexural capacity is carried out considering the equations expressed in [62] and with the veriﬁcations
in [59]. To assess the controls against overturning and sliding, and the limit of soil stresses, the effect
of buttresses is included [58]. It is taken into account that the favorable overturning moments are
sufﬁciently greater than the unfavorable overturning moments with a safety coefﬁcient for frequent
events. A slip safety coefﬁcient and a coefﬁcient of base-friction foundation against sliding are
also considered.
4. The db-Scan Discrete Algorithm
As a first step, the algorithm generates a set of valid solutions. These solutions are randomly
generated. In this procedure, first, it is validated if the solution variables are started. In the case that
they are not all started, the variables are started randomly. Once all the variables are generated, the
next step is to verify if the solution obtained is valid. In the event that it is not valid, all variables are
removed and regenerated. The detail of the initiation procedure is shown in Figure 5. Subsequently,
PSO is used to produce a new solution in the continuous space. The PSO algorithm will be described
in Section 4.1. Subsequently, the db-scan operator is applied to the continuous solution in order to
transform continuous movements into groups associates to transition probabilities. The db-scan operator
will be detailed in Section 4.2. After the db-scan operator generates the groups, the discretization
operator applies the corresponding transition probability to each group, generating a new discrete
solution. The discretization operator is detailed in Section 4.3. Finally, the new solution is validated
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and, in case it meets the restrictions, it is compared with the best solution obtained. If the new value is
higher, it replaces the current one. The detailed flow chart of the hybrid algorithm is shown in Figure 6.
Begin

yes

Are all variables
started?

yes

Is it a feasible
solution?

End

no

no

Random start of
variables.

Clean the
variables..

Figure 5. Solution initiation procedure [10].

Generates de initial
solution

Begin

Is It a valid
solution?
Yes
No
Is the iteration
criteria met?

Yes
End

No

Execute the PSO
algorithm.

No

Replace the
optimal solution?

Yes

Execute the
discretization operator

Execute the db-scan
operator

Is It a valid
solution?

Figure 6. The discrete db-scan algorithm ﬂow chart.

4.1. Particle Swarm Optimization
For the proper functioning of the PSO algorithm, the concepts of population that are usually
called a swarm, and each of these solutions is called a particle. The essence of the algorithm is
that each particle is guided by a combination of the best value particle obtained so far in the search
space (maximum global) together with the best result obtained by the particle (local maximum).
The optimization process is iterative until some termination condition is met.
Formally let f : Rn → R corresponds to the ﬁtness function to be optimized. This function
considers a candidate solution that is represented by a vector in Rn and generates a real value as
output. This obtained value, represents the value of the objective function for the given candidate
solution. The goal is to ﬁnd a solution for which f ( a) ≤ f (b) for all b in the search space, which would
mean that a is the global minimum. The algorithm pseudo-code is shown in Procedure 1.
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Algorithm 1 Particle swarm optimization algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

Objective function f(s)
Generate initial solutions of n particles.
Get the particle’s best known position to its initial position: pi ← si .
if f ( pi ) < f ( g) then
Update the swarm’s best known position: g ← pi
end if
Initialize the particle’s velocity: vi
while stop criterion are meet do
for each particle and dimension do
Pick random numbers: r p , r g
Update the particle’s velocity: vi,d ← ωvi,d + φ p r p ( pi,d − si,d ) + φg r g ( gd − si,d )
Update the particle’s position: si ← si + vi
end for
if f (si ) < f ( pi ) then
Update the particle’s best known position: pi ← si .
if f ( pi ) < f ( g) then
Update the swarm’s best known position: pi ← si .
end if
end if
end while

4.2. db-Scan Operator
The solutions resulting from the execution of the PSO algorithm are grouped by the db-scan
operator. We should note that the db-scan operator can be applied to any swarm intelligence continuous
metaheuristics. The spatial clustering technique based on noise density of applications (db-scan),
requires for the clustering, a set of points S within a vector space, and a metric, usually, the metric is
the Euclidean. Db-scan groups the points of S that meet a minimum density criterion. The rest of the
points are considered outliers. As input parameters db-scan requires a radius  and the minimum
number of neighbors δ. The main steps of the algorithm are shown below:
•
•
•

Find the points in the  neighborhood of every point and identify the core points with more than
δ neighbors.
Find the connected components of core points on the neighbor graph, ignoring all non-core
points.
Assign each non-core point to a nearby cluster if the cluster is an  neighbor; otherwise, assign it
to noise.

In the db-scan (dbscanOp) operator, the db-scan grouping technique is used to make groups of
points to which we will assign a probability of transition. This probability of transition will subsequently
allow the discretization operator to discretize continuous solutions. The grouping proposal uses the
movements obtained by PSO in each dimension for all the particles. Suppose s(t) is a solution in
iteration t, then Δi (s(t)) represents the magnitude of the offset Δ(s(t)) in the i-th position, considering
the iterations t and t + 1. After all the displacements were obtained, the grouping is carried out.
To obtain the groups, the displacement module will be used, which is denoted by |Δi (s(t))|. This
grouping is done using the db-scan technique. Finally, a generic function Ptr is used, which is shown in
Equation (2) with the objective of assigning a probability of transition to each group and therefore to
each displacement.
Then using the function Ptr , a probability is assigned to each group obtained from the clustering
process. In this article, we use the linear function given in Equation (2), where Clust (xi ) indicates
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the location of the group to which Δi (s) belongs. The coefﬁcient α represents the initial transition
coefﬁcient and β models the transition separation for the different groups. Both parameters must be
estimated. The pseudo-code of the discretization procedure is shown in Algorithm 2.
Ptr ( x ) = α + γx
Clust(si ).

(2)
si

Clust(si ),

where x represents the value of
Also, because ∈
each element of Clust(si ),
is assigned the same value Ptr . That is, Ptr (si ) = Ptr (Clust(si )). On the other hand, γ = α ∗ β are
constants that will be determined in the tuning of parameters, where α corresponds to the initial
transition coefﬁcient and β represents the transition probability coefﬁcient.
Algorithm 2 db-scan operator
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Function dbscanOp(ls(t),ls(t + 1))
Input s(t), s(t + 1)
Output lTransitionProbability(t + 1)
lΔi (s(t + 1)) ← getDelta(ls(t), ls(t + 1))
Clust ← getClusters(lΔi (s(t)))
lTransitionProbability(t + 1) ← getTranProb(Clust, ls(t))–Equation (2)
return (lTransitionProbability(t + 1))

4.3. Discretization Operator
The discretization operator receives the list lTransitionProbability (t + 1). This list contains the
values of the transition probabilities which were the result delivered by the db-scan operator. Then
given a solution s(t) ∈ ls(t), we select each of its components si (t) and we proceed to determine
through the transition probability if this component should be modiﬁed. In the case of large transition
probabilities, there is a greater possibility of modiﬁcation. Then a random number is obtained at [0, 1]
and this number is compared with the value of the transition probability assigned to the component.
In cases where the modiﬁcation condition is satisﬁed, it can increase the value by 1 or decrease it by 1.
Finally, the selected value is compared with the best value obtained by the algorithm and remains with
the minimum of both. The pseudocode of the discrete procedure is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Discretization operator.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Function DiscOperator(lTransitionProbability(t + 1), ls(t))
Input lTransitionProbability(t + 1)
Output s(t + 1)–where s(t + 1) is discrete.
movement = 0
for si ∈ s(t) ∈ ls(t) do

6:

if r1 > 0.5 then

7:

movement = 1
else

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

movement = −1
end if
si = max(1,min(sibest ,si +movement))
end for

5. Results and Discussion
The experiments developed with the objective of determining the performance of our hybrid
algorithm applied to the counterfort retaining wall problem will be detailed in this section. In Section 5.1,
we will explain the strategy used to perform the tuning of the parameters. Then, in the first experiment
detailed in Section 5.2, we will study the contribution of the db-scan operator to the discretization
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process. This study will be carried out through a comparison with a random operator. Subsequently, in
the second experiment, the db-scan technique will be compared with the k-means clustering technique.
This comparison is detailed in Section 5.3. Finally, in Section 5.4 our db-scan PSO proposal will be
compared with another algorithm in the literature that solved the same problem. Regarding the scenario
of the experiments, each problem will be run 30 times. The value 30 is the minimum number appropriate
to be able to obtain statistical conclusions on a population [64], in addition, the signed-rank Wilcoxon
test [65] will be incorporated to determine if the difference between the results is statistically significant.
For this test, the p-value used was 0.05. The software was built in Python 3.6 and run on a computer
with the following configuration: Intel Core i7-4770 CPU and 16 GB of RAM.
5.1. Parameter Settings
In the methodology used to perform the adjustment of the algorithm parameters, heights of 8 and
12 m were considered. The selection of these heights was motivated by their difference in complexity. 8
represents walls of small size and 12 represents walls of a greater size where the satisfaction of stability
restrictions has a greater difficulty. After defining the instances to use, each of the defined configurations
was resolved 5 times for each height. The set of configurations used are detailed in Table 4. The value
5 was chosen with the intention of being able to execute all the combinations in a limited time. The
range column in Table 4 represents the scanned values to perform the PSO adjustment. Obtaining these
ranges was based on previous studies where the db-scan technique was applied to other combinatorial
problems. For more details on the method, see the reference [26].
In order to ﬁnd the best conﬁguration, the method proposes using four measurements. The best
solution (bs), the worst solution (ws), the average solution (as) and the convergence time (ct). These
measures are deﬁned in Equations (3)–(6). The best global value (bgv) corresponds to the best value
obtained in all the conﬁgurations executed. Furthermore, the best local value (blv) represents the
best value obtained by a particular conﬁguration. The worst local value (wlv) represents the worst
moment obtained for a given conﬁguration. The average local value (alv) is the average value obtained
by a conﬁguration. The minimum global time (mgt) accounts for the minimum convergence time
resulting from all evaluated conﬁgurations and the convergence local time (clt) the minimum time for
a particular conﬁguration. The minimum global time (mgt) corresponds to the best value getting for
all conﬁguration. Finally, the worst global value (wgv) accounts for the worst value obtained by all the
conﬁgurations. Each of the measures deﬁned, the closer to 1, the better performance that indicator
has. On the other hand, the closer to 0, the worse performance. Since there are 4 measurements to be
able to carry out the evaluation, we incorporate them into a radar graph and calculate their area. As a
consequence of the measurement deﬁnition, the largest area corresponds to the conﬁguration that has
the best performance considering the 4 deﬁned measurements.
Deﬁnition 1 ([10,26]). Measure deﬁnitions:
1.

The deviation of the best local value obtained in ﬁve executions compared with the best global value:
bs = 1 −

2.

(3)

The deviation of the worst value obtained in ﬁve executions compared with the best global value:
ws = 1 −

3.

bgv − blv
bgv

bgv − wlv
bgv

(4)

The deviation of the average value obtained in ﬁve executions compared with the best global value:
as = 1 −
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bgv − alv
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4.

The convergence time for the average value in each experiment is normalized according to Equation (6).
ct = 1 −

clt − mgt
wgv − mgt

(6)

For PSO, the coefficients c1 and c2 are set to 2. The parameter ω linearly decreases from 0.9 to
0.4. For the parameters used by db-scan, the minimum number of neighbors (minPts) is estimated as a
percentage of the number of particles (N). The parameter settings are shown in Table 4 . In the table,
the column labeled “Value” represents the selected value, and the column labeled “Range” corresponds
to the set of scanned values.
Table 4. Parameter setting for the PSO algorithm.
Parameters

Description

Value

Range

α
β
N

minPts
Iteration Number

Initial transition coefﬁcient
Transition probability coefﬁcient
Number of particles
 db-scan parameter
Point db-scan parameter
Maximum iterations

0.1
0.4
20
0.25
10%
900

[0.08, 0.1, 0.12]
[0.3, 0.4, 0.5]
[10, 20, 30]
[0.2, 0.25, 0.3]
[10, 12, 14]
[800, 900, 1000]

5.2. db-Scan and Random Operators Comparison
In this first experiment, the contribution of the db-scan operator in optimizing costs and emissions
for the design of the wall will be studied. To properly determine the contribution of the db-scan operator,
a random operator was designed to replace the discretization performed by db-scan. In particular, the
execution of the db-scan operator in Figure 6 is replaced by a random operator. This random operator
assigns a fixed probability of 0.5 instead of assigning probabilities per group. Different heights of
the wall were considered, starting at 6 (m) and ending at 14 (m) with increments of one meter. For a
proper statistical comparison, 30 runs are executed for each height and operator. The results are then
documented in tables and boxplots. Finally, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test is used to determine the
significance of the results.
Table 5, Figures 7 and 8 detail the results obtained in experiment 1. When comparing the values
in Figure 7, in the case of the best value indicator, the operator that uses db-scan was Superior at all
heights for both cost and emissions. Additionally, we observe the difference between the operators
increases as the height increases. In the case of 6 and 7 m in the case of cost, the difference is 2.2% and
4.6% respectively. In the case of heights of 13 and 14 m, this difference is 30.0% and 34.5% respectively.
When carrying out this same analysis for the emissions of CO2 , we find that for the heights of 6 and 7
the differences are 3.0% and 1.2% respectively and at the heights of 13 and 14 we obtain 15.9% and 14.2%
respectively. In the comparison of the average indicator, we see a very similar result to that reported
in the best value analysis. The average indicator of the db-scan operator is higher for all heights than
the random operator in both optimizations. Like the best value case, the difference increases as the
height increases. In the case of averages, because the number of values is greater than in the case
of the best value, we apply the Wilcoxon significance test. The result indicates that the difference is
statistically significant in both cases, costs, and emissions. In Figure 7 we show the boxplots for the
cost optimization results. In both cases, db-scan and random it is observed that the dispersion and
the Inter-quartile range of the values obtained in the optimization increases as the height increases.
However, from height 9 onwards this dispersion is more noticeable in the case of the random operator.
When analyzing the results of the optimization of CO2 , emissions, which are shown in Figure 8, the
behavior is very similar to that of cost. In the case of emissions, the increase in dispersion and in the
inter-quartile range is more noticeable in the random operator from the height of 11 m.
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Table 5. Comparison between random and db-scan operators in cost and emission optimization.
Height
(m)

Best Cost
Value
db-Scan

Avg Cost
db-Scan

Best Emissions
Value
db-Scan

Avg
Emissions
db-Scan

Best Cost
Value
Random

Avg Cost
Random

Best Emissions
Value
Random

Avg
Emissions
Random

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

595
680
780
920
1095
1302
1528
1780
2049

598.38
691.53
793.57
937.40
1126.22
1363.15
1581.43
1864.57
2245.28

1249
1452
1662
1997
2462
3061
3715
4470
5294

1254.24
1460.05
1679.95
2069.05
2546.37
3148.37
3900.52
4643.26
5502.76

608
711
791
1022
1188
1526
1870
2315
2756

622.64
735.21
827.26
1094.61
1300.18
1694.54
1994.33
2401.84
3032.15

1287
1470
1717
2190
3050
3614
4299
5180
6048

1302.92
1498.69
1783.61
2215.22
3131.50
3816.46
4547.35
5473.56
6468.52

4.31 × 10−6

Wilcoxon
p-value

1.87 × 10−5

Figure 7. Cost box-plots, comparison between db-scan and random operators.

Figure 8. Emission box-plots, comparison between db-scan and random operators.

The convergence diagrams for heights 6, 9, 12 and 14 are shown in Figure 9a,b. These diagrams
correspond to the results obtained in cost optimization using the random and db-scan operators. From
the db-scan convergence chart, we see that height 6 has the best convergence, followed closely by
9. On the other hand, heights 12 and 14 have a similar convergence, being slower than the case of 6
and 9. At higher wall heights, complying with constraints becomes more complicated and therefore
the optimization problem is more difﬁcult to solve. In the case of the random operator, it shows a
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correspondence between the height and the speed of convergence. The lower the height, the better
its convergence. On the other hand, we see that for the random case, already in the 500 iterations
the slope tends to stabilize unlike in the db-scan case where for the most difﬁcult problems the slope
stabilizes after the 600 iterations.

(a) db-scan convergence.

(b) Random convergence.
Figure 9. Cost optimization convergence plots for db-scan and random operators.

5.3. db-Scan and k-Means Operators Comparison
This second experiment aims to compare the performance of the algorithm that uses db-scan,
with another algorithm that uses k-means as a discretization method. This experiment is inspired
by the fact that both techniques correspond to unsupervised learning algorithms that aim to cluster
points. In the case of k-means, unlike db-scan, the number of clusters must be deﬁned a priori. In this
experiment, suggested by the articles [10,26], k was conﬁgured with the value 5. The Equation (2) was
used to set the values of the probability of transition for each cluster. As in experiment 1, the db-scan
module in Figure 6 is replaced in this case by k-means leaving the rest of the modules unchanged.
The results of this experiment are shown in Table 6 and Figures 10 and 11. When analyzing the
results of the best value indicator shown in Table 6, we observed in the case of cost optimization,
the results are similar, with k-means being higher in 5 of the 9 heights. In the case of optimization
of CO2 emissions, something similar occurs, with very close values between the two algorithms.
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In the last case, k-means was higher in 3 cases, db-scan in 1, and in 4 heights their values coincided.
When analyzing the average indicator, in the case of optimizing the cost of the wall, we observe
that for small heights very close values are obtained in both algorithms, being k-means higher than
db-scan. Particularly in the case of heights 6, 7, 8 the difference in percentage was 0.34%, 1.16%, and
1.83% respectively. On the other hand, when we analyze the values obtained in the highest walls,
we ﬁnd that db-scan is superior to k-means. Particularly for heights 12, 13, and 14, we have that the
difference is 3.63%, 5.04%, and 3.46% respectively. Wilcoxon’s statistical test when analyzing the total
population indicates that the difference between both algorithms is not signiﬁcant. In the case of
emission optimization, the behavior of the average indicator is different from that of cost optimization.
The db-scan algorithm is superior in 6 of the 9 heights in this indicator. Heights 13 and 14 stand out,
achieving differences of 3.3% and 5.78% respectively. When analyzing the total distribution of points,
the Wilcoxon test indicates that the difference is signiﬁcant in favor of db-scan.Finally, when analyzing
Figures 10 and 11 both algorithms have a similar behavior between heights 6 and 11. From height 12
onwards, the increase in dispersion and in the Inter-quartile range becomes much more notorious in
the case of k-means. This last result shows that for more difﬁcult problems, db-scan behaves more
robust than k-means.
Table 6. Comparison between db-scan and k-means operators in cost and emission optimization.
Height
(m)

Best Cost
Value
db-Scan

Avg Cost
db-Scan

Best Emissions
Value
db-Scan

Avg
Emissions
db-Scan

Best Cost
Value
k-Means

Avg Cost
k-Means

Best Emissions
Value
k-Means

Avg
Emissions
k-Means

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

595
680
780
920
1095
1302
1528
1780
2049

598.38
691.53
793.57
937.40
1126.22
1363.15
1581.43
1864.57
2245.28

1249
1452
1662
1997
2462
3061
3715
4470
5294

1254.24
1460.05
1679.95
2069.05
2546.37
3148.37
3900.52
4643.26
5502.76

591
678
775
911
1095
1302
1528
1775
2049

596.35
683.62
779.34
938.24
1107.80
1327.16
1638.84
1958.62
2322.87

1242
1440
1659
1997
2470
3061
3715
4470
5294

1284.92
1465.52
1685.83
2046.26
2523.35
3139.20
3902.61
4798.79
5821.08

Wilcoxon
p-value

0.42

Figure 10. Cost box-plots, comparison between db-scan and k-means operators.
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Figure 11. Emission box-plots, comparison between db-scan and k-means operators.

5.4. db-Scan PSO and HS Comparison
The third experiment aims to compare the hybrid db-scan PSO algorithm with results published
in the literature. We particularly consider the results published in [18,58]. In these articles, a variant
of the HS algorithm for the optimization of buttress retaining walls was developed. To carry out the
evaluation, the same procedure as the previous experiments will be followed, i.e., through the best
value and average indicators supplemented with boxplots and the Wilcoxon test for the statistical
signiﬁcance of the results.
The comparison of both algorithms is documented in Table 7 and in Figures 12 and 13. When
analyzing the best value indicator, the db-scan PSO algorithm is superior in 8 of the 9 instances to HS.
In optimizing emissions of CO2 , in 9 of the 9 instances, db-scan performs better. When evaluating the
average indicator, the situation is similar to reported by the best value indicator. In 8 of 9 heights of the
wall, db-scan PSO has better performance for cost optimization and in the 9 heights, it is superior for
emissions. Wilcoxon’s test indicates that in both cases the difference is signiﬁcant. When analyzing the
Figures 12 and 13 we observe that from height 12 onwards, the dispersion and the inter-quartile range
of HS solutions grow signiﬁcantly concerning db-scan PSO.
Table 7. Comparison between db-scan PSO and HS algorithms in cost and emission optimization.
Height
(m)

Best Cost
Value
db-Scan

Avg Cost
db-Scan

Best Emissions
Value
db-Scan

Avg
Emissions
db-Scan

Best Cost
Value
HS

Avg Cost
HS

Best Emissions
Value
HS

Avg
Emissions
HS

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

595
680
780
920
1095
1302
1528
1780
2049

598.38
691.53
793.57
937.40
1126.22
1363.15
1581.43
1864.57
2245.28

1249
1452
1662
1997
2462
3061
3715
4470
5294

1254.24
1460.05
1679.95
2069.05
2546.37
3148.37
3900.52
4643.26
5502.76

595
689
784
934
1130
1354
1590
1840
2154

600.15
694.98
788.38
941.29
1143.64
1381.50
1707.24
2067.37
2348.71

1250
1478
1699
2050
2560
3124
3865
4650
5550

1289.14
1511.53
1731.54
2097.45
2617.81
3201.45
4046.95
4955.95
6241.00

4.17 × 10−7

Wilcoxon
p-value

33

2.24 × 10−8
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Figure 12. Cost box-plots, comparison between db-scan PSO and HS algorithms.

Figure 13. Emission box-plots, comparison between db-scan PSO and HS algorithms.

6. Conclusions
To address the buttressed walls problem, a hybrid algorithm based on the db-scan clustering
technique and the PSO optimization algorithm was proposed in this article. This hybridization was
necessary because PSO works naturally in continuous spaces and the problem studied is combinatorial.
A Db-scan was used as a discretization mechanism. The optimization functions considered were cost
and emission of CO2 . To measure the robustness of our proposal, three experiments were designed. The
first evaluates the performance of the hybrid algorithm with respect to a random operator. Later in the
second experiment, the performance was compared with respect to the k-means clustering technique.
Finally, in the last experiment, we studied the performance of the hybrid algorithm when compared to
an HS adaptation described in the literature. The first experiment concludes that the db-scan operator
contributes to the quality of the solutions, obtaining better values than the random operator, in addition
to reducing the dispersion of these. In comparison with k-means mixed results are obtained, in some
cases, k-means is superior to db-scan and in other db-scan improves the solutions obtained by k-means.
Regarding the dispersion in the different instances, we observed that from height 12 onwards db-scan
obtained much smaller dispersions than k-means. Lastly, in comparison with HS, in general, db-scan
surpass HS obtaining better results, especially in the instances where the height was over 12 m.
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From the results obtained in this study, several lines of research emerge. The ﬁrst line is related to
population management. In the present work, the population was a static parameter. By analyzing
the results generated by the algorithm as it iterates, it is possible to identify regions where search
needs to be intensiﬁed or regions where further exploration is needed. This would allow for dynamic
population management. Another interesting research line is related to the parameters used by the
algorithm. According to what is detailed in Section 5.1, a robust method was used to get the most
suitable conﬁguration. However, this conﬁguration is a static one and is not necessarily the best
conﬁguration throughout all execution. Proposing a framework that allows adapting the parameters
based on the results obtained by the algorithm as it is executed, would allow generating even more
robust methods than the current one.
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Abstract: The double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks involves the transportation of
goods between two regions. In one region, a vehicle carrying a container visits customers, where
pallets of goods are loaded into the container. The container is then shipped to a different region,
where another vehicle visits another set of customers where the pallets are unloaded. Pallets are
loaded in several rows inside the container, where each row follows the last-in-ﬁrst-out principle.
The standard test instances for the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks implies
the use of a 45-foot pallet wide container to carry EUR-1 pallets. This paper investigates the effect
on transportation costs if an open side container could be used when transporting the pallets.
Computational experiments show savings in transportation costs of up to 20%. Moreover, by using
a container loaded from the side, rather than from the rear, the deﬁning attributes of the double
traveling salesman problem seem to be lost.
Keywords: intermodal transportation; vehicle routing; loading; variable neighborhood search

1. Introduction
Petersen and Madsen [1] introduced an optimization problem referred to as the double traveling
salesman problem with multiple stacks, based on a prospective customer of a company producing
computer software systems for transportation companies. The problem is set in two different regions.
A vehicle carrying a container must visit customers to make pickups in one region. The container is
then transported to a different region, whereupon a different vehicle carries the container while visiting
customers to make deliveries. It is not possible to repack the container en route, and an opening in one
end of the container provides the only access to its contents.
The items transported are standardized pallets and each container can ﬁt a given number of
R rows with a limited number of L pallets each. This information is crucial, due to the inability to
repack the container. Each row of pallets forms a stack that must be loaded and unloaded based on a
ﬁrst-in-last-out principle. This provides a set of difﬁcult linking constraints that must be taken into
consideration when routing the vehicle in both the pickup region and the delivery region. For a given
total capacity of R ∗ L, the loading constraints are most severe when R is low and L is high, whereas
having a high value of R provides more ﬂexibility.
Since its introduction, the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks has received
signiﬁcant attention from researchers, examining both exact and heuristic solution methods, as well as
performing studies on computational complexity and polyhedral analysis. However, it seems that the
initial assumptions of the underlying problem structure have not been examined. In this work, one of
Mathematics 2020, 8, 979; doi:10.3390/math8060979
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the hidden assumptions of the problem is questioned: the type of container available to carry out the
transportation. By replacing the type of container used in the transportation, the defining characteristics of
the problem seem to be lost. This suggests that a technical solution of modifying the container technology
used would have cancelled out the need for advancing the frontier of operations research.
Petersen and Madsen [1] provided test instances where the container could contain three
rows with 11 pallets each. Standardized Euro Pallets (EPAL, or EUR-1) have dimensions of 1200
by 800 millimetres. This provides a good match with the internal dimensions of a 45-foot pallet
wide container, which has an internal width of 2400 millimetres and an internal length of about
13,600 millimetres, with the exact dimensions varying between different manufacturers. Additional
test instances were presented with three rows of 22 pallets each, based on situations where the height
of each pallet is less than half of the height of the container, and where a pallet can be put on top of
another pallet. However, the same loading constraints could also arise from the transportation of
another standardized pallet, the EUR-6 pallet, which has dimensions of 600 by 800 millimetres.
The basic original instances have R = 3 rows of pallets, each row of length L = 11, providing an
overall capacity of R ∗ L = 3 ∗ 11 = 33 pallets. However, there is an alternative conﬁguration given
the dimensions of the container. Placing the EUR-1 pallets with their long side towards the short side
of the container, only two rows of pallets will ﬁt. However, there is enough capacity for either 16 or
17 pallets in each row, depending on the exact length of the container. Therefore, the longest editions
of the 45-foot containers have enough space for 2 ∗ 17 = 34 pallets in total. When pallets are vertically
stackable, the pattern of three rows provides a capacity of 3 ∗ 22 = 66 pallets, whereas the pattern of
two rows provides a maximum capacity of 2 ∗ 34 = 68. Transporting EUR-6 pallets provides another
possibility. Instead of using R = 3 rows of length L = 22 and a total capacity of 3 ∗ 22 = 66, it is
possible to use R = 4 rows of length L = 17 for a total capacity of 4 ∗ 17 = 68.
The above is true for containers loaded from the back, that is, using one of the short sides.
Open side versions also exist for many container sizes, where goods can be loaded from one of the
long sides of the container. The existence of such capabilities would open up a wide range of options
in the context of the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks. For any of the previously
mentioned loading options, the number of rows R and their length L can be swapped, producing
instances with many rows of relatively low length. Table 1 provides examples of values for R and
L that may appear, depending on the type of pallet and container used. Figure 1 illustrates two of
the combinations.
Table 1. Selected values for the number of stacks R and their capacity L based on different pallets and
container technologies. The ﬁrst three rows correspond to values that are covered by existing instances.
R

L

Conﬁguration of Pallets and Container

3
3
3

11
22
44

EUR-1 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back
EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back
Vertically stacked EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back

2
2
4
4
11
11
17
17
17
22
22

17
34
17
34
3
6
2
4
8
3
6

EUR-1 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back
Vertically stacked EUR-1 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back
EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back
Vertically stacked EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the back
EUR-1 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
Vertically stacked EUR-1 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
EUR-1 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
Vertically stacked EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
Vertically stacked EUR-6 pallets, 45 ft container loaded from the side
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Figure 1. Top: a 45-foot container loaded from the back with three rows of 11 pallets each, resulting in
a problem with R = 3 and L = 11. Bottom: a 45-foot container loaded from the side with two rows of
17 pallets each, resulting in a problem with R = 17 and L = 2.

The rest of this paper is structured, as follows. Section 2 reviews the related literature, while Section 3
presents the mathematical formulation of the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks
and the solution methods used in our analysis. Section 4 contains a computational study, with the
aim of determining the importance of considering different container types in the considered problem.
The paper is concluded with Section 5, where some conclusions and additional thoughts about underlying
assumptions of the problem are presented.
2. Literature
The double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks was ﬁrst introduced by Petersen and
Madsen [1], who presented several heuristic algorithms for the problem, based on iterated local search,
tabu search, simulated annealing, and large neighborhood search. Variable neighborhood search for
the problem was examined by Felipe et al. [2], with improvements in [3], whereas Urrutia et al. [4]
presented a dynamic programming based local search method.
Several mathematical formulations of the double traveling salesman problem with multiple
stacks with corresponding solution strategies were presented by Petersen et al. [5]. A specialized
algorithm was given by [6] and improved by Lusby and Larsen [6], based on combining separate
traveling salesman problems for the pickup region and the delivery region. Branch-and-cut was used
by Alba Martínez et al. [7], whereas Carrabs et al. [8] presented a branch-and-bound algorithm for
the problem with only two stacks. Two stacks, with inﬁnite capacity each, was also solved by
Barbato et al. [9] using a set covering approach, and in [10] using a branch-and-cut algorithm.
Some of the theoretical properties of the problem were investigated by Casazza et al. [11], leading
to a simple heuristic method. Given a route for the pickup region and a route for the delivery region,
Toulouse and Calvo [12] showed that it can be decided in polynomial time whether or not a feasible
stacking exists. Furthermore, Toulouse and Calvo [12] also showed that, given a stacking, optimal
routes conditional on the stacking can be determined in polynomial time. Bonomo et al. [13] discussed
similar complexity results.
After the introduction of the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks, many variants
have also been considered in the literature: Iori and Riera-Ledesma [14] presented a generalization with
multiple vehicles, and gave three mathematical formulations with corresponding exact solution methods.
Heuristics based on iterated local search, simulated annealing, and variable neighborhood descent were
proposed for this problem by da Silveira et al. [15]. Another simulated annealing implementation was
provided by Chagas et al. [16] and a variable neighborhood search by Chagas et al. [17].
Another variation arises when considering a pickup and delivery traveling salesman problem
with multiple stacks, where the nodes to visit are not necessarily split into two separate regions. A large
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neighborhood search was proposed for this generalization by Côté et al. [18], whereas both Pereira
and Urrutia [19] and Sampaio and Urrutia [20] presented branch-and-cut algorithms.
The pickup and delivery problem with time windows and multiple stacks was investigated
by [21]. Other types of loading constraints have been considered in the literature as well. Doerner et al. [22]
considered the transportation of wood products, while using both a tabu search and an ant colony
optimization method. Gendreau et al. [23] used tabu search and Iori et al. [24] a branch-and-cut algorithm
for vehicle routing problems with two-dimensional loading constraints. Fuellerer et al. [25] used ant colony
optimization for a vehicle routing problem with three-dimensional loading constraints, and Chagas et al. [26]
considered partial last-in-first-out loading constraints. Iori [27] presented a survey on combined routing
and loading problems and is recommended for further details about related problems.
Even though a wide variety of problems with loading and capacity constraints leading to stacks of
items have been approached in the literature through different methodologies, as far as the authors are
aware, none of them performed an analysis of the practical consequences that the choice of container
types and packing patterns used for transportation may have on the ﬁnal costs. This is the research
gap that this paper tries to ﬁll, focusing on the case of the original double traveling salesman problem
with multiple stacks.
3. Background
In this section, we ﬁrst provide a mathematical model to formally deﬁne the studied problem.
Next, we describe the solution methods used in the analysis.
3.1. Mathematical Model
The double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks was modelled for the ﬁrst time by
Petersen and Madsen [1]. Let G1 = (V 1 , A1 ), G2 = (V 2 , A2 ) be two complete graphs representing,
respectively, the pickup and delivery networks of the problem. For every ω ∈ {1, 2}, edge (i, j) ∈ Aω
of G ω has a certain weight cijω , representing the travel cost between nodes i and j. Let n be the number
ω
ω
ω
of orders and the node sets V ω = {v0ω , v1ω , · · · , vω
n }, ω ∈ {1, 2}, where v0 is the depot and v1 , . . . , vn
represent the n orders. The conﬁguration of the container used for transportation is given by the
number of available stacks, being denoted by R, and their maximum capacity, denoted by L.
In addition, we have set V∗ω = V ω \{v0ω }, containing all nodes, but the depot in each graph ω ∈
{1, 2}, and set P = {1, · · · , R}, representing the R available stacks. The set of orders is D = {1, · · · , n},
in a way that the item associated to each order i ∈ D must be picked up at v1i ∈ V∗1 of G1 , loaded into a
certain stack p ∈ P, and delivered at v2i ∈ V∗2 of G2 .
The problem is modelled as a binary program through three sets of binary variables. The routes
of the solution are given by variables { xijω }, which determine directly the values of variables {yijω },
that indicate precedence between pickups and deliveries. The assignment of orders to stacks is given
by variables {zip }. They are deﬁned in what follows, where ω ∈ {1, 2}.

xijω

=


yijω

=

zip

=



1 if j is visited immediately after i in network ω
0 otherwise

∀i, j ∈ V ω

1 if j is visited after i in network ω
0 otherwise

∀i, j ∈ V∗ω

1 if order i is assigned to stack p
0 otherwise

∀i ∈ D, ∀ p ∈ P

The model is thus given by Equations (1)–(10).
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min f =

∑

Vω

i, j ∈
ω ∈ {1, 2}

(1)

xijω = 1

∀ j ∈ V ω , ∀ω

(2)

xijω = 1
j ∈V ω
yijω + yω
ji = 1
ω
ω
yik + ykj ≤ yijω + 1
xijω ≤ yijω

∀i ∈ V ω , ∀ ω

(3)

∀i, j ∈ V∗ω , i = j, ∀ω

(4)

∑

i ∈V ω

∑

y1ij

cijω · xijω

+ zip + z jp ≤

∀i, j, k ∈ V∗ω , ∀ω
∀i, j ∈ V∗ω , ∀ω
V∗ω , ∀ p

(6)

3 − y2ij

∀i, j ∈

zip = 1

∀i ∈ D

(8)

∑ zip ≤ L

∀p ∈ P

(9)

∑

p∈ P
i∈ D

x, y, z ∈ {0, 1}

∈P

(5)
(7)

(10)

The objective function (1), to be minimized, is the sum of all pickup and delivery costs.
The ﬂow conservation constraints are given in (2) and (3), while the right deﬁnition of {yijω } variables
is ensured by constraints (4)–(6) and the LIFO order to be followed in each stack is imposed by
Equation (7). Finally, constraints (8) indicate that each order must be assigned to one, and only one,
stack and constraints (9) make sure that the maximum capacity of the stacks is not exceeded.
3.2. Solution Method
Metaheuristics are problem-independent algorithmic frameworks that describe strategies for
developing powerful heuristic optimization methods [28]. Therefore, they can be applied to a wide range
of problems, such as optimizing non-linear functions of continuous variables [29] or linear functions on
binary variables [30]. For the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks, to analyze the
choice of container types and packing patters, this paper uses a variable neighborhood search [3].
Variable neighborhood search was introduced by Mladenović and Hansen [31]. It is based
on the performance of several consecutive local search procedures by changing the neighborhood
structure used to deﬁne neighbors every time that the search gets stuck in a local optimum. This is
a simple idea that has produced very good results in a wide variety of hard optimization problems.
The algorithm we use to solve the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks is based
on an enhanced variable neighborhood search with some additional elements that are speciﬁcally
adapted to the problem at hand [3]. Six different neighborhood structures or operators, each of which
deﬁne a local search procedure, are used: Route Swap (swaps the positions of two consecutive orders
in one of the routes of the solution), Complete Swap (swaps the stack positions of two orders that
are assigned to different stacks), In-Stack Swap (swaps the stack positions of two orders that are
assigned to the same stack), Reinsertion (moves one order to a different position in both routes of
the solution and reassigns it to a different stack), r-Route Permutation (r orders that are assigned
to different stacks and visited consecutively in one route are permuted), and r-Stack Permutation
(r orders that are loaded consecutively into the same stack are permuted). The core of the solution
method is a variable neighborhood descent (VND) algorithm in which several local search procedures
using these neighborhood structures are concatenated. The VND takes as input an initial feasible
solution S and the set Δ = {Δk , k = 1, · · · , nΔ } of neighborhood structures to be used for the local
search. A pseudocode of the VND algorithm is given in what follows.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initialization: Do k = 1.
Search start: Do Ŝ = S, improve = f alse.
Local Search: Find the best solution S̄ ∈ Δk (Ŝ) belonging to the kth neighborhood of Ŝ.
If f (S̄) < f (Ŝ), do Ŝ = S̄, improve = true and go back to step 3.
Change of neighborhood structure:
•
•

6.

If improve do k = 1.
Otherwise do k = k + 1.

Stopping condition:
•
•

If k ≤ nΔ go back to step 2.
If k > nΔ and improve, do k = 1 and go back to step 2.
Otherwise, END: the best solution found is S.

VND outputs an improved solution which is a local optimum with respect to all neighborhood
structures in Δ. Every time a VND execution ﬁnishes, a perturbation phase consisting in the
performance of a certain number of random moves is applied, in order to escape from the current
local optimum, and the VND is applied again to the perturbed solution. In addition to this, several
enhancing features are introduced into this basic algorithm in order to improve its performance:
more than one initial solution are generated and a different search is performed from each of them;
an additional intensiﬁcation phase is carried out, starting from the best improved initial solution;
different orderings of the neighborhood structures used in the VND are considered, choosing randomly
among them according to certain probabilities; if the current solution could not be improved after many
iterations or it is too far from the best known solution, the search process is restarted; to avoid undoing
perturbation moves, tabu lists for the different involved operators are used; the temporal relaxation
of some precedence and capacity constraints, controlled through several infeasibility measures and
correction procedures to ensure feasibility, is considered for diversiﬁcation purposes.
The algorithm is fed initial solutions generated in two ways. The ﬁrst one consists in solving the
particular case with only one stack, whose solutions are always feasible for any loading plan with
any container conﬁguration. The advantage of this problem is that it reduces to a standard traveling
salesman problem in a network whose arc weights are the sum of the weights of the two networks of
the original problem. The second one is by using a simple randomized procedure, properly guided in
order to ensure the feasibility of the obtained solutions. This second procedure is important to generate
a wide variety of initial solutions.
In addition, the two traveling salesman problems induced by dropping all loading constraints on
both the pickup and the delivery region of any instance are solved to optimality independently in order
to obtain a lower bound: no container conﬁguration or loading pattern can possibly improve the sum
of the costs of the two optimal traveling salesman problem solutions. This has been done by using the
TSP function of the optimizer OPTMODEL NETWORK from SAS software. This function implements
a variant of the branch-and-cut algorithm by Applegate et al. [32], which is one of the most efﬁcient
exact methods available in the literature. Default parameters regarding the use of cutting planes,
heuristics, node, and branching variable selection, identiﬁed as AUTOMATIC by SAS, were used.
4. Computational Study
Test instances for the double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks were introduced by
Petersen and Madsen [1], consisting of twenty instances with 33 customers, and twenty instances with
66 customers. These instances are used in four different experiments to evaluate how the choice of
containers and packing patterns inﬂuences the transportation costs. The experimental design is simply
to solve each of the forty basic instances based on different container conﬁgurations and compare the
results, rather than relying on more complex experimental designs [33]. The results are obtained by
applying the heuristic described in Section 3.2.
The heuristic was run on an Intel Core i5-3210M CPU 2.50 GHz with 6 GB RAM, with a running
time of 10 min. for the instances with 33 customers, and 30 min. for the instances with 66 customers.
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A lower bound for each instance has been calculated by solving separately the two independent traveling
salesman problems that arise when dropping the precedence constraints that are associated with the
last-in-first-out principle imposed on the loading of the container. These lower bounds, obtained by
using the SAS software, represent the minimum costs that must be covered, even in the absence of
loading constraints.
The ﬁrst experiment considers a container loaded from the back with EUR-1 pallets. The standard
packing pattern is R = 3 and L = 11, for a total capacity of 33 pallets. Assume that the company needs
the full capacity to serve regular customers. Now, if the company has an extra demand for transportation
of one pallet from the depot of the pickup region to the depot of the unloading region, one solution is to
use a different packing pattern, such as R = 2 and L = 17, for a total capacity of 34 pallets.
Table 2 provides results showing how the total transportation cost changes for 20 standard test
instances for selected packing patterns. The table shows, for each instance, the lower bound from
solving traveling salesman problems of each region separately (“LB”), the transportation cost (“Cost”),
and the relative deviation between the lower bound and the cost (“Dev”). For the ﬁrst experiment,
the average deviation from the lower bound increases from 14.1% to 28.4% when switching packing
patterns to facilitate one extra pallet.
The second experiment tests the effect of introducing an open side container, instead of a container
loaded from the back. Suitable open side containers may require additional customization, as compared
to the more standard containers loaded from the back. To balance this, one would expect that the
transportation costs can be reduced, as an alternative packing pattern with many short rows is possible,
yielding much ﬂexibility in the routing decisions. Table 2 shows the results for the most ﬂexible
alternative packing pattern with R = 17 and L = 2. For each of the 20 test instances, the heuristic is
able to ﬁnd a solution that matches the lower bound, providing a reduction in the transportation costs
of 12% when compared to the use of a standard container loaded from the back (R = 3, L = 11). In the
case where an additional pallet is transported between the depots, the saving in transportation cost
amounts to 22% when using R = 17 and L = 2 instead of R = 2 and L = 17.
In the third experiment, the transportation of EUR-6 pallets is considered. Assuming that 66 pallets
are to be transported in a regular 45-foot pallet wide container, the standard packing pattern of the test
instances could be used, with R = 3 and L = 22. However, for EUR-6 pallets, an alternative pattern is
available, with R = 4 and L = 17, while using the same type of container. This is expected to lead to
lower transportation costs, as the added row provides more ﬂexibility. Table 3 conﬁrms this, as the
average deviations to the lower bound are 29.7% and 18.7% for R = 3 and R = 4, respectively.
The fourth experiment deals with vertically stacked EUR-1 pallets and a demand of 66 pallets
to be transported. For a standard container, the standard packing pattern has R = 3 stacks with
L = 22 pallets, where pallets in each row are placed in two layers on top of each other. If an open
side container is available, however, a packing pattern with R = 11 stacks of length L = 6 can be
used. Table 3 shows that the open side container again leads to signiﬁcantly reduced transportation
costs, saving almost 21% when compared to the container loaded from the back. However, for this
setting, there is still a 2.8% gap from the solutions obtained to the lower bound, meaning that it is still
important to consider loading decisions when optimizing the routes.
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Table 2. Results for instances with 33 customers and three different container configurations, given as (R ∗ L).

Instance

LB

R00
R01
R02
R03
R04
R05
R06
R07
R08
R09
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19

911
875
935
961
937
900
998
963
978
976
901
892
984
956
879
985
967
946
1008
938

Baseline
(3 ∗ 11)
Cost
Dev

Experiment 1
(2 ∗ 17)
Cost
Dev

Experiment 2
(17 ∗ 2)
Cost
Dev

1063
1032
1065
1100
1068
1008
1110
1105
1123
1095
1016
1001
1111
1085
1039
1142
1093
1073
1126
1091

1237
1152
1194
1270
1186
1132
1256
1250
1258
1211
1150
1115
1241
1200
1181
1287
1227
1211
1269
1211

911
875
935
961
937
900
998
963
978
976
901
892
984
956
879
985
967
946
1008
938

Average

16.7%
17.9%
13.9%
14.5%
14.0%
12.0%
11.2%
14.7%
14.8%
12.2%
12.8%
12.2%
12.9%
13.5%
18.2%
15.9%
13.0%
13.4%
11.7%
16.3%
14.1%

35.8%
31.7%
27.7%
32.2%
26.6%
25.8%
25.9%
29.8%
28.6%
24.1%
27.6%
25.0%
26.1%
25.5%
34.4%
30.7%
26.9%
28.0%
25.9%
29.1%
28.4%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Table 3. Results for instances with 66 customers and three different container configurations, given as (R ∗ L).

Instance

LB

R00
R01
R02
R03
R04
R05
R06
R07
R08
R09
R10
R11
R12
R13
R14
R15
R16
R17
R18
R19

1237
1257
1295
1290
1295
1204
1294
1307
1297
1276
1339
1268
1295
1275
1245
1228
1356
1274
1328
1256

Average

Baseline
(3 ∗ 22)
Cost
Dev

Experiment 3
(4 ∗ 17)
Cost
Dev

Experiment 4
(11 ∗ 6)
Cost
Dev

1653
1641
1666
1640
1626
1545
1702
1669
1649
1617
1734
1624
1671
1635
1655
1623
1758
1711
1761
1651

1491
1474
1513
1553
1511
1406
1551
1525
1501
1509
1559
1477
1558
1519
1516
1515
1602
1521
1577
1529

1263
1301
1318
1315
1338
1215
1355
1329
1348
1328
1383
1313
1338
1292
1297
1254
1390
1315
1375
1272

33.6%
30.5%
28.6%
27.1%
25.6%
28.3%
31.5%
27.7%
27.1%
26.7%
29.5%
28.1%
29.0%
28.2%
32.9%
32.2%
29.6%
34.3%
32.6%
31.4%
29.7%

20.5%
17.3%
16.8%
20.4%
16.7%
16.8%
19.9%
16.7%
15.7%
18.3%
16.4%
16.5%
20.3%
19.1%
21.8%
23.4%
18.1%
19.4%
18.8%
21.7%
18.7%

2.1%
3.5%
1.8%
1.9%
3.3%
0.9%
4.7%
1.7%
3.9%
4.1%
3.3%
3.5%
3.3%
1.3%
4.2%
2.1%
2.5%
3.2%
3.5%
1.3%
2.8%

The experiments show that the choice of container conﬁguration is important. Using a standard
container loaded from the rear leads to transportation routes that are much longer and more expensive
that what could be achieved with a container loaded from the side. It seems that existing heuristic
solution methods can cope very well with the high number of stacks that result from an open
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side container. One might conjecture that certain exact methods, such as those developed by
Lusby et al. [34], may beneﬁt signiﬁcantly when solving the problem with open side containers.
5. Concluding Remarks
The double traveling salesman problem with multiple stacks, introduced by Petersen and
Madsen [1], has received substantial interest from researchers. The problem was based on real-world
transportation requirements, which represented a novel challenge in the way that routing decisions
were combined with packing decisions. As the problem provided ample venues for research on
theoretical aspects of the problem, as well as on the development of efﬁcient heuristic and exact
solution methods, it might be valid to ask whether additional aspects of the real-world application
may have been overlooked.
5.1. Main Conclusions
The implied choice of container technology in the double traveling salesman problem with
multiple stacks was examined in this paper. Additional test instances can be derived, depending on
the packing pattern used, and on whether the container is loaded from the back or from the side. It was
demonstrated that the total transportation cost is highly dependent on the container choice, in some
cases resulting in savings of more than 20% by allowing for the use of open side containers.
5.2. Limitations
The current study might not have exhausted all relevant variations of container technologies.
As further examples, one could consider double door containers, where doors are available on both
short sides of the container. This means that the container can be loaded while using one of the doors in
the pickup-region and unloaded using either of the doors in the delivery-region, implying that there is a
choice between last-in-ﬁrst-out loading and ﬁrst-in-ﬁrst-out loading. Yet, other variants can be derived
using open top containers, where goods are loaded and unloaded from the top side of the container,
given that suitable equipment for loading and unloading is available at each customer location.
Different loading decisions may require the consideration of load stability, depending on the
weight of the goods transported. Consider as an example Figure 2: if each pallet has a signiﬁcant
weight, a load as indicated might lead to dangerous situations on the road, as the content of the
container is much heavier on one side. The issue of stability might be more critical when using open
side containers, but the increased ﬂexibility might nevertheless be economically attractive, at the
expense of dealing with an optimization problem that has additional constraints to ensure stability at
each leg of the routes.

Figure 2. Illustration of stacking with R = 3 and L = 11 that may violate stability restrictions if heavy
goods is transported.

Another issue not tackled in current research is when some customers have more than one pallet
to be transported. The customer might require that only one visit is made, but might also require that
different pallets are delivered to different locations.
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Abstract: Disasters have been striking human-beings from the beginning of history and their
management is a global concern of the international community. Minimizing the impact and
consequences of these disasters, both natural and human-made, involves many decision and logistic
processes that should be optimized. A crucial logistic problem is the evacuation of the affected
population, and the focus of this paper is the planning of supported evacuation of vulnerable people
to safe places when necessary. A lexicographic goal programming model for supported evacuation is
proposed, whose main novelties are the classiﬁcation of potential evacuees according to their health
condition, so that they can be treated accordingly; the introduction of dynamism regarding the arrival
of potential evacuees to the pickup points, according to their own susceptibility about the disaster
and the joint consideration of objectives such us number of evacuated people, operation time and
cost, among which no trade-off is possible. The performance of the proposed model is evaluated
through a realistic case study regarding the earthquake and tsunami that hit Palu (Indonesia) in
September 2018.
Keywords: humanitarian logistics; evacuation; multi-criteria decision making; goal programming;
disaster relief

1. Introduction and Literature Review
Disaster management, understood as the planning, organization and management of all that is
needed to deal with the humanitarian aspects of emergencies, disasters or catastrophes, in order to
lessen their impact on population and infrastructures, has always been in the focus of the international
community. In recent decades, this global concern has given birth to a growing literature on disaster
management and in humanitarian logistics, deﬁned in the Humanitarian Logistics Conference, 2004,
as the process of planning, implementing and controlling the efﬁcient, cost-effective ﬂow and storage of
goods and materials as well as related information, from the point of origin to the point of consumption
for the purpose of meeting the end requirements of beneﬁciaries and alleviate the suffering of
vulnerable people. See the survey of Özdamar and Ertem [1], and the books of Tomasini and
Van Wassenhove [2] and Vitoriano et al. [3], among others, for optimization problems addressed within
the Operational Research community regarding disaster management and humanitarian logistics.
The disaster management cycle comprises four successive phases, see [2]: mitigation,
preparedness, response and recovery. Each one of them comprises important logistic operations
that must be planned in the most effective and efﬁcient way. Research on these phases may
focus on speciﬁc types of disasters, such as hurricanes, typhoons and cyclones [4], earthquakes [5],
ﬂoods [6] or wildﬁres [7]; or it can address speciﬁc problems along the cycle, such as location [6],
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emergency mitigation [5,8], prepositioning of aid distribution centers [9], transportation and last mile
distribution [10–12] or evacuation problems [13,14].
Evacuation is an activity long time considered in humanitarian logistics. According to
UNDRR [15], an evacuation consists in moving people and assets temporarily to safer places before,
during or after the occurrence of a hazardous event, in order to protect them. Evacuation may be
required in buildings, regions or transportation means, such as trains, ships or airplanes. Due to the
increasing height of buildings and the expansion of transport travel in the last century, initially, a large
collection of works related with buildings, trains, airplanes and ships evacuation arose. Some examples
can be found in [13,16–18]. In 2001, a preliminary state of the art review appeared, mainly based on
building evacuation, [19]. Some years later, on the other hand, a systematic collection of network ﬂow
models applied to regional emergency evacuation and their applications came up, see [14].
Different types of evacuation are stated by the London Resilience Partnership in [20], comprising
self-, assisted and supported evacuation. Self-evacuation is understood as individuals moving from an
unsafe place to a safer one by their own means, without any kind of assistance. In assisted evacuation
the individuals are capable of traveling by themselves but require certain support (for example,
information) from agencies. Finally, supported evacuation is needed if individuals require greater and
speciﬁc support (for example, an ambulance) to be transported from the unsafe areas to safer ones.
Self-evacuation and assisted evacuation (both often referred as car-based evacuation) have been vastly
studied in the literature, facing problems like trafﬁc congestion, clogging, bottlenecks, density waves,
oscillations, patterns and panic, usually solved by nonlinear techniques and queuing theory [18,21–25].
However, and according to Houston et al. [26], sometimes self evacuation is not an option. An example
can be found at Hurricane Katrina (New Orleans, 2005), where over 40% of victims did not evacuate,
either due to physical disability or because they were caring for a person with one. Support can be
needed for different reasons, from people with no access to an adequate vehicle to those that require
special transport means (mainly ambulances). In addition, each type of disaster often requires a
different evacuation process. For example, in Hamacher and Tjandra [19] two evacuation scenarios
are considered, precautionary and life-saving operations. Furthermore, Amideo et al. [27] stablished
that hurricanes and wildﬁres require preventive evacuation while earthquakes and ﬂoods demand
immediate post-disaster evacuation. Pyakurel et al. [28] established that an evacuation optimizer looks
for a plan on an evacuation network for an efﬁcient transfer of the maximum quantity of evacuees
from the dangerous points (sources) to safer ones (sinks) as quickly as possible. Other analyses related
with evacuation planning in order to save human lives and support humanitarian relief can be found
in [29,30].
In terms of regional evacuation, and according to Amideo et al. [27], the related literature prior to
2011 used to be focused on shelter location-allocation and self-evacuation. The ﬁrst paper on regional
supported (or bus-based) evacuation is [31], where this type of evacuation is presented as a variant of
the vehicle routing problem. After this paper, few works can be found until 2017, when Shahparvari
and Abbasi [32] proposed a stochastic model for a supported evacuation to determine the required
vehicles, scheduling and routing under uncertainty, with time windows and bushﬁre propagation
and considering road availability and disruptions. Besides that, Shahparvari et al. [33] developed a
capacitated vehicle routing solution to evacuate under short-notice. Finally, the identiﬁcation of the
required number of vehicles and the safest routes and schedules for late evacuees it approached in [34].
In this work, a new model for supported evacuation of vulnerable people after a disaster is
presented. The model seeks to evacuate people from pick-up points to shelters with limited capacity,
and it is multimodal, considering different types of vehicles; dynamic, because people reach the pick up
points at different periods along the time horizon; and multi-objective. It is based on the coordination
of network ﬂows of vehicles and people, as stated in [35], where there is a collection of evacuation
models based in networks ﬂows with discretized time. We also consider shelters with limited capacity,
as in the location-allocation model presented by Sherali et al. [6], that selects a set of candidate shelters
according to the available resources and minimizes the total congestion in a car based evacuation.
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Capacity constraints in arcs and nodes can also be found in [36]. Regarding the optimization criteria,
a wide variety of them have been employed in the humanitarian logistics literature, see [37]. It is
important to note that the use of multi-criteria optimization methods has experienced a signiﬁcant
growth in the last years, mainly because they are able to help the decision maker select the best option
between several alternatives, evaluating criteria that may generate conﬂict. An interesting example
that takes into consideration multiple criteria such as cost, time, equity, reliability, security or priority
can be found in [38]. In particular, for evacuation models, different criteria have been considered in
the literature. Shahparvari et al. [7] highlighted the fact that most existing studies have focused on
minimizing just the total evacuation time, and they consider two additional objectives: maximize the
amount of evacuated people and minimize the usage of resources. Mejia-Argueta et al. [39] proposed
to minimize the maximum evacuation and distribution time and the total cost of relief operations,
while Alçada-Almeida et al. [40] minimized the total distance required for all the population to reach
a shelter, the ﬁre risk faced while traveling, the risks associated with staying in the shelter and the
total time from the shelters to the hospital. Our model considers the maximization of the number of
evacuees of different types regarding health condition and the minimization of the evacuation time
and operation costs.
The main contributions of our research are the following:
•

•

•
•

The introduction of dynamism into the supported evacuation model regarding the arrival of
potential evacuees to the pick up points, since we consider their arrival may happen at different
of points of time during the planning horizon.
The classiﬁcation of affected people requiring evacuation according to their particular situation
and/or medical condition, leading to several priority levels, so that each group can be
treated accordingly.
The joint consideration of objectives such us number of evacuated people, operation time and
cost within a lexicographic approach, in such a way that there is no trade off among them.
The validation of the proposed model on a realistic case study based on the earthquake and
tsunami that hit Indonesia in September 2018.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the detailed
description of the supported evacuation problem considered, whose mathematical formulation is
proposed in Section 3 through a lexicographic goal programming model. Section 4 introduces the case
study used to evaluate the performance of the model and analyzes the computational results provided
by its resolution. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions from this work.
2. Problem Description
A detailed deﬁnition of the problem approached in this paper, focused on regional supported
evacuation, will be given in what follows. As stated in the previous section, to mitigate the possible
effects of some disasters, agencies may determine certain areas that are necessary to evacuate for
security reasons and some other areas that are safe and available to host the evacuated population.
It happens frequently that a certain amount of people, for a variety of reasons, cannot evacuate from
the compromised areas to safe ones by their own means, requiring additional support from public
agencies to be able to evacuate. The way these vulnerable people is evacuated is the main focus of
our model.
The inhabitants that cannot self-evacuate by their own means go directly to previously designated
pickup points, if they are able to, according to their own feeling regarding the disaster, or are taken
there by police or search and rescue teams. According to Özdamar and Ertem [1], many factors
inﬂuence the feeling of the population regarding the catastrophic situation, including demographic
characteristics such as age, health status or gender, and socioeconomic ones, such as homeownership,
ﬁnancial conditions, prior experiences and awareness. In addition, these factors may vary signiﬁcantly
along time. As a result, the arrival of potentially vulnerable evacuees to the designated pick up points
is clearly dynamic, and this is a key aspect of the problem.
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The analysis of real cases of disasters shows that classifying the population in need of
supported evacuation is necessary to prioritize appropriately the attention from the involved agencies.
Houston et al. [26] indicate that people with disabilities, medical conditions, homeless or pregnant
women should be considered as high priority population and be evacuated with a higher urgency,
due to their special vulnerability. Other population groups are usually classiﬁed as normal priority
evacuees. However, the particular classiﬁcation considered for the design of the evacuation plans
may vary signiﬁcantly from one case to another, so that it represents the existing situation as faithfully
as possible.
Safe areas contain hospitals, for population requiring medical care, and temporary shelters, for the
rest of the population, that are associated to the nodes of the network. An additional distinction
between different types of shelters, as suggested in [26], into general population shelters and shelters
for people with special needs or medical needs shelters, may also be performed. All hospital and
shelters have a certain capacity to accommodate evacuees that cannot be exceeded.
Transportation to safe areas during emergencies is critical in order to evacuate people who either
have speciﬁc mobility issues or do not have access to transportation. For this purpose, different types
of vehicles with diverse characteristics will be available. Vehicles may traverse the arcs individually
or forming convoys and they can visit one or more locations several times, even though not all of
them must be visited mandatorily. Each vehicle type has a certain capacity for the transportation of
people that cannot be exceeded. Other characteristics, different for each vehicle type, are the ﬁxed cost
by distance unit, the variable cost depending on the amount of people transported, the possibility to
traverse certain arcs depending on their conditions and the travel time required to traverse these arcs.
The operational area is a dynamic network composed by a region to be evacuated and a safe
region. The streets or roads connecting the nodes are represented by arcs/edges and may be classiﬁed,
depending on the requisites of the particular case, as paths/unpaved roads, local roads or within towns,
highways, freeways, etc., according to their type; and as blocked or shattered, seriously damaged,
partially damaged, usable, etc., according to their state and the environmental or trafﬁc conditions.
These elements determine whether a certain vehicle can traverse a certain arc or not and its maximum
speed when travelling. There may also be a certain ﬂow capacity associated to each arc that represents
the maximum number of evacuees or vehicles that can traverse it per time unit.
In short, a solution of the problem must comprise a set of itineraries for the available vehicles and
the corresponding ﬂow of people moving from the affected area to the safe one, in such a way that they
are compatible with each other and verify all capacity constraints given by the network. The resulting
evacuation plans can be evaluated according to different criteria and, as a result, several objectives
will be considered. The number of people evacuated successfully, that is to be maximized, seems the
most important one. However, the evacuation time, to be minimized, is also crucial. Additionally,
the operational cost, even though may not be the main focus of the decision maker, should also be
minimized. All these criteria will be considered jointly within a lexicographical goal programming
model, as detailed in the next section.
3. The Proposed Evacuation Model
The network of the problem is represented by a graph G(N , E ), where N is the set of nodes,
which may represent areas, cities or locations within them, and E is the set of arcs (if directed) or edges
(if undirected), which correspond to roads or streets that communicate the nodes. Pick up nodes from
where the compromised population will be transferred to the safe areas, N A, are located at known
places at the unsafe area. Meanwhile, temporary shelters nodes, which usually correspond to schools,
universities or government buildings, N S ; and hospitals or medical centers, N H, are located at the
safe areas. Finally, some transit nodes, N T , may also exist in the network. As stated in the previous
section, edges or arcs may be classiﬁed according to the requirements of the particular case study
or disaster.
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Evacuees are classiﬁed into different categories depending on the criticality of their health state
and the space they require on vehicles or nodes at the secured area, since they may require different
transport and assistance conditions. The population is to be transported by ﬂeets of different types of
vehicles with different characteristics. All evacuation operations must be carried out within a certain
monetary budget and a given time span.
3.1. Parameters of the Model and Decision Variables
Sets and indices
N :
E:
T :
H:
K:
M:

Set of nodes or involved areas (i, j ∈ N : N = N A ∪ N S ∪ N H ∪ N T ).
Set of edges or arcs between nodes ((i, j) = (ij) ∈ E ).
Discretized time periods (t, t ∈ {1, ..., T }).
Set of types of people to be evacuated (h ∈ H).
Set of types of vehicles available for the evacuation (k ∈ K).
Set of goals to be achieved (m ∈ M).

Parameters
dijk :
avijk :

Distance from node i ∈ N to node j ∈ N (or length of arc/edge (i, j) ∈ E ) when
traversed by a vehicle of type k ∈ K.
Average velocity of arc/edge (i, j) ∈ E for a vehicle of type k ∈ K.

b : Budget limitation.
qpith : Amount of people of type h ∈ H to be evacuated from node i ∈ N A at the beginning
of period t ≤ T .
typh : Priority of people of type h ∈ H (high or normal).
wph : Space that a person of type h ∈ H occupies in a vehicle to be transported or in a
node of the secure area.
cpih : Capacity for people of type h ∈ H at node i ∈ N S ∪ N H.
vpck : Capacity of a vehicle of type k ∈ K.
vaik : Number of vehicles of type k ∈ K that are available at node i ∈ N at the beginning
of the operation.
f cijk : Fixed cost to traverse the arc/edge (i, j) ∈ E with a vehicle of type k ∈ K, by unit
of distance.
vcijk : Variable cost to traverse the arc/edge (i, j) ∈ E with a vehicle of type k ∈ K, by unit
of distance and cargo transported.
vvk : Maximum velocity that a vehicle of type k ∈ K may reach.
τijk : Time required to travel the arc/edge (i, j) ∈ E with a vehicle of type k ∈ K,
dk

calculated as follows: τijk = max { vvijk ,
tgm :

Aspiration level of goal m ∈ M.

dijk

avijk

}
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Decision variables
BTt :
BTt :
T:
T :
Pith :

1 if population with high priority has been evacuated in period t and 0, otherwise.
1 if population with normal priority has been evacuated in period t and 0, otherwise.
Total time required to evacuate population with high priority.
Total time required to evacuate the rest of the population.
Number of people of type h ∈ H located at node i ∈ N at the beginning of period
t≤T.
hk :
PLijt
Number of people of type h ∈ H who started to be transported from node i ∈ N to
node j ∈ N in a vehicle of type k ∈ K at the beginning of period t ≤ T .
Vitk : Number of vehicles of type k ∈ K located at node i ∈ N at the beginning of period
t≤T.
k :
VLijt
Number of vehicles of type k ∈ K that started to move from node i ∈ N to node
j ∈ N at the beginning of period t ≤ T .

Attribute and deviation variables
E:
E :
TM
Cost
DVm
Pm

:
:
:
:

Number of people with high priority that are evacuated depending on the
characteristics of the particular instance.
Number of people with normal priority that are evacuated depending on the
characteristics of the particular instance.
Total time required to evacuate all the population (max. of T and T  ).
Total cost of the operation.
Deviation variable with respect to the aspiration level of goal m ∈ M.
Slack variable with respect to the aspiration level of goal m ∈ M.

The four attributes of the model (number of people with high priority evacuated, number of
people with normal priority evacuated, total evacuation time and operation cost) are considered jointly
within a lexicographical goal programming approach. Each attribute m ∈ M is associated with an
aspiration level tgm that represents a certain value that would be satisfying for the decision maker
and we seek to achieve. The unwanted deviations from the aspiration levels tgm are measured by
the deviation variables DVm , in such a way that a zero value in one of them means the associated
aspiration level has been achieved. We use a lexicographical approach because some of the considered
attributes are incomparably more important than others and thus no trade offs are possible among
them. This way, the objective function consists in minimizing lexicographically the four deviation
variables following the order of priority of the considered attributes: DVE (ﬁrst level of priority, critical
population evacuated), DVE ’ (second level of priority, non critical population evacuated), DVTM (third
level of priority, total evacuation time), DVC (fourth level of priority, operation cost).
3.2. Mathematical Model
The proposed model is given by Equations (1)–(25): the deviation variables of the objective
function (1) are to be minimized lexicographically, subject to constraints (2)–(25), that deﬁne feasible
evacuation plans.
LexMin {[ DVE ] , [ DVE ] , [ DVTM ] , [ DVC ]}
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TM − DVTM + PTM = tgTM
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(24)
(25)

Equations (2) take care of the conservation of the ﬂow of people along the network: for each i,
h and t, the amount of people of type h that have been transported to i up to time period t plus the
amount of people of type h that arrived on their own to node i up to time period t must equal the
amount of people of type h that leave node i up to time t plus the ones that stay there. Node and
vehicle capacities are imposed by (3) and (4), respectively. As a result, the number of people of each
type that can be evacuated is calculated by (5) and (6). Analogously, Equations (7) and (8) are the
vehicle ﬂow conservation constraints.
The time period at which every high (respectively normal) priority evacuee has been moved to a
safe area is given by Equation (9) (respectively (12)), while (10) and (11) (respectively (13) and (14))
ensure binary variables BT (respectively BT  ) are deﬁned properly. The maximum evacuation time is
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represented by TM, following (15) and (16), and constraints related to the available budget are (17)–(19),
deﬁning the total cost as the sum of the ﬁxed cost of moving an empty vehicle and the variable cost for
transporting people.
Since we are considering a multi-objective lexicographical goal programming model, the optimal
value obtained at each level leads to new constraints that are added to the following levels to ensure
that the goals from previous levels are achieved. Objectives with highest priority are those related
to the amount of people that is possible to evacuate. Hence, the ﬁrst and second levels consist in
minimizing the deviations from the stated aspiration levels of the total number of people evacuated
with high or normal priority, as given in (20) and (21). The third level considers the prompt evacuation
of the population, minimizing the deviation with respect to the given aspiration level, as stated in
Equation (22). Finally, the minimization of the deviation of the total cost with respect to its aspiration
level (see (23)) is taken into account.
4. Case Study: Palu, Indonesia
This section describes the case study used to evaluate the performance of the proposed model.
It is based on the earthquake and tsunami that hit the island of Sulawesi, Indonesia, in September
2018. The Indonesian archipelago is known for its catastrophic earthquakes as well as the occurrence
of landslide induced tsunamis. The earthquake and tsunami we are considering were caused by
a strike-slip faulting event at shallow depth that occurred within the interior of the Molucca Sea
micro-plate, which is part of the Sunda tectonic plate, see [41].
On 28 September 2018, 10:02:44 GMT/UTC hour (local hour, WIB, 18:02:44) a series of
strong earthquakes struck mainly Palu, the capital of the Indonesian province of Central Sulawesi,
and Donggala. The strongest was a 7.4 M earthquake only 10 km deep with its epicenter close to Palu.
The earthquake, according to the Humanitarian Country Team [42], triggered a tsunami, whose waves
reached up to three metres, that hit the northern parts of Sulawesi island and resulted in liquefaction
and landslides. Furthermore, a total of 170 aftershocks occurred after the main one. As a consequence
of the liquefaction and aftershocks, some roads from/to Palu were not accessible for several hours
and both the port and airport were servery damaged, highly complicating the Search & Rescue and
evacuation management. In particular, the BNPB (National Disaster Management Agency) declared
the urgent need for planes with the ability to take off and land in short runway (speciﬁcally, Hercules
C130) due to the cracks at the airport runway.
Based on the updated information from WHO, see [43], 832 persons died, 580 were injured,
more than 16,000 were displaced to temporary shelters and dozens of houses were damaged in the
ﬁrst 24 h. The estimated exposed population was more than 310,00 in Donggala regency and more
than 350,000, in Palu.
4.1. Data
The case study has been created by using information obtained from AHA Reports [44–51].
The satellite images and geospatial data of the affected area were obtained from the Copernicus
Emergency Management Service website, see [52]. The complete affected area, illustrated in Figure 1,
is located in the Sulawesi island and divided into 18 grading maps (named Areas of Interest), covering
the cities and villages that suffered the shake of the earthquake and/or the impact along the coast.
In particular, we have focused on the two most affected Areas of Interest (AoI), that host the most
exposed population (the ones corresponding to the two squares inside the red rectangle of Figure 1),
namely AoI 7 (Palu) and AoI 11 (Palu East). Their grading maps are shown in Figure 2, where AoI
7 corresponds to the left-hand-side ﬁgure and AoI 11 to the right-hand-side one.
The network of the case study contains 44 nodes representing locations of the city of Palu.
According to their characteristics, they are classiﬁed as:
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•

•

•

•

16 pickup nodes (R) located at the affected area, easily recognized by the local population and
the Search & Rescue Teams, such as mosques, schools, cafes or shopping centers in relatively
unaffected or lightly affected streets. The total number of affected nodes and their locations have
been established according to the data of affected buildings and affected population obtained
from Copernicus, [52].
23 temporary shelter nodes (S) are real evacuation sites corresponding to real temporary shelters
enabled by BASARNAS (the National Search and Rescue Agency of Indonesia), whose locations
and capacities have been obtained from reports of the Government of Indonesia [53–55]. Initially,
there were only 24 evacuation sites, which amounted to 41 and, ﬁnally, to 141 on 4 October 2018.
According to the time horizon and the total area of this case study, we have considered 5 large
shelters, 6 medium ones and 12 small.
Hospitals and medical center nodes (H) correspond to real locations of hospitals and medical
centers obtained from the same reports used to compile the data regarding temporary shelters.
These nodes are the destination of severely injured people and pregnant women, especially.
Palu airport (A) is a node that corresponds to the real location of Mutiara SIS Al-Jufrie, the airport
of the city. For the case study, this airport was a destination point for population to be evacuated
by plane to other safer cities, especially for severely injured people that could not be treated at the
available hospitals due to a lack of medical supplies or appropriate facilities.

Figure 1. Areas of Interest of the earthquake and tsunami, Indonesia.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Considered areas (Source: [52]). (a) AoI 7, Palu and (b) AoI 11, East Palu.

The nodes are connected by 76 edges, whose lengths were determined by using GoogleMyMaps
technology. According to the information obtained from the maps of Copernicus [52], they represent
bridges, level crossings, tunnels or roads which suffered different levels of damage, as blocked or
shattered, seriously damaged, partially damaged or passable. Furthermore, they may be highways,
single carriageways, local, within towns or unpaved roads. The complete graph is shown in Figure 3.
Legend
Road type
Unpaved road
Within towns
Single carriageway
Road status
Blocked or shattered
Seriously damaged
Partially damaged
Passable
Nodes classification
Affected node
Temporary shelter
Hospital or medical centre
Airport

Figure 3. Complete Graph.

The condition of streets and roads, due to the tsunami and the liquefaction of the ground at some
areas, made necessary the participation of a diverse number of vehicles for the tasks of people search
and evacuation, including helicopters, regular and inﬂatable boats, army trucks and ambulances.
Terrestrial vehicles cannot travel by blocked or shattered arcs and it has been supposed that seriously
and partially damaged connections suffer a penalization of 50% and 25% of their maximum velocity,
respectively. At the beginning of the operation, ambulances are available at hospitals, while army
trucks can be found at several nodes. Moreover, only blocked or shattered roads can be travelled
by inﬂatable boat, because of the ﬂoods, water movement and the liquefaction of the terrain. At the
beginning of the operation, all inﬂatable boats are at affected nodes, because they either belong to the
neighborhood or the Search & Rescue teams leave them there. Finally, helicopters can travel following
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a straight line between any pair of points with heliport available and are located at hospitals and at the
airport at the beginning of the operation.
Some characteristics of the vehicles such as capacity (number of not badly injured people that can
be transported by each type of vehicle), mean velocity and costs are presented in Table 1, together with
the maximum amount of vehicles that can be used in the operation. The ﬁxed cost is independent of
the load of the vehicle and is paid only per unit of distance; however, the variable cost depends both
on the traversed distance and on the cargo transported, being paid per unit of distance and unit of
load (u.l.).
Table 1. Characteristics of available vehicles.
Type

Capacity

Mean Velocity

Fixed Cost

Variable Cost

Quantity Available

Helicopter
Truck
Ambulance
Raft

3
18
9
6

153 km/h
80 km/h
80 km/h
3 km/h

0.50 $/km
0.20 $/km
0.10 $/km
0.05 $/km

1.20 $/(km×u.l.)
0.80 $/(km×u.l.)
0.50 $/(km×u.l.)
0.12 $/(km×u.l.)

8
410
40
48

The data regarding affected people and their classiﬁcation into the different categories considered
before have been estimated from several public reports. For example, the data about the number of
inhabitants and affected in each AoI have been obtained from the maps of Copernicus [52], as displayed
in Table 2. The report of BNPB [55], already mentioned, provides the number of evacuees by 1 October
2018: a total of 48,025 persons at hospitals and temporary shelters out of 60,424, the total affected
population. Therefore, only around 20% of the total population evacuated to relative homes or hotels.
Table 2. Population data obtained from the information from Copernicus.

Number of inhabitants
Affected in AoI

AoI 7

AoI 11

All AoI

110,265
37,776

76,176
136

608,521
60,424

According to the Indonesia Humanitarian Country Team [56], women, unaccompanied minors,
adolescent mothers and other vulnerable groups such as people with disabilities, medically
homebound, poor, people living with HIV or AIDS and sexual minorities, are at increased risk after the
occurrence of a disaster. In fact, it has been estimated that there were around 350,000 cases of abuse,
exploitation, forced or early marriage as a consequence of the particular disaster of this case study.
In addition, there were cases of food shortages due to the closure of markets, roads and transports.
For this reason, besides the classiﬁcation according to their capacity, shelters have been classiﬁed into
secure and non secure for vulnerable groups. These groups, together with severely injured people and
pregnant women, have been assigned a high priority. In particular, we have considered the following
population groups: severely injured adults (SIA), pregnant women (PW), unaccompanied minors
(UM), women susceptible to gender violence (GBV) and the rest of the population (RP). According
to Stepanov and Smith [57], most of the remaining population who should be able to evacuate on
their own usually move to homes of relatives, hotels or other shelters. The Indonesia Humanitarian
Country Team [56] established on 10.05.2018 that during the ﬁrst periods of the response to this disaster,
the risk of violence, exploitation or abuse is heightened and pre-existing gender inequalities may
be exacerbated with an environment of impunity, where near 100,000 people were stated as under
high risk. It has been assumed that at every pick-up node at the affected area, at the beginning of the
operation, there was the same number of persons to be evacuated, following an uniform distribution.
There are 14 nodes in AoI 7 and 2 in AoI 11. The details and number of people to be evacuated at the
beginning of the operation at each AoI are given in Table 3.
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Table 3. Population characteristics.
Type

Priority

Required Space

AoI 7

AoI 11

Severely injured adults (SIA)
Pregnant women (PW)
Susc. to gender violence (GBV)
Unaccompanied minors (UM)
Rest of the population (RP)

High
High
High
High
Normal

3
1.5
1
1
1

171
85
153
98
476

6
2
3
2
11

Additionally, people are assumed to be arriving to the pick up nodes dynamically, according to
their feeling about the disaster and the Search & Rescue operations. The number of people arriving
during each time period is estimated through Equation (26). It is supposed that the feeling regarding
the potential danger to the population decreases along time. For this reason, a decreasing exponential
function is used. For the ﬁrst time period, we consider the data of people to be evacuated at the
beginning of the operation, displayed in Table 3; in addition, after one sixth of the time span has gone
by, we assume that no more people arrive at the pick-up points.
1− t

h ln(qpi0 ∗ 1/6∗T −1 )
e

qpith = qpi0
h

∀t ≤ T /6, ∀i ∈ N A

(26)

The capacities of the shelters for different types of people are shown in Table 4. The data was
obtained from several reports, such as [53–55]. The authorities prioritized the evacuation of those
who were injured or ill. There were ﬂights between Mutiara Sis Al Jufri Airport, in Palu, and nearby
airports, mainly at cities like Balikpapan (Sulaiman Seppinggan International Airport), Makassar
(Sultan Hasanuddin International Airport), Manado (Sam Ratulangi International Airport) and Jakarta
(Halim Perdanakusuma International Airport).
Table 4. Shelter characteristics and capacity distributions. PW: pregnant women. UM: unaccompanied
minors. GBV: women susceptible to gender violence. RP: rest of the population.
ID

Name

S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06
S07
S08
S09
S10
S11
S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18
S19
S20
S21
S22
S23

Silae (Miners)
Makorem (area)
Mako Sabhara P.
Perumahan M.R.
GOR Siranindi
Halaman D.
Masjid Raya
Lap. Anoa
Masjid B.A.
Bundaran STQ
Lap. Dayodara
Samping M.A.F.
Lagarutu
Lap Vatulemo
Jalan Swadaya
Malao Atas
Jalan Maleo
Hal. Perkantoran
Sepanjang J.G.
BTN Lasoani
Lap. Kawatuna
Sekitar J.B.R.
Lap. Faqih R.

Capacity

Classif.

Type

PW

UM

GBV

RP

500
3000
5000
150
200
100
300
100
1500
500
700
880
511
1000
157
150
100
2000
250
300
300
120
500

medium
large
large
small
small
small
small
small
large
medium
medium
medium
medium
large
small
small
small
large
small
small
small
small
medium

normal
normal
safe
normal
normal
normal
normal
normal
safe
normal
normal
normal
normal
safe
normal
normal
normal
normal
normal
normal
normal
normal
normal

0
0
600
0
0
0
0
0
180
0
0
0
0
120
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1600
0
0
0
0
0
480
0
0
0
0
320
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
2800
0
0
0
0
0
840
0
0
0
0
560
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

500
3000
0
150
200
100
300
100
0
500
700
880
511
0
157
150
100
2000
250
300
300
120
500
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The time horizon considered corresponds to 72 h, discretized into 24 three-hour periods, from 28
September 2018 10 a.m. to 1 October 2018, 10 a.m. According to the Humanitarian Country Team [42],
on 9 October 2018, the HCT’s Central Sulawesi Earthquake Response Plan requested US$ 50.5 million
for the relief activities after the disaster for the assistance of 191,000 people over three months. As an
estimation only for the operations and scope included in our case study, we have considered an
available budget of 200,000$.
4.2. Results
This section is devoted to present and analyze the results obtained by solving the proposed model
for the base case study introduced in the previous section and several variations of it, carried out to
allow for a deeper analysis of the performance of the model. The mathematical models are solved by
GAMS 23.7 with a relative gap of 5% on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6300HQ CPU 2.30 GH, 8G RAM
running Windows 10.
The 4-level lexicographical goal programming model deﬁned in (1)–(25) will be solved as a way
to deal with all criteria in a joint way. Each of the four goals considered requires an aspiration level,
as detailed hereunder. The aspiration levels will be: evacuating all people that arrive to the pick-up
points along the time horizon, both high (8790 people) and normal (7340 people) priority population
(related to the ﬁrst and second lexicographical levels, respectively), within 36 h, that is 50% of the
time span (third lexicographical level), and using up to 50% of the total available budget (fourth
lexicographical level), that is, 100,000$. Each level leads to a mixed integer linear programming model
whose size (number of constraints, variables, non-zero elements and discrete variables) is given in
Table 5, emphasizing the large dimensions of realistic case studies as the one considered here.
Table 5. Size of the resulting models level by level.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4

Constraints

Variables

Non-Zeroes

Discrete Var.

25,854
25,856
25,957
25,959

87,411
87,414
87,467
87,470

1,960,669
1,960,694
1,972,821
2,050,729

87,409
87,410
87,458
87,458

Solving the four levels lexicographically, ensuring that the deviation from the aspiration level
of the previous goal is maintained in the following levels, a solution is obtained in which 98.36% of
high priority and 92.89% of normal priority population are evacuated with an operation time of 72 h
(twice as desired) and a cost signiﬁcantly below the aspiration level (54,956.13$). Nearly all the high
priority population is evacuated, as well as most of the normal priority population, and the cost is
quite restrained; however, the whole time span considered in the model is required to complete the
evacuation. Figure 4 illustrates the location of evacuees at the end of the operation in this solution
and the detailed information regarding the amount of people of each category that stay at each node
can be found in Table 6. Both representations state that most of evacuees are located at safe nodes at
the end of the operation. In particular, Mako Sabhara (S03), in the east of Palu river, and Makorem
area (S02), in the west, sheltered a very high number of evacuees due to their location and capacity.
Additionally, it must be pointed out that S02 is a normal shelter and S03 a safe one, which means that
these shelters accommodate people with both high and normal priorities. The next location hosting the
highest number of remaining evacuees is the airport, from where they could be transported to other
nearby cities. On the other hand, it is important to highlight the fact that, in practice, the information
regarding the people that could not be evacuated and remain at unsafe areas (number of people,
location, health condition, etc.) is shared with other agencies, in order to coordinate the complete
evacuation of all affected population.
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Legend
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Figure 4. Location of evacuees at the end of the operation.
Table 6. Distribution of evacuees at the end of the operation by category. SIA: Severely injured adults.
PW: pregnant women. UM: unaccompanied minors. GBV: women susceptible to gender violence.
RP: rest of the population.
SIA
R09
R11
S01
S02
S03
S04
S05
S06
S07
S09
S10
S12
S14
S18
H01
H02
H03
H04
A01

PW

UM

GBV

RP
1
521
500
2997

144

600

1565

2433
150
200
100
300

180

167

198
270
863

12
107
750
750
727
527
6

250
230
250
1

1333

To provide a more detailed example regarding a particular group of affected people, Figure 5
illustrates how the evacuation of women susceptible to GBV was performed. In particular, it shows the
time period (or periods) in which women susceptible to GBV start being transported from one node to
another and the type of vehicle used for transportation. Square brackets represent different periods
where the same path and type of vehicle are used. It can be seen how trucks is the most widely used
type of vehicle, even though helicopters, ambulances and rafts are also used at certain points.
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Nodes classification
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(16,77)

([17,21,23],[217,846,666])

([6,9,21,22,23],[102,21,414,18,3])

Figure 5. Evacuation of women susceptible to GBV.

In order to further evaluate the performance of the model in different situations, several speciﬁc
modiﬁcations were performed on the case study and the resulting lexicographical goal programming
problems were resolved again. For example, as stated by the International Civil Aviation Organization
of OCHA [58], the Palu airport suffered a great amount of damage and it could not be used during
the ﬁrst hours of the evacuation operation. As a result, it could be interesting to analyze what may
happen if the airport is assumed to be unavailable in the network of the case study. In this situation,
8601 people with high priority (97.85%) and 6824 with normal priority (92.94%) could be evacuated,
which is quite similar to what could be achieved originally, and within the same operation time;
however, without the airport being available, this can only be achieved at a signiﬁcantly higher cost of
59,019.69$. A similar situation could arise if the hospitals were unavailable as safe locations for the
evacuees. In that case, less high priority population could be evacuated (7764 people, 88.33%), but this
would allow the evacuation of more normal priority population (7035 people, 95.84%). The operation
time would be unchanged and the cost would be slightly higher (56,204.31$).
Another usual limitation that is often found during or after the occurrence of a disaster is the lack of
certain types of vehicles. Since the number and types of vehicles available for the evacuation operation
may inﬂuence signiﬁcantly on the results, we have resolved the case study removing some of them.
For example, without helicopters, less high priority population (8527, 97.01%), but slightly more normal
priority population (6829, 93.01%), can be evacuated, with the same operation time (72 h) and a higher
cost (57,792.54$). Meanwhile, the solution without rafts shows that only 8422 (95.81%) of the high
priority population and 6827 (92.99%) of the normal priority population could be evacuated. This could
be done three hours faster, but with a much higher cost of 70,142.55$. The case in which trucks are not
available is especially extreme, because without them very few people could be evacuated: namely,
only 40.52% and 2.06% of the high and normal priority population, respectively. Furthermore, 72 h are
still necessary to complete the operation, which only costs 5292$. This happens because most of the
available vehicles are actually trucks and, in addition, this type of vehicle has the highest capacity.
An additional interesting experiment regards splitting the network of the original problem into
two or more subgraphs, in such a way that a solution to the original problem could be obtained from
solutions of the subproblems associated to the subgraphs. The solution obtained by merging the
solutions obtained independently from each subproblem may not be optimal, but this could simplify
the resolution of the original problem by reducing it to simpler subproblems. One way to do this would
be to use the partition illustrated in Figure 6, which splits the area of interest into two parts, east and
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west of the Palu river. In each subproblem, potential evacuees are located only at the pick-up nodes of
that particular partition. Similarly, only secure nodes and vehicles of the corresponding partition can
be used to perform the evacuation operations. After solving these two subproblems and merging the
solutions obtained, the resulting plan allows the evacuation of only 75.92% and 51.23% of the critical
and non critical population, respectively, in comparison with 98.36% and 92.89%, that can be achieved
with the plan provided by the original model. This shows a very big difference in the effectiveness of
the two approaches. On the other hand, the lower number of evacuees that are to be moved allows the
operation to be completed in only 39 h and with a signiﬁcantly lower cost of 34,992.86$ (in comparison
with 72 h and 54,956.13$). However, we use a lexicographical approach because we believe there
should not be any trade off between the number of evacuated people and other attributes such as time
or cost, and as a result, these two solutions are not comparable. This experiment highlights that the
coordination of the operations is crucial to obtain effective global evacuation plans.
The previous experiments are all performed with very high aspiration levels for the amount of
evacuated population, because this should be the main concern in this type of operations. However,
they impose quite strong constraints on the third (operation time) and fourth (cost) lexicographical
levels, which cannot vary much. In order to test if it would be possible to obtain signiﬁcantly faster
or cheaper operations at the expense of evacuating less people, we have resolved the model with
lower aspiration levels of 75% and 50% for the evacuated people with high and normal priority,
respectively (75–50). These aspiration levels are quite similar to the results that could be achieved
by solving independently the two sub-problems deﬁned by Figure 6. The results we obtained with
these alternative aspiration levels indicate that the stated amount of people could be evacuated much
faster, in only 30 h, but with a much higher cost of 151,340.09$. This shows how slight operation
time reductions can be extremely costly, even with a reduced number of total evacuees. Additionally,
we also solved the case with aspiration levels of 50% and 75% for high and normal priority population,
respectively (50–75), obtaining an evacuation plan that could be implemented in only 36 h. However,
as it happened earlier, the cost skyrockets to 171,516.01$, stressing the high cost of reducing the
operation times in this context.
Legend
Road type
Unpaved road
Within towns
Single carriageway
Road status
Blocked or shattered
Seriously damaged
Partially damaged
Passable
Nodes classification
Affected node
Temporary shelter
Hospital or medical centre
Airport

1st Partition
2nd Partition

Figure 6. Splitting the network into two parts.

As a summary of the results obtained in this section, the solutions obtained by solving the case
study under the different assumptions considered is given in Table 7.
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Table 7. Results of the case study.
% Critical Evacuees

% Non-Critical Evacuees

Evacuation Time (h)

Operation Cost ($)

98.36
97.85
88.33
97.01
95.81
40.52
75.92
75.00
50.00

92.89
92.94
95.84
93.01
92.99
2.06
51.23
50.00
75.00

72
72
72
72
69
72
39
30
36

54,956
59,019
56,204
57,792
70,142
5292
34,992
151,340
171,516

Base case
No Airport
No Hospitals
No Helicopters
No rafts
No trucks
Split in two
Asp. Levels 75–50
Asp. Levels 50–75

5. Concluding Remarks
The main objective of the presented work has been palliating the effects of a disaster by focusing
on the supported evacuation of the affected population, in order to protect them. The model provides
a feasible evacuation planning to help the authorities facing the consequences of a disaster make
decisions about how to proceed operationally. The main novelties introduced with respect to existing
approaches have been the consideration of dynamism on the arrival of evacuees to the pick up points,
the classiﬁcation of the population according to their health condition and the joint consideration of
conﬂicting objectives such us the number of people to evacuate, the operation time and the total cost.
In order to include all these relevant elements, we have followed a lexicographic goal programming
approach, in such a way that there is no possible trade off among the considered criteria: the most
important ones are the amount of people evacuated (high priority, ﬁrst level, and normal priority,
second level), followed by the operation time (third level) and ﬁnally the cost (last level).
The computational results obtained by solving a realistic case study based on the earthquake
and tsunami that hit Indonesia in September 2018 has shown how the proposed model is able
to provide detailed feasible evacuation plans that could be implementable in real operations.
In addition, the computational experience illustrated how the model could also be used to evaluate the
consequences of possible changes in the available resources or infrastructures, as for example if the
airport, certain shelters or a hospital were not available, or several vehicles could not be used. Another
interesting insight that we have obtained from the results of the case study regards the high conﬂict
among the different criteria considered: in order to be able to evacuate most of the affected population,
long operation times are required, even using the whole time span, with reasonably low costs; the
only way to obtain faster operations is by reducing the number of people evacuated, and even in that
case, the cost increases a lot (up to three times) to achieve this time reduction. If the situation were
that of a very high urgency, it could be possible to use the model to design several fast evacuation
plans for reduced groups of affected people that could be carried out through the collaboration of
several agencies.
One interesting line of future work could be the extension of the proposed evacuation model so
that the planning could also take into account other important elements in the response to a disaster,
as for example the location of temporal shelters or depots, the pre-positioning of stocks, the distribution
of commodities required by the evacuated people, etc. In addition, the introduction of some stochastic
variables into the model to represent the arrival of potential evacuees or changes in the status of the
infrastructures could also be worth considering.
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Abstract: Wildﬁre is a natural element of many ecosystems as well as a natural disaster to be
prevented. Climate and land usage changes have increased the number and size of wildﬁres in the
last few decades. In this situation, governments must be able to manage wildﬁre, and a risk measure
can be crucial to evaluate any preventive action and to support decision-making. In this paper, a risk
measure based on ignition and spread probabilities is developed modeling a forest landscape as an
interconnected system of homogeneous sectors. The measure is deﬁned as the expected value of
losses due to ﬁre, based on the probabilities of each sector burning. An efﬁcient method based on
Bayesian networks to compute the probability of ﬁre in each sector is provided. The risk measure is
suitable to support decision-making to compare preventive actions and to choose the best alternatives
reducing the risk of a network. The paper is divided into three parts. First, we present the theoretical
framework on which the risk measure is based, outlining some necessary properties of the ﬁre
probabilistic model as well as discussing the deﬁnition of the event ‘ﬁre’. In the second part, we show
how to avoid topological restrictions in the network and produce a computable and comprehensible
wildﬁre risk measure. Finally, an illustrative case example is included.
Keywords: wildﬁre management; risk measure; probability; Bayesian networks; decision-making;
prescribed burns; ﬁrebreak location

1. Introduction
Forest ﬁres are an annual occurrence in many parts of the world, affecting the population
and environment of the adjacent areas with signiﬁcant economic and ecological losses, and often,
human casualties. The number and size of forest ﬁres have increased over time, exceeding the
ﬁreﬁghters’ response capacity [1]. In the last few years, big ﬁres have taken a global relevance:
Portugal (2017) 44,969 ha and 66 fatalities, California (2018) 101,287 ha and 124 fatalities, and Australia
(2019) 18,600,000 ha approx. and 34 fatalities (until 6 March 2020).
From the ﬁreﬁghters’ perspective, Ref. [2] suggests that the abandonment of farmland and reduced
grazing have led to an increase in wildland areas, and they address the issue of how extinguishing
small ﬁres can increase the size of future ﬁres.
A considerable amount of literature has been published on the use of applied mathematics to
tackle the problem of wildﬁres. Many of these studies are focusing on subjects such as behavior and
spread of ﬁre [3], ﬁre suppression [4], evacuation in case of risk [5–7], and location of ﬁrebreaks [8,9],
for example. For this work, we focus on those articles that deal with the issue of prevention and
mitigation of forest ﬁres. In this sense, Ref. [10] is an analysis of operational research challenges in
forestry where 33 open problems are formulated, being Problem 20 formulated as follows:
‘How can we develop tractable models that can be used to help determine when and where to implement
fuel treatments on large ﬂammable forest and wildland landscapes?’
Mathematics 2020, 8, 557; doi:10.3390/math8040557
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Fuel treatments include mainly fuel management and location of ﬁrebreaks. Fuel management
is one of the most important measures for preventing large scale ﬁres. This practice consists of
reducing the amount of fuel through the application of treatments such as prescribed ﬁre or mechanical
thinning [8,11]. Ref. [12] addresses the question of how fuel management should be used over time
to reduce wildﬁre impact. The problem with spatial and temporal dimensions is solved by using a
mixed-integer linear programming model. In a later study, Ref. [13] take additional considerations
into account for preserving habitat quality. Finally, to obtain robust models against uncertainty, as can
be seen for instance in [14] for other ﬁelds, stochasticity is included in the model. The complete study
can be found in [15].
Firebreak location is a very extended activity to provide safe and accessible places to ﬁght against
ﬁres. Effectiveness of ﬁrebreaks has been studied extensively in many territories [9,16]. The right
position where those ﬁrebreaks should be located is a very complex problem. Ref. [8] shows how
different conﬁgurations of ﬁrebreaks affect ﬁre propagation.
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a spatial probabilistic measure for wildﬁre risk, suitable
to compare different landscape conﬁgurations after applying fuel treatments. Paper [17] entitled
‘Probability-based models for estimation of wildﬁre risk’, presents a statistical perspective to solve
this problem. They use a partition of the landscape for estimating the probability of ﬁre in each 1 km2
pixel. For every pixel, two different events are deﬁned: ignition or small ﬁre (between 0.04 ha and
40.5 ha) and large ﬁre (greater than 40.5 ha). Finally, Ref. [17] proposes estimating the probability of
ignition and the probability that a small ﬁre will become a large ﬁre using a logistic regression based
on several ﬁre indicators. The aim of that work is to estimate the number of large ﬁres to support
tactical decisions to reduce this number.
We propose a network representation of the landscape considering ﬁre as a phenomenon that can
be spread out through the land instead of considering it as a one-off event. In a recent study, Ref. [18]
presents a methodology used by Catalan Fire and Rescue Service based on modelling landscape with
a network. A case study of Odena (Spain) is shown where the landscape is divided into 23 sectors
(Figure 1). Considering two wind scenarios, they deﬁne main connections between sectors as ‘extreme
ﬁre behavior’, ‘intense ﬁre behavior’ or ‘low ﬁre behavior’. The resulting scheme is the starting point
to plan tactical actions on the landscape.
The aim of this work is to establish a mathematical basis to be able to compute ﬁre risk and
to be optimized into decision-making models. We focus on the deﬁnition of ﬁre risk as well as its
calculations in realistic dimensions.
Ref. [19] models wildﬁres and [20] models ﬁre spread in buildings; both develop mathematical
tools for computing ﬁre probabilities in a network. However, the theoretical analysis presented in this
paper shows some non-trivial properties of the probabilistic space that were not taken into account.
The second section of this paper is a theoretical discussion about the deﬁnition of ﬁre in a
probabilistic model and the issue of computing the probability of ﬁre. In Section 2.1, the working
space is deﬁned as the product probabilistic space, and the problem of deﬁning ‘ﬁre’ in this space
is addressed. In Section 2.2, it is shown that under some conditions, the probabilistic behavior of
ﬁre conforms to a Bayesian network. In the second part, Section 3, a methodology to generalize the
previous theoretical results to be applied in a real case is presented. Finally, we use a simulated case
study provided by [21] to illustrate the application of the proposed method for decision-making.
2. Fire Probability
A tool measuring the risk that takes into account ﬁre connectivity can be helpful to decide which
changes on the landscape are more efﬁcient to reduce ﬁre risk. Also, an estimation of the effectiveness
of every action as an expected value can be used to justify the investment in preparedness.
Risk is a broad concept that can be deﬁned in different ways. In our context, we will deﬁne ﬁre
risk as the expected losses due to bush ﬁres in a determined landscape for a limited period of time.
Computing this value implies being able to compute probabilities of burning, which will be done
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through a representation of the landscape as a network. Nodes represent homogeneous sectors in
which we divide the territory and arcs represent the probability of ﬁre spread among those parts. The
ﬁrst issue is to compute the probability of a node burns, assumed known the ignition probabilities in
the nodes and the spread probabilities through the arcs.
1st assumption: Landscape can be divided into homogeneous areas: sectors. A sector is a
portion of land where in case of a ﬁre, the only possible way of extinguishing it will be within its
boundaries (Figure 1).
This assumption is the cornerstone of the methodology presented. It is a usual simpliﬁcation
taken both by researchers and ﬁreﬁghters [12,13,17–19,22]. Although ﬁre and landscape are naturally
seen as a continuous phenomenon, preventive actions used to be taken within ﬁnite set of possible
places and a network is an appropriate framework for these decisions.

Figure 1. Segmentation of the area of interest to identify tactical objectives [18].

2.1. Probabilistic Network Model
1st assumption allows us to work with a network representing the landscape. We denote the
network as G = ( N, A), with
N = { n1 , . . . , n m }
A = { aij = (ni , n j ) : ni , n j ∈ N },

with | A| = p

(1)

being N the set of all nodes representing sectors of the landscape and A the set of directed edges
connecting adjacent sectors.
Random experiments on nodes will be related to ﬁre ignition (Fire ignition is deﬁned as a ﬁre
greater than 0.04 ha [17]). Elementary events for each node will be ‘there is ignition’ and ‘there is not
ignition’, deﬁning the following probability spaces:
Ωni = {igi , igic },
igi : ignition in node ni ,
Ani = P (Ωni ) ,
p ni :

Ani
∅
{igi }
{igic }
Ω ni

−→
−→
−→
−→
−→

i = 1, . . . , m
i = 1, . . . , m
i = 1, . . . , m

R,
0
pni ({igi })
1 − pni ({igi })
1
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i = 1, . . . , m

(2)
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In the same way, elementary events for each edge will be ‘aij is able to spread ﬁre’ and ‘aij is not
able to spread ﬁre’:
Ω aij = {spij , spijc },

aij ∈ A
aij ∈ A

spij : aij is
 ableto spread ﬁre,
Aaij = P Ω aij ,
p aij :

Aaij
∅
{spij }

−→
−→

aij ∈ A

{spijc }

−→

R,
0 

p aij {spij }


1 − p aij {spij }

Ω aij

−→

1

−→

aij ∈ A

(3)

With this deﬁnition, if ni burns and aij ‘is able to spread ﬁre’, then n j also burns. Arc spread
capability is related mainly with topographical and meteorological conditions (especially those related
with wind directions). Estimation of igi and spij probabilities will be discussed in Section 3 but it is not
part of the current work.
Time period considered will be long enough for characterizing a global risk measure, but short
enough so that a cell does not burns twice during the period (no regeneration).
Next assumption is, at this point, a technical necessity to work with the probabilistic space. The
compatibility of this assumption with reality will be discussed in Section 3.
2nd assumption: independence between nodes ignitions and arc spread capabilities.
Hence, with this assumption, the probabilistic space on the network model is the product space:
Ω = Ωn1 × · · · × Ωnm × Ω ai1 j1 × · · · × Ω ai p j p ≈ {0, 1}m+ p
A = An1 × · · · × Anm × Aai1 j1 × · · · × Aai p jp
p:

A −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
→


w1 , . . . , wm , ti1 j1 , . . . , ti p jp
→

(4)

R

 
∏ni ∈ N pni (wi ) · ∏ aij ∈ A p aij tij ,

∀wi ∈ Ani , tij ∈ Aaij

For notational simplicity, we will denote, in the following, the next (non-elementary) events:
Ωn1 × · · · × {igi } × · · · × Ωnm × Ω ai1 j1 × · · · × Ω ai p j p
Ωn1 × · · · × Ωnm × Ω ai1 j1 × · · · × {spik jk } × · · · × Ω ai p j p

⊂
⊂

Ω
Ω

as
as

igi ,
spik jk

and

(5)

Also, cij = { ail1 , al1 l2 , . . . , alk j } ⊂ A will be a ‘path from ni to n j ’ and we denote the set of all paths
from ni to n j with Cij .
Ones the probability basis for the model has been established, in the following part we will
focus on how to deﬁne ﬁre event and how to compute its probability. In both cases, we have two
options: one simple but computationally intractable and another one non-trivial but computable for
real size networks.
Deﬁnition 1. The event Fi : ‘ni burns’, can be deﬁned as
‘ni burns if there is ignition there or if ﬁre is coming from another node where there is ignition through
a path connecting it with ni ’.
In terms of elementary events, this is
Fi = igi ∪

m

j =1
j  =i

⎛
⎝ig j ∩


c ji ∈Cji
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⎛
⎝


akl ∈c ji

⎞⎞
spkl ⎠⎠ .

(6)
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Please note that paths may not be disjoint, especially in a topography network. From this
deﬁnition is possible to compute
p( Fi ) with a 
method based on the Law of total probability. We

consider the partition over Ω ai j × · · · × Ω ai p j p , i.e.,
11

⎧
⎨{sp }, a ∈ Ak


aij
ij
Ωk = Ωn1 × · · · × Ωnm × Φ(sp ai1 j1 ), . . . , Φ(sp ai p j p ) , where Φ(sp aij ) =
⎩{spca }, aij ∈ Ak
ij

, Ak ∈ P( A)

 p

Ωk ∩ Ωk = ∅ ∀k = k and 2k=1 Ωk = Ω

(7)

Clearly {Ωk : k = 1, . . . , 2 p } is a partition of Ω and probability of every Ωk is:


 
p Ωk = p {spij : aij ∈ Ak } ∧ {spijc : aij ∈ A \ Ak } =

∏



p spij ·

aij ∈ Ak

∏





1 − p spij

(8)

aij ∈ A\ Ak

Then, conditional probability of ﬁre in ni given Ωk is the probability that there is some ignition in
any of its ancestors in Ak , that is




⎛

p Fi |Ωk = p ⎝igi ∪

⎞



⎛



ig j ⎠ = 1 − p ⎝igic ∩

j∈{ j:∃c ji ⊂ Ak }

⎞
igcj ⎠ =

j∈{ j:∃c ji ⊂ Ak }

⎛

= 1 − (1 − p (igi )) · ⎝

∏





1 − p ig j



⎞

(9)

⎠

j∈{ j:∃c ji ⊂ Ak }

Finally, applying the Law of total probability
p ( Fi ) =

2p

∑p

k =1



 

Ωk · p Fi |Ωk

(10)

This algorithm has its weak point in the partition of the probabilistic space in 2 p parts. This
partition implies an exponential computing time with respect to | A|.
To explore alternative algorithms, we propose the following recursive deﬁnition of the event ﬁre.
Deﬁnition 2. The event Fi : ‘ni burns’ can be expressed in a recursive way as
‘ni burns if there is ignition there or if a neighbor burns and ﬁre spreads to ni ’.
Or expressed in terms of elementary events,
Fi = igi ∪

m 


Fj ∩ sp ji



(11)

j =1
j  =i

However, the next example proves that this recursive deﬁnition is not always consistent.
Example 1. Consider the graph
G = ( N = { n1 , n2 },
A = { a12 = (n1 , n2 ), a21 = (n2 , n1 )})
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a12
n1

n2
a21

Then, Deﬁnition 2 would be:
F1 = ig1 ∪ (sp21 ∩ F2 )

(13)

F2 = ig2 ∪ (sp12 ∩ F1 )
Solving the system (13) by substitution
F1 = ig1 ∪ (sp21 ∩ (ig2 ∪ (sp12 ∩ F1 )))

(14)

Using intersection and union sets’ properties we obtain
F1 = (ig1 ∪ sp21 ) ∩ (ig1 ∪ ig2 ∪ sp12 ) ∩ (ig1 ∪ ig2 ∪ F1 )

(15)

And, ﬁnally, taking into account that, from deﬁnition of F1 , ig1 ⊂ F1
F1 = (ig1 ∪ sp21 ) ∩ (ig1 ∪ ig2 ∪ sp12 ) ∩ (ig2 ∪ F1 )

(16)

This Boolean implicit equation can be solved following [23] work. First, we need to consider the characteristic
function of every event:

A → X A (ω ) =

1, if ω ∈ A
0, if ω ∈ A

(ω ∈ Ω)

(17)

for simplicity we just write X A .

X F1 = (X ig1 ∨ X sp21 ) ∧ (X ig1 ∨ X ig2 ∨ X sp12 ) ∧ (X ig2 ∨ X F1 )

(18)

Using the resolution method exposed on [23]

(X ig1 ∨ X sp21 ) ∧ (X ig1 ∨ X ig2 ∨ X sp12 ) ∧ X ig2 ≤ X F1 ≤ (X ig1 ∨ X sp21 ) ∧ (X ig1 ∨ X ig2 ∨ X sp12 ) (19)
and grouping terms and expressing it again in sets language, we obtain
F1m = (ig1 ∩ ig2 ) ∪ (sp12 ∩ sp21 ∩ ig2 ) ⊆ F1 ⊆ ig1 ∪ (sp21 ∩ (ig2 ∪ sp12 )) = F1M
Each set F1 included in F1M (Figure 2a) and containing F1m (Figure 2b) is solution of (14).
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ig2

sp12

ig1

ig2

sp21

sp12

ig1

sp21

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Venn diagram for maximal set event solution
event solution F1m .

F1M .

(b) Venn diagram for minimum set

Therefore, there are multiple solution for F1 , speciﬁcally there are 26 = 64 different set satisfying inequality
(20). If one of them is chosen, F2 is determined from the second equation of system (13), obtaining so a different
solution for each of the solutions of F1 .
Following explicit Deﬁnition 1, F1 = ig1 ∪ (sp21 ∩ ig2 ) (Figure 3).
ig2

sp12

ig1

sp21

Figure 3. Venn representation of F1 following explicit Deﬁnition 1.

It can be concluded that Deﬁnition (2) is not consistent since it does not guarantee unicity. Moreover,
regarding the ‘maximal solution’
F1M
F2M

= ig1 ∪ (sp21 ∩ (ig2 ∪ sp12 ))
= ig2 ∪ (sp12 ∩ (ig1 ∪ sp21 ))

(21)

it would imply that if arcs a12 and a21 are able to spread (sp1 ∩ sp2 ) then n1 and n2 burn without any ignition.
This example shows that Deﬁnition 1 is not consistent for the general case. In the following, it
will be proven that this deﬁnition is consistent for acyclic networks, proving that Deﬁnitions 2 and 1
are equivalent in that case. Next proposition will be used later to prove the result.
Proposition 1. If F1 , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi+1 , . . . , Fm are deﬁned by Deﬁnition 1 and Fi by Deﬁnition 2, then
Deﬁnitions 2 and 1 are equivalent in Fi :
⎛
⎛
⎞⎞
m 
m





⎝ig j ∩
⎝
Fj ∩ sp ji = igi ∪
(22)
spkl ⎠⎠ .
Fi = igi ∪
j =1
j  =i

j =1
j  =i
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Proof. This proposition is mainly proved using arithmetic set properties. It has been included the case
m = 1, which is trivial since both formulas state that Fi = igi when there is only one node (m = 1).
Assume without loss of generality that i = 1 and m > 1. So, we want to proof that
⎞
⎛
m 
m





⎝ig j ∩
Fj ∩ sp j1 = ig1 ∪
(23)
spkl ⎠
F1 = ig1 ∪
j =2

F1

and using

F1

c j1 ∈Cj1 akl ∈c j1

j =2




= ig1 ∪ m
j=2 Fj ∩ sp j1 =




 m 


ig
∩
sp
∪
∩
sp
∩
sp
=
= ig1 ∪ m
ig
j
j1
i
j1
kl
cij ∈Cij akl ∈cij
j =2
i =1
i= j






m m 

m
= ig1 ∪
∪
=
cij ∈Cij akl ∈cij spkl
j=2 ig j ∩ sp j1
j=2 i =1 igi ∩ sp j1 ∩
 

 i= j





m
m
= ig1 ∪
∪
sp
∪
j=2 ig j ∩ sp j1
j=2 ig1 ∩ sp j1 ∩

 c1j ∈C1j akl ∈c1j kl



m m


∪
cij ∈Cij akl ∈cij spkl
j=2 i =2 igi ∩ sp j1 ∩
m 
j =2

i= j

ig1 ∩ sp j1 ∩



c1j ∈C1j




akl ∈c1j

spkl

⊂ ig1






m m 

∩
sp
∩
sp
=
ig
(igi ∩ spi1 ) ∪
i
j1
kl
cij ∈Cij akl ∈cij
j =2
i =2
i= j






m m 

m
= ig1 ∪
=
cij ∈Cij akl ∈cij spkl
j=2 (igi ∩ spi1 ) ∪
i =2
j=2 igi ∩ sp j1 ∩

= ig1 ∪



(24)

m
j =2

(25)

j  =i

Last two equations just differ in the index union order. In both cases, the union is deﬁned over
the index set {(i, j) ∈ {2, . . . , m}2 : i = j}. This change will be useful for ﬁnishing the proof.
F1

= ig1 ∪
= ig1 ∪
= ig1 ∪



m
j =2

m




m
m 

ig
∩
sp
∩
sp
=
(igi ∩ spi1 ) ∪
j1
kl
i =2 i
j=2 cij ∈Cij akl ∈cij

  j  =i


i =2 igi

m 
i =2



∩

igi ∩



ci1 ∈Ci1
ci1 ={spi1 }

ci1 ∈Ci1



∪


spi1

akl ∈ci1

m 
j =2
j  =i

cij ∈Cij



akl ∈cij

spkl ∩ sp j1

=

(26)

spkl

For the last step, note that {spi1 } is the set of all paths from ni to n1 with length 1, and

{spkl ∩ sp j1 : i = j = 2, . . . , m, cij ∈ Cij , akl ∈ cij }

(27)

is the set of all paths from ni to n1 with length ≥ 2.
Following result is directly derived from Proposition 1. It will complete discussion about ﬁre
event deﬁnition.
Corollary 1. If ( N, A) is a directed acyclic graph (DAG), then Deﬁnitions 2 and 1 are equivalent.
Proof. In a DAG, there exists a partial order <G deﬁned as
ni <G n j ⇔ exists a directed path from ni to n j

(28)

Assuming N is a ﬁnite set, we can say that a subgroup of nodes exists N0 ⊂ N with no-parents, or
in other words
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∃∅ = N0 ⊂ N such as ni ≮G n j

∀ni ∈ N, n j ∈ N0

(29)

Now, considering N \ N0 we can repeat same reasoning and denote this set of minimal elements
as N1 . This process can be repeated until ( N \ N0 ) \ . . . ) \ Nu = ∅, so N can be split on u disjoint sets
of nodes, satisfying


k ≤ k  ⇒ nk ≮G nk



∀nk ∈ Nk and ∀nk ∈ Nk

(30)

This is there is no path from any node of Nk to any node of Nk if k ≤ k (see Figure 4).

N0
N1
N2
N3
Figure 4. Nodes structure in DAG.


Finally, note that every node of Nk+1 has its parents on ik=1 Nk , then assuming that nodes of this
union are deﬁned by (6) and nodes of Nk+1 are deﬁned by (11), then all the conditions of Proposition 1
are satisﬁed and Deﬁnitions 1 and 2 are equivalent in Nk+1 . Moreover, for nodes in N0 , equivalence
of (11) and (6) is trivial. Therefore, using complete induction and Proposition 1 we can conclude
Deﬁnitions 1 and 2 are equivalent for all N.
2.2. Bayesian Network
In this section, we will prove that random (binary) variables x F = { x F1 , . . . , x Fm } associated with
ﬁre events conform a Bayesian network, as long as G is a DAG. This result will allow us to use speciﬁc
algorithms for computing ﬁre probabilities.
Next result it is a technical property related with mutually independent sets. It will be necessary
in the proof of the main result of this section, Proposition 2.
Lemma 1. Let C1 and C2 two mutually independent sets of events, this is
p ( A ∩ B) = p ( A) · p ( B) ,

∀ A ∈ C1 , B ∈ C2 ,

(31)

then σ-algebras
σ (C1 ) and σ (C2 )

(32)

are mutually independent, i.e.,
p ( A ∩ B) = p ( A) · p ( B)

∀ A ∈ σ (C1 ) , B ∈ σ (C2 )

Proof. This is a particular case of Corollary 10.1 (b) collected in ([24], pp. 284–285).
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Proposition 2. Random (binary) variables x F = { x F1 , . . . , x Fm } associate with ﬁre events deﬁned as
Deﬁnition 1 or 2 conform a Bayesian network over a directed acyclic graph G.
Proof. There are a few ways to deﬁne Bayesian networks, we will use the Local Markov property [25].
Given a DAG, there is a natural partial order deﬁned in its nodes:
ni <G n j if exists a directed path from ni to n j .

(34)

With this notation, the Local Markov property consist on


p x Fi = f i | x Fj = f j : n j > G ni =


p x Fi = f i | x Fj = f j : n j <G ni , f i , f j ∈ {0, 1}

(35)

Using binary random variables instead of events, we can express (11) as
x Fi = xni ∨

m 

j =1
j  =i

x Fj ∧ x a ji



= x ni ∨


j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A}



x Fj ∧ x a ji


(36)

and


p x Fi = f i





= f i · p x Fi = 1 + (1 − f i ) · p x Fi = 0 =





= f i · p x Fi = 1 + (1 − f i ) · 1 − p x Fi = 1 =


= (2 f i − 1) · p x Fi = 1 + (1 − f i ) = 


= (2 f i − 1) · p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A} x Fj = 1 ∧ x a ji = 1 + (1 − f i )

(37)

Then,






p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A} x Fj = 1 ∧ x a ji = 1  x Fj = f j : n j >G ni =






p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A} x Fj = 1 ∧ x a ji = 1  x Fj = f j : n j <G ni
For the ﬁrst conditional probability we have






p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A} x Fj = 1 ∧ x a ji = 1  x Fj = f j : n j > G ni =






p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A∧ f j =1} x a ji = 1  x Fj = f j : n j > G ni ,
and following same reasoning for second conditional probability






p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A} x Fj = 1 ∧ x a ji = 1  x Fj = f j : n j <G ni =






p xni = 1 ∨ j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A∧ f j =1} x a ji = 1  x Fj = f j : n j <G ni .

(38)

(39)

(40)

Finally, with Lemma 1 we can see that Fk is independent to
igi ∪



ig j

(41)

j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A∧ f j =1}



for any k such as nk >G ni . It is enough to see that Fk ∈ σ {igi , sp ji : ni ≤G nk } and
⎛
⎞



⎝igi ∪
ig j ⎠ ∈ σ {igi , sp ji : ni ≤G nk } to obtain the result.
j∈{ j:a ji ∈ A∧ f j =1}

Therefore, we can use plenty of speciﬁc Bayesian Networks algorithms that take proﬁt of this
structure of (Ω, A, p) in order to compute p ( Fi ) efﬁciently.
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3. Risk Measure Proposed: Losses Expected Value
Deﬁnition 3 (Fire Risk Measure). Given a probabilistic space (Ω, A, p) over a network ( N, A), and deﬁned
the event ﬁre Fi , we deﬁne the Fire Risk Measure (FRM) as the losses expected value due to forest ﬁre
FRM =

m

∑ ν (ni ) p ( Fi ) ,

(42)

i =1

where ν (ni ) is the value associated with ni sector that may depends on human, economic and ecological factors.
This deﬁnition needs 1st assumption to consider a probabilistic space over a network . 2nd
assumption is needed to be able to compute p ( Fi ) (Equation (10)).
Previous section is intended to explore under which conditions it is possible to tackle the ﬁre
probability problem from a Bayesian perspective. In this section, a methodology suitable for computing
it in real cases is shown.
Network resulting from representing a landscape will rarely be a Bayesian network. In a general
case, we can assume wind scenarios under which the associated graph is a DAG.
3rd assumption: A ﬁnite set of meteorological scenarios of disjoint events can be considered and,
under each one of them, the network representing landscape is a DAG.
Formally, this assumption means that a set S and a probabilistic space (S , P (S) , pS ) exists,
such as
S = { ω1 , . . . , ω s } ,
ωi : meteorological scenario,
AS = P (S) ,
pS :

AS
∅
{ ωi }

s

−→
−→
−→

∑ pS ({ωi }) = 1 and pS



i =1

R,
0
pS ({ωi }) ,


{ωi } ∩ {ω j } = 0, ∀i = j

(43)

(44)

and
Ω̃ = S × Ωn1 × · · · × Ωnm × Ω ai1 j1 × · · · × Ω ai p j p
Ã = P (S) × An1 × · · · × Anm × Aai1 j1 × · · · × Aai p jp
p̃ :

A −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
→


ω, w1 , . . . , wm , ti1 j1 , . . . , ti p jp
→

R

 
pS (ω ) · ∏ni ∈ N pni (wi ) · ∏ aij ∈ A p aij tij ,

(45)

∀w ∈ P (S) wi ∈ Ani , tij ∈ Aaij

Finally,


G ω = ( N, Aω = { aij : p̃ spij |ω = 0}) is DAG, ∀ω ∈ S

(46)

Deﬁnition 3 can be applied with extended probability p̃:
FRM =

m

∑ ν (ni ) p̃ ( Fi ) = ∑

i =1

ω ∈S

m

p̃ (ω ) ∑ ν (ni ) p̃ ( Fi |ω )

(47)

i =1

The consideration of scenarios has the purpose of being able to apply Bayesian algorithms
to compute FRM in real cases. However, 2nd assumption, independence between ignition and


spreads, is more realistic under a particular scenario. Also, estimations of p (igi ) and p spij are
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usually dependent of meteorological variables, therefore, ﬁxing a meteorological state we can estimate
Bayesian network parameters.
Even in a dominant wind scenario, loops are possible. In such cases, a more efﬁcient partition
where each Gk is a DAG is possible (see Example 2), being possible computing ﬁre probabilities within
a reasonable time.
A relaxation of 3rd assumption can be considered instead of the original one:
3rd relaxed assumption: A ﬁnite set of meteorological scenarios of disjoint events can be
considered and, under each one of them, the network representing landscape is a quasi-DAG.
Next example shows how to work with quasi-DAG.
Example 2. Suppose we are interested in studying the non-DAG network represented in Figure 5, G = ( N, A).
n1

n3

n2

n4

n5

n6

n7

n8

n9

n10

n11

Figure 5. Network with a loop.

Edges { a34 , a47 , a73 } conform the only loop of the graph. With a similar argument of methodology showed
in Equation (10), we only need to split the probabilistic model over (Ω a34 × Ω a47 × Ω a73 ). All 8(= 23 ) resulted
models represented with 8 different graphs in Figure 6 can be seen as Bayesian networks. For the last model, we
can see nodes n3 , n4 and n7 as a unique node since connectivity between all then has probability 1.
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n1

n1

n2

n3

n5

n6

n7

n8

n9

n3

1

n4

n5

n6

n7

n8

n9

n2

n4

n3

n5

n6

n8

n9

1

n4

n1

n2

n10

n1

n3

n10

n11

n4

1

n8

n9

n3

n1

n2

n5

n6

n7

n8

n9

n3

1

n4

n7

n10

n10

n11

n1

n9

n10

1

n4

1

n7

n4

n5

n6

n7

n8

n9

n7

n10

n11

n11

n2

1

1

n8

n3

1

n6

1

n10

n1

n5

n2

n11

n2

n4

n3

n11

1

n6

1

n5

n10

n11

n1

n2

n7

n5

n6

n8

n9

n11

Figure 6. Representation of partition of the probabilistic space.

Consideration of scenarios and partition over some possible loops may complicate the
methodology for computing an FRM. Table 1 of computational times comparing partition algorithm
and Bayes-based algorithm shows the necessity of the Bayes-based algorithms in networks with more
than 20 arcs.
Table 1. Computational time comparative between inference Bayes algorithm and naive algorithm
(Equation (10)) with different network size (m = | N |, p = | A|). Algorithms has been executed on a
computer with an Intel Core i7 processor and 8gb RAM.

(m, p)
Bayes
Partition

(5, 3)

(10, 17)

(11, 19)

(12, 21)

(1000, 1750)

0.91 × 10−3 s
0.75 × 10−3 s

5.1 × 10−3 s
25.8 s

5.3 × 10−3 s
110 s

5.4 × 10−3 s
500 s

410 s
−

4. Case Example
Forests authorities need to evaluate risk of ﬁre of the territory to decide and prioritize preventive
actions as prescribed burns and ﬁrebreak location. A study of fuel, dominant winds, and orography of
sectors allows the obtaining of an estimation of ﬁre’s behavior. To obtain accurate results, many types
of information must be taken into account.
This section has an illustrative purpose trying to avoid many of the technical issues presented in
a real case. It has been simulated an island (Figure 7a) using [21] to apply the methodology exposed
in the previous sections. For this example, we suppose that the ﬁre affecting the island is always
wind-driven [2] and dominant winds are in the vertical line, it means, two wind direction scenarios
{↑, ↓} referred to South and North wind, respectively. Partition of this example is done considering
this assumption (Figure 7b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. (a) Fictional island. (b) Sectors considered for a wind-driven ﬁre type.

Ignition probability is considered proportionally to its area ﬁxing the probability of there being

any ignition on the island over a year to 0.5 (p ( igi ) = 0.5, Table 2). In a real case, this number should
be estimated with historical data. Probability of spread follows wind direction which depends on the
scenario. Figure 8 is the network resulting from scenario ‘↓’. The network for scenario ‘↑’ will include
the same arcs but with opposite direction with the same probabilities that can be seen in Figure 8. Now,
it is possible to compute ﬁre probability of each sector and consequently, to obtain the expected burned
area. In this case, ν (ni ) is proportional to the area of the sector and is measured in terms of Monetary
Unit [MU]. In a general case, ν should be estimated taking into account several factors, as for instance,
the assets located in the sector, including the forest itself.
Table 2. Ignition probability and area considered for each sector.
Sector
p (igi ) × 102
Sector Area (ha)
Sector
p (igi ) × 102
Sector Area (ha)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

1.483
402.6

1.705
462.7

5.239
1422

4.422
1200

2.172
589.5

4.216
1144

8.166
2216

2.528
686.2

3.433
931.6

3.221
874.3

1.623
440.5

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

0.559
151.6

0.595
161.5

8.755
2376

0.733
198.9

3.373
915.5

0.109
29.62

1.943
527.43

0.823
223.4

4.667
1267

2.395
650.0

5.466
1483

The network has 43 arcs and with this size, the partition algorithm is untraceable: there are
more than 8 × 1012 of subgraphs Gk . Using Bayesian algorithms provided by [26], we calculate FRM:
2453 MU. 13.44% of the landscape is expected to burn, from which 35.59% is due to ignitions.
With the aim of showing how the deﬁned measure can support decision-making, we will compare
two different preventive actions: prescribed burns and ﬁrebreaks. Prescribed burns usually do not
affect trees; controlled ﬁre burns bush and small plants. Thus, we will assume in this example that
prescribed burns affect the value of a sector reducing it by 20% and ignition and spread probabilities
by 50%. We compare the results of the risk measure considering that prescribed burn can be performed
in only one sector, resulting sector 9 the optimal selection (Table 3). In this case, a controlled ﬁre in this
sector increases FRM by 0.2 · ν(n9 ) (1 − p̃ ( F9 )) = 167 MU, but the expected value of losses due to ﬁre
in the landscape decreases until 509 MU.
Prescribed burns is not the only option, and even sometimes it is not possible perform it. Land
ownership or the protection of natural spaces restrict location and techniques for prescribed burns,
being ﬁrebreaks an alternative option. A ﬁrebreak is a safe place where ﬁreﬁghters can stop ﬁres
from spreading out. Considering that only it is allowed locating one ﬁrebreak, in our example, the
connection that produces the greatest reduction in the risk measure is (4, 9) (and (9, 4)). A ﬁrebreak
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located there, assuming 100% of effectiveness (p (sp49 ) = p (sp94 ) = 0) reduces the value of FRM to
2100 MU (Table 4).
5

2

0.2

0.7

1

3
0.65

0.65
0.5

6

0.1

0.2

0.65
0.5

0.4

8

12

7

0.4

0.7

0.3
15
0.45

0.2

9
0.6

0.05

0.55

0.55

0.8

0.34

11

0.7

0.7

4
0.6

0.6

10
0.65

0.6

0.6
16

13
0.02

14

0.45

0.2

18

0.6 0.7 0.7

0.1
0.1
0.05

0.01

0.65
0.6

19

17
0.6
20

21

0.2 0.1

22

Figure 8. Network representation for scenario ‘↓’. Network associated with scenario ‘↑’ is equivalent
but with arrows inverted.
Table 3. FRM after performing prescribed burns in each sector. Minimum value is highlighted in bold.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

2491

2501

2412

2378

2465

2497

2671

2424

1944

2572

2520

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

2477

2418

2506

2491

2546

2459

2394

2384

2527

2515

2481

Chosen Sector
FRM (MU)
Chosen Sector
FRM (MU)

Table 4. FRM after locating a ﬁrebreak between two sectors. Minimum value is highlighted in bold.
FRM (MU)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

1
·
2442
·
·
·
·
2432
2420
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

2
2442
·
2439
·
·
·
·
2419
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

3
·
2439
·
2322
·
·
·
2364
2295
·
·
2446
2442
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

4
·
·
2322
·
2382
·
·
·
2100
·
·
·
2443
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

5
·
·
·
2382
·
·
·
·
2382
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

6
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2299
2438
·
·
·
2395
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

7
2432
·
·
·
·
·
·
2339
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2392
·
·
·
·
·
·

8
2420
2419
2364
·
·
·
2339
·
·
·
2431
·
·
·
·
2409
·
·
·
·
·
·

9
·
·
2295
2100
2382
2299
·
·
·
·
·
·
2387
2195
·
·
·
2330
2423
2353
2391
2319

10
·
·
·
·
·
2438
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2404
2451
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

11
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2431
·
·
·
2449
·
·
·
·
2453
·
·
·
·
·

12
·
·
2446
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2449
·
·
·
·
·
·
2452
·
·
·
·

13
·
·
2442
2443
·
·
·
·
2387
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2379
·
·
·
·

14
·
·
·
·
·
2395
·
·
2195
2404
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2295

15
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2451
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

16
·
·
·
·
·
·
2392
2409
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

17
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2453
·
·
·
·
·
·
2453
·
·
·
·

18
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2330
·
·
2452
2379
·
·
·
2453
·
2340
2436
2444
2444

19
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2423
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2340
·
2360
2438
2437

20
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2353
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2436
2360
·
·
·

21
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2391
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2444
2438
·
·
·

22
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
2319
·
·
·
·
2295
·
·
·
2444
2437
·
·
·

A hypothetical decision-maker could prefer a more detailed output. The analysis computes the
ﬁre probability of each sector showing the effect of the preventive actions on the ﬁre probabilities of
each sector. This information is plotted in greyscale differentiating risk under different wind scenarios
in Table 5.
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Table 5. FRM with different scenario set and forestry treatments: no treatment, prescribed burn in
sector 9, location of ﬁrebreak between sector 4 and 9.

Scenario

No Treatment

Prescribed Burns

Firebreak

2453 MU

1951 MU

2100 MU

{↑}

{↓}

{↑, ↓}

FRM

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The aim of this work is to develop a methodology to support decision-making in the ﬁght against
wildﬁres. Focused on preventive actions on fuel management, a theoretical framework for a risk
measure in a wildﬁre context has been studied without diverting attention from the main purpose.
A risk measure has been deﬁned through the representation of the landscape as a network and
based on the ignition and spread probabilities on it. The measure, deﬁned as the expected value of
ﬁre losses, requires an efﬁcient way to compute probabilities of each node burning. Under several
assumptions and for a speciﬁc wind direction scenario, it has been proved that the network can be
conformed to a Bayesian Network. Therefore, efﬁcient algorithms developed for Bayesian Networks
can compute the probabilities. The proposed methodology has been applied to an example to illustrate
its usefulness for decision-making to minimize the risk of the network, comparing different landscape
conﬁgurations after fuel management treatments. Moreover, with an accurate estimation of the sectors
values, the proposed risk measure can also be used to justify prevention investments.
The limitations of the study are given by the assumptions made:
1st assumption considers that landscape can be divided in homogeneous areas. Researchers
and ﬁreﬁghters often make this assumption when working with big scales territories. Usually
watersheds are considered to section the landscape, but other methodologies may be explored.
2nd assumption relates to the independence between ignitions and spread capabilities.
Correlations between spread and ignition events could arise mainly due to a mutual
meteorological scenario affecting them. Consideration of scenarios in the analysis makes this 2nd
assumption more acceptable.
3rd assumption, related to acyclic graphs, in its relaxed version, is accomplished considering
wind direction scenarios and assuming no spread against wind direction.
Other limitations come from basic input data estimation. Ignition probabilities can be estimated
from historical data and a study of inﬂuential factors. Fire simulators can be used to estimate
spread probabilities. Wind direction scenarios can be obtained from historical data, although scenario
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generation is a research area under development. Nevertheless, in real cases, expert opinion will
remain decisive. Future work will be devoted to obtaining accurate estimations of these input data.
The aim of this paper is to provide the measure to be optimized into decision-making models.
Therefore, future research will be devoted to the development of an optimization model to support
decisions on the best actions to be implemented to minimize this ﬁre risk measure with limited
resources. These limited resources usually will be related to costs and budget, or to time for developing
the activities. It must be taken into account that there is limited time window for developing some
preventive activities as prescribed burns determined mainly by weather conditions.
Finally, note that tactical planning is crucial in the ﬁght against forest ﬁres. Fireﬁghters and
forest guards dedicate effort, time and resources to these tasks. A model to measure the effects
of their preventive actions on the landscape will increase their capacity of decision-making and
their effectiveness.
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Abstract: The counterfort retaining wall is one of the most frequent structures used in civil
engineering. In this structure, optimization of cost and CO2 emissions are important. The ﬁrst
is relevant in the competitiveness and efﬁciency of the company, the second in environmental impact.
From the point of view of computational complexity, the problem is challenging due to the large
number of possible combinations in the solution space. In this article, a k-means cuckoo search
hybrid algorithm is proposed where the cuckoo search metaheuristic is used as an optimization
mechanism in continuous spaces and the unsupervised k-means learning technique to discretize the
solutions. A random operator is designed to determine the contribution of the k-means operator in
the optimization process. The best values, the averages, and the interquartile ranges of the obtained
distributions are compared. The hybrid algorithm was later compared to a version of harmony search
that also solved the problem. The results show that the k-mean operator contributes signiﬁcantly
to the quality of the solutions and that our algorithm is highly competitive, surpassing the results
obtained by harmony search.
Keywords: CO2 emission; earth-retaining walls; optimization; k-means; cuckoo search

1. Introduction
Combinatorial optimization problems appear naturally in the areas of engineering and science.
From the research point of view, these problems present interesting challenges in the areas of
operations research, computational complexity, and algorithm theory. Examples of combinatorial
problems are found in, scheduling problems [1,2], transport [2], machine learning [3], facility layout
design [4], logistics [5], allocation resources [6,7], routing problems [8,9], robotics applications [10],
civil engineering problem [11–13], engineering design problem [14], fault diagnosis of machinery [15],
and social sustainability of infrastructure projects [16], among others. Combinatorial optimization
algorithms should explore the solutions space to ﬁnd optimal solutions. When the space is large, this
cannot be fully explored. Combinatorial optimization algorithms address this difﬁculty, reducing the
effective space size, and exploring the search space efﬁciently. Among these algorithms, metaheuristics
have been a good approximation to obtain adequate solutions. However, addressing large instances
and requiring almost real-time solutions for some cases, motivates lines of research that strengthen the
methods that address these problems.
One way to classify metaheuristics is according to the search space in which they work. In that
sense, we have metaheuristics that work in continuous spaces, discrete and mixed spaces [17].
An important line of inspiration for metaheuristic algorithms are natural phenomena, many of
which develop in a continuous space. Examples of metaheuristics inspired by natural phenomena in
Mathematics 2020, 8, 555; doi:10.3390/math8040555
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continuous spaces are: Optimization of particle swarm [18], black hole [19], cuckoo search (CS) [20],
Bat algorithm [21], Algorithm of ﬁre ﬂy [22], fruit ﬂy [23], artiﬁcial ﬁsh swarm [24], gravitational search
algorithm [25], among others. The design of discrete versions of these algorithms carries important
challenges because they must try to preserve the intensiﬁcation and diversiﬁcation properties [17].
With the aim of modifying and improving the results of a metaheuristic algorithm, the main tool
available to them is tuning their control parameters. These types of modiﬁcations correspond to small
modiﬁcations of the algorithm since the operating mechanism of the algorithm is not altered. However,
many optimization problems cannot be efﬁciently addressed by an algorithm through modiﬁcation of
its parameters and require deep modiﬁcations that alter its mechanism of operation [17,26]. A strategy
that has strengthened the results of metaheuristic algorithms has been the hybridization of these
with techniques that come from the same and the other areas. Hybridization strategies involve deep
changes to the original algorithm. The main hybridization proposals found in the literature are
the following: (i) matheuristics, where mathematical programming is combined with metaheuristic
techniques [27], (ii) hybrid heuristics, hybridization between different metaheuristic methods [28],
(iii) simheuristics, that combine simulation and metaheuristics [29], and (iv) the hybridization between
machine learning and metaheuristics. The latest line of research exploring the integration between
the areas of machine-learning and metaheuristic algorithms is an emerging line of research in the
areas of computing, mathematics, and operational research. In developing the state-of-the-art, we
ﬁnd that hybridization occurs primarily for two purposes. The ﬁrst, with the goal that metaheuristics
help machine-learning algorithms improve their results (for example, [30,31]). In the second intention,
machine-learning techniques are used to strengthen metaheuristic algorithms (for example, [32,33]).
The details of the hybridization forms are speciﬁed in Section 2.
In this article, inspired by the research lines mentioned above. A hybrid algorithm is designed,
which explores the application of a machine-learning algorithm in a discrete operator to allow
continuous metaheuristics to address combinatorial optimization problems. We will apply our hybrid
algorithm to the discrete problem of the design of counterfort retaining walls. The contributions of this
work are detailed below:
•

•
•

A machine-learning algorithm is proposed to allow metaheuristics commonly deﬁned and used
in continuous optimization addressing discrete optimization problems simply and effectively.
To perform this process, the algorithm uses k-means. This clustering technique has been
selected because it has solved other binary combinatorial problems efﬁciently [5,33]. The selected
metaheuristic is CS. Its selection is because it has been frequently used in solving continuous
optimization problems and its tuning is relatively simple, which allows focusing on the
discretization process.
A random operator is designed to study the contribution of the k-means operator in the
discretization process.
This hybrid algorithm is applied to the design of the buttresses retaining wall problem.
Optimization is carried out for cost and emissions of CO2 . A comparison is made between
the proposed hybrid algorithm and an adaptation of the harmony search (HS) proposed in [34].
The design of the counterfort retaining walls will be detailed in Section 3.

The structure of the remaining of the paper is as follows: a state-of-the-art of hybridizing
metaheuristics with machine learning is developed in Section 2. In Section 3 the optimization problem,
the variables involved, and the restrictions are deﬁned. The discrete k-means algorithm is detailed
in Section 4. The experiments and results obtained are shown in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 the
conclusions and new lines of research are summarized.
2. Hybridizing Metaheuristics with Machine Learning
Metaheuristics form a wide family of algorithms. These algorithms are classiﬁed as incomplete
optimization techniques and are usually inspired by natural or social phenomena [17,35]. The main
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objective of these is to solve problems of high computational complexity and they own the property of
not having to deeply alter their optimization mechanism when the problem to be solved is modiﬁed.
On the other hand, machine-learning techniques correspond to algorithms capable of learning from
a dataset [36]. If we make a classiﬁcation according to the way of learning, there are three main
categories: Supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and learning by reinforcement. Usually, these
algorithms are used in problems of regression, classiﬁcation, transformation, dimensionality reduction,
time series, anomaly detection, and computational vision, among others.
In the state-of-the-art of algorithms that integrate machine-learning techniques with metaheuristic
algorithms, we have found two main approaches [26]. In the ﬁrst approach, machine-learning
techniques are used in order to improve the quality of the solutions and convergence rates obtained
by the metaheuristic algorithms. The second approach uses metaheuristic algorithms to improve the
performance of machine-learning techniques [26]. Usually, the metaheuristic is responsible for solving
more efﬁciently an optimization problem related to the machine-learning technique. Adapted and
extended from [26], in Figure 1, we have proposed a general scheme of techniques where machine
learning and metaheuristics are combined.

Figure 1. General scheme: Combining Machine Learning and Metaheuristics.

When we analyze the integration mechanisms of the ﬁrst approach, we identify two lines of
research. In the ﬁrst line, machine-learning techniques are used as metamodels in order to select
different metaheuristics, therein choosing the most appropriate for each instance. The second line aims
to use speciﬁc operators that make use of machine-learning algorithms and subsequently this speciﬁc
operator is integrated into a metaheuristic [26].
In the general integration of machine-learning algorithms on metaheuristic techniques we ﬁnd
three main groups: algorithm selection, hyper-heuristics, and cooperative strategies. In algorithm
selection, the goal is to choose from a set of algorithms and considering the associated characteristics
for each instance of the problem, an algorithm that works best for similar instances. Another way to
approach the problem is to automate the design of heuristic or metaheuristic methods to tackle a wide
range of problems, we call this hyperheuristic approximation. Finally, the objective of cooperative
strategies is to mix algorithms in a parallel or sequential way to obtain more robust methods.
The cooperation mechanism can be complete, i.e., sharing the complete solution, or partial when
only part of the solution is shared. In [32], the problem of docking scheduling in massive terminals
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was addressed by algorithm selection techniques. In [37], the nurse training problem through a
tensor-based hyperheuristic algorithm was addressed. Finally, a distributed framework that uses
agents was proposed in [38]. In this framework, each agent corresponds to a metaheuristic and the
framework can adapt through direct cooperation. This framework was applied to the problem of
permutation ﬂow stores.
Additionally, a metaheuristic incorporates operators that allow strengthening its performance.
Examples of these operators are initialization operators, solution perturbation, population
management, binarization, parameter conﬁguration, and local search operators, among others [26].
Speciﬁc integrations explore the machine-learning application in some of these operators [26].
In the design of binary versions of algorithms that work naturally in continuous spaces, we ﬁnd
binarization operators in [2]. These binary operators use unsupervised learning techniques to
perform the binarization process. In [39], the concept of percentile was explored in the process
of generating binary algorithms. In addition, in [1], the Apache spark big data framework was
applied to manage the population size of solutions to improve convergence times and the quality of
results. Another interesting research line was found in the adjustment of metaheuristic parameters.
In [40], the parameter setting of a chess classiﬁcation system was implemented. Based on decision
trees, and using fuzzy logic, a semi-automatic parameter setting algorithm was designed in [41].
Usually, in the initiation of solutions, a random mechanism is used. However, using machine-learning
techniques, algorithms have been developed that improve the initiation stage of a solution. Applied to
the problem of designing a weighted circle in [42], a case-based reasoning technique was used to start
a genetic algorithm. In [43] Hopﬁeld neural networks were applied to initiate solutions of a genetic
algorithm. This initiation was applied to an economic dispatch problem.
To improve the quality of machine-learning algorithms, we see that metaheuristics have a broad
contribution. Contributions are found in problems of feature selection, classiﬁcation, clustering,
extraction of characteristics, among others. In the identiﬁcation of breast cancer, in [44] a genetic
algorithm was designed that improves the performance of support vector machine (SVM) when
applied in image analysis. The genetic algorithm was used in the characteristic extraction stage from
the images. In [45] a multiverse algorithm was used to adjust the parameters of an SVM classiﬁer.
An improved monarch butterﬂy algorithm was used in [46] with the goal to optimize the weights of a
feed-forward neural network. In [47], a geotechnical problem was addressed. In this article, a ﬁreﬂy
algorithm was integrated with the least-squares support vector machine technique. When considering
regression problems, there are again several cases where metaheuristics have contributed. For example,
in predicting the strength of high-performance concrete, in [48] a metaheuristic was used to improve
the least-squares technique. In [49], share price prediction was improved by integrating metaheuristics
into a neural network. Again, in the prediction of the share price of construction companies in Taiwan,
in [30], a sliding-window metaheuristic-optimized machine-learning algorithm was designed, which
integrates a metaheuristic in its learning process. Optimization of the parameters of a least-squares
regression was improved, in [50] using a ﬁreﬂy algorithm. We also found metaheuristic applications for
unsupervised learning techniques. In particular, there are signiﬁcant contributions from metaheuristics
to clustering techniques. For example, in [51], we found an algorithm application that integrates a
metaheuristic with a kernel intuitionistic fuzzy c-means. This algorithm was applied to different data
sets. Another integration found for clustering techniques is the search for centroids. This problem
is to ﬁnd the set of centroids that best group the data under a certain metric. This is an NP-hard
type problem and therefore it is natural to approach it with a metaheuristic. In [52] an algorithm
was proposed that uses a bee colony to solve a problem of grouping energy efﬁciency data obtained
from a wireless sensor network. In [53], a metaheuristic was used to ﬁnd centroids in planning the
transportation of employees from an oil platform via helicopters. In the case of neural networks,
metaheuristics have contributed to different types of integration. In [54] a metaheuristic algorithm
is used to automatically ﬁnd the appropriate number of neurons in a feed-forward neural network.
In [55] a metaheuristic algorithm allows determining the dropout probability in convolutional neural
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networks. The cuckoo search and bat algorithm algorithms were used in [56] to adjust the weights
of neural networks of feed-forward type. In [57] an algorithm was designed using metaheuristics to
optimize convolutional neural networks. An application to long term short memory (LSTM) neural
network training was studied in [58]. LSTM networks were applied in healthcare analysis.
Inspired by the lines of research detailed above, this work proposes a hybrid algorithm in which
the unsupervised k-means learning technique is used to obtain binary versions of the cuckoo search
optimization algorithm. This hybrid algorithm was used to solve the problem of the counterfort
retaining walls. The k-means technique has been widely used and in recent studies, it has been
applied in [59] to bioinformatics for detecting gene expression proﬁle, image segmentation for
pest detection [60] in agriculture, and brain tumor identiﬁcation [61], among others. Particularly
the k-means technique has been previously applied in obtaining binary versions of continuous
metaheuristics and used to solve the multidimensional knapsack problem [33] and the set covering
problem [5] which are NP-hard problems. In the case of the cuckoo search, hybrid versions of this
algorithm have been applied in [62] to numerical optimization problems in engineering. In [63] cuckoo
search was applied to benchmark functions and engineering design problems. An algorithm with
reinforced learning was used in [64] to solve a logistic distribution problem. In [65] an improved
version of the cuckoo search was applied to drone location.
3. Problem Deﬁnition
In this Section, we will detail the buttressed earth-retaining walls optimization problem.
In Section 3.1 we will give the deﬁnition of the optimization problem. Later in Section 3.2, we will
detail the design variables. Then the design parameters will be described in Section 3.3, and ﬁnally,
in Section 3.4, we deﬁne the constraints.
3.1. Optimization Problem
The optimization problem considers two objective functions, which will be addressed
independently. The ﬁrst function corresponds to the cost (pi ) of the wall construction, expressed
in euros. The second one considers the CO2 equivalent emissions units (ei ). These construction units
correspond to formwork, materials, excavation and earth-ﬁll. The cost and emission functions are
based on a 1 m wide strip [34]. The emission and cost values were obtained from [34,66] and are shown
in Table 1. Then, in a general way, our optimization problem is deﬁned according to Equation (1).
O( x ) =

r

∑ ai xi

(1)

i =1

where x is the set of decision variables and ai ∈ {c, e}, corresponds to cost or emissions. Additionally,
the optimization problem is subject to a set of restrictions determined by the ultimate (ULS) and service
(SLS) state limits.
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3.2. Problem Design Variables
In the design of the buttressed retaining wall to study, three groups of variables are deﬁned.
The geometric variables, the concrete and steel grade, and the passive reinforcement of the wall.
In total there are 32 variables where each of these has a discrete amount of possibilities. In the
group of concrete and steel grades. Concrete HA-25 to HA-50 is considered in discrete intervals of 5
MPa. In the case of steel, the B500S and B400S types are considered. In the group of geometric
variables, there is the thickness of the footing (c), thickness of the stem (b), the length of the
toe (p), the thickness of the buttresses (ec ), the length of the heel (t) and the distance between
buttresses (d). The last group of variables that correspond to the passive reinforcement of the wall.
There are 24 variables shown in Figures 2 and 3. The diameter and the number of bars deﬁne the
reinforcement. Three reinforcement ﬂexural bars deﬁned as A1, A2 and A3 contribute in the main
bending of the stem. The vertical reinforcement of foundation in the rear side of the stem is given by
A4, up to a height L1. The secondary longitudinal reinforcement is given by A5 for shrinkage and
thermal effects in the stem. The longitudinal reinforcement of the buttress is given by A6. The area of
reinforcement bracket from the bottom of the buttress is given by A7 and A8. The upper and bottom
heel reinforcement are deﬁned by A9 and A11 and the shear reinforcement in the footing by A12.
The longitudinal effects in the toe are deﬁned by A10. The set of combinations of the values for the 32
variables shown in Table 2, constitutes the solution space.
Table 1. Unit breakdown of emissions and cost.
Unit

Emissions (CO2 -eq)

Cost (e)

kg of steel B400
kg of steel B500
m3 of concrete HA-25 in stem
m3 of concrete HA-30 in stem
m3 of concrete HA-35 in stem
m3 of concrete HA-40 in stem
m3 of concrete HA-45 in stem
m3 of concrete HA-50 in stem
m2 stem formwork
m3 of backﬁll
m3 of concrete HA-25 in foundation
m3 of concrete HA-30 in foundation
m3 of concrete HA-35 in foundation
m3 of concrete HA-40 in foundation
m3 of concrete HA-45 in foundation
m3 of concrete HA-50 in foundation

3.02
2.82
224.34
224.94
265.28
265.28
265.91
265.95
1.92
28.79
224.34
224.94
265.28
265.28
265.91
265.95

0.56
0.58
56.66
60.80
65.32
70.41
75.22
80.03
21.61
5.56
50.65
54.79
59.31
64.40
69.21
74.02
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Figure 2. Reinforcement variables for the design of earth-retaining walls. Source: [67].

Figure 3. Earth-retaining buttressed wall. Floor cross-section. Source: [67].
Table 2. Design variables.
Variables

Lower Bound

Increment

Upper Bound

N of Values

c
b
p
t
ec
d
f ck
f yk
A1 to A10

H/20
25 cm
20 cm
20 cm
25 cm
H/5 cm
25, 20, 25, 40, 45, 50
400, 500
6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 32
1 steel rebar
6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 32
1 steel rebar

5 cm
2.5 cm
10 cm
15 cm
2.5 cm
5 cm

H/5
122.5
610
905
122.5
2H/3

2 rebars

12 rebars
8
10 rebars

f(H) 1
40
60
60
40
f(H) 1
7
2
8
6

A11 to A12

4 rebars

(1) Number of values depends on the height.
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3.3. Problem Design Parameters
The data that will remain ﬁxed in the optimization process will be called problem design
parameters. The main design parameters are shown in Figure 4. The height of the wall and the
depth of the soil in front of the wall are denoted by H and H2, respectively. The maximum bearing
pressure is the soil foundation ultimate bearing capacity divided by the bearing capacity factor of safety.
The maximum support pressure for the operating conditions is represented by σ, the base-friction
coefﬁcient is μ and the backﬁll slope at the top of the rod is β. The density, the internal friction angle
and the friction angle that determine the earth’s pressure angle are given respectively by P (γ, φ, δ).
The roughness between the wall and the ﬁll is determined by a fraction of φ. The values of the problem
design parameters are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Problem design parameters values.
Parameter Considered

Value

Bearing capacity
Fill slope
Foundation depth, H2
Uniform load on top of the ﬁll, γ
Wall-ﬁll friction angle, δ
Base-friction coefﬁcient, μ
Safety coefﬁcient against sliding, γ f s
Safety coefﬁcient against overturning, γ f o
EHE safety coefﬁcient for loading
ULS safety coefﬁcient of concrete
ULS safety coefﬁcient of steel
EHE ambient exposure

0.3 MPa
0
2m
10 kN/m2
0◦
tg 30◦
1.5
1.8
Normal
1.5
1.15
IIa

Figure 4. Problem design parameters. Source: [67].
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3.4. Problem Constraints
The feasibility of the structure is veriﬁed in accordance with the Spanish technical standards
deﬁned in [68] and the recommendations detailed in [69]. The ﬂexural and shear limit states are
checked. The structure is veriﬁed in accordance with the approach speciﬁed in [70]. To check the
structure limit states, a uniform surface load at the top of the ﬁll is considered [71]. For the active earth
pressure calculation the surface loads and ﬁll are considered. The major forces in wall analysis consider
wall weight, heel backﬁll load, surface load, earth pressure, weight at the front toe, and passive
resistance against the toe. Buttresses receive a load equivalent the product of the distance between the
buttresses by the pressure distribution in the stem.
The structural model considers that the upper part of the stem works as a cantilever, while the
lower part of the stem is strongly coerced by two elements: the footing and the lower part of the
buttress, located at the rear of the stem. Calculation bending moments are taken in the midsection
between the buttresses and are given by B1 and B2 described in Equations (2) and (3) respectively.
B1 = −0.03p1 d( H − c)

(2)

B2 = −0.0075p1 d( H − c)

(3)

B1 is the bending moment at the connection of the stem to the footing, B2 is the maximum bending
moment on the stem and p1 represents the pressure over the slab on the upper side of the footing.
When the spacing of the buttresses is less than 50% of the height, Equation (4) deﬁnes the shear
resistance (s) at the connection of the plate to the footing. For an accurate estimate of the moments in
each section of the stem, as a result of the vertical bending stress in the stem, the trapezoidal pressure
distribution is considered [70]. 50% of the maximum pressure at the top of the foundation is taken as
the maximum value. Taking into account the vertical bending moment in the upper quarter part of the
stem may be insigniﬁcant due to the involvement of [70].
s = 0.4p1 d

(4)

Veriﬁcation of the bending stress in the T-shaped horizontal cross-section is made considering
the effective width, according to [72]. Mechanical bending and shear capacity are evaluated using
the equations expressed in [71]. In this manual, the construction limit states of the EHE Structural
Concrete Code are considered. The checks against sliding, overturning, and soil stresses, are carried out
taking into account the effect of the buttresses, and are given in Equations (5)–(7). In the overturning
check, Equation (5) ensures that the favorable overturning moments are sufﬁciently greater than the
unfavorable overturning moments. In Equation (6), Bo f is the total favorable overturning moment.
In Equation (7), Bou is the unfavorable total overturn moment, and the overturning safety factor is γto
and is taken as 1.8 for frequent events. Equation (8) represents the reaction of soil against sliding. As μ
is the base-friction coefﬁcient, N  corresponds to the total sum of the ground and wall weights located
at the heel and toe, and E p determines the passive resistance against the toe deﬁned by Equation (9).
Bo f − γto Bou ≥ 0
B
− e p ) − E p ( Ht − h )
2
B
= Eh ∗ he − Eν ( − f )
2

(5)

Bo f = N  (

(6)

Bou

(7)

R = N  μ + Ep
Ep =

1
(1 + sin(φ))
2γ( Ht2 − ( Ht − c))2 (1 − sin(φ))
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4. The K-Means Discrete Algorithm
The ﬁrst stage of the algorithm corresponds to generating valid solutions randomly. In the
generation procedure, it is ﬁrst validated if all the variables that make up the solution have been
started. If not, the variables are started randomly. Once all the variables are generated, the next step is
to validate if the solution obtained is feasible. In the event that it is not feasible, all the variables are
cleaned, and they have generated again. The detail of the initiation procedure is shown in Figure 5.
Once we have a valid set of solutions, continuous metaheuristics are used in this case CS, to produce a
new solution in continuous space. The CS algorithm will be described in Section 4.1. Subsequently,
we apply the k-means operator to transform continuous movements into transition probabilities.
The k-means operator will be detailed in Section 4.2. The result of the transition probabilities generated
by k-means are used by the discretization operator to generate a new solution. The discretization
operator is detailed in Section 4.3. Finally, the new solution is validated and, in the case that it complies
with the restrictions,, it is compared
p
with the best solution obtained. In the case that the new one is
superior,
r, it is replaced. The detail ﬂow chart of the solution is shown in Figure 6.
Begin

yes

yes

Are all variables
started?

Is it a feasible
solution?

End

no

no

Random start of
variables.

Clean the
variables.

Figure 5. Solution initiation procedure.

Figure 6. The discrete k-means algorithm ﬂow chart.

4.1. Cuckoo Search Algorithm
The phenomenon of cuckoo species, which lay their eggs in the nests of other bird species, has
inspired the CS algorithm. Such is the level of sophistication of cuckoo birds that in some cases even
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the colors and patterns of the eggs of the chosen host species are mimicked. In the analogy, an egg
corresponds to a solution. The concept behind the analogy is to use the best solutions (cuckoos) with
the aim of replacing those that do not perform well. The CS algorithm uses three basic rules:
1.
2.
3.

Each cuckoo lays one egg at a time and deposits its egg in a randomly chosen nest.
The nests with the best results, i.e., with high-quality eggs, will be considered in the
next generation.
The number of nests available is a ﬁxed parameter. The egg laid by a cuckoo can be discovered
by the host bird with a probability p a ∈ (0, 1)
The algorithm pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Cuckoo search algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

Objective function f(x)
Generate initial solutions of n host nests.
while stop criterion are meet do
Get a cuckoo randomly and replace using Lévy ﬂights.
Evaluate the ﬁtness.
Choose in a random way a nest j among n:
if f i > f j then
replace the solution.
end if
portion p a of the worst nests are eliminated and new ones are created.
keep best solutions.
ﬁnd the current best
end while

4.2. k-Means Operator
The goal of the k-means operator is to group the different solutions obtained by executing
continuous metaheuristics in this case CS. However, this operator can be applied to any continuous
swarm intelligence metaheuristics. When we consider solutions as particles, we understand the
position of the particle as the location of the solution in the search space, while the velocity represents
the vector of the transition of the solution from the t iteration to the t + 1 iteration.
In the k-means operator (kmeanOp), the k-means clustering technique is used to make transitions
in a discrete space. The proposal is based on using the movements generated by the CS metaheuristic
in each dimension for all the particles. Let x (t) be a solution in iteration t, then Δi ( x (t)) represents the
magnitude of the displacement Δ( x (t)) in the i-th position, considering the iterations t and t + 1. Once
all the displacements have been calculated, they are grouped using the magnitude of the displacement
|Δi ( x (t))|, we do not consider the sign. This grouping is done using the k-means technique where k
represents the number of groups used. Finally, we propose a generic function Ptr shown in Equation (10)
with the objective of assigning a transition probability to each displacement.
Ptr : Z/kZ → [0, 1]

(10)

Then using the function Ptr , a probability is assigned to each group obtained from the clustering
process. In this article, we use the linear function given in Equation (11). Where Clust (xi ) indicates the
location of the group to which Δi ( x ) belongs. The coefﬁcient α represents the transition probability
and the coefﬁcient β models the transition separation for the different groups. Both parameters must
be estimated. The pseudo-code of the discretization procedure is shown in Algorithm 2.
Ptr ( xi ) = Ptr (Clust( xi )) = α + βClust( xi )α
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Algorithm 2 k-means operator
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

Function kmeanOp(lx (t), lx (t + 1))
Input x (t), x (t + 1)
Output lTranProb(t+1)
lΔi ( x (t + 1)) ← getDelta(lx (t), lx (t + 1))
Clust ← getClusters(lΔi ( x (t)),k)
lTranProb(t + 1) ← getTranProb(Clust, lx (t))–Equation (11)
return (lTranProb(t + 1))

4.3. Discretization Operator
As input the operator receives the transition probabilities (lTranProb(t + 1)) obtained in the
previous stage and the list of solutions lx (t). For each solution x (t) ∈ lx (t), we consider each
component xi (t) and evaluate if it should be modiﬁed according to its transition probability.
The transition probability is compared with a random number r1 . In case the change is selected,
the movement can increase the value (+1) or decrease it (−1). Finally, the selected value is compared
with the best value obtained by the algorithm and remains with the minimum of both. The pseudo-code
of the discrete procedure is shown in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Discretization operator.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Function DiscOp(lTranProb(t + 1), lx (t))
Input lTranProb(t + 1)
Output x (t + 1)–Where x(t+1) is discrete.
movement = 0
for xi ∈ x (t) ∈ lx (t) do

6:

if r1 > 0.5 then

7:

movement = 1
else

8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

movement = −1
end if
i ,x i + movement))
xi = max(1,min(xbest
end for

5. Results and Discussion
This Section aims to describe the results obtained by the hybrid algorithm when applying it to the
counterfort retaining walls problem. In the ﬁrst stage, the contribution of the k-means operator in the
discretization process will be determined. This is described in Section 5.2. Later, in a second stage, we
will compare our proposal with another algorithm that has solved the problem, Section 5.3. For each
problem, we make 30 independent runs. The value 30 is widely accepted for statistical conclusions [73].
The Wilcoxon signed-rank [74] method was the test selected to determine if the difference is statistically
signiﬁcant. The p-value used was 0.05. The selection of the test is based on the methodology proposed
in [73]. In this methodology, the Shapiro–Wilk or Kolmogorov—Smirnov-Lilliefors normality test
is applied ﬁrst. In the event that one of the populations is not normal, and both populations have
the same number of points, the Wilcoxon signed-rank is suggested to verify the difference. In our
case, the Wilcoxon test was applied to the entire population of instances considering all executions
and comparing the results of both algorithms. For the execution of the instances, a laptop with a
Core i7-4770 as a processor and 16GB in RAM has been used. The algorithm was programmed in
Python 3.6.
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5.1. Parameter Settings
To calibrate the parameters, heights 8 and 12 were used. These heights were selected with the
intention of considering walls of different complexity. 8 represents small size walls and 12 represents
larger size walls where the satisfaction of stability restrictions is much more difﬁcult. Subsequently,
each conﬁguration was executed 5 times for each height considering all the conﬁgurations proposed in
Table 4. The value 5 was chosen with the intention of being able to execute all the combinations in a
limited time. In Table 4, the range column shows the scanned values to perform the CS adjustment.
These ranges were inspired by previous studies in which the k-means technique was applied to solve
the multidimensional knapsack problem [33] and the problem of the set covering [5]. The ﬂow chart
of the parameter settings is shown in Figure 7. For more detail on the method, reference [33] can
be consulted.
To determine the best conﬁguration, the method proposed in [33] was used. In this method,
4 measurements are deﬁned that I know are shown in Equations (12)–(15). The BestGlobalValue
represents the best value obtained considering all the conﬁgurations. The BestLocalValue, corresponds
to the best value obtained in the evaluated conﬁguration. The minGlobalTime is the minimum
convergence time considering all settings. Finally, the convergenceLocalTime represents the average
convergence time for a conﬁguration. Each of the measures deﬁned, the closer to 1, the better
performance that indicator is having. On the other hand, the closer to 0 the worse performance. Since
there are 4 measurements to be able to make the evaluation, we incorporate them into a radar chart
and calculate their area. As a consequence of the measurement deﬁnition, the largest area corresponds
to the conﬁguration that has the best performance considering the 4 deﬁned measures.
1.

The deviation of the best local value obtained in ﬁve executions compared with the best
global value:
BestGlobalValue − BestlocalValue
bSolution = 1 −
(12)
BestGlobalValue

2.

The deviation of the worst value obtained in ﬁve executions compared with the best global value:
wSolution = 1 −

BestGlobalValue − WorstLocalValue
BestGlobalValue

(13)

3.

The deviation of the average value obtained in ﬁve executions compared with the best
global value:
BestGlobalValue − − − AverageLocalValue
aSolution = 1 −
(14)
BestGlobalValue

4.

The convergence time for the average value in each experiment is normalized according to
Equation (15).
convergenceLocalTime − minGlobalTime
nTime = 1 −
(15)
maxGlobalTime − minGlobalTime

Figure 7. Flow chart of parameter setting.
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Table 4. Parameter setting for the Cuckoo search algorithm.
Parameters

Description

Value

Range

N
k
γ
κ
Iteration Number

Number of Nest
Number of transition groups K-means Operator
Step Length
Lévy distribution parameter
Maximum iterations

5
5
0.01
1.5
800

[5, 10, 15]
[4, 5, 6]
0.01
1.5
[800]

5.2. Random Operator
This experiment aims to quantify the contribution of the k-means operator in the process of
optimizing the cost of the wall. To achieve this objective, a random operator was designed which
replaces the k-means operator described in Section 4.2. This random operator behaves very similarly to
that of k-means but instead of assigning transition probabilities per cluster, it assigns a ﬁxed transition
probability with a value of 0.5. In the experiment, wall height values between 6 and 14 m are considered.
The k-means operator is compared with the random operator through the best value and the average
obtained over 30 runs for each height. Later we will use the violin charts to compare both distributions
of results and ﬁnally the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to validate that the difference is signiﬁcant.
The results are shown in Table 5 and Figure 8 for cost optimization. In the case of emission
optimization, the results are detailed in Figure 9 and in Table 6. In the case of cost optimization when
analyzing the best value indicator, we observe that for all heights the k-means operator obtains better
results compared to the random operator. In the case of a height of 6 and 7 m, this difference does
not reach 2%. However, as the wall grows, the difference increases, reaching in the case of a height
of 14 (m), 26%. The average indicator has similar behavior to that previously analyzed. The k-means
operator has better performance in all cases. When applying the Wilcoxon test, it indicates that the
difference is signiﬁcant. When analyzing the distributions shown in Figure 8, we observe that the
interquartile ranges obtained by the k-means operator are completely displaced to values close to zero
with respect to the results obtained by the random operator. On the other hand, the dispersion of the
distribution is greater in the solutions obtained by the random operator. In the case of optimization
of CO2 emissions, when analyzing the best value indicator, we observe that the k-means operator
obtains better results at all heights. However, the maximum difference from the random operator
does not exceed 10%. The average indicator is again higher in the case of k-means, the Wilcoxon test
indicating that the difference is signiﬁcant. When analyzing the violin plots of the emissions shown in
Figure 9, we see that the interquartile range obtains better quality results in the case of the k-means
discretization. However, the result is not as remarkable as in the case of cost optimization.
Table 5. Comparison between random and k-means operators in cost optimization.
Height (m)

Best Value
k-Means

Avg
k-Means

Best Value
Random

Avg
Random

Best Value
HS

Avg Random
HS

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

591
678
775
911
1095
1302
1528
1775
2049

595.5
682.8
778.9
922.3
1127.0
1384.5
1608.9
1905.3
2301.6

600
687
785
981
1184
1545
1839
2241
2775

621.3
721.4
851.7
1094.3
1296.7
1704.5
1994.3
2510.8
3267.1

595
689
784
934
1130
1354
1590
1840
2154

600.15
694.98
788.38
941.29
1143.64
1381.50
1707.24
2067.37
2348.71

1.6 × 10−5

Wilcoxon p-value
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Figure 8. Cost violin plots, comparison between k-means and random operators.
Table 6. Comparison between random and k-means operators in emission optimization.
Height (m)

Best Value
k-Means

Avg
k-Means

Best Value
Random

Avg
Random

Best Value
HS

Avg Random
HS

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1242
1440
1659
1997
2470
3061
3715
4470
5294

1251.2
1458.5
1683.2
2111.1
2572.1
3206.6
3921.5
4676.4
5621.2

1274
1467
1696
2180
2975
3540
4168
5039
5877

1304.3
1501.3
1788.6
2214.6
3132.7
3801.7
4555.7
5484.5
6319.1

1250
1478
1699
2050
2560
3124
3865
4650
5550

1289.14
1511.53
1731.54
2097.45
2617.81
3201.45
4046.95
4955.95
6241.00

1.2 × 10−7

Wilcoxon p-value

2.51 × 10−4

Figure 9. Emission Violin plots, comparison between k-means and random operators.

Figure 10a,b show the convergence diagrams for cost optimization for the algorithm using
k-means and random, respectively. The heights chosen were 6, 9, 12 and 14. From Figure 10a it is
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observed that heights 6 and 9 have a better convergence than in the case of 12 and 14. The same effect
is observed for the case of the random operator, Figure 10b, although in the latter case it is not so
notorious. When we make a comparison between the graphs, we observe for the random case the
slope stabilizes much earlier than in the case of k-means, as a consequence of this the latter obtains
better results.

(a) K-means convergence.

(b) Random convergence.
Figure 10. K-means and Random convergence chart for cost optimization.

5.3. Comparisons
To evaluate our algorithm in a different scenario than that of a random operator, in this Section
we compare the results obtained by the algorithm that uses discretization by k-means, with the results
published in [34,67]. In these works, the harmony search algorithm was used to optimize the buttress
retaining wall. To evaluate the comparison, the best value will be analyzed for each of the different
heights of the wall, in addition to comparing the distribution of the total solutions obtained for the
different heights through violin plots. To determine that the difference is statistically signiﬁcant, we
will use the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
In Figures 11 and 12, the best values obtained for the k-means and HS algorithms are compared.
In the comparison, all the parameters were kept ﬁxed except for the height, which like the previous
experiments, varied from 6 to 14 m. When analyzing the heights of 6 to 8 m in Figure 11, it is observed
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that the cost of the solutions obtained by both algorithms is similar. As the wall grows in height,
the curves have a greater separation, with the height of 14 (m) obtaining the greatest difference,
this being 4.87% in favor of k-means. In the case of the comparison of the algorithms when optimizing
the emissions of CO2 , the curves behave similarly to that of the cost optimization case. For small values
of wall height, very similar values are obtained. As the height of the wall increases, the quality of the
k-means solutions improves compared to the HS. this is seen in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Comparison between the best solutions obtained by the k-means and HS algorithms in
cost optimization.

Figure 12. Comparison between the best solutions obtained by the k-means and HS algorithms in
emission optimization.

Figures 13 and 14 show the comparison of the total solutions obtained by both algorithms. In the
case of the cost optimization shown in Figure 13, we see that the interquartile range of the solutions
obtained by k-means has better performance than those of HS. Up to height 12, the dispersion of the
solutions is kept quite small in both algorithms. From height 12 onwards, this dispersion increases
considerably in both k-means and HS. The case of the optimization of emissions presents a similar
behavior, increasing its dispersion considerably from height 13. The above is observed in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Violin plot comparison between k-means and HS results for cost in euros.

Figure 14. Violin plot comparison between k-means and HS results for CO2 emissions.

6. Conclusions
In this article, a hybrid algorithm was proposed which uses the unsupervised k-means learning
technique to construct discrete versions of optimization algorithms that work in continuous spaces.
The optimization problem of a counterfort retaining wall was addressed, considering the cost and
emission of CO2 as objective functions. The cuckoo search optimization algorithm was used to be
discretized. Additionally, a random operator was constructed to determine the contribution of the
k-mean operator in the optimization process. It was concluded that k-means produces better results
than the random operator and in many cases this does it systematically, thus reducing the dispersion
of the solutions. In addition, when we compare k-means with HS, we observe that as we increase the
height, where the optimization problem becomes more difﬁcult because it is more difﬁcult to obtain
stability of the wall with respect to overturning and sliding, k-means is more robust than HS reaching
the height of 14 (m) at a difference of 4.76% in favor of k-means in optimizing emissions and 4.87% in
minimizing costs. On the other hand, when we analyze the dispersion of the set of solutions, we see
that k-means once again perform better than HS, especially for heights greater than 12 (m).
There are several possible directions for further extensions and improvements of the present work.
The ﬁrst line arises from observing the conﬁguration parameters presented in Table 4. The conﬁguration
procedure can be simpliﬁed and improved by incorporating adaptive mechanisms that allow the
parameters to be modiﬁed in accordance with the feedback obtained from the candidate solutions.
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A second line considers the incorporation of an intelligent agent that uses value gradient policies
or action methods frequently used in reinforcement learning, in order to have information on the
performance of the optimization algorithms with which we could modify the parameters dynamically.
Finally, another possible line of research is to explore the population management of solutions
dynamically. Through analyzing the history of exploration and exploitation of the search space,
one can identify regions where it is necessary to increase the population and others where it is
appropriate to decrease it.
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Abstract: Disasters have catastrophic effects on the affected population, especially in developing and
underdeveloped countries. Humanitarian Logistics models can help decision-makers to efﬁciently
and effectively warehouse and distribute emergency goods to the affected population, to reduce
casualties and suffering. However, poor planning and structural damage to the transportation
infrastructure could hamper these efforts and, eventually, make it impossible to reach all the affected
demand centers. In this paper, a pre-disaster Humanitarian Logistics model is presented that jointly
optimizes the prepositioning of aid distribution centers and the strengthening of road sections to
ensure that as much affected population as possible can efﬁciently get help. The model is stochastic
in nature and considers that the demand in the centers affected by the disaster and the state of
the transportation network are random. Uncertainty is represented through scenarios representing
possible disasters. The methodology is applied to a real-world case study based on the 2018 storm
system that hit the Nampula Province in Mozambique.
Keywords: stochastic programming; decision making; inventory prepositioning; network
fortiﬁcation; pre-disaster phase; humanitarian logistics; emergency management

1. Introduction
After a disaster strikes a territory it is imperative to deliver relief items to the affected population
to reduce human casualties and suffering. This is especially true in underdeveloped and developing
countries that suffer from a lack of resources and reliable infrastructures. Additionally, poor planning
and structural damage to the transportation network could hinder the relief effort or, in some cases,
completely frustrate them. Damaged roads, resulting from the effect of the disaster, could completely
disconnect affected populations from the rest of the transportation network, thus, making impossible
to undertake any relief operation. This was the case in Haiti, after the 2010 earthquake, where, despite
the large volume of emergency goods available, the victims could not receive support for a long
time due to the damage suffered by the road network [1–4]. The 2011 Japan earthquake and tsunami
interdicted about three-fourths of the highways in the region, hampering the emergency response
operations [5]. More recently in Puerto Rico, after Hurricane Maria hit the island in 2017, shortages in
vehicle drivers and disruptions to the road network made it impossible to deliver emergency supplies,
including food, water, and medicine, resulting in at least 10,000 containers idly sitting at the port [6].
Locating emergency inventories and fortifying vulnerable elements of the road infrastructure prior to
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an emergency helps to mitigate the impact of a disaster, facilitates the relief operations, and increases
the effectiveness of the disaster response.
In this paper, a pre-disaster model that tackles these issues is proposed. The model jointly
optimizes the fortiﬁcation of elements of the distribution network, the location of emergency
inventories, and the deﬁnition of their capacity. The goal is to support the distribution operations of
relief goods in the best possible way. Due to the uncertainty that characterizes disasters, the model
is stochastic in nature. Multiple objectives are considered. However, the objective of minimizing the
expected unsatisﬁed demand has the highest priority, as not providing relief to populations affected by
a disaster might result in human casualties. This objective has multiple optima, therefore, the optimal
solutions are further evaluated according to two time measures: the expected maximum arrival time
at a demand node and the expected total service time. The computational experiments show little
trade-off between these time criteria. For this reason, the solutions are evaluated using a pay-off
matrix, rather than by applying speciﬁc multicriteria methods. More generally, the methodology has
been designed to be applicable in situations with limited data on the availability of resources and
the status of the road infrastructure, which is especially relevant to underdeveloped and developing
countries. In fact, the model has been tailored to a real case study on the 2018 tropical depression that
hit the Nampula Province (Mozambique) and considers only the data that could be obtained from
ofﬁcial sources. For this reason, and given its focus on pre-disaster operations, the model relies on a
number of simplifying assumptions concerning the distribution operations. For instance, these are
represented by an underlying ﬂow model. As a consequence, most details of a real supply chain are
disregarded, such as, multiple commodities, multiple transportation modes, vehicles availability and
capacity, and distribution queues. However, this is consistent with the application context and the
scope of the model.
1.1. Literature Review
According to Anysia and Kopczak [7], Humanitarian Logistics is “the process of planning,
implementing and controlling the efﬁcient, cost-effective ﬂow and storage of goods and materials,
as well as related information, from the point of origin to the point of consumption for the purpose
of alleviating the suffering of vulnerable people.” The seminal work by Aghani and Oh [8] presents
a large-scale multi-commodity multi-modal network ﬂow model with time windows in the context
of disaster relief operations, which the authors solve using heuristics. In recent years, due to the
relevance of the subject, the investigation in Humanitarian Logistics models has experienced a golden
age and a wealth of research contributions have been published. Due to the large number of works
in the ﬁeld, the review presented in this paper focuses on relief distribution models that combine
location operations with structural operations on the transportation network. However, pointers to
exhaustive literature reviews are provided in the following. The interested reader is referred to the
excellent literature review on operations management in the context of Operations Research (OR)
and Management Sciences (MS) by Altay and Green [9], which Ortuño et al. [10] and Galindo and
Batta [11] expand and update. Liberatore et al. [12] provide an annotated bibliography specialized
on uncertainty in humanitarian logistics. Çelik [4] reviews the literature on network restoration and
recovery in humanitarian operations. Aslan and Çelik [13] give in their research paper an overview of
recent studies on emergency inventory propositioning involving uncertainty. Finally, the review paper
by Sabbaghtorkan, Batta, and He is specialized on prepositioning of assets and supplies in disaster
operations management [14].
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the ﬁrst model to consider the coordination of the activities
of relief transportation, road recovery, and inventory prepositioning is by Wisetjindawat et al. [15].
The authors consider ongoing road repairs as constraints on the availability of roads, rather than as
part of the decision making process, i.e., all links in the transportation network must be available
after 24 h. Therefore, the problem is formulated as a location-routing problem that explicitly consider
routes that satisfy the availability time constraint, at a given conﬁdence level. The approach proposed
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by the authors is an interesting combination of simulation, vehicle routing, and location analysis.
However, it does not explicitly incorporate neither the stochastic elements of the problem nor the
recovery operations in the formulation.
Later, Iloglu and Albert [16] study the relationship between network restoration and emergency
response operations in the early stages of a disaster. A multi-period p-median model determines the
location of emergency responders that attend emergency calls. The formulation includes scheduling
constraints that plan the repair team operations of network recovery. The problem should be used right
after a disaster strikes, therefore no stochasticity is considered. However, the formulation allows repair
crews to access arcs that are completely disconnected from the rest of the network, which is unrealistic.
This initial model is later expanded by the authors in [17], where the underlying multi-period
p-median model is substituted by a multi-period maximal multiple coverage model. As the emergency
responders can be relocated at every period, this more recent formulation limits the choices for
relocation to those within a certain radius from the previous one. Also, the multiple coverage model
considers allows for backup emergency service during large volume of emergency service requests
after disasters. Obviously, the new formulation improves the realism and applicability of the model.
However, it still allows repair teams to access arcs disconnected from the rest of the network. Therefore,
despite the update, the major ﬂaw of the model is still present.
In another recent study, Aslan and Çelik [13] propose a two-stage stochastic programming model
to design a multi-echelon humanitarian response network. In the ﬁrst stage, the model deﬁnes
the location of the inventories and their capacity for each commodity. In the second stage, relief
transportation decisions and road repair operations are made jointly. A limitation of this contribution
is that the model assumes that there are sufﬁcient restoration resources and these resources can start
repairing any damaged arc immediately after the disaster. The authors recognize the limited realism of
this approach, however, they claim that the assumptions help to simplify the solution of the problem
and understand its structure. More recently, Sanci and Daskin [18] introduce an additional level of
complexity in the model. Their article expands on the previous contributions by integrating facility
location and network restoration models to locate both emergency response facilities and restoration
equipment before a disaster. Also, it allows to allocate more than one restoration resource to a damaged
arc to reduce the recovery time. Finally, the model ensures that damaged arcs can be repaired only if
they are accessible from the initial locations of the repair resources, therefore, addressing the major
ﬂaw in [16,17]. Interestingly, the model can ﬁnd a balance between unmet demand and transportation
costs by changing the value of a penalization coefﬁcient. This approach clearly contradicts the rationale
behind Humanitarian Logistics, that gives absolute priority to the minimization of human casualties
and suffering. The authors suggest setting the penalty for unmet demand to a value that ensures
that all the demand is attended. However, this clearly shows that the authors recognize that the
formulation is indeed ﬂawed, and that a lexicographical approach should have adopted instead of
using a penalization coefﬁcient.
All the studies reviewed consider post-disaster network recovery operations. The model proposed
in this article, however, optimizes pre-disaster network fortiﬁcation operations, rather than recovery
operations. Therefore, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the ﬁrst fully pre-disaster model
to combine relief transportation, road recovery, and inventory prepositioning. Also, the formulation
presented in this study considers a simpler supply chain than those of the previous contributions: one
commodity, three types of nodes, and unlimited capacities. This is a desired feature. Differently from
the papers presented in the review, our model has been designed to being applicable in contexts with
limited information availability, such as underdeveloped and developing countries.
1.2. Contributions
The contribution of this research is twofold. In particular, this work extends the literature
by introducing:
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1.

2.

The ﬁrst pre-disaster stochastic model in the literature that jointly optimizes the location of
emergency inventories and the fortiﬁcation of transportation network elements, to support
humanitarian logistics operations in the response phase. The model is specially tailored to
underdeveloped and developing countries, where data availability is an issue. In particular, its
design is based on a real case study.
A novel public dataset on the January 2018 tropical depression that affected the Nampula Province
(Mozambique). The dataset has been assembled using real data obtained from local agencies,
including the Mozambique Institute for Disaster Management (INGC), and is comprised of a real
deterministic scenario and stochastic scenarios. Due to the low requirements in terms of data, the
methodology presented to generate the scenarios can be easily extended to other case studies.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the optimization model and the
formulation. The dataset on the Nampula Province case study is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 is
devoted to the computational experiments and provides a discussion of the results. Finally, the paper
is concluded with some insights and guidelines for future research (Section 5).
2. Model
The model proposed in this research is a two-stage stochastic model. The ﬁrst stage involves
all the decisions taken before the disaster strikes, such as determining the inventories’ locations and
choosing the road sections to fortify. The problem assumes that a fortiﬁed road cannot be interdicted.
The second stage takes place after the disaster strikes, which determines the number of people affected
in the population centers and the roads that have been interdicted and cannot be used. In this stage,
the emergency goods distribution takes place and is modeled as a ﬂow problem with an unlimited
supply. The objective is maximizing the number of affected people that receive relief. However, this
objective presents multiple optima. Therefore, a second optimization step chooses among these optima
the solution that minimizes the distribution time. Two different time measures are considered. Finally,
the model also provides information regarding the desired inventory capacities: each inventory should
be able to relieve as many persons as its maximum supply across all the scenarios. The optimization
model is presented in the following.
2.1. Sets
Let G (V, A) be a directed graph, being V the set of vertices, indexed by i and j, and A the set of
arcs (i, j). The vertices represent population centers and road crossings. On the other hand, the arcs
represent the road sections; speciﬁcally, each road segment is modeled by a pair of arcs, i.e., (i, j) and
( j, i ). Finally, Ω is the set of stochastic scenarios and is indexed by ω.
2.2. Parameters
Two attributes, P and Q, specify the number of inventories to locate and the number of road
sections to fortify, respectively. Vertices are characterized by a demand, demandiω , which represent the
population affected by the disaster in a community and depends on the scenario. Arcs are characterized
by a length, lengthij , which represents the traversal time. Also, each scenario speciﬁes which arcs are
not interdicted. This information is represented by the parameter sa f eijω , that takes value 1 if the arc
(i, j) can be traversed in scenario ω, and 0 if it is interdicted. Finally, the scenarios have an assigned
probability distribution, pω ∀ω ∈ Ω, which veriﬁes ∑ω ∈Ω pω = 1.
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2.3. Variables
First-Stage Variables:

1 if arc (i, j) is fortiﬁed,
–
Xij =
0 otherwise.

1 if an inventory is located in vertex i,
–
Yi =
0 otherwise.
Second-Stage Variables:
–
–
–
–
–
–

f lowijω ≥ 0, units of ﬂow on arc (i, j) in scenario ω.
supplyiω ≥ 0, supply available at vertex i in scenario ω.
timeiω ≥ 0, arrival time at vertex i in scenario ω.
T ω ≥ 0, maximum arrival time across all the demand vertices in scenario ω.

1 if arc (i, j) is used for distribution in scenario ω,
ω
crossij =
0 otherwise.

1 if vertex i can be reached from an inventory vertex in scenario ω,
reachiω =
0 otherwise.

2.4. Constraints and Objective Functions
Arc Constraints:

∑

(i,j)∈ A

Xij = 2 · Q

(1)

Xij = X ji

∀(i, j) ∈ A

(2)

+ Xij

∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(3)

f lowijω ≤ K ω · crossijω

∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(4)

∀(i, j) ∈ A

(5)

crossijω

≤

sa f eijω

Xij ∈ {0, 1}
crossijω

∈ {0, 1}

f lowijω ≥ 0

∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(6)

∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(7)

K ω is a constant that takes a value that is greater than or equal to the largest possible ﬂow
traversing an arc in a scenario ω. A trivial upper bound to K ω is given by:
Kω =

∑ demandiω

∀ω ∈ Ω

i ∈V

(8)

Constraint (1) enforces that the number of fortiﬁed arcs is exactly 2Q, as each road segment is
represented by a pair of arcs. In fact, constraints (2) specify that if arc (i, j) is fortiﬁed, then also arc
( j, i ) must be fortiﬁed, and vice-versa. Next, constraints (3) impose that, in a speciﬁc scenario ω, an arc
can be used in the ﬂow model only if it is not interdicted in the scenario or if it is fortiﬁed in the ﬁrst
stage. Constraints (4) relate f lowijω to crossijω by enforcing that an arc (i, j) can have a positive ﬂow in a
given scenario ω only if crossijω = 1. Finally, constraints (5)–(7) present the condition of existence for
variables Xij , crossijω , and f lowijω , respectively.
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Vertex and Flow Constraints:

∑ Yi = P

(9)

i ∈V

supplyiω ≤ K ω · Yi

∑

j:( j,i )∈ A

ω
f lowω
ji + supplyi =

∑

j:(i,j)∈ A

f lowijω + demandiω · reachiω

∀i ∈ V, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(10)

∀i ∈ V, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(11)

Yi ∈ {0, 1}

∀i ∈ V

(12)

supplyiω ≥ 0

∀i ∈ V, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(13)

reachiω ∈ {0, 1}

∀i ∈ V, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(14)

Constraint (9) imposes that the number of inventories is exactly P. Only inventories can have a
positive supply capacity, as enforced by constraints (10) which relate supplyiω to Yi . Constraints (11)
deﬁne the ﬂow on the arcs, the supply capacity at each vertex, and the vertices that can be reached,
in each scenario. Finally, constraints (12)–(14) establish the condition of existence for variables Yi ,
supplyiω , and reachiω , respectively.
Time Constraints:

ω

ω
timeω
j ≥ timei + lengthij − K · (1 − crossij )
ω

T ≥

timeiω

∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀ω ∈ Ω
∀i ∈ V, ∀ω ∈ Ω :

timeiω ≥ 0
ω

T ≥0

demandiω

(15)

>0

(16)

∀i ∈ V, ∀ω ∈ Ω

(17)

∀ω ∈ Ω

(18)

where K  is a constant that takes a value that is greater than or equal to the largest possible arrival time
at a vertex. A trivial upper bound is given by:
K =

∑

(i,j)∈ A

lengthij

(19)

Constraints (15) assign consistent arrival times to all the vertices for all the scenarios,
while constraints (16) compute the maximum arrival time to a demand vertex in each scenario.
Constraints (17) and (18) deﬁne the condition of existence for variables timeiω and T ω , respectively.
Objective Functions:
Due to the disruptions in the infrastructure network caused by the disaster, some of the demand
vertices might be disconnected from all the inventories and, therefore, unreachable. Leaving an affected
community to its own devices during an emergency leads to human suffering and might result in
casualties. Thus, minimizing the population that is not reached by the distribution operations takes
precedence over any other objective.
min

∑

ω ∈Ω

pω ·

∑ demandiω · (1 − reachiω )

(20)

i ∈V

Due to the stochastic nature of the model, objective function (20) minimizes the expected
unsatisﬁed demand. This objective presents multiple optima, therefore, to discriminate among them,
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the solutions are evaluated in terms of the time required by the distribution operations. Two different
time measures are proposed, presented in the following:
min

∑

pω · T ω

∑

pω ·

ω ∈Ω

min

ω ∈Ω

∑

(i,j)∈ A

(21)
lengthij · f lowijω

(22)

The ﬁrst objective (21) minimizes the expected maximum arrival time to a demand vertex across
all the scenarios, while the second (22) is based on the classical min-cost ﬂow objective function and
minimizes the expected total distribution time across all scenarios.
Overall, the model includes | A| + |V | + |Ω| · (1 + 2 · | A| + 3 · |V |) variables. Of these, | A| + |V | +
|Ω| · (| A| + |V |) are binary. The number of constraints in the model is: 2 + | A| + 3 · |Ω| · (| A| + |V |).
2.5. Solution
A solution to the model provides an answer to the following questions:
–
–
–

Q: What road sections should be fortiﬁed?
A: {(i, j) ∈ A : Xij = 1}.
Q: Where to locate emergency inventories?
A: {i ∈ V : Yi = 1}.
Q: What capacity should the inventories have?
A: capacityi = maxω ∈Ω {supplyiω }, ∀i ∈ V : Yi = 1.

3. Case Study
3.1. Background
Mozambique is a coastal country in Southern Africa, which borders on the south with South
Africa, on the southwest with Eswatini, to the west with Zimbabwe, Zambia, and Malawi, and to
the north with Tanzania. On the east side stands the Mozambique Canal, with Madagascar and the
Comoros Islands as overseas neighbors. According to the 2019 Human Development Index (HDI) [19],
Mozambique is among the 10 least developed countries, ranking 180 out of 189. The population of
the country is of 28.9 million inhabitants, approximately (Mozambique National Institute of Statistics)
and the most populous province is Nampula, representing almost 20% of the total. Figure 1 shows the
location of the Nampula Province withing the Mozambican territory. The Nampula Province is prone
to frequent ﬂoods due to tropical storms. The frequency and intensity of these phenomena has been
growing in the last years. In fact, since 2015, the Nampula Province has been hit by the Tropical Storm
Chedza (January 2015), the Tropical Cyclone Dineo (February 2017), a tropical depression (January
2018), the Tropical Cyclone Idai (March 2019), and the Tropical Cyclone Kenneth (April 2019).
This case study focuses on the 2018 low-pressure system that formed in the Mozambique Channel
on 13 January 2018 and evolved into the tropical depression stage on 16 January. The tropical depression
penetrated the territory of Mozambique from the Nampula Province, more speciﬁcally, from the
Mossuril district. The storm system consisted of heavy rain, winds of 85 km/h, and affected the
provinces of Nampula, Niassa and Cabo Delgado, accumulating 400 mm of rain in less than four
days. At the same time, this disaster was exacerbated by the Congo air masses and Tropical Cyclone
Berguitta. Figure 2 shows the evolution of the phenomenon through time.
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Figure 1. Territory of Mozambique and of the Nampula Province, in red. (Source: Wikimedia Commons,
license CC BY-SA 3.0)

Figure 2. Evolution of the 2018 low-pressure system that formed in the Mozambique Channel on 13
January 2018. (Source: Meteo France, license [20])

In terms of damage, according to the INGC [21], the ﬂoods affected more than 80,000 people and
killed 34, mainly in the Nampula Province, which accounted for 73,240 of the victims. Additionally,
many roads were shut, which hampered the response and rescue operations.
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3.2. Dataset
In the dataset, the set V is comprised of 38 vertices representing the 18 districts and the
ﬁve municipalities in the Nampula Province, and 15 intersections. The set A consists of 106 arcs,
corresponding to the 53 road sections that connect the vertices. The graph is illustrated in Figure 3.
At the time of the emergency, the inventories were located in the cities of Nampula and Nacala,
corresponding to vertices 1 and 19 in the ﬁgure. The traversal time of the arcs, lengthij , have been
calculated using Google Maps and are expressed in minutes.
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Figure 3. Graph representing the Nampula Province.

The report by the INGC [21] provides information relative to the impact of the tropical storm in
the north of Mozambique, which includes the Nampula Province. The report illustrates the affected
population in each municipality and the roads that have been shut and, therefore, it is possible to
devise a single scenario that represents the real impact of the tropical storm in the area. From this point
onward, we will refer to this scenario as the deterministic scenario.
The stochastic scenarios have been generated under the assumption that the tropical storm
penetrated the territory of Mozambique from each of the coastal towns in the Nampula Province (i.e.,
Angoche, Ilha de Mozambique, Larde, Memba, Mogincual, Moma, Mossuril, Nacala, Nacala-a-Velha,
and Lunga), including Mossuril that is the original entry point. Thus, 10 scenarios are included in the
dataset. Each scenario ω ∈ Ω is characterized by a probability, pω , the vertices demands, demandiω ,
and the availability of the road sections, sa f eijω . Due to the lack of information, the scenarios are
1
considered equiprobable, i.e., pω = 10
. The demand at each vertex and the availability of the arcs have
been estimated by means of regression models that made use of the information presented in the report
by the INGC regarding the effects of the tropical storm [21], the 2017 Census [22], and data provided
by the National Road Administration of Mozambique. More in detail, the demand of the vertices
corresponding to intersections is set to zero. On the other hand, for all the vertices corresponding
to population centers and for each scenario, the demand has been obtained from a linear regression
model that expresses the logarithm of the ratio of the affected population in each community as a
function of the following variables:

–
–

Total population.
Orthogonal polynomial of degree two of the difference in latitude between the population center
and the entry point of the tropical storm in the scenario.
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–

The difference in longitude between the population center and the entry point of the tropical
storm in the scenario.
Orthogonal polynomial of degree two of the population center altitude.

–

All the independent variables are statistically signiﬁcant and the coefﬁcient of determination is
R2 = 0.9221, meaning that the model explains most of the variability in the data.
To determine the availability of the arcs, an exploratory analysis of logistic regression models has
been done. Different types of independent variables have been considered: related to the road (e.g.,
length, materials, type, conditions), related to bridges in the road (e.g., number of bridges, total length
of bridges, materials), and geographical (e.g., distance to the entry point, height). Unfortunately, no
variable was statistically signiﬁcant. This is probably due to the large number of missing values in
the data, despite having it obtained from ofﬁcial sources. Therefore, the availability of all the pairs of
arcs {(i, j), ( j, i )} in the graph is determined using Bernoulli trials with a ﬁxed probability of 0.16981.
This probability corresponds to the ratio of road sections interdicted by the storm system over the total
9
number in the Nampula Province, i.e., 53
= 0.16981.
The dataset is publicly available and can be downloaded from [23].
4. Computational Experiments
In this section, the experiments and their results are presented and discussed. Two groups of
experiments are considered. The ﬁrst group concerns the deterministic scenario. This means that, in
this setting, the set of scenarios Ω is comprised of a single scenario that represents the real impact that
the tropical storm had on the Nampula Province in terms of affected population and road interdicted.
The second group is run on the stochastic scenarios. In this context, the model optimizes the decision
based on the average performance over the randomly generated scenarios.
Regarding the objective functions, the model is ﬁrst solved with respect to the unsatisﬁed demand
(Equation (20)). Then, to understand the relationship between the two time measures considered
(Equations (21) and (22)), the payoff matrix is calculated. Calculating the payoff matrix requires
solving the model four times. Therefore, a single run involves solving the problem ﬁve times. This is
explained in Algorithm 1. In the ﬁrst step, the model is solved while optimizing the unsatisﬁed
demand (Equation (20)). The value obtained is ﬁxed. Therefore, from this point on, the model will
produce only solutions with that speciﬁc value of unsatisﬁed demand. Then, objective function (21) is
optimized, giving the ideal value of the maximum arrival time (max time). The maximum arrival time
is set to max time and objective function (22) is optimized, obtaining the anti-ideal value of the total
distribution time (total time). Next, the maximum arrival time is unﬁxed and the total distribution
time is optimized (Equation (22)) to calculate its ideal value, total time. Finally, the total distribution
time is ﬁxed to total time and the maximum arrival time is optimized (Equation (21)), obtaining the
anti-ideal value max time.
Algorithm 1 Solution procedure.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

unsatisﬁed demand ← solve model for optimal objective function (20)
ﬁx unsatisﬁed demand
max time ← solve model for optimal objective function (21)
ﬁx max time ← max time
total time ← solve model for optimal objective function (22)
unﬁx max time
total time ← solve model for optimal objective function (22)
ﬁx total time ← total time
max time ← solve model for optimal objective function (21)
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The optimization model has been programmed in GAMS (ver. 29.1.0) and solved using CPLEX
R CoreTM
(ver. 12.9.0.0) on a Dell Precision 5540 (sourced from Cardiff, UK), equipped with Intel
i9-9880H CPU @ 2.30GHz × 16 and 16 GB RAM. The multithreading option of CPLEX has been used.
A CPU time limit of 1800s has been set on all the optimization processes.
The following experiments are carried out:
•
•
•
•

The model is solved only on the real scenario. Inventory locations are ﬁxed and the model can
determine which elements of the road network to fortify.
The model is solved only on the real scenario and it can deﬁne both the inventory locations and
the road fortiﬁcations.
The model is solved on all the stochastic scenarios and can deﬁne both the inventory locations
and the road fortiﬁcations.
The solution of the model solved on all the stochastic scenarios is compared to a solution
determined by independently running the model on each scenario and then choosing the most
frequent inventory locations.

4.1. Deterministic Scenario: Fixed Inventories
In this experiment, only the deterministic scenario is considered and the inventories are located
in Nampula and Nacala as in the real disaster. The model can determine the road sections to fortify.
Table 1 presents the results.
Table 1. Results for the experiment on the deterministic scenario and with ﬁxed inventories.
Q

Unsatisﬁed Demand (#)

Max Time (min)

Max Time (min)

Total Time (min)

Total Time (min)

0

0

246

246

5,424,026

5,424,026

1
2
3

0
0
0

233
227
227

233
227
227

5,406,686
5,398,586
5,398,586

5,406,686
5,398,586
5,398,586

The ﬁrst column shows the number of fortiﬁed road sections. The second column presents
the value of the unsatisﬁed demand (Equation (20)). The third and the fourth columns show the
ideal (overlined) and anti-ideal (underlined) value for the maximum arrival time objective function
(Equation (21)). The last two columns illustrate the ideal (overlined) and anti-ideal (underlined) value
for the total time objective function (Equation (22)).
The ﬁrst line in Table 1 can be used as a benchmark as it corresponds to the real setting: no
road section had been fortiﬁed prior to the disaster and there are two emergency inventories located
in Nampula and Nacala. The unsatisﬁed demand is equal to zero, so all the demand center could
have been reached from at least one inventory. By increasing the number of fortiﬁed road sections
(i.e., Q ≥ 0), it can be observed that both the maximum time and the total time decrease. However, the
maximum improvement is achieved for Q = 2, so it would not have been beneﬁcial to fortify more
than two road sections. Finally, we can observe that the ideal and the anti-ideal values of both time
objectives are the same. Thus, no trade-off between the two time objectives is detected.
4.2. Deterministic Scenario: Model-Deﬁned Inventory Locations
In this experiment, only the deterministic scenario is considered. However, differently from the
previous one, the model can decide both the inventory locations and the road sections to be fortiﬁed.
Table 2 illustrates the results of the experiment.
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Table 2.
Results for the experiment on the deterministic scenario with model-deﬁned
inventory locations.
P

Q

Unsatisﬁed Demand (#)

Max Time (min)

Max Time (min)

Total Time (min)

2 f ix

0

0

246

246

5,424,026

5,424,026

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4
0
1
2
3
4

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

279
233
227
227
227
233
191
191
191
191
181
135
135
135
135
135
123
123
123
123

348
296
289
289
289
292
286
233
233
233
292
286
233
233
233
233
233
222
222
222

3,117,624
3,060,684
2,992,794
2,992,284
2,992,284
1,799,560
1,793,830
1,722,910
1,719,340
1,719,340
1,418,585
1,412,015
1,341,935
1,338,365
1,338,365
1,127,135
1,127,135
1,112,480
1,108,910
1,108,910

4,994,886
7,900,516
7,892,416
7,892,416
7,892,416
2,527,329
7,474,306
5,569,478
5,554,178
5,554,178
2,298,989
3,296,969
3,296,969
3,296,969
3,296,969
3,085,939
2,276,549
2,276,549
2,276,549
2,276,549

Total Time (min)

The ﬁrst two columns shows the number of inventories and fortiﬁed road sections, respectively.
The third column presents the value of the unsatisﬁed demand (Equation (20)). The fourth and the
ﬁfth columns show the ideal (overlined) and anti-ideal (underlined) value for the maximum arrival
time objective function (Equation (21)). The last two columns illustrate the ideal (overlined) and
anti-ideal (underlined) value for the total time objective function (Equation (22)). The ﬁrst line shows
the benchmark from the previous experiment, that is, the solution obtained without fortifying any
road segment and ﬁxing the inventories to the real locations.
As expected, the unsatisﬁed demand is equal to zero as all the demand centers are connected to at
least one inventory. Again it is possible to identify a maximum value for Q. According to the results,
there is no point in fortifying more than three road sections, as the solution values do not improve.
Differently from the previous case, a trade-off between the time measures can be detected. Also, it can
be observed that the solution with one inventory and no fortiﬁed roads has a lower total distribution
time than the benchmark. This result emphasizes the importance of an adequate pre-location of the
emergency inventories, as it can lead to faster distribution with fewer resources. Finally, the decrease
in the solution times becomes less prominent for the solutions with more than two inventories and one
fortiﬁed road.
4.3. Stochastic Scenarios
In the following experiments the set Ω is comprised of the 10 scenarios generated as explained in
Section 3.2. Table 3 presents the solution values for different conﬁgurations of the parameters P and Q.
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Table 3. Solution values for the experiments on the stochastic scenarios.
P

Q

Unsatisﬁed Demand (#)

Max Time (min)

Max Time (min)

Total Time (min)

2 f ix

0

8,758.3

351.1*

351.1

14,004,413.3

14,004,413.3

1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4

0
2
4
6
8
10
0
2
4
6
8
10
0
2
4
6
8
10
0
2
4
6
8
10

10,140.3
2,826.2
1,250.5
353.7
284.4
278.5
2,632.5
547.9
75.2
5.9
0
0
1,250.5
269.4
29.3
0
0
0
547.9
75.2
4.6
0
0
0

386.8*
393.2*
378.1*
378.1*
379.1*
385*
399.2
399.2
445.9
443.1
447.2
362.4*
365.1
346.3*
346.3*
443.6
346.5*
321.7*
335
334.6*
301.9*
255*
261.3*
260.6*

386.8
393.2
378.1
378.1
379.1
385
399.2
399.2
445.9
443.1
447.2
362.4*
365.1
346.3
346.3
443.6
359.3
322.1
335
346.3
302
327
274.5
271.2

11,831,402.1
14,177,321.2
13,648,683.8
13,836,765.8
12,989,075.8
12,991,352.9
7,885,249.6
8,385,472.7
15,308,719.9
14,462,577
14,465,288.2
12,502,890.4
6,011,233.4
5,244,866.3
5,265,656
14,299,408.8
4,991,146.1
4,603,674.2
5,502,793.5
4,654,130.6
5,106,823.6
4,464,166.7
3,061,713.6
2,973,307.4

11,831,402.1
14,177,321.2
13,648,683.8
13,836,765.8
12,989,075.8
12,991,352.9
7,885,249.6
8,385,472.7
15,308,719.9
14,462,577
14,465,288.2
12,502,890.4
6,011,233.4
5,244,866.3
5,265,656
14,299,408.8
5,052,085.1*
4,606,679.2
5,502,793.5
4,920,867.2*
5,111,715.4
8,788,346.8*
3,131,276.8*
3,013,568*

Total Time (min)

The ﬁrst two columns shows the number of inventories and fortiﬁed road sections, respectively.
The third column presents the expected unsatisﬁed demand (Equation (20)). The fourth and the
ﬁfth columns show the ideal (overlined) and anti-ideal (underlined) value for the maximum arrival
time objective function (Equation (21)). The last two columns illustrate the ideal (overlined) and
anti-ideal (underlined) value for the total time objective function (Equation (22)). Solution values
with an asterisk (*) are sub-optimal as the execution was halted due to the time limit. The ﬁrst line
presents the benchmark, obtained without fortifying any road segment and ﬁxing the inventories to
the real locations.
Considering the humanitarian context of the problem, it is imperative to satisfy all the demand.
Therefore, according to the results, the conﬁgurations that should be considered for implementation are:
–
–

( P, Q) = (2, 8), i.e., locating two inventories and fortifying eight road sections, or
( P, Q) = (3, 6), i.e., locating three inventories and fortifying six road sections.

The choice between them should be driven by the costs of fortifying a road and opening an
emergency inventory. In terms of the time objectives, it is possible to detect a trade-off. However, all
the instances that present different ideal and anti-ideal values could not identify at least one of the
optimal solutions within the time limit. Therefore, these results are not conclusive. Finally, the solution
of the instance ( P, Q) = (2, 0) can be compared with the benchmark. When using the proposed
model to deﬁne the location of the inventories, the expected unsatisﬁed demand improves by 69.94%,
corresponding to 6,125.8 people rescued on average. The distribution times are not comparable since
the solution of the model reaches more demand centers than the benchmark, which implies a larger
distribution operation in terms of demand centers relieved and emergency goods delivered. However,
despite that, the expected total delivery time still improves by 43.69%.
4.4. Comparing Deterministic and Stochastic Solutions
This subsection compares the solutions obtained by the stochastic model with those of a
deterministic model that considers one scenario at a time, to understand the usefulness of the
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presented approach. Table 4 presents the solutions obtained by the two models. The parameters
( P, Q) = (4, 2) and only the solutions corresponding to the ideal total time and the anti-ideal max
time have been chosen for illustrative purposes. However, similar results have been obtained with all
the conﬁgurations.
Table 4. Solution comparison between the stochastic and the deterministic model, for ( P, Q) = (4, 2).
Scenario

Inventory Locations

Fortiﬁed Arcs

stochastic

{3, 14, 16, 19}

{(2, 34), (4, 27)}

Angoche
Ilha de Mozambique
Larde
Memba
Mongicual
Moma
Mossuril
Nacala
Nacala-a-Velha
Lunga

{7, 9, 15, 20}
{3, 9, 14, 15}
{7, 9, 15, 20}
{11, 15, 19, 25}
{2, 6, 9, 15}
{7, 15, 20, 25}
{3, 9, 14, 15}
{3, 9, 19, 20}
{1, 3, 15, 16}
{1, 3, 14, 26}

{(7, 34), (17, 38)}
{(3, 11), (15, 27)}
{(11, 20), (23, 24)}
{(8, 23), (13, 28)}
{(21, 26), (22, 24)}
{(6, 33), (17, 25)}
{(4, 27), (15, 20)}
{(1, 25), (2, 34)}
{(2, 34), (3, 21)}
{(14, 32), (15, 19)}











The table illustrates in the ﬁrst row the solution of the stochastic model and in the following
10 rows the individual solutions of the deterministic model, one for each scenario. The ﬁrst column
identiﬁes the scenario considered. The second and the third column present the set of inventory
locations and the set of fortiﬁed edges, respectively.
From the table, it is possible to observe that addressing each scenario separately would not allow
the identiﬁcation of the best global solution, as each deterministic solution is ad hoc. In fact, there
is little overlap between the deterministic inventory locations and the stochastic one. This is clearly
illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the bar plot of the frequencies of the inventory locations in the
deterministic solution.





























Figure 4. Bar plot of the frequencies of the inventory locations in the deterministic solutions. The x-axis
represent the locations and the y-axis their frequencies in the deterministic solutions.

According to the plot, if a decision-maker were to use the most frequent locations to select the best
conﬁguration of inventory locations, the set {3, 9, 15, 20} would be chosen. However, the performance
of this solution is strongly sub-optimal, as shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Objective function values comparison between the stochastic and the deterministic solutions.
Solution

Inventory Locations

Unsatisﬁed Demand

Max Time

Total Time

stochastic
deterministic

{3, 14, 16, 19}
{3, 9, 15, 20}

75.2
1,250.5

346.3
354.3

4,654,130.6
9,881,185.1

The table presents the objective function values of the stochastic solution, {3, 14, 16, 19}, and of
the deterministic solution, {3, 9, 15, 20}. The ﬁrst column shows the model considered. The second
column illustrates the inventory locations identiﬁed by the model. The remaining columns present
the corresponding objective function values. The solutions are compared on the stochastic model,
that is, considering all the scenarios. Generally speaking, the deterministic solution is expected
to perform worse than the stochastic, as the former is a heuristic solution obtained by solving
each scenario independently and then choosing the most frequent locations across all the solutions
(Figure 4), while the latter is the optimal solution to the stochastic model. From the table it can be seen
that the deterministic solution is strongly sub-optimal. In fact, in terms of unsatisﬁed demand, the
stochastic solution allows to relieve 1,175.3 more affected persons, on average, than the deterministic,
corresponding to an improvement of 93.99%. Despite attending more demand, the stochastic solution
is also more efﬁcient in terms of distribution time, improving by 2.26% the max time and by 52.90%
the total time of the deterministic solution.
Although this analysis only considered the inventory locations, similar conclusions can be drawn
on the road fortiﬁcations.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents the ﬁrst pre-disaster stochastic model that jointly optimizes the location of
emergency inventories and the fortiﬁcation of transportation network elements in Humanitarian
Logistics. Another important feature of the model is that it is parsimonious in terms of data
requirements. This is fundamental to be able to realistically apply the model to underdeveloped and
developing countries, that usually have limited information on resources available and infrastructure
status. The problem has been modeled as a two-level lexicographic problem, where the ﬁrst level
minimizes the expected unsatisﬁed demand, while the second level considers two time measures:
expected maximum arrival time at the demand vertices, and expected total distribution time. As a
weak trade-off is detected between the time measures, their relationship is assessed using the pay-off
matrix, rather than relying on more complex multicriteria methods. The model is tested on a novel
dataset based on a case study on the storm system that hit the Nampula Province (Mozambique) in
January 2018. The model is used to evaluate the real response to the emergency and identify what
the best course of action should have been. The experiments show that the solution obtained by the
model is better than the current policy and improves on the expected unsatisﬁed demand by 69.94%
(corresponding to 6,125.8 more people relieved, on average) and on the expected total delivery time
by 43.69%. Also, the model provides two solutions that allow to service all the demand under all the
scenarios. The choice between these two solutions depends on the costs of opening an emergency
inventory and fortifying a road section, and it is left to the decision-maker. Finally, we illustrated
empirically how useful it is to integrate uncertainty in the optimization.
Differently from other investigators, our future research plans do not involve making the model
more complicated by factoring in additional operations that, in turn, require more information, as this
would be against the rationale behind this contribution. Our objective is to devise models that help
decision-makers in emergency management as much as possible while keeping the data required to
a realistic level. For this same reason, we are currently considering to represent the uncertainty in
the disaster outcome by applying robust optimization rather than stochastic optimization. Moving
from an expected cost objective to a minimax formulation has two major advantages. First, it does not
need the probability distributions of the uncertain parameters. Second, it results in more conservative
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solutions that cater for worst-case outcomes [24], which is a desirable feature in the context of a
disaster. A different approach which would be worth exploring is formulating the problem to consider
Recoverable Robustness [25]. A solution is recovery robust if it can be recovered by limited means
in all likely scenarios. This provides a middle ground between classical Robust Optimization and
Stochastic Programming. Another interesting extension to the model would be introducing a temporal
dimension to consider multiple emergencies over time. This is motivated by the application context,
as many disasters (e.g., ﬂoods and hurricanes) are seasonal. Therefore, the decision-maker could plan
the fortiﬁcation of the road network over multiple periods, while prepositioning the inventories before
every emergency. Finally, an alternative line of research concerns the generation of stochastic scenarios.
Namely, we are interested in looking for data-efﬁcient ways of building realistic scenarios which take
into account correlations between vertices and arcs disruptions.
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Abstract: Humanitarian logistics in response to large scale disasters entails decisions that must
be taken urgently and under high uncertainty. In addition, the scarcity of available resources
sometimes causes the involved organizations to suffer assaults while transporting the humanitarian
aid. This paper addresses the last mile distribution problem that arises in such an insecure
environment, in which vehicles are often forced to travel together forming convoys for security
reasons. We develop an elaborated methodology based on Ant Colony Optimization that is applied
to two case studies built from real disasters, namely the 2010 Haiti earthquake and the 2005 Niger
famine. There are very few works in the literature dealing with problems in this context, and that is
the research gap this paper tries to ﬁll. Furthermore, the consideration of multiple criteria such as
cost, time, equity, reliability, security or priority, is also an important contribution to the literature,
in addition to the use of specialized ants and effective pheromones that are novel elements of the
algorithm which could be exported to other similar problems. Computational results illustrate the
efﬁciency of the new methodology, conﬁrming it could be a good basis for a decision support tool for
real operations.
Keywords: Ant Colony Optimization; humanitarian logistics; last mile distribution; disaster relief

1. Introduction
Disaster management remains a crucial challenge for the international community. National and
supranational institutions and non-governmental organizations have to deal with high impact disasters
such as the 2010 Haiti earthquake, the 2013 Typhoon Haiyan or the 2018 Sulawesi earthquake and
tsunami. This global concern is reﬂected in the scientiﬁc literature and speciﬁcally in the Operations
Research community, where the increasing interest on humanitarian logistics and disaster management
entails the publication of surveys [? ? ], books [? ? ], special issues [? ? ] and journals (such as the
Journal of Humanitarian Logistics and Supply Chain Management).
Within the disaster management cycle, the response phase includes the actions to be performed
once the disaster has occurred. Research on the response phase may focus on speciﬁc types of disasters,
such as earthquakes [? ? ] or ﬂoods [? ], or can address particular problems for generic disasters,
such as location-allocation [? ], evacuation [? ], or debris management [? ]. Among the operations to be
carried out after a disaster strikes, the distribution of aid to the affected people plays an important role.
Along with the usual objectives in commercial logistics, mainly the operation cost, in humanitarian
logistics other attributes have to be considered [? ? ], such as the response time, the equity of the
distribution, etc. Therefore, multi-criteria models are necessary to face many realistic problems in this
context. ? ] provide a review on multi-criteria decision making in humanitarian aid classifying the
existing models as deterministic or stochastic and pre-disaster or post-disaster.
Mathematics 2020, 8, 518; doi:10.3390/math8040518
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Many times the distribution operations must be performed under unsecure conditions [? ].
Assaults to relief vehicles are sadly frequent and this complicates the work of organizations that
execute the aid missions. Avoiding as much as possible the most dangerous roads and forcing the
vehicles to travel together forming convoys are two ways of improving the security of the operations.
In this paper, we develop an algorithm based on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) metaheuristic
to solve the multi-criteria last mile distribution problem in an unsecure environment stated in [?
]. The complexity of this problem makes it necessary to use a heuristic approach to solve realistic
cases. Besides, due to the strong links between the elements of a solution, it is difﬁcult to develop
heuristics that perform progressive alterations of a solution while ensuring feasibility, as it is the case
of evolutionary algorithms or local search heuristics. Instead, algorithms based on construction
of solutions, such as Greedy Randomized Adaptive Search Algorithm (GRASP) or Ant Colony
Optimization metaheuristics, ﬁt much better.
The ACO methodology that we propose in this work presents some novelties that make it suitable
for routing and distribution problems in which the vehicles must travel in convoys. The use of convoys
is appropriate not only in humanitarian operations, but in any logistics operation performed in an
environment of insecurity, in which attacks on delivery vehicles to steal the commodities are possible.
The algorithm considers two types of ants—vehicles and aid kits—four types of standard pheromones,
and especially the use of effective pheromones, updatable in the course of each solution building
process. This new concept allows a better balance between the elements of a solution and a higher
diversiﬁcation in the set of solutions that can be built. Effective pheromones may be applied to a
wide variety of problems, especially vehicle routing problems involving a large number of vehicles.
The results obtained show that the new ACO Algorithm proposed in this paper is a useful decision
aid tool. The ACO Algorithm provides good quality solutions in a short time in realistic test cases,
frequently improving the solutions obtained with the GRASP Algorithm developed in [? ].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section ?? reviews the relevant literature on
multi-criteria optimization for the last mile distribution problem, as well as some applications of Ant
Colony Optimization in disaster management. Section ?? presents the problem of transportation for
last mile distribution, including the data notation and the description of the six attributes considered.
Section ?? introduces the heuristic method proposed to solve the problem. An Ant Colony Optimization
algorithm is developed together with the subordinate procedure that guides the construction of feasible
solutions. Section ?? is devoted to showing and analyzing the results obtained when applying the
proposed metaheuristic to solve two test cases based on real disasters. Finally, Section ?? draws some
conclusions derived from this work.
2. Literature Review
Some of the most signiﬁcant papers that apply multi-criteria techniques in humanitarian last mile
distribution are mentioned below and summarized in Table ??. ? ] develop a multicommodity mixed
integer programming model in order to maximize the total population covered and minimize the total
travel time for earthquake response. ? ] present a multicommodity, multimodal and multiperiod last
mile distribution problem and establish a scalar objective function that aggregates minimization of
transportation costs and maximization of demand covered. ? ] consider three attributes (reliability of
the transporting tours, coverage and total travel time) in a distribution problem where infrastructure
may be damaged in a post-disaster situation. ? ] use the scalarization approach to deal with a
three-objective (total unsatisﬁed demand, total travel time and equity of the distribution) integer
programming model that allows split deliveries. Two heuristic methods are proposed to solve the
model. ? ] propose a robust stochastic compromise programming model for disaster relief logistics,
minimizing the sum of the expected value and the variance of the total cost and minimizing the sum
of the maximum unsatisﬁed demands. ? ] consider four attributes (amount of aid distributed, time
of the operation, equity and cost) in a dynamic ﬂow model that is solved via lexicographical goal
programming. ? ] develop a quadratic multi-objective programming model to face an allocation and
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distribution problem. Three attributes are considered: lifesaving utility, delay cost and equity of the
distribution. This model allows vehicles to visit a node more than once and provides the individual
itineraries of the vehicles. ? ] aggregate the distribution time, the penalty cost of unsatisﬁed demand
and the costs of opening distribution centers into a single objective function for a location-routing
problem considering network failure, random travel times and multiple uses of vehicles. ? ] apply
a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm to solve a multiperiod and multicommodity distribution
model which aims to minimize the unsatisﬁed demand and to minimize the risk of choosing damaged
roads. ? ] present a multimodal model considering dynamic and stochastic demands in order to
minimize the travel time and the unmet demand. ? ] develop a biobjective multiperiod stochastic
location-transportation model that allows multiple trips to the vehicles not only in different periods,
but also in the same period. The authors propose different heuristic techniques to solve the model.
Outside the scope of aid distribution, ? ] address a post-disaster waste management problem through
a possibilistic programming model that minimizes both the cost of waste processing and the carbon
emissions and maximizes the job opportunities.
Despite the frequency with which aid distribution is to be carried out in unsafe conditions, only a
few papers consider the security as an attribute. ? ] integrate seven attributes (quantity distributed,
time of response, cost, equity, priority, reliability and security) into a linear lexicographical goal
programming ﬂow model. This model is multimodal, multidepot, allows split deliveries and vehicles
travel in convoys so that they can be escorted. An alternative version of this model is established in ?
], where the authors set a ﬁxed amount to distribute and combine the six remaining attributes into a
non-lexicographical model. Nevertheless, these models do not provide the individual route of each
vehicle, so it is not possible to easily implement plans for the relief distribution. ? ] propose a GRASP
metaheuristic to solve a nonlinear multi-objective model that allows vehicles to visit a node more than
once and provides the individual itineraries of the vehicles. The mathematical formulation of this
model is established in ? ], where an extensive comparison of the characteristics of the models is made
with other studies that deal with the last mile distribution problem.
Table 1. The literature related to multi-criteria techniques in humanitarian last mile distribution.
Reference

# Criteria

Security

Multi-Criteria Approach

Heuristic Approach

Scalarization
Scalarization
Compromise Programming
Compromise Programming
Interactive Method
Scalarization

Variable Neighborhood Search
GRASP
Genetic Algorithm,
ad-hoc heuristic
Fix and Optimize,
ad-hoc heuristic
Memetic Algorithm,
ad-hoc heuristic
Evolutionary Algorithm
Ant Colony Optimization

]
]
]
]
]
]

3
2
2
6
3
3

?]

3

Scalarization

?]

2

?]

2

Scalarization
Hierarchical Optimization,
Scalarization

?]

3

?]
?]
?]
?]
?]
This study

7
3
2
6
2
6

?
?
?
?
?
?



Pareto Optimization





Goal Programming
Goal Programming
Pareto Optimization
Goal Programming
Pareto Optimization
Compromise Programming

In this study, we propose an Ant Colony Optimization methodology to solve the model developed
in [? ] and [? ]. Even though ACO has been applied frequently to different routing and distribution
problems [? ? ? ? ], it has barely been used in the context of disaster management. The most remarkable
work is ? ], where the authors apply this metaheuristic to solve a distribution and evacuation problem.
More recently, ? ] combine different techniques, including ACO, to face a location-allocation problem
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of relief centers after an earthquake. Therefore, this paper presents the ﬁrst application of Ant Colony
Optimization to a multi-criteria last mile distribution problem. Furthermore, the proposed ACO
methodology introduces novelties such as specialized ants, representing both vehicles and aid kits,
and effective pheromones, that conveniently balance the elements of the built solutions.
3. Problem Description
The last mile distribution problem addressed in this paper consists in deciding how to deal
out a predetermined amount of humanitarian aid from distribution centers to populations in need
by moving a set of vehicles through a transportation network. We consider that the distribution is
performed in an insecure and uncertain environment and, as a consequence, the convoys transporting
the aid may be attacked while traveling and some roads may be unavailable due to damages produced
by the disaster.
Table ?? lists the notation used to represent the main elements of the problem. The transportation
network is formed by nodes and arcs. Each node is of one of three types: supply, demand or connection.
A supply node represents a distribution center where a certain known amount of aid is available, while
the demand nodes represent populations in need or help centers. Each demand node is associated with
a certain amount of aid that is desirable to receive and a priority level. A connection node represents
an intermediate point, where there is neither available nor demanded aid, but may be used by the
vehicles for aid trans-shipment.
Table 2. Problem notation.
Sets and indexes
I, J, K : Sets of nodes (i ∈ I), vehicles (j ∈ J), and arcs (k ∈ K), respectively
ID ⊂ I : Subset of demand nodes
IS ⊂ I : Subset of supply nodes
C : Set of classes of vehicles (c ∈ C), considering that one vehicle class is determined by the
vehicle type and the depot at which the vehicles are parked initially
G : Set of objectives (g ∈ G)
Parameters
qglobal : Amount of humanitarian aid that is planned to be distributed in the operation
distk : Length of arc k
cback j,i : Return cost of vehicle j from i to its original depot by using the least expensive path
demi : Amount of humanitarian aid demanded by node i
qavi : Amount of humanitarian aid available at node i
rk : Reliability of arc k
velak : Maximum speed through arc k
velv j : Maximum speed of vehicle j
carc : Number of vehicles of class c

The arcs represent links (roads, pathways, streets, etc.) connecting the nodes. The links that can
be traversed in both directions have two associated arcs, one for each direction. Each arc has associated
a length, a speed, an assault probability and a probability of being available (the arc can be used).
The vehicles are initially located at some nodes, which are not necessarily supply nodes. We will
call depots to the nodes where there are vehicles at the beginning of the operation. There are different
types of vehicles to carry out the distribution. Vehicles of the same type have the same capacity,
velocity and costs. For technical reasons, we classify the vehicles in classes: vehicles belonging to a
same class are of the same type and are located also in the same depot.
The humanitarian aid is packed in kits composed of water, food, medicines, blankets, etc.
The operation to be performed consists of delivering qglobal of such kits.
In addition, the design of the routes must be carried out under the following assumptions:

−

Vehicles can visit a node more than once. Likewise, they can pick up or deliver humanitarian aid
more than once, even in the same node.
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−
−
−

−
−

−

Transhipment of aid between vehicles can be made at any node.
Split pick up and delivery are allowed in all supply and demand nodes, respectively.
For security reasons, all vehicles traveling through an arc must do it together forming a convoy.
In this way, the convoys can be escorted. As a result, each vehicle can pass through an arc
just once.
The probability of assault to a convoy decreases with the size of the convoy.
Vehicles must return to their respective depots at the end of the operation. The return of each
vehicle will be made through the least expensive path, being cback j,i the return cost of vehicle j to
node i. Assaults on return itineraries are not considered.
In the last trip of its route (before it returns), each vehicle must transport some aid. This is
imposed to prevent trips of empty vehicles with the only purpose of increasing convoy safety.

As usual in humanitarian logistics, this problem is intrinsically multi-criteria. In this case,
we consider six different attributes that will be incorporated into the model as objectives to be
minimized. In what follows, a description of the attribute measures used in the model is provided;
however, since they are not necessary for the understanding of the paper, we decided to omit the
mathematical formulation. The interested reader can see [? ] for further details.
Time.

Cost.
Equity.

The distribution is done in an emergency situation, so we consider the time of the
operation as an attribute. The operation ﬁnishes when the last kit of aid is delivered to
a demand point, the return times are not considered.
The total cost of the operation, including ﬁxed and variable costs and the return costs,
is also an attribute. In many cases, there may be a budget that can not be exceeded.
Since the available aid or the amount of aid planned to distribute are usually lower
than the total demanded aid, very frequently it is not possible to fully meet the demand.
Thus, it is necessary to consider the equity of the distribution as an attribute. In a
perfectly fair deal all demand nodes must receive aid in the same proportion, that will
be called ideal demand proportion, as established in (??).
idp =

Priority.

Security.

Reliability.

qglobal
∑i∈ ID demi

(1)

The equity measure is deﬁned as the square root of the quadratic deviation of
the proportions of satisﬁed demand from the ideal demand proportion over all
demand nodes.
The priority attribute is measured by the sum of relative unsatisﬁed demands over all
demand nodes weighted by their priority levels. The priority levels are considered for
two reasons. On the one hand, a higher level of priority may indicate greater urgency
in the demand node. On the other hand, there can be nodes that, due to having difﬁcult
access or belonging to insecure or damaged areas, are not visited at all. Then, a high
priority level is required for such nodes.
Dealing with an insecure environment is a main feature of the problem we are
considering. In addition to the probabilities of assault to the convoys, how severe
an assault is must also be taken into account. For this purpose, we use an elaborated
measure that evaluates the expected gravity of suffering attacks due to the amount of
aid that would be lost.
As in the security attribute, not only the availability of the arcs must be considered,
but also the consequences of ﬁnding not passable arcs. Thus, the reliability measure
evaluates the expected aid loss over all arcs.
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The objectives can be minimized separately or in an aggregated function as in (??), where weights
w g , g ∈ G represent the preferences of the decision maker and f g is the objective function associated
with the attribute g.
f = ∑ wg f g
(2)
g∈ G

For obtaining solutions that take all attributes into account in a balanced way, we apply
compromise programming (CP), introduced in ? ]. CP is a multi-criteria decision making technique
which consists in minimizing the distance to the ideal point. The components of the ideal point are
the optimal values of the attributes when optimized independently. To normalize the attributes, the
difference between the ideal and the anti-ideal is used, where the components of the anti-ideal point
are the worst values for the attributes on the set of non-dominated solutions.
The CP objective function when using the p-norm is denoted as f˜p and deﬁned as follows:

f˜p =



∑ wg

g∈ G

f g − i+
g

+
i−
g − ig

 p  1p
(3)

−
Again, w g , g ∈ G represent the preferences of the decision maker, while i+
g and i g are the ideal
and the anti-ideal components associated with attribute g, respectively.

4. Heuristic Approach
In this section we present an algorithm based on Ant Colony Optimization, that was introduced
in ? ]. The ACO metaheuristic emulates the way in which the ants of a colony manage to ﬁnd the
shortest path from the anthill to a source of food through the pheromone trails deposited by the ants
when they move. Extensive information about ACO metaheuristic and its multiple variants can be
found in [? ? ? ]. The metaheuristic algorithm that we propose in this paper takes some elements
of the Ant Colony System (ACS) developed in ? ] to establish a multiple-ant colony system variant.
Section ?? is devoted to the main program of the metaheuristic (ACO Algorithm), and Section ?? to
the subordinate procedure that performs the construction of solutions (Pheromone Trail Constructive
Algorithm or PTC Algorithm).
Table ?? shows the main parameters and variables that are used in the metaheuristic. According
to the ACS, two types of pheromone updates are made. The global update is performed every time m
consecutive solutions are obtained and is intended to improve the construction of future solutions.
The local update is performed after each single solution is obtained, and its purpose is to diversify the
construction. Parameters ρ g and ρl are the corresponding evaporation rates. Our algorithm uses two
types of ants, representing vehicles and humanitarian aid kits, and four types of pheromones, that are
deposited by the vehicles or by the aid kits in different situations. First type (respectively second
type) pheromones are deposited by the vehicles (aid kits) when moving through the arcs, third type
pheromones are associated with the amounts of aid leaving supply nodes, and fourth type pheromones
1 , τ 2 , τ 3 and τ 4
correspond to the amounts of aid remaining at the nodes at the end of the operation. τc,k
i
i
k
are the variables that indicate the quantities of pheromone of the four types that have been deposited
at an arc k or at a node i.
The construction of solutions takes into account both pheromones and visibility. Pheromones
indicate how often each element candidate to be added to the current partial solution was selected by
previous ants, while visibility, established as greedy functions, indicates how good an element could
be according to each of the objectives considered.
The PTC Algorithm builds new solutions by adding elements iteratively. As a result, the values
of the pheromones associated with the added elements should be decreased to prevent an excessive
concentration of these elements in the solution. This is achieved through what we called effective
pheromones, a new concept that refers to variables that at the beginning of the execution of the PTC
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Algorithm take the same values as the corresponding pheromones variables, but which will be updated
during the construction of the solution.
Table 3. Heuristic approach notation.
Parameters
ρl : Local evaporation rate
ρ g : Global evaporation rate
σ1 : Greedy functions weight at the beginning of the algorithm
σ2 : Growth rate of pheromones weight
m : Number of solutions obtained between two consecutive global updates
q0 : Probability of choosing the element with the highest score in any of the decision situations
n : Total number of solutions to be obtained
Variables
λ : Variable that controls pheromones weight versus greedy functions weight
1 :
τc,k
First type pheromone in arc k for the vehicles of class c
τk2 : Second type pheromone in arc k
τi3 : Third type pheromone in supply node i ∈ IO
τi4 : Fourth type pheromone in node i ∈ ID ∪ IO
g
ζ : Individual greedy function of objective g associated to element ζ
f si : Final stock at node i in the current solution
ltk : Amount of aid transported by arc k in the current solution
vtc,k : Number of vehicles of class c traversing arc k in the current solution

4.1. Ant Colony Optimization Algorithm
In this subsection we introduce the ACO Algorithm, whose pseudocode is given in Algorithm ??.
Its main steps are explained below.
Algorithm 1 ACO algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

Perform preprocess.
Create a solution S∗ with the PTC Algorithm.
for it = 2, · · · , n do
Create a new solution S with the PTC Algorithm.
if S is better than S∗ then
Do S∗ = S.
end if
Perform the local update.
if it ≡ 0 (mod m) then
Perform the global update.
end if
Increase λ.
end for
Output S∗ .

Preprocess. It comprises several tasks needed before starting the construction of solutions:
•
•
•
•

Simplify the logistic network removing unnecessary arcs.
For each vehicle, calculate the least expensive return paths from any node to its depot via
Dijkstra’s algorithm → cback j,i .
Calculate bounds for the greedy functions → b g .
Initialize λ and pheromones.
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Pheromone update. The local update increases the pheromones of the elements that appear less
frequently in the previous iteration in order to diversify the construction, as stated in Equations
(??)–(??).
ρl
∀c, ∀k
1 + vtc,k
ρl
∀k
τk2 = (1 − ρl )τk2 +
1 + ltk
ρ
l
τi3 = (1 − ρl )τi3 +
∀i ∈ IS
1 + qavi − f si
ρ
l
τi4 = (1 − ρl )τi4 +
∀i ∈ ID ∪ IS
1 + f si
1
1
= (1 − ρl )τc,k
+
τc,k

(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

In the same way, the global update increases the pheromones of the elements that appear more
in the current best known solution in order to guide the construction towards potentially better
solutions, as stated in Equations (??)–(??). The auxiliary parameter clc in (??) denotes the number
of vehicles of class c, while the asterisk in vt∗c,k , lt∗k and f si∗ indicates that these auxiliary variables
correspond to the current best known solution.
1
1
= (1 − ρ g )τc,k
+
τc,k

vt∗c,k

∀c, ∀k
clc
∗
ltk
τk2 = (1 − ρ g )τk2 +
∀k
qglobal
qavi − f si∗
∀i ∈ IS
τi3 = (1 − ρ g )τi3 +
qavi
⎧
∗
⎨ (1 − ρ ) τ 4 + f si ∀ i ∈ I
g i
S
qavi
τi4 =
∗
⎩ (1 − ρ g ) τ 4 + f si
∀ i ∈ ID
i

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

demi

The elements that are taken into account in both updates are the following: for the ﬁrst type
pheromones, the class-arc pairs (??) and (??); for the second type pheromones, the amounts
of transported aid in the arcs (??) and (??); for the third type pheromones, the amounts of aid
that have come out from the supply nodes (??) and (??); and for the fourth type pheromones,
the amounts of aid that remain in the supply and demand nodes at the end of the distribution
(??) and (??).
Increase λ. Variable λ, which controls the weight of pheromones and visibility, grows over the
course of the ACO Algorithm so that the importance of pheromones in the construction is
increasing. The pheromones weight is updated according to (??), where it is the current iteration.
The exponential expression makes the increase of λ to be progressively slower.
λ = 1 − σ1 e−σ2 n

it

(12)

4.2. Pheromone Trail Constructive Algorithm
The pseudocode of PTC Algorithm is shown in Algorithm ??. Lines 1 and 2 are the constructive
steps, where pheromone and greedy functions are introduced in order to guide the solution building
process. Lines 3 to 12 coordinate the elements of the current solution and determine if it is feasible.
It must be taken into account that, as all vehicles travel in convoys through the arcs, the solution must
satisfy the precedence relation induced on the set of arcs. Lines 13 to 17 intend to improve the solution
with the help of pheromone functions.
The solution is built iteratively by adding or removing elements, being the nature of the elements
dependent on the algorithm step. An element can be, for example, a trip of a vehicle or a demand
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node where to drop an aid kit. If ζ is a candidate element to be added, phζ and grζ are, respectively,
the effective pheromone and the greedy function associated to it. As a result, the score of element ζ is
calculated as stated in (??).
scζ = λphζ + (1 − λ) grζ
(13)
The reason why this expression is additive rather than multiplicative—as usual in ACO—is
because, in this way, the gradual increase of the pheromone weight can be more accurately controlled.
Algorithm 2 PTC Algorithm
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Design itineraries, form convoys and calculate arriving times at nodes.
Deliver aid through the network.
if all planned aid is delivered then
Determine arriving and departure events.
Calculate stocks after events.
else
Go back to line 1.
end if
Try to eliminate all negative stocks at nodes.
if there exists any negative stock then
Go back to line 1.
end if
Improve equity.
Adjust supply nodes.
Trim routes.
Eliminate aid crossings.
Exchange vehicles.
g

The greedy function of a candidate element ζ is stated in (??), where ζ is the individual greedy
function of objective g, w g is the weight of objective g in the objective function and b g is an upper
g
bound for ζ .
 g
g
b − ζ
grζ = ∑ w g
(14)
bg
g∈ G
The greedy functions are used only where it is possible to deﬁne them in a reasonable way.
When there are no greedy functions, the score is simply scζ = phζ if the decision regards which element
should be added to the partial solution (it is convenient to select elements with more pheromone) or as
stated in (??) if the decision regards which element should be removed from the partial solution (it is
convenient to select elements with less pheromone).
scζ =

1
phζ

(15)

In all steps of the PTC Algorithm, the elements are chosen according to the criterion established in
ACS: if q ≤ q0 , where q is a random variable uniformly distributed over [0, 1], the candidate element
with the highest score is chosen; otherwise, the election is made according to the probabilities stated
in (??), which are proportional to the scores.
prζ =

scζ
∑ζ̃ scζ̃

The main steps of the PTC Algorithm are described in detail in what follows.
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Design itineraries. The routes to be followed by the vehicles are built iteratively, starting from an
empty solution where all the vehicles are parked at their corresponding depots. At each iteration,
the candidate elements to be added to the partial solution are the feasible trips of every single
vehicle j through an available arc k. Therefore, each element is a pair ζ = ( j, k ). The effective
pheromone associated to each element is deﬁned in (??), where c is the vehicle class corresponding
to vehicle j.
vtc,k
1
phζ = 1 −
(17)
τc,k
carc
1 ,
On the one hand, the effective pheromone is proportional to the ﬁrst type pheromone, τc,k
which depends on the vehicles of class c traversing arc k in the previously obtained solutions.
In particular, the more vehicles of class c transit through this arc in the current best known
solution, the more effective pheromone candidate element ( j, k ) has. On the other hand,
the effective pheromone depends on the number of vehicles of class c traversing arc k in the
current partial solution, so the greater vtc,k is, the less effective pheromone candidate element
( j, k) has. If this gradual adjustment of the effective pheromone is not performed, it could lead
to an excess of vehicles of a class through an arc for those pairs (c, k) with higher ﬁrst type
pheromone. This eventual excess of elements in a solution justiﬁes the use of the effective
pheromone and it also applies to other steps of the PTC Algorithm.

All the greedy functions used in the PTC Algorithm are deﬁned in the same way as in the Elite Set
Constructive Algorithm (ESCA) described in [? ]. For example, the individual greedy function
of the time objective is the time that takes vehicle j to traverse arc k (??), while the individual
greedy function of the reliability objective is the probability that arc k is not available (??).
ζt =

distk
min{velak , velv j }

(18)

ζf = 1 − rk

(19)

The score of each element is calculated as stated in (??). Once an element ( j, k ) is chosen, arc k is
added to the route of vehicle j and the associated precedence relations are updated, in order to
ensure that all vehicles travel together in convoys. The construction process is iterated until the
routes cannot be continued any longer.
Form convoys and calculate arriving times. The convoys are formed by all vehicles traveling through
each arc. The travel speed of a convoy is determined by the minimum between the maximum
velocity of the slowest vehicle of the convoy and the maximum speed of the associated arc.
The arriving times of the convoys at their destination nodes are calculated as the minimum times
at which the convoys can ﬁnish their trips through the arcs taking into account the travel speeds
and the precedence relation on the arcs.
Aid distribution. Once the itineraries of the vehicles are designed, the amount of aid transported by
each convoy must be determined. For this purpose, an auxiliary transportation network is built,
including all the nodes of the original network but only the arcs traversed by convoys, according
to the itineraries determined previously. Several dummy arcs and two dummy nodes are also
added: the source node (sc), linked to all supply nodes by dummy arcs, and the sink node (sn),
linked to each demand node also by dummy arcs. The capacities of the dummy arcs leaving the
source or arriving at the sink are equal to the aid availability or the demand of the corresponding
supply or demand node, respectively. The capacity of each original arc is equal to the capacity of
the convoy traversing it. The calculation of the ﬂow of aid through this network is performed by
applying a modiﬁed version of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [? ].
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The augmenting paths from the source to the sink are determined iteratively, node by node,
as follows:
•

If the current node is the source, the candidate elements are the supply nodes with available
aid. The effective pheromone of each supply node, ζ = i, is stated in (??), where f lsc,i is the
current ﬂow from the source to the supply node i, i.e., the amount of aid leaving the supply
node i in the current partial ﬂow solution. The effective pheromone depends positively
on the third type pheromone (which is related to the amount of aid leaving supply node i
in the previously obtained solutions) and negatively on the amount of aid leaving i in the
current solution.
phζ =

1−

f lsc,i
qavi

τi3

(20)

No greedy function is deﬁned in this case, so the score of each supply node i is equal to the
corresponding effective pheromone.
•

If the current node is a node i0 different from the source, a candidate element is a node i
linked to i0 through an arc k = (i0 , i ) with positive residual capacity. The effective pheromone
of each candidate node, ζ = i, is calculated as stated in (??). It depends positively on the
amount of aid transported through arc k in the previously obtained solutions and negatively
on the amount of aid transported through arc k in the current solution.
phζ =

1−

f li0 ,i
qglobal

τk2

(21)

The individual greedy function of the time objective is the arriving time of the convoy
associated to arc k, the individual greedy function of the cost objective is the average cost of
transporting an aid kit by arc k among the vehicles of the associated convoy, etc.
If the current node i0 is a demand node, in addition to the other candidates mentioned earlier,
the sink sn must be considered as a candidate element as well. The selection of the sink
would ﬁnish the augmenting path. Its effective pheromone (??) depends positively on the
amount of aid remaining at demand node i0 at the end of the operation in the previously
obtained solutions and negatively on the remaining aid in the current solution.
phsn =

1−

f li0 ,sn
demi0

τi40

(22)

The individual greedy function of the equity objective associated to the sink measures
how the deviation of the proportion of satisﬁed demand at node i0 from the ideal demand
proportion would vary if the sink is selected; the individual greedy function of the priority
objective is obtained in a similar way; and the individual greedy functions of the other
objectives take the value 0, because ﬁnishing the augmenting path does not worsen
those objectives.
Finally, the scores are established according to (??).
Each time a node is selected and labeled, the current node is updated. Once an augmenting path
is determined, the ﬂow is updated according to the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. The process is
iterated until all the planned amount of aid is distributed from the source to the sink or it is not
possible to ﬁnd an augmenting path, in which case the current solution would be discarded and
the algorithm would be restarted at Step 1.
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Determine events and calculate stocks. The events in each node correspond to the arrivals and
departures of convoys. Once the timing of the events are determined, the stocks, i.e., the amounts
of aid available after each event, are obtained.
Eliminate negative stocks. At this point, some negative stock may be found because a convoy departs
from a node transporting some aid that has not arrived yet. In order to avoid this, additional
precedence relations forcing the arrival of aid to occur before the corresponding departure are
added when needed.
Improve equity. This step is executed if there is aid leaving a demand node in which the proportion
of satisﬁed demand is less than the ideal demand proportion. A demand node that veriﬁes
this condition is called improvable node. In order to keep the maximum possible amount of aid
at the improvable nodes, a variation of the maximum ﬂow problem is solved, as in the Aid
distribution step. The auxiliary transportation network includes all the nodes but only the used
arcs. The source node is linked to all improvable nodes by dummy arcs, and the sink node is
linked by dummy arcs arriving from the demand nodes in which the proportion of satisﬁed
demand exceeds the ideal demand proportion. The capacity of each dummy arc leaving the
source is the minimum between the amount of aid leaving that node and the residual amount
of aid needed to reach the ideal demand proportion. The capacity of each dummy arc reaching
the sink is the amount of aid exceeding the ideal demand proportion at the associated node.
The capacity of each original arc is equal to the amount of aid transported through it.
The augmenting paths from the source to the sink are determined in a similar way as in the Aid
distribution step:
•

If the current node is the source, the candidate elements are the improvable nodes.
The effective pheromone of each improvable node, ζ = i, is stated in (??). The effective
pheromone depends positively on the ﬁnal stock at node i in the previously obtained
solutions and negatively on the ﬁnal stock at node i in the current solution.
phζ =

1−

f si
demi

τi4

(23)

The score of each improvable node i is equal to the corresponding effective pheromone.
•

If the current node is a node i0 different from the source, a candidate element is a node i
linked to i0 through an arc k = (i0 , i ) with positive residual capacity. The effective pheromone
of each candidate node, ζ = i, is calculated as stated in (??). It depends positively on the
amount of aid transported through arc k in the previously obtained solutions and negatively
on the amount of aid transported through arc k in the current solution.
phζ =

1−

ltk − f li0 ,i
1 + qglobal

τk2

(24)

Since we are interested in removing needless ﬂow, the score of each improvable node i is
inversely proportional to the effective pheromone, as established in (??). Note that the unit
added in the denominator of the fraction in (??) prevents the effective pheromone from
being 0.
If the current node i0 is a demand node linked to the sink, the sink must be considered as
a candidate element as well. Its effective pheromone (??) depends positively on the ﬁnal
stock at demand node i0 at the end of the operation in the previously obtained solutions and
negatively on the ﬁnal stock at i0 in the current solution.
phsn =

1−
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The score of the sink is established according to (??) as well.
Each time an augmenting path is obtained, the ﬂow is updated according to the Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm. The ﬁnal stock at each demand node i, s f i , and the amount of aid transported through
each arc k, ltk , are updated as well. The algorithm stops when the current ﬂow cannot be
increased further.
Adjust supply nodes. The purpose of this step is to eliminate as much incoming ﬂow of aid as possible
at supply nodes in which there is aid available at the end of the operation. Once again, a variation
of the maximum ﬂow problem is solved. The auxiliary transportation network includes all
the nodes and the used arcs, which are now reversed because we try to return ﬂow back from
the supply nodes. All supply nodes are linked to the source and to the sink by dummy arcs.
The capacity of each dummy arc leaving the source is the minimum between the amount of
load arriving to the corresponding supply node and the ﬁnal stock at it. The capacity of each
dummy arc reaching the sink is the amount of aid available initially at the corresponding supply
node. The capacity of each remaining arc is equal to the amount of aid transported through it (in
opposite direction).
The calculation of the effective pheromones is as follows:
•

If the current node is the source, the candidate elements are the supply nodes. The effective
pheromone of each supply node, ζ = i, is stated in (??). The effective pheromone depends
positively on the ﬁnal stock at node i in the previously obtained solutions and negatively on
the ﬁnal stock at node i in the current solution.
phζ =

1−

f si
1 + qavi

τi4

(26)

Since we want part of the available (but unused) aid to leave the supply node and, therefore,
the ﬁnal stock decreases, the score of each supply node i is inversely proportional to the
corresponding effective pheromone.
•

If the current node is a node i0 different from the source, the effective pheromone of each
candidate node is calculated as stated in (??) and the score is obtained as in (??).
If the current node i0 is a supply node, the sink must be considered as a candidate element
if the residual capacity of the corresponding dummy arc is positive and there are no more
candidates. In that case, the sink would be selected directly, and the augmented path would
be completed.

Trim routes. In the Design itineraries step, the routes of the vehicles are usually extended more than
necessary. However, once the ﬂow of aid is obtained, we can remove all the unnecessary trips
iteratively. In each iteration, a candidate element is the ﬁnal trip of a vehicle j if this trip is not
necessary. Thus, each element is a pair ζ = ( j, k ) where k is the arc that vehicle j traverses in its
ﬁnal trip. The effective pheromone associated to each element is deﬁned in (??), where c is the
vehicle class corresponding to vehicle j.
phζ =

1−

vtc,k
1 + carc

1
τc,k

(27)

Since we want to trim the routes, the scores are inversely proportional to the corresponding
effective pheromones. Once an element ( j, k ) is chosen, arc k is removed from the route of vehicle
j and the variable vtc,k is updated.
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Eliminate aid crossings. If there are vehicles transporting aid that traverse the same link in opposite
directions, the solution is rearranged to avoid this crossing, provided that it leads to an
improvement in the value of the objective function.
Exchange vehicles. Some vehicle exchanges are performed with a double purpose. On the one hand,
to shorten the last parts of the itineraries. On the other hand, to decrease the total return cost of
the vehicles.
5. Computational Study
5.1. Implementation Details and Calibration
The algorithms introduced in the previous sections have been implemented in Fortran 95.
The results presented in this section have been obtained by executing the algorithms on a personal
computer with an Intel Core i5-2450M processor with 2.5 Ghz and 8Gb RAM running Windows 7.
Before applying the ACO Algorithm to our test cases, it is necessary to tune several parameters,
namely the number of solutions obtained between each couple of global updates (m), the probability of
choosing the element with the highest score in any of the decision situations (q0 ), the local and global
evaporation rates (ρl and ρ g ) and the two parameters which determine how to update the weight of the
pheromone and the greedy functions in the constructive process (σ1 and σ2 ). We randomly generated a
set of ﬁve small test instances, with 10 to 17 nodes, 29 to 41 arcs and 20 to 30 vehicles, which allow us to
do a large number of executions in order to obtain a set of parameters that makes the ACO Algorithm
work well on realistic cases.
The calibration consists of two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, the parameters were taken in three pairs,
(m, q0 ), (ρl , ρ g ) and (σ1 , σ2 ), and for each one, the ACO Algorithm was executed on all test instances,
varying the values of the two chosen parameters in a range of between ten and twenty values, while
the other four parameters were ﬁxed to arbitrary values. With the results obtained in this ﬁrst stage we
established a new assignment of values.
In the second stage of the calibration, we took the parameters one by one and executed the ACO
Algorithm 100 times on each instance, to obtain 2000 solutions in each execution, varying the value of
the chosen parameter and ﬁxing the values of the other ﬁve parameters according to the assignment
established after the ﬁrst stage. We collected the average of the best objective function value over the
one hundred executions and over the ﬁve test instances, that is represented in the vertical axis of the
ﬁgures included in this subsection, while the values tested for the parameter are represented in the
horizontal axis. Each execution required an average time of 1.5 s of computation.
To calibrate the number of solutions obtained between each couple of global updates, we varied
m = 0, 1, . . . , 10. In the literature, m = 5 or m = 10 have been commonly used and our results did not
contradict it, so we decided to set m = 5, which requires less computation time.
In the same way, the probability of choosing the element with the highest score is usually set to a
high value in the literature; however, we found that q0 = 0.3 was the best value in our experiments,
as shown in Figure ?? (note that the values higher than 0.5 have been rejected in the ﬁrst stage of the
calibration). This means that in 30% of the decision situations the candidate with the highest score will
be selected directly, whereas in the remaining 70% the selection will be made at random, where the
probability of each candidate is proportional to its score.
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Figure 1. Calibration of the probability of choosing the element with the highest score.

Figure ??a,b shows the results obtained for the evaporation rates. According to those, we set
ρl = 0.02 and ρ g = 0.04. Since both are small values, the pheromone trails will be very persistent,
especially in the case of local updates, which are performed more frequently than the global ones.
Finally, we varied σ1 = 0, 0.05, . . . , 0.5 and σ2 = 0, 1, . . . , 10. The results led us to set σ1 = 0.2,
meaning that at the start of the metaheuristic the weight of the greedy functions is 0.2, and σ2 = 5.
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(a) Local evaporation rate
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(b) Global evaporation rate

Figure 2. Calibration of the evaporation rates.

5.2. Description of the Test Cases
The proposed ACO Algorithm has been tested on two realistic test cases with different
characteristics: Haiti earthquake 2010 and Niger famine 2005.
The ﬁrst test case is based on the earthquake that devastated Port-au-Prince, Haiti’s capital,
and its metropolitan area in 2010. It was introduced in [? ], and it is very appropriate to illustrate the
problem, since many of the characteristics that deﬁne it are present here. It develops mainly in an
urban environment, but the effects of the disaster produced a great uncertainty about the transitability
of many streets. Besides, aid operations were carried out in an environment of insecurity, with frequent
attacks to convoys.
The logistic map, illustrated in Figure ??, corresponds to the situation of the Port-au-Prince area
ﬁfteen days after the main earthquake. The network consists of 24 nodes and 84 arcs, corresponding to
42 two-way links. Nodes 1, 2 and 3 are supply nodes, with 60, 80 and 140 tons of humanitarian aid
available, respectively. Nodes 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21 y 22 are demand nodes, with demands of
30, 40, 30, 30, 10, 30, 40, 20 y 20 tons of aid, respectively. Of these demand nodes, node 13 has special
priority. The remaining 12 nodes are connection nodes and can be used to transship load.
The links have been classiﬁed by their quality (according to the thickness of the line: the thicker
the line, the higher the speed) and by their reliability (according to the color scale shown in the ﬁgure).
The arcs also have different ransack probabilities.
To perform the distribution operations there are 300 vehicles, classiﬁed in three different types
according to their velocities, costs and capacities. There are 70 large vehicles, 95 medium size vehicles,
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and 135 small vehicles, which can carry 3, 2 and 1 tons of aid, respectively. The vehicles are located at
the supply nodes and at the connection nodes 4, 6 and 18. The purpose of the operation is to deliver
150 tons of aid among the demand nodes.
The data for the Haiti test case come from various documents available in January 2010: a logistic
map provided by the United Nations Ofﬁce for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) [?
], a map reporting the satellite-identiﬁed IDP concentrations, road and bridge obstacles in central
Port-au-Prince, Haiti, created by the United Nations Institute for Training and Research (UNITAR),
and a map focused only on the Port-au-Prince road conditions created by the World Food Programme
(WFP) Emergency Preparedness and Response [? ].

Figure 3. Transport network at Port-au-Prince.

The second test case, introduced in ? ], is based on the 2005 Niger food crisis. The logistic network
(see Figure ??) consists of two supply nodes (Niamey and Gaya cities), two demand nodes (Agadez
and Zinder), three connection nodes (Dosso, Tahoua and Maradi) and 11 two-way roads. There are a
total of 376 vehicles available of three different types located at the supply and connection nodes to
distribute 500 tons of humanitarian aid. The data for this test case come from the report of the real
operation developed by the Spanish organization Fondo de Ayuda Humanitaria y de Emergencias de
Farmamundi (FAHE) [? ] and public websites such as Google Maps.
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Figure 4. Transport network at Niger.
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Both test cases are explained in detail in [? ] and their data are available on the website:
www.mat.ucm.es/humlog.
5.3. Results
In this section we will compare and analyze the results obtained when applying the ACO
Algorithm, proposed in this paper, and the GRASP Algorithm, introduced in [? ], to the Haiti and
Niger test cases. Furthermore, we compare as well the best solutions obtained by both algorithms with
the optimal values for these test cases when they are available. These optimal values were obtained by
solving to optimality relaxed ﬂow models [? ? ].
Firstly, we present the results obtained in the Haiti test case. Both algorithms—ACO and
GRASP—have been executed ten times minimizing each objective independently and ten more times
minimizing the aggregated function with equal weights for all attributes. The parameters of the
algorithm were set according to the results of Section ??. A ﬁxed computation time of 1500 s has
been set for each of the 140 executions—two algorithms, seven objectives per algorithm and ten runs
per objective.
Table ?? shows the computational results obtained with the ACO Algorithm and with the GRASP
Algorithm in the Haiti test case. For each algorithm, the objective values of the best and the worst
solutions among the ten executions are presented, as well as the average and the standard deviation
of the objective values of the ten solutions. In this test case the operation time is given in minutes,
the cost in dollars, and the security and the reliability in expected lost tons. We can see that the ACO
Algorithm provides a better best solution when minimizing time, cost and security attributes, although
for the cost the average is worse than with GRASP. For the reliability attribute, both algorithms
provide the same best result, but this best is obtained in all GRASP executions—standard deviation is
equal to zero—and only in two ACO executions. Both algorithms provide optimal solutions for the
priority attribute in all executions and ACO performs worse than GRASP for the equity and for the
aggregated function. The ACO algorithm provides around 10,000 feasible solutions on average while
the GRASP algorithm provides 25,000. Nevertheless, this substancial difference does not translate into
a proportional improvement in performance.
Table 4. Results obtained with ten executions per objective of GRASP and ACO algorithms in Haiti
earthquake 2010.
GRASP
Time
Cost
Equity
Priority
Security
Reliability
Aggregated

Best
31.29
36,515.5
0.000
0.000
37.14
53.00
0.102

Average
32.66
36,933.6
0.032
0.000
38.31
53.00
0.111

Worst
41.50
37,912.0
0.074
0.000
42.50
53.00
0.116

ACO
Std. dev.
2.95
428.6
0.026
0.000
1.73
0.00
0.004

Best
27.95
36,315.0
0.055
0.000
37.13
53.00
0.114

Average
32.50
37,480.3
0.098
0.000
38.07
53.91
0.124

Worst
36.91
38,505.0
0.145
0.000
42.38
55.60
0.130

Std. dev.
3.62
717.0
0.031
0.000
1.58
0.80
0.011

Table ?? shows the best values obtained among all tests performed during the
experimentation—not only the ten executions of the previous table—in the Haiti test case, together
with the optimal values for the attributes in which they are known. The optimal values for time and
cost were obtained by using the static ﬂow model described in [? ], which although has some different
assumptions, can serve as a reference for these two attributes that are measured in a very similar way.
The ACO Algorithm provides the assumed optimal value for the time attribute and stays very close to
the optimum for the cost, substantially improving the results obtained with the GRASP Algorithm.
For the priority and the reliability attributes, both algorithms provide the same values, and almost the
same for the security, whereas for the equity attribute, the ACO Algorithm performs worse. For the
aggregated function, the GRASP Algorithm also works better, probably because of the higher inﬂuence
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of the equity attribute in the aggregated function, due to its tighter bound in comparison to the other
attributes.
Figure ?? depicts the itineraries of the best solutions found for the time and the cost attributes.
The numbers on the arcs represent the amounts of aid transported by the vehicles traversing them
(a “0” on an arc indicates that an empty convoy is traversing the arc). In the best solution for the time
(Figure ??a), the three demand nodes farther from the supply nodes (18, 21 and 22) do not receive
any aid and the distribution is mainly carried out by fast arcs, regardless of their dangerousness or
reliability. The transportation is done by small and medium-sized vehicles, because they are faster
than the large ones. When the cost attribute is optimized (Figure ??b), only a few arcs are used and
the convoys consist mainly of large vehicles, giving a better cost-capacity ratio. In this solution three
demand nodes, including the priority node (13), are not visited.
Table 5. Best values obtained with several executions of GRASP and ACO algorithms in Haiti
earthquake 2010.

Time
Cost
Equity
Priority
Security
Reliability
Aggregated

Optimum

GRASP

ACO

27.95
35,835.0
0.000
0.000
-

(+6.7%) 29.83
(+1.6%) 36,408.0
0.000
0.000
35.07
53.00
0.098

(+0.0%) 27.95
(+0.3%) 35,945.0
0.05
0.000
37.00
53.00
0.110

55

(a) Optimize time

(b) Optimize cost

Figure 5. Best itineraries optimizing time and cost in Haiti earthquake 2010.

Figure ?? shows the solution obtained when minimizing f˜2 with equal weights. In this
case, the ACO algorithm has been executed until 25,000 feasible solutions have been generated.
This compromise solution provides reasonably good values for all attributes, as it can be observed in
Table ??, all demand nodes receive some aid and, in particular, the priority node receives 26 out of 30
tons demanded.
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Figure 6. Best itineraries optimizing f˜2 in Haiti earthquake 2010.
Table 6. Best objective values optimizing f˜2 in Haiti earthquake 2010.
Time

Cost

Equity

Priority

Security

Reliability

41.41

49,767.00

0.30

0.13

87.59

88.45

Finally, we summarize the results obtained in the Niger test case. As in the Haiti test case, GRASP
and ACO have been executed ten times minimizing each objective independently and ten times
minimizing the aggregated function, running 1500 s per execution. Again, Table ?? shows the objective
values of the best and the worst solutions among the ten executions for each attribute, together with
the average and the standard deviation of the objective values of the ten solutions. The operation
time is given in hours, the cost in euros, and the security and the reliability in expected lost tons.
Both algorithms provide optimal solutions for the equity and priority objectives in the ten executions.
The ACO Algorithm performs slightly better than GRASP for the security and signiﬁcantly better for
the remaining attributes—time, cost and reliability—and also for the aggregated function. The best
value obtained with ACO for the cost is only 1.6% higher than the assumed optimal value of the cost
attribute, which is EUR 63,240.0, obtained using the static ﬂow model [? ]. ACO is signiﬁcantly better
for the cost, the time, the reliability and the aggregated function. Despite the higher speed of GRASP
generating feasible solutions in this test case—9000 on average per execution with GRASP versus 6400
with ACO—ACO performance is much better than that of GRASP.
Table 7. Results obtained with ten executions per objective of GRASP and ACO algorithms in Niger
Famine 2005.
GRASP
Time
Cost
Equity
Priority
Security
Reliability
Aggregated

Best
40.96
64,860.0
0.000
0.367
200.00
789.10
0.167

Average
45.72
65,196.9
0.000
0.367
200.18
809.96
0.172

Worst
46.25
65,497.5
0.000
0.367
201.75
830.30
0.175

ACO
Std. dev.
1.59
238.3
0.000
0.000
0.53
11.87
0.002
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Best
22.21
64,250.0
0.000
0.367
200.00
763.10
0.154

Average
34.59
64,389.2
0.000
0.367
200.00
764.54
0.159

Worst
47.00
64,852.5
0.000
0.367
200.00
765.60
0.172

Std. dev.
10.32
164.7
0.000
0.000
0.00
0.60
0.007
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It is remarkable that the number of feasible solutions generated using the same computation time
is lower in the Niger test case than in the Haiti test case, even though the logistic network is much
smaller in the former. This is because there are other factors that inﬂuence the computation time as,
for example, the structure of the network, the number and the location of the vehicles, the relation
between the amount to be distributed and the total capacity of the vehicles, etc.
The proposed compromise solution for the Niger test case is shown in Table ??. All attribute
values remain reasonably close to the best values obtained by optimizing each objective individually,
except the value for the priority objective. This is partially due to the high confrontation between the
equity and priority attributes. For optimizing the priority attribute, the node with the highest priority
level (Zinder) should receive all the demanded aid, which would lead to an inequitable distribution.
Table 8. Best objective values optimizing f˜2 in Niger famine 2005.
Time

Cost

Equity

Priority

Security

Reliability

65.00

6,802,000.0

0.066

0.711

259.85

956.20

In summary, the results obtained in both test cases show that the ACO Algorithm is able to
obtain good solutions for all attributes when optimizing each of them individually, together with good
compromise solutions as well. In particular, it provides the best known solutions for several attributes,
such as the operation time in the Haiti test case or the reliability of the itineraries in the Niger test case.
In addition, the computational effort required by the ACO algorithm is quite reasonable, making it
suitable to solve realistic cases.
5.4. Managerial Insights
1.

2.

The security issues related to the distribution of humanitarian aid, mainly focused on avoiding
possible assaults to the vehicles performing the distribution operations in dangerous areas, are a
key element in certain contexts, as for example war zones or extremely poor places. In these
situations, it is frequently required that the vehicles involved are grouped forming convoys,
as a protection mechanism and to allow escort details monitoring. This condition introduces
signiﬁcant additional difﬁculties into the last mile distribution models that must be properly
addressed, but it makes the models more realistic and useful. The proposed metaheuristic
algorithm can be used to obtain the precise distribution plan in an efﬁcient way.
In this work, two case studies, regarding an earthquake and a famine, a rapid and a slow onset
disaster, respectively, have been considered. However, the proposed model and solution method
can be applied to any kind of disaster, especially to the ones occurring in unsecure environments.

6. Concluding Remarks
This paper addresses a humanitarian last mile distribution problem in response to a disaster.
The distribution must be done under unsecure conditions, so the vehicles must travel in convoys
to try to prevent assaults. Furthermore, there is uncertainty about the state of the roads, that may
have been damaged by the disaster. The proposed model is multimodal, multidepot, allows split
deliveries and multiple trips and provides the individual itineraries of the vehicles. Besides, the model
considers six performance criteria—time, cost, equity, priority, security and reliability—and is solved
by a compromise programming approach.
The main contribution of this paper is the proposed methodology to solve the model. We develop
an algorithm based on Ant Colony Optimization that considers several types of ants and pheromones.
The methodology introduces the concept of effective pheromones to balance the elements of the
provided solutions and to diversify the set of obtainable solutions. This methodology is especially
appropriate to approach routing problems in which the vehicles are required to travel in convoys,
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but some of its most novel elements, as it is the case of the effective pheromones, could also be
successfully applied to many other complex distribution and routing problems.
The algorithm is tested on two realistic case studies of public domain, and its performance
is compared to that of the GRASP Algorithm, the only existing solution method in the literature.
The ACO Algorithm performs well for all the objective functions tested in our experiments and
provides, for both test cases considered, the best solutions obtained to date for several attributes.
In comparison with the available solution method in the literature—the GRASP Algorithm—in the
Haiti test case, both algorithms have their own strengths, but in the Niger test case, ACO clearly
outperforms GRASP. The computation time required to obtain good solutions is reasonable in all cases,
proving that the ACO Algorithm can be perfectly applied in an emergency context. Furthermore,
GRASP and ACO algorithms actually complement each other and could even be used in combination
in order to improve the quality of the ﬁnal solutions provided to the decision makers.
One interesting future research line to continue this work comprises the development of a
stochastic model in which the possibility of suffering assaults or ﬁnding blocked roads could be
represented by random variables. Additionally, the design of simulation models to replicate real
situations and test different solution strategies could also be worth considering.
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Abstract: The design of a structure is generally carried out according to a deterministic approach.
However, all structural problems have associated initial uncertain parameters that can diﬀer from
the design value. This becomes important when the goal is to reach optimized structures, as a small
variation of these initial uncertain parameters can have a big inﬂuence on the structural behavior.
The objective of robust design optimization is to obtain an optimum design with the lowest possible
variation of the objective functions. For this purpose, a probabilistic optimization is necessary to
obtain the statistical parameters that represent the mean value and variation of the objective function
considered. However, one of the disadvantages of the optimal robust design is its high computational
cost. In this paper, robust design optimization is applied to design a continuous prestressed concrete
box-girder pedestrian bridge that is optimum in terms of its cost and robust in terms of structural
stability. Furthermore, Latin hypercube sampling and the kriging metamodel are used to deal with
the high computational cost. Results show that the main variables that control the structural behavior
are the depth of the cross-section and compressive strength of the concrete and that a compromise
solution between the optimal cost and the robustness of the design can be reached.
Keywords: robust design optimization; RDO; post-tensioned concrete; box-girder bridge; structural
optimization; metamodel; kriging

1. Introduction
All structural designs involve variability and uncertainty [1,2]. The initial parameters, the structure
dimensions, the mechanical characteristics of the materials, and the loads may diﬀer from the design
values [3,4]. Nevertheless, the design of a structure is made using the nominal value, which has a
low probability of occurring (for example, the resistance of concrete is the resistance that has a 5%
probability of failure). In addition, safety coeﬃcients associated with a given probability of failure are
assigned. However, a variation of these initial uncertain parameters can inﬂuence the variability of
the structural behavior. Structural optimization usually uses a deterministic approach that does not
consider the eﬀects of the associated uncertainty [5–13]. This means that the structure has an optimum
behavior only under the conditions initially deﬁned, and the response can vary signiﬁcantly when the
values diﬀer from the design values [14,15].
Unlike this approach, robust design has been studied to obtain designs in which the uncertainty
of the initial parameters has the lowest possible inﬂuence on the objective response. This robust
design is reached by a probabilistic optimization. Nowadays, there are two approaches to the optimal
probabilistic design of a structure: Reliability-Based Design Optimization (RBDO) [16] and Robust
Design Optimization (RDO) [17]. In RBDO, the probability of failure is studied from the variations
of the initial parameters. RDO studies a design that is less sensitive to the variation of the initial
Mathematics 2020, 8, 398; doi:10.3390/math8030398
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parameters. The present paper focuses on the RDO. The concept of robust design was proposed by
Taguchi in the 1940s and applied to optimization problems in 1980 [1]. This approach uses the mean
and standard deviation to study the variability of the objective response.
The main limitation of RDO is the computational expense because assessing the sensitivity of the
objective response of the problem requires a high number of runs [18]. Therefore, it is necessary to
ﬁnd methods that allow carrying out the optimization process more eﬃciently [4,19,20]. Metamodels
allow the generation of a mathematical approximation of the objective response (an objective surface)
from the assessment of points within the design space. Once the response surface has been generated,
obtaining the value of the objective response given the inputs is much faster. These mathematical
approximations or metamodels have already been used to solve RDO process problems [4]. The most
widespread metamodels are polynomial regression, artiﬁcial neural networks (ANN) and kriging.
ANN has been used in diﬀerent works related to structural engineering [21,22]. However, the kriging
model has been demonstrated to be useful to obtain great reliability in the assessment of the response
due to its predictive accuracy in non-linear functions [23]. Penadés Plà et al. [24] compared standard
heuristic optimization and heuristic optimization based on kriging models, demonstrating that the
solutions obtained through optimization based on kriging models are close enough to the solutions
obtained through standard heuristic optimization, but with high savings in computational costs.
In the present paper, the robust design methodology is applied to a continuous prestressed
concrete box-girder footbridge to obtain a bridge that is optimal in terms of its cost objective function
and robust in terms of structural stability. Its structural stability is measured by the variability of the
vertical displacement in the middle of the bridge [19]. To this end, Latin hypercube sampling is used to
obtain the initial sampling, the kriging model is used to obtain the mathematical approximation to
the response, and then the simulated annealing optimization algorithm is used to obtain the robust
optimum design. All this will be studied for diﬀerent uncertain design parameters: the modulus of
elasticity, the overload, and the prestressing force.
2. Robust Design Optimization
Robust design studies the variation of the objective response generated by the uncertain initial
parameters. Therefore, robust design optimization (RDO) aims to reach the best objective response with
the smallest deviation. It implies that the RDO problem is deﬁned as a multi-objective optimization
problem in which the objective response is the mean and the standard deviation (Equation (1)).


min μF(x,z) (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn ), σF(x,z) (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn )

(1)

where x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . . . . ,xn are the deterministic values of the design variables or the probabilistic
function of the uncertain initial parameters.
Commonly, the two objective functions to be minimized in an RDO problem are in conﬂict. This
situation leads to a set of solutions that represent a Pareto frontier. Figure 1 shows an example of the
diﬀerence between the optimal solution and the robust optimal solution in a design space of one design
variable. Solution A is the optimal solution, point B is the most robust solution and point C is the
robust optimal solution. It is possible to see that the same variation of the design variable (v) causes a
higher variation in the objective function of the solution A (f A ) than it does in the solution C (f C ).
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Figure 1. Robust design optimization.

3. Robust Design Optimization Using Metamodels
The main goal of metamodels is to obtain results more eﬃciently by creating a mathematical
approximate model of a detailed simulation model (model of a model). This makes it possible to
predict output data (objective response) from input data (variables or design parameters) of the design
space. There are three main steps to create a metamodel: (1) obtaining the initial points of the input or
sampling data set within the design space (size and position), (2) choosing the method to create the
approximate mathematical model, and (3) choosing the ﬁtted model. Each of these three steps can
be performed using many diﬀerent options [25]. In this study, Latin hypercube sampling is used to
obtain the initial sampling, the kriging model is used to create the approximate mathematical model,
and the search for the Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) is used as the ﬁtted model. Then, the
mathematical approximation created is used to predict the objective functions according to the initial
design variables and parameters. In this way, the optimization can be carried out more eﬃciently,
saving a lot of computational costs, which is important in a probabilistic optimization. In addition, the
simulated annealing algorithm is used to perform the optimization. Figure 2 shows a ﬂowchart of the
robust design optimization using these characteristics. A more detailed description of this approach
can be seen in Penadés-Plà et al. [24].
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Figure 2. Flow diagram of robust design optimization.

3.1. Latin Hypercube Sampling
McKay et al. proposed in 1979 the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) [26]. This method is a
space-ﬁlling type of design of experiments. That means that this type of design of experiment trends
to cover all of the design space by the positions of the initial sample points. In this way, local
deformation of any area of the design space can be taken into account. For this purpose, a number
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N of non-overlapping intervals must ﬁrst be determined. These intervals divide each range of the
design variables (v) into N sections, generating a mesh in the design space with Nv regions. Then, a
combination of N random points is generated, so each point is placed in a combination of diﬀerent
intervals of each range of design variables. This guarantees that the initial sampling covers the
entire range of each design variable. LHS has been used in several papers, showing its validity for
the estimation of metamodel output data [20,27]. For this reason, in the present paper, a uniform
distribution of the initial sample points by LHS is employed.
3.2. Kriging
The Kriging metamodel was originally created by Dannie Gerhardus Krige, later much research
contributed to its development and ﬁnally, Matheron formalized the approach in 1963 [28]. The main
idea of the kriging metamodel is that the deterministic response y(x) can be described by
y(x) = (x) + Z(x)

(2)

where the approximation function is known is called f (x), and Z(x) is an execution of a stochastic
process with a mean zero, variance σ2 and a non-zero covariance. The ﬁrst term of the equation, f(x),
oﬀers a global approach to the design space that is similar to a regression model (Equation (3)). The
second term, Z(x), generates local deviations to interpolate the initial sample points using the kriging
model (Equation (4)).
n

βi · fi (x)
(3)
f (x) =
i=1

 


cov Z(xi ), Z x j = σ2 ·R xi , x j


(4)

σ2

where the process variance scales the spatial correlation function R(xi ,xj ) between two data points.
The Gaussian correlation function (Equation (5)) is widely used in engineering design [29]. It can be
deﬁned with a single parameter (θ) that determines the area of inﬂuence of the adjacent points [30].
When the sample points have a high correlation, then θ is low, thus Z(x) will be similar throughout the
design space. As the θ grows, the closest points will have the greatest correlation, thus Z(x) will vary
according to the point in the design space:
m

j


−
θ|xik −xk |
R xi , x j = e k=1

2

(5)

3.3. The Fitted Model
The search for the Best Linear Unbiased Predictor (BLUP) is used by the formulation of kriging.
Simpson et al. [31] have discussed ﬁtting methods for most widely-used metamodels.
3.4. Mean and Variance
The mean (μ) and standard deviation (σ) of the responses of the objectives measure the robust
optimum design. These statistical parameters have been obtained for four diﬀerent levels of uncertainty
(10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%). The value of the uncertain initial parameter has been calculated according
to a uniform distribution depending on the level of uncertainty. In this way, the mean refers to the
optimum design, and the standard variation refers to the robust design.
3.5. Optimization
Simulated annealing (SA) is the heuristic algorithm used to carry out the RDO. This algorithm
has been used in a lot of research to solve optimization problems [32,33]. In the present paper, the
method of Medina [34] is used to calibrate the initial temperature. This method suggests that the
starting temperature is halved when the rate of acceptance is above 40% but doubled when it is below
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20%. When a Markov chain ends, the temperature then drops in accordance with a cooling coeﬃcient
k based on the equation T = k*T. In this study, the calibration showed that the length of the Markov
chain of 1000 and a coeﬃcient of cooling of 0.8 are suitable. The algorithm stops after three Markov
chains without ﬁnding improvements.
4. Problem Design
In this section, the robust design optimization problems proposed are discussed. Section 4.1
describes the structure considered and Section 4.2 deﬁnes the characteristics of the problem. Section 4.2
includes the initial uncertain parameters considered and the objective functions studied.
4.1. Description of the Box-Girder Footbridge
The structure is a concrete pedestrian bridge with three continuous spans of 40–50–40 m long.
The box-girder cross-section has a uniform width of 3 m, and seven variables deﬁne the remaining
geometric dimensions of the cross-section (Figure 3): depth (h), web inclination width (d), bottom slab
width (b), bottom slab thickness (ei), top slab thickness (es), external cantilever section thickness (ev),
and webs slab thickness (ea). The variables are restricted to a range as shown in Table 1. The haunch
(c), is determined from the other variables (Equation (6)) as recommended by Schlaich and Scheﬀ [35].
Furthermore, the haunch must also allow space to enclose the ducts in the high and low points.
This structure was used to compare the standard heuristic optimization and kriging-based heuristic
optimization. In this work, the kriging-based heuristic optimization and RDO are applied to the same
structure. More detailed information about this structure can be found in Penadés-Plà et al. [24].
t = max

b − 2·ea
, ei
5

(6)

Figure 3. Box-girder cross-section.
Table 1. Main parameters of the analysis.
Design Variable

Min. Value (m)

Max. Value (m)

Precision (m)

Depth h
Width (b)
Inclination width (d)
Top slab thickness (es)
External cantilever
section thickness (ev)
Bottom slab thickness (ei)
Webs slab thickness (ea)

1.25
1.2
0
0.15

2.5
1.8
0.4
0.4

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.15

0.4

0.05

0.15
0.3

0.4
0.6

0.05
0.05
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Spanish regulations [36,37] and the Eurocodes [38,39] are used to carry out the structural
veriﬁcation deﬁned by the ultimate and service limit states: bending, vertical shear, longitudinal shear,
punching shear, compression and tension stress, torsion, torsion combined with bending and shear,
cracking, and vibration. Moreover, compliance with constructability and geometrical criteria must are
also be checked.
4.2. Description of the Robust Design Optimization Problem
The robust design optimization proposed in this paper is deﬁned by two objective functions: the
ﬁrst one is the mean cost, and the second one is the structural stability represented by the vertical
displacement in the middle of the bridge [19]. The statistical parameters for both objective functions
are obtained varying the initial uncertain parameter (modulus of elasticity, overload, and prestressing
force) according to a uniform distribution with three diﬀerent levels of uncertainty (10%, 20%, and
30% for the modulus of elasticity and 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% for the overload and prestressing
force). These uncertain parameters were chosen after carrying out a sensitivity analysis of the vertical
displacement and selecting the critical parameters.
In this way, the diﬀerences between the diﬀerent Pareto frontiers obtained for each problem can
be studied. Therefore, the goal is to obtain the design with the best cost that has the best structural
stability for each RDO problem. Equations (7) and (8) correspond to these objective functions assessed.
μCOST =



ei × mi (x1, x2, . . . ., xn )

(7)

i=1,n

σVERTICALDISPLACEMENT (x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , xn )

(8)

where x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . . . . , xn are the design variables.
The conventional objective function assesses the cost for the construction units taking into account
the placement and material used. The BEDEC ITEC database provides unit costs [40]. The compressive
strength grade determines the cost of the concrete. The unit costs of the problem are shown in Table 2.
The measurements (mi ) relating to the construction units are calculated as deﬁned by the design
variables. The variation of the vertical displacement in the middle of the bridge has been obtained
according to the standard deviation of 20 diﬀerent cases varying the initial uncertain parameter. Each
one of these vertical displacements has been calculated in accordance with Spanish regulations [36,37]
along with the Eurocodes [38,39].
Table 2. Unit cost.
Unit Measurements

Cost (€)

m3 of scaﬀolding
m2 of formwork
m3 of lighting
kg of steel (B-500-S)
kg of post-tensioned steel (Y1860-S7)
m3 of concrete HP-35
m3 of concrete HP-40
m3 of concrete HP-45
m3 of concrete HP-50
m3 of concrete HP-55
m3 of concrete HP-60
m3 of concrete HP-70
m3 of concrete HP-80
m3 of concrete HP-90
m3 of concrete HP-100

10.2
33.81
104.57
1.16
3.40
104.57
109.33
114.10
118.87
123.64
128.41
137.95
147.49
157.02
166.56
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It is common that a multi-objective optimization problem is transformed into a mono-objective
optimization where the objective function is an aggregation function [19] (Equation (9)).
Aggregation f unction = w1 ·μCOST + w2 ·σVERTICALDISPLACEMENT

(9)

Here, the mean and the standard deviation are the normalized values of the objective functions,
and w1 and w2 are weights with values in the range [0,1] such that w1 + w2 = 1.
In this work, 200 diﬀerent cases (N) are considered in such a way that w1 runs from 0 to 1 with
increasing 1/N and w2 corresponds to 1-w1 . In this way, 200 diﬀerent optimizations are made and all
the possible solutions of the Pareto frontier are covered.
5. Results
The results are subdivided into two parts according to the initial uncertain design parameter
considered: modulus of elasticity and loads (overload and prestressing force). Each one of these
sections provides an initial validation of the kriging surfaces generated, the Pareto frontiers obtained,
and some comparisons. For this purpose, 200 points are created to verify the accuracy of the kriging
surfaces (validation), and another 200 solutions are obtained from the robust design optimization
problems carried out (Pareto frontier). After that, the results will be discussed.
5.1. Variation of Modulus of Elasticity
In this part, the uncertain design parameter studied is the modulus of elasticity. Three diﬀerent
RDO problems are studied. For this purpose, six kriging surfaces are generated depending on the
objective function (μcost and σvertical displacement ) and the variability considered of the modulus of
elasticity (10%, 20%, and 30%). Table 3 shows the diﬀerent validations of the diﬀerent kriging surfaces
obtained. The accuracy of the kriging surfaces that predict the mean costs are better than the kriging
surfaces that predict the variability of the vertical displacement. The diﬀerence between the real and
predicted mean value of the cost is lower than 2%, and the diﬀerence between the real and predicted
standard deviation of the vertical displacement of the middle of the bridge is lower than 5% in all
diﬀerent uncertainties of the modulus of elasticity considered.
Table 3. Validation of the kriging surfaces while varying the modulus of elasticity.
Uncertainty of E (%)

10

20

30

μ Cost discrepancy
σ Displacement
discrepancy

1.21%

1.28%

1.07%

4.63%

4.75%

4.03%

Figure 4 shows the Pareto frontiers for the diﬀerent uncertainties of the modulus of elasticity
considered. This ﬁgure represents the mean of the cost against the standard deviation of the vertical
displacement of the middle of the bridge. It shows that an increment of the uncertainty of the modulus
of elasticity causes a displacement of the Pareto frontier, moving away from the positive ideal point
(lowest μcost and lowest σvertical displacement ). This is because the design of the structure should resist all
the possible values of the uncertain parameter. Therefore, a higher variation of the initial uncertain
parameter imposes greater requirements on the design and an increment of the cost.
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Figure 4. Pareto frontier of modulus of elasticity Robust Design Optimization (RDO) problems.

Table 4 shows a comparison between the designs of the diﬀerent Pareto frontiers with the same
structural behavior. In this case, the reference value taken into account is the standard deviation of
the vertical displacement of the cheapest design of the Pareto frontier with the lowest variation of the
modulus of elasticity studied. In this way, an imaginary horizontal line will intersect all the Pareto
frontiers (dashed line of Figure 4). Solutions S10, S20, and S30 are selected, which correspond to a
σvertical displacement lower than 3.82 mm. It shows that to reach similar structural behavior, the price
increases with an increment of the uncertainty of the modulus of elasticity and that the design variables
that cause this increment of the price are the depth and f ck . Both are higher for each increment of the
variability of the modulus of elasticity.
Table 4. Comparison of design with the same structural behavior in modulus of elasticity RDO problems.

S10
S20
S30

b
(mm)

h
(mm)

d
(mm)

ev
(mm)

es
(mm)

ea
(mm)

ei
(mm)

f ck
(MPa)

c
(mm)

μcost (€)

σ v,displacement
(mm)

1200
1200
1200

1450
1800
1950

0
125
0

150
150
150

150
150
150

350
350
350

225
250
225

45
60
80

225
250
225

167,370.9
192,570.6
208,111.9

3.811
3.778
3.548

Furthermore, if just one Pareto frontier is studied and three key designs are considered: (A) the
optimum or lowest μcost , (B) the robust optimum or shortest to the positive ideal point, and (C) the
most robust or lowest σvertical displacement , the same design variables are aﬀected. For example, Table 5
shows these designs for the Pareto frontier with a 20% variability of the modulus of elasticity. As shown
in Table 4, the values of depth and f ck are higher when more robustness is required.
Table 5. Comparison of diﬀerent designs of the Pareto Frontier with a 20% variation of the modulus
of elasticity.

A
B
C

b
(mm)

h
(mm)

d
(mm)

ev
(mm)

es
(mm)

ea
(mm)

ei
(mm)

fck
(MPa)

c
(mm)

μcost (€)

σ v,displacement
(mm)

1200
1200
1800

1800
1900
2000

125
50
200

150
150
150

150
150
150

350
350
350

250
150
175

60
80
100

250
150
220

192,570.6
201,479.9
269,128.5

3.778
2.794
1.684
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5.2. Variation of Loads: Overload and Prestressing Force
In this part, the uncertain design parameters studied are two loads. The ﬁrst one is the overload
due to its high uncertainty, and the second one is the prestressing force to know how the variability
inﬂuences the behavior of the bridge. The overload is deﬁned according to the IAP-11 [37], which
corresponds to 5 kN/m2 . In this case, due to the higher uncertainty of these parameters, another
increment of uncertainty in the loads is considered (40%). Therefore, four RDO problems are studied
for each load. For this purpose, eight kriging surfaces are generated for each load depending on
the objective function (μcost and σvertical displacement ) and the variability considered of the modulus of
elasticity (10%, 20%, 30%, and 40%). In these cases, the results discussed are the same as in the previous
subsection. In this way, ﬁrst, the validations of both loads are discussed (Tables 6 and 7) After that, the
Pareto frontiers for each diﬀerent uncertainty of the design parameter are shown (Figures 5 and 6),
and ﬁnally some solutions are compared following the same rules as in the previous comparison: the
overload (Tables 8 and 9), and the prestressing force (Tables 10 and 11).
Tables 6 and 7 show the diﬀerent validations of the kriging surfaces obtained. As in the previous
cases, the discrepancy of the mean value of the cost is lower than 2% in all cases. However, the
discrepancy of the standard deviation of the vertical displacement of the middle of the bridge depends
on the variability of the displacement, being higher when the vertical displacement variability is
higher and lower when the vertical displacement variability is lower. The results show that when the
variability of the overload is lower (10%), the kriging method cannot capture the variability of the
displacement accurately. Thus, this uncertainty is not considered.
Table 6. Validation of the kriging surfaces varying the overload.
Uncertainty of Overload (%)

10

20

30

40

μ Cost discrepancy
σ Displacement discrepancy

1.32%
38.61%

1.19%
15.78%

1.17%
11.53%

1.28%
15.18%

Table 7. Validation of the kriging surfaces varying the prestressing force.
Uncertainty of P0 (%)

10

20

30

40

μ Cost discrepancy
σ Displacement discrepancy

1.34%
13.5%

1.09%
7.16%

1.06%
3.47%

1.21%
4%

Figures 5 and 6 represent the Pareto frontiers for the diﬀerent variations of the loads. In both
cases, the Pareto frontiers have the same behavior as before, moving away from the positive ideal
point according to the increment of the uncertainty of the loads. In addition, the comparisons made
(Tables 8–11) have similar behavior to the above.
Tables 8 and 10 show a comparison between diﬀerent designs with the same structural behavior
of the diﬀerent Pareto frontiers. Table 8 corresponds to the RDO problems in which the overload
is the uncertain parameter, and the σvertical displacement of reference corresponds to 2.93 mm (dashed
line of Figure 5). Table 9 corresponds to the RDO problems in which the prestressing force is the
uncertain parameter, and the σvertical displacement of reference corresponds to 11.06 mm (dashed line of
Figure 6). In both cases, to reach a similar structural behavior the price increases with an increment
of the uncertainty of the loads. As well as in the case of the RDO problems in which the modulus of
elasticity is the uncertain parameter, the increment of the price is due to the increment of the depth
and f ck . The diﬀerence is that in the case (where the modulus of elasticity is the uncertain parameter)
the depth and the value of f ck increase in each increment of variability, and in the case where the
uncertain parameter is the load, the increment of the depth and f ck is not simultaneous. In these cases,
a balance between these two design variables is achieved to reach a similar structural behavior. In
addition, this increment of depth and f ck is less signiﬁcant in the case of the overload, due to the low
diﬀerences among the diﬀerent uncertainties. The same occurs when the comparison is made between
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the optimum or cheapest (A), the robust optimum or shortest to the positive ideal point (B), and the
most robust or lowest variation of the vertical displacement (C) (Tables 9 and 11). As above, the key
design variables to modify the structural behavior change are the depth and f ck . These variables tend
to be higher when higher robustness is required.

Figure 5. Pareto frontier of overload RDO problems.

Figure 6. Pareto frontier of prestressing force RDO problems.
Table 8. Comparison of designs with the same structural behavior in overload RDO problems.

S20
S30
S40

b
(mm)

h
(mm)

d
(mm)

ev
(mm)

es
(mm)

ea
(mm)

ei
(mm)

f ck
(MPa)

c
(mm)

μcost (€)

σ v,displacement
(mm)

1200
1200
1200

1250
1250
1700

0
200
25

150
150
175

150
150
175

350
350
350

200
175
250

60
70
50

200
175
250

164,594.2
174,467.1
184,821.6

2.924
2.991
2.917
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Table 9. Comparison of diﬀerent designs of the Pareto Frontier with a 20% variation of the overload.

A
B
C

b
(mm)

h
(mm)

d
(mm)

ev
(mm)

es
(mm)

ea
(mm)

ei
(mm)

f ck
(MPa)

c
(mm)

μcost (€)

σ v,displacement
(mm)

1200
1200
1600

1350
1850
1800

100
200
150

150
175
275

150
175
275

350
350
350

175
225
225

80
60
70

175
225
225

180,240.5
198,687.3
238,573.8

1.913
0.971
0.753

Table 10. Comparison of designs with the same structural behavior in prestressing force RDO problems.

S20
S30
S40

b
(mm)

h
(mm)

d
(mm)

ev
(mm)

es
(mm)

ea
(mm)

ei
(mm)

fck
(MPa)

c
(mm)

μcost (€)

σ v,displacement
(mm)

1200
1200
1200

1350
1400
1750

0
200
125

150
150
150

150
150
150

350
350
350

200
150
200

60
80
55

200
150
200

168,833.9
181,276.4
186,380.7

11.058
9.552
10.497

Table 11. Comparison of diﬀerent designs of the Pareto Frontier with a 20% variation of the
prestressing force.

A
B
C

b
(mm)

h
(mm)

d
(mm)

ev
(mm)

es
(mm)

ea
(mm)

ei
(mm)

fck
(MPa)

c
(mm)

μcost (€)

σ v,displacement
(mm)

1200
1200
1300

1350
1650
2000

0
0
0

150
150
225

150
150
300

350
350
350

200
175
275

60
80
80

200
175
275

168,833.9
190,734.7
231,832.0

11.058
5.510
3.772

6. Conclusions
Currently, the design of structures is made according to a deterministic design. This approach
has the result that when the design is optimized according to a conventional objective function, the
behavior of the structure is really dependent on the initial values considered. This paper uses a
probabilistic approach to consider the variation of the design parameters. In addition, to reduce the
large computational cost of the probabilistic optimization, Latin hypercube sampling and kriging
metamodels are used. Each point of the Latin hypercube sampling is calculated 20 times varying the
initial uncertain parameters (modulus of elasticity, overload, and prestressing force) obtaining the mean
of the cost and the standard deviation of the vertical displacement in the middle of the bridge. These
values are used to create the kriging surface that predicts the objective response depending on the
initial design variables. These surfaces have an error lower than 2% in the mean of the cost for all cases,
lower than 5% in the standard deviation of the vertical displacement when the modulus of elasticity is
the uncertain parameter, and an accuracy dependent on the value of the vertical displacement when
the loads are the uncertain parameters. After that, 200 solutions have been calculated for each case to
obtain the diﬀerent Pareto frontiers.
The Pareto frontiers show that, for all RDO problems, an increment of the uncertainty causes a
displacement of the Pareto frontier, moving away from the positive ideal point. That means that to
obtain speciﬁc robustness when the uncertainty of the parameter is higher, the cost of the design will be
higher. In addition, when just one Pareto frontier is taken into account, a more robust design implies an
expensive design. In all cases, this increment of the price is due to an increment of two speciﬁc design
variables: depth (h) and f ck . Therefore, to obtain a robust design, it is necessary to increment the depth
(h) and/or f ck . However, these Pareto frontiers allow obtaining a compromise design between cost and
robustness: the optimum robust design. This solution is the design closest to the positive ideal point.
This work shows that a probabilistic optimization can be carried out to obtain an optimum
robust design. Nevertheless, the robust design optimization of complex problems requires a high
computational cost. Therefore, the use of metamodels is necessary to carry out probabilistic optimization.
In previous works, the computational cost saved and the validity of kriging metamodels were proven.
This work shows that the kriging metamodel has an appropriate behavior to carry out the robust design
optimization, and therefore can be used to carry out optimization where there is uncertain information.
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Abstract: This paper deals with a variation of the air trafﬁc controller (ATC) work shift scheduling
problem focusing on the tactical phase, in which the plan for the day of operations can be modiﬁed
according to real-time trafﬁc demand or other possible incidents (one or more ATCs become sick
and/or there is an increase in unplanned air trafﬁc), which may lead to a new sectorization and a
lower number of available ATCs. To deal with these issues, we must reassign the available ATCs to
the new sectorization established at the time the incident happens, but also taking into account the
work done by the ATCs up to that point. We propose a new methodology consisting of two phases.
The goal of the ﬁrst phase is to build an initial possibly infeasible solution, taking into account the
sectors that have been closed or opened in the new sectorization, together with the ATCs available
after the incident. In the second phase, we use simulated annealing (SA) and variable neighborhood
search (VNS) metaheuristics to derive a feasible solution in which the available ATCs are used and
all the ATC labor conditions are met. A weighted additive objective function is used in this phase
to account for the feasibility of the solution but also for the number of changes in the control center
at the time the incident happens and the similarity of the derived solution with templates usually
used by the network manager operations center, a center managing the air trafﬁc ﬂows of an entire
network of control centers. The methodology is illustrated by means of seven real instances provided
by the Air Trafﬁc Management Research, Development and Innovation Reference Center (CRIDA)
experts representing possible incidents that may arise. The solutions derived by SA outperform
those reached by VNS in terms of both the number of violated constraints in all seven instances,
and solution compactability in six out the seven instances, and both are very similar with regard to
the number of control center changes at the time of the incident. Although computation times for
VNS are clearly better than for SA, CRIDA experts were satisﬁed with SA computation times. The
solutions reached by SA were preferred.
Keywords: air trafﬁc management; tactical phase; work-shift scheduling problem; metaheuristics;
performance analysis

1. Introduction
Air transport is growing exponentially, from the 3.8 billion air travelers in 2016 to 7.2 billion
passengers expected to travel in 2035, according to the International Air Transport Association [1].
Therefore, air transport and the resulting shortage of laborers in the civil aviation industry has become
a serious problem. Air trafﬁc controller (ATC) requires long hours of training, with more than one year
needed to train ATCs.
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The role of the network manager (NM) is to establish a balance between air trafﬁc demand and
airspace/airport capacity in Europe. However, currently, this role is merely moderation between
aircraft operators and capacity providers, since the NM has limited instruments to inﬂuence either
capacity or demand side planning decisions [2,3]. The European Commission also recognizes that the
lack of the NM’s clear executive powers in practice means that the NM tends to decide by consensus,
which often results in weak compromises [4]. The European Commission however stresses that an
optimization of the network performance requires an extended operation scope of actions by the NM,
a view also shared by Ryanair [5].
Although the NM initiates planning several months before the day of operations [2,3], most of
demand-capacity imbalance situations are still resolved on the day of operations by means of demand
management actions, predominantly by delaying ﬂights. For instance, the total en-route air trafﬁc ﬂow
management delay was 8.7 million minutes in Europe in 2016, corresponding to a trafﬁc of more than
10 million ﬂights [3,6].
More than 55% of total en-route delay is attributed to lack of capacity and stafﬁng reasons, while
approximately half of that delay occurred during peak summer months—June, July and August [3,6].
The Performance Review Commission notes that the capacity requirements are frequently not met
by some area control centres, but also that maximum capacity is not delivered at the times when it is
needed [3,6].
One of the underlying causes for capacity/demand mismatch is seasonal trafﬁc variability. If trafﬁc
is highly variable and there is limited ﬂexibility to adjust the capacity provision according to actual
demand, the result may be poor service quality or an under utilization of resources [6]. If addressed
proactively, trafﬁc variability can be mitigated or resolved to a certain degree by utilizing previous
experience, roster stafﬁng levels to suit and to make more operations staff available by reducing
ancillary tasks performed by ATCs during the peak period [6]. Meanwhile delay costs occur when
there is no sufﬁcient capacity provision for aircraft operators.
In Reference [7], air traffic control scenarios are classified using decision trees. The authors conclude
that decision trees and classification rules perform well in prediction, stability and interpretability.
The activities of the network manager operations center (NMOC) are divided into four
phases [8]—strategic, pre-tactical, tactical and post-operational. The strategic phase is related to
capacity predictions at air trafﬁc control centers by air navigation service provides, preparing a routing
scheme with the help of NMOC seven days ahead of operations.
The pre-tactical phase is related to the deﬁnition of the initial network plan. The NMOC publishes
the agreed plan for the day of operations, informing air trafﬁc control units and aircraft operations
about the air trafﬁc ﬂow and capacity management measures affecting European airspace from one to
six days ahead of operations.
The tactical phase updates the plan for the day of operations according to real-time trafﬁc demand
where the NMOC monitors the situation and continuously optimizes capacity. Delays are minimized
by providing aircraft affected by changes with alternative solutions on the day of operations.
The post-operational phase is related to operational process improvement by comparing planned
and measured outcomes covering all air trafﬁc ﬂow and capacity management domains and units.
Operational processes are measured in order to develop best practices and/or analyze lessons learned
after the days of operations.
In this paper we focus on the tactical phase, that is, the day of operation. A speciﬁc sectorization
has been established depending on the aircraft trafﬁc for the considered day and the ATCs have been
assigned to the open sectors. We assume that an incident arises, which involves a sectorization change
and possibly less available ATCs, and that the available ATCs must be reassigned to the open sectors
from that moment until the end of the shift taking into account the work done by each of them from
the beginning of the shift to the instant of the incident.
The problem under consideration is similar but different to the shift and break assignment
problems, which are referred to in the literature with different names, such as shift design [9,10], shift
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scheduling [11–14], break scheduling [15–17] and both process shift design and break assignment with
a large number of breaks [16].
Such problems have been extensively investigated in Operations Research and have also recently
been tackled with Artiﬁcial Intelligence techniques. Also, this is a timetabling and scheduling problem.
Timetabling and scheduling problems are combinatorial problems, which, on the grounds of size and
complexity, cannot be solved by exact methods within a reasonable computation time. For examples of
other timetabling and scheduling problem-solving approaches, see References [18,19].
A general mathematical model and speciﬁc models for personnel scheduling problems are
presented in Reference [20]. Complexity issues regarding personnel scheduling problems are addressed
by identifying polynomial solvable and NP-hard special cases. More recently, a general mathematical
model and speciﬁc models for personnel scheduling problems were proposed in Reference [21]
enabling the implementation of various heuristic algorithms and their application to a wide range
of problems.
Reference [22] conducted a literature review related to shiftwork management within air trafﬁc
management, addressing shiftwork impact on health and safety, productivity and efﬁciency and
discussing issues concerning working time organization in accordance with EC Directive 93/104.
A study on shiftwork practices in both ATM and other ﬁelds, such as medicine, the police force
and the airline industry, is presented in Reference [23]. It concludes that, although there are a range of
software tools, in many cases involving ATM, they are costly and not completely suited to the needs.
The strengths and weaknesses of automated scheduling tools have already been outlined [24].
Reference [25] used propositional satisﬁability (SAT, [26]), MaxSAT, the pseudo-Boolean,
satisﬁability modulo theory, constraint satisfaction and integer linear problem solvers to address a
number of different month- or year-long scheduling requirements. According to the results of applying
three different optimization techniques jointly with the above problem solvers, SAT approaches appear
to come out on top. Then Stojadinovic [27] combined SAT problem solving with the hill climbing
method. The hill climbing method is applied to a feasible solution output by the SAT solver to solve
more ATC requirements. The SAT solver is then applied again to further improve the solution. This
cycle is iterated until the resulting solution is optimal.
A preliminary approach for modeling many of the features of the ATC scheduling problem was
proposed in Reference [28]. The model divides time into 30-min slots, and an ATC should not work for
more than 2 h, followed by at least a 30-min break.
A simpliﬁed version of the ATC work shift scheduling problem for Spanish airports was solved
by minimizing the number of ATCs required to cover a given airspace sectoring in compliance with
Spanish ATC working conditions [29] in the pre-tactical phase. This problem was mathematically
modeled as a mixed integer problem. A simple sectorization for a whole day with 40 available ATCs
involved 751,200 variables and more than 161,669 constraints. This makes it hard to reach good
solutions in a reasonable time, leading to the use of a metaheuristic.
The search process employs regular expressions to check solution feasibility. Both search processes
use regular expressions (regex) [30]. A regex is a sequence of characters that deﬁne a search pattern,
used in search algorithms to ﬁnd strings. The strings represent solutions. The patterns in our approach
represent breaches of ATC working conditions.Thanks to the high testing speed and modularity of
regex, the optimization model is simpler to implement and maintainable.
Both search processes use regular expressions (Regex) [30]. A Regex is a sequence of characters
that deﬁne a search pattern, used in search algorithms to ﬁnd strings. The strings represent solutions.
The patterns in our approach represent breaches of ATC working conditions.Thanks to the high testing
speed and modularity of regex, the optimization model is simpler to implement and maintainable.
A further optimization process is applied to the resulting optimal number of ATCs to balance ATC
workloads. There are no constraints on ATC distribution across sectors in this simpliﬁed workshift
scheduling problem, which accounts for a 24-h period in a core with just one sector.
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The proposal reported in Reference [31] addresses cores with two (en-route and approach) sector
types and ATCs with different credentials. Adopting a multi-objective approach, one shift is optimized
for a sectorization speciﬁed during the pre-tactical phase according to a set number of ATCs considering
ATC work and break periods, ATC positions and workload, control center changes and solution
structure. The methodology is divided into three optimization phases using a rank-order centroid
function to convert a multiple into a single optimization problem taking account ordinal information on
objectives (i.e., objectives ranked by importance). First, a template-based method identiﬁed unfeasible
solutions. Second, independent simulated annealing (SA) output feasible solutions applying regex to
check for compliance with ATC working conditions. Third, further independent SA runs optimized
the objective functions of these solutions again checking for ATC working condition compliance.
Tello et al. [32] replaced SA in the third phase of the above methodology with an adaptation
of variable neighborhood search. They compared the performance of the two metaheuristics on
four different sectorizations supplied by the Spanish ATM Research, Development and Innovation
Reference Center (CRIDA). They also compared the run times between regex use and implementation
in code to verify ATC working conditions (constraints).
Unlike the problems considered previously [31,32], in this paper we focus on the tactical rather
than the pre-tactical phase, at the time an incident arises. As said before, a speciﬁc sectorization has
been established depending on the aircraft trafﬁc for the considered day and the ATCs have been
assigned to the open sectors. We assume that an incident happens. Incidents can be of different types:
ATCs who cannot continue their working hours because they are unwell or change the sectorization
due to a signiﬁcant increase in air trafﬁc due to diverted air trafﬁc from another airport that has closed
for weather reasons.
The incident usually involves a sectorization change. From the moment the incidents occur
until the end of the shift the ATCs must be reassigned to the new open sectors taking into account
the work done by each of them from the beginning of the shift to the time of the incident and ATC
working conditions.
It is important to note that response time is critical in the tactical phase for this variant of the
problem. Thus, the use of metaheuristics is even more justiﬁed than in the pre-tactical phase.
To solve the problem we propose a methodology that utilizes the metaheuristics simulated
annealing and variable neighborhood search, which consists of two phases. In the ﬁrst phase, it derives
a solution, which does not have to be feasible and even need a greater number of ATCs than available
ones. This solution in the second phase, applying the metaheuristic, is transformed into a solution in
which it need as many ATCs as the number of available ATCs and try to achieve feasibility.
The paper consists of three more sections. Section 2 shows the proposed methodology for a real
time adaptation of the ATC work shift scheduling problem to deal with incidents in airports control
centers. The adaptation of SA and VNS to the ATC work shift scheduling problem is explained in
Section 2 Phase 1 and Phase 2, respectively. Section 3 illustrates the methodology in a real incident
from the Barcelona control center. SA and VNS performance has been tested on a set of representative
instances in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions are provided inn Section 5.
2. Problem Description
Airspace sectorization is the partitioning of the airspace into a given number of sectors. Sectors
that are open at any one time should cover total airspace capacity. Additionally, sectors can be clustered
together to constitute a core. Nevertheless, a sector may be part of more than one core. An air trafﬁc
control center may be in charge of managing one or more cores. Cores are managed separately,
although ATCs can be assigned to two or more cores, if sectors they manage belong to more than one
core. Sectors are divided into two types depending on their distance from the airport: approach (5 to
10 nautical miles from the airport) and en-route sectors (more than 10 nautical miles from the airport).
Each sector is assigned to a team of air trafﬁc controllers, each of which can handle a limited
amount of trafﬁc. Sectors are operated by ATCs with different roles: planner ATCs and executive
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ATCs. Planner ATCs foresee possible conﬂicts between aircraft that they report to executive ATCs who
instruct pilots on how to avoid loss of minimum separation.
The sector conﬁguration depends on the volume of air trafﬁc. More smaller sectors are opened as
the volumen of air trafﬁc grows, increasing the demand for ATCs and vice versa. Therefore, sector
conﬁguration and number of ATCs changes as sectors are dynamically divided and merged according
to air trafﬁc variations.
Figure 1 shows an example of an airspace sectorization for the Barcelona eastern route. Each time
slot has an associated conﬁguration. The number stands for the number of open sectors, and the letter
symbolizes the sector conﬁguration. For example, sectorizations 5A and 5B have the same number of
sectors with a different spatial distribution.

Figure 1. Barcelona eastern route airspace sectoring.

Besides, in Spain, working conditions are compiled and published in the Ofﬁcial State gazette,
Royal Decree 1001/2010, and Law 9/2010. ATC working conditions are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

(LC1) ATCs can only operate sectors belonging to the core for which they are qualiﬁed;
(LC2) CON ATCs can only operate en-route sectors;
(LC3) ATCs must rest for 25% of the work shift in day shifts (MS, LMS, AS and LAS). The night
shift (NS) break periods account for 33% of working time;
(LC4) A sector opened during the whole night shift must be operated by four ATCs;
(LC5 )ATCs cannot work for more than two hours without a break;
(LC6) ATCs can only operate during one shift;
(LC7) ATCs should rest at least half an hour every two hours;
(LC8) Sector changes are not allowed without resting unless there is an emergency. ATCs can
change to an related sector without resting;
(LC9) The minimum work period length of a controller between two breaks is 15 min;
(LC10) Each break period should last at least 15 min;
(LC11) ATCs must remain in the same sector and position for at least 15 min (minimum time in
a position);
(LC12) Each ATC can work in at most three different non-related sectors in the respective shift;
(LC13) Each work shift must have one ATC assigned. And each ATC must be responsible of
one shift;
(LC14) Each ATC must work at least 15 min, can not rest all the shift.
More details about the problem description are available in Reference [31] .

3. Methodology
The tactical phase takes place on the day of operation, that is, during the work shift. A solution
must be found immediately, if an unforeseen event arises, either due to the downgrading of an ATC
or the increase in air trafﬁc on any ground. To this end, a two-phase resolution methodology has
been proposed.
The starting point for the ﬁrst phase is the work shifts that were being applied until the unexpected
incident occurs. Note that in the considered solutions, time is discretized in slots of ﬁve minutes. The
slot in which the incident occurs will be called incident slot. This means that the contents of all slots
before the incident slot cannot be modiﬁed.
We mark the incident slot with a vertical line, see Figure 2, which shows a solution matrix where
each row is an ATC and each matrix element (i, j) represents the state of ATC i in time slot j. It is
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symbolized by letters. The value 111 represents a resting ATC, uppercase letters [A–Z] indicate that
the ATC is working as an executive operator, whereas lowercase letters [a–z] are used for planner
positions.

Figure 2. Solution matrix with an incident slot.

Depending on the unforeseen event, we will need to modify the sectorization, the solution matrix,
and/or the list of available ATCs. For example, the absence of an ATC (by illness or urgency) does not
always involve the closure of sectors. Sometimes, the others ATCs can cover the position that has been
released until the replacement for a new ATC.
Another example is the closure of an airport because of adverse weather conditions. In that case,
trafﬁc will be diverted to nearby airports, which will lead to an increase in air trafﬁc and, therefore,
new sectors must be opened. As a result, there would be a change in sectorization and the solution
matrix and, possibly, new ATCs must be incorporated to cover new sectors.
The necessary changes will be established by the network manager operations center (NMOC),
and constitute an input to the solution algorithm together with the work shifts that are being used.
The aim of the ﬁrst phase is to modify the work shifts and the list of ATCs in order to incorporate
the work slots of the new open sectors in the solution matrix, eliminate the work slots corresponding
to the closed sectors, introduce the new ATCs to the ATC list and the shift array, and indicate the
downgrading of the ATCs that are not there. Moreover, the largest possible number of available ATCs
should remain in the positions (and assigned sectors) that they were working in just after the incident
so that not many changes in the control center occur simultaneously. In addition, the only possible
solution uses more ATCs that are available in most cases.
The result of the ﬁrst phase will be used as the initial solution for the second phase. The second
phase uses an algorithm based on the metaheuristics simulated annealing or variable neighborhood
search to derive a feasible solution that meets all the ATC working conditions (constraints) and reduces
the number of shifts to the number of available ATCs.
Phase 1: Initialization Algorithm. The initialization algorithm aims at transforming the available
solution before the unforeseen event (applied during part of the work shift) into a new solution
containing the proposed changes to solve that incident. For this, we divide this phase into the
following four steps:
Step 1: Closing Sectors. Many times a sector closes and at the same time two sectors related to
the closed sector are opened. The objective of this step is to detect closed sectors and their
related sectors, in order to replace closed sector working slots with working slots from the
new related sectors. The algorithm searches for all closed sectors and checks for related
sectors for each of them. In the event that no new opened sectors are found related to the
closed sector, the working slots in that sector are replaced by breaks in the solution matrix.
Otherwise, that is, there is a new sector to open and this is related to the closed sector, the
closed sector working slots are replaced by open and related sector working slots.
Step 2: Opening Sectors. When the new sectors are not related to any of the closed sectors,
or the closed sectors have already been associated with other related sectors, this step is
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carried out. The algorithm adds the working slots of the open sectors in work templates
(see References [29,31,32]), and adds these templates to the solution matrix. There are
several templates that can be used, but we have chosen to apply the template displayed
in Figure 3. The reason for this choice is the ease with which changes can be made to this
template without breaking many constraints due to its structure. That template uses three
ATCs to cover an entire sector. In this step, more work shifts are added, so there may be
more work shifts than ATCs available. However, introducing work slots between ATC
breaks would generate shift arrays with a high number of unfulﬁlled and unstructured
constraints or which would make it extremely difﬁcult to the algorithm to work in Phase 2.

Figure 3. Template 1 × 3 (1 sector is controlled by 3 air trafﬁc controllers (ATCs), two working,
executive and planner, and one resting).

Step 3: Indisposed ATCs. Another possible incident is the indisposition of an ATC during
his/her work shift. In this step, the work shift that the indisposed ATC has associated is
modiﬁed, and the shift array indicates that this ATC is not available to take on any work
from the time the downgrade is set. If his/her work can be assumed and added to the shift
of another ATC, it is done, and otherwise, a new work shift will be generated and added to
this shift.
Step 4: New ATCs. An ATC can be absent, and it is for this reason that there are guard ATCs to
solve these kind of situations. The guard ATCs have a deadline to show up at the control
center since the notice occurs. Therefore, we can count on new ATCs when it comes to
spreading the workload. In this step, we add the new ATCs to the ATC’ list and add a
new shift for each new ATC, which supports work from the moment the ATC arrives at the
control center. Finally, this shift is associated with the new ATC.
Once the four steps of the initialization algorithm have been performed, we have an initial
solution to start with Phase 2. For this, the solution must comply with the following premises:
•
•
•

All sectors must be covered in both work positions (executive and planner) all the time.
All ATCs must have an associated shift in the shift list, although there can be work shifts
not assigned to ATCs (assigned to imaginary ATCs).
All ATCs must be listed in the ATC list.

Phase 2: Metaheuristic-based optimization process. Phase 2 consists of applying a metaheuristic:
simulated annealing (SA) or variable neighborhood search (VNS). The goal of this phase is to
reach a feasible solution that meets the modiﬁcations made to address the unforeseen event. For
this, we simultaneously consider four objectives. First, an initial solution in Phase 1 may use
more than the available number of ATCs. Therefore, they need to be reduced until the number of
required ATCs matches the number of available ATCs.
Secondly, the solution must be feasible. All ATC’s working conditions must be met and all open
sectors in both positions (executive and planner) must be covered all time.
The third objective consists of minimizing the number of changes during the incident slot, that
is, try to ensure that ATCs are kept in the same position just after the incident. At that point,
several sectors may open or close and some ATCs change their job in a forced way, so we’re
going to try to minimize the number of changes to avoid that all ATCs get out of their position
simultaneously as much as possible.
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The last objective refers to a similar solution structure to previous template-based solution.
Control center staff will ﬁnd such a solution easier to understand, and this should facilitate any
manual changes.
The target function in both SA and VNS is a weighted sum of the four objectives that are explained
in detail below.
1.

Reduce the number of shifts until the number of available ATCs: It is important to note that
in the solutions we are analyzing, shifts are ordered from the least to the highest workload
(in the ﬁrst rows the lowest load and the last ones with the highest load).
However, when sorting shifts, let’s divide the array into two sections: shifts that have an
assigned ATC and shifts that do not have assigned an ATC. In this way, shifts without an
assigned ATC will occupy the ﬁrst rows of the array sorted by workload, while shifts with
an assigned ATC will be sorted between them subsequently. With this we aim to encourage
the shifts that are going to be eliminated are the shifts without assigned ATCs. To do this,
we use the following expression:
p=

nATC

∑

k =1

k × hk
nATC2

,

(1)

where, nATC is the number of shifts and hk the number of shift work slots (in the k-th row
of the solution coding).
In Equation (1), the product of the numerator causes the p-value to be higher the higher
are the shifts of the last rows (that is, those with the highest workload). Therefore, in the
search process, the workload of the shifts from the ﬁrst rows to those of the last rows will
tend to be passed, causing the shifts of the ﬁrst rows to run out of load and be able to be
deleted. The denominator of the array is squared so that the solution is always improved
by deleting a turn. Otherwise, it could happen that by removing a turn to worsen ﬁtness.
We must normalize Equation (1) to be used in the objective weight addition as follows:
f1 = 1 −

pmax − p
,
pmax − pmin

(2)

where pmax and pmin are maximum and minimum values of p, respectively.
To describe the way pmax and pmin are computed, we must ﬁrst introduce a new term,
nATC f ull . To calculate this value, the total workload is computed from the sectorization.
This gives us a number of work slots that should be split across all shifts, denoted as Ctotal
and to get nATC f ull :
!
Ctotal
nATC f ull =
.
(3)
nSlot
Equation (3) refers to the number of ATCs needed that have to work the entire shift in order
to cover the workload, Ctotal . Once this value is known, we can calculate the value of pmax
as follows
nATC
k × nSlot
pmax =
,
(4)
∑
nATC2
k =nATC −(nATC f ull +1)
where we assign the maximum workload to the shifts that are in the last rows, while the
ﬁrst ones are not assigned by the workload.
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pmin is computed from the following expression:
pmin =

2.

nATC f ull +1

∑

k =1

k × nSlot
nATC2

,

(5)

where we don’t assign workload to shifts in the last rows, but shifts in the ﬁrst rows are
assigned the maximum workload.
Reduce the number of unfulﬁlled constraints: ATCs’ shifts must comply with all working
conditions. To make this possible, we have introduced the number of unfulﬁlled constraints
within the target function, denoted by Ri .
We transform the equation into a maximization form and normalize it, leading to the
following expression:
MaxRi − Ri
,
(6)
f2 = 1 −
MaxRi
where MaxRi is the maximum value that can be achieved by breaking all constraints.
For the calculation of MaxRi we must consider two cases:
•

Night shift. In this shift all constraints apply so MaxRi is calculated as follows: there
is a total of 14 constraints. 8 constraints can be breached nATC times, 2 constraints
that can be breached 2nATC and 4 constraint can be breached nATC multiplied every
time it is not met in each slot of the shift by 1/nSlot, that is, nSlot × nATC × (1/nSlot).
Then, we have:
MaxRi = 8nATC + 2 × 2nATC + 4(nATC + nSlot × 1/nSlot × nATC ),

•

(7)

that is, MaxRi = 20nATC.
Day shifts (morning and afternoon). One constraint does not apply, so we’ll use
Equation (8):
MaxRi = 8nATC + 1 × nATC + 4(nATC + nSlot × 1/nSlot × nATC ),

(8)

that is, MaxRi = 18nATC.
As the incident management may lead to unfeasible solutions, weights representing
the relative importance of constraint violation were introduced by experts from CRIDA
(www.crida.es), a non-proﬁt joint venture between ENAIRE, Spain’s air navigation manager,
the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, and Ineco, a global infrastructure engineering and
consultancy leader.

3.

First, a subset of the most important (priority) labor constraints was identiﬁed (LC1-LC7,
LC9, LC12-LC14) (weight 5), followed by LC8 (weight 0.9), LC11 (weight 0.85), LC10
(weight 0.96) and LC9 (weight 0.5). Thus, we should attempt to meet the constraints in the
most important set in preference to the other constraints.
Reduce the number of changes during the incident slot: To avoid a simultaneous change of
a large number of ATCs just after the incident we use the following expression:
"
f3 =

∑nATC
c =1

1,
0,

if Sic = Si(c−1)
if Sic = Si(c−1)

nATC

,

(9)

where Sic is the contents of the slot in the shift i and the incident slot c, whereas Si(c−1) is
the content of the slot in the shift i and the slot before the incident slot.
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4.

Maintain solution-like structure: The aim is to derive a solution as compact as possible. For
this, we use the following expression, where each is time slot is compared against the one
on his right and under it:
v=

nATC −1 nSlot−1 "

∑

k =1

∑

j =1

0.2,
1,

if Skj = S(k+1) j
if Skj = Sk( j+1) .

(10)

In Equation (10) is checked for each Skj , if the slot on its right (Sk( j+1) ) has the same content
and if so, add 1, also checks if the slot below (S(k+1) j ) has the same content and if so adds to
0.2. If both are different, no value will be added. To get the theoretical maximum value we
use the Equation (11).
vmax = (nSlot − 1) × (nATC − 1) × 2.

(11)

This is a theoretical maximum value without regard to constraints. Once we have this value
we can normalize the target with the Equation (12).
f4 = 1 −

vmax − v
.
vmax

(12)

Once all four objectives are calculated, a weighting is made between all objectives to obtain the
target function:
(13)
f t = μ1 f 1 + μ2 f 2 + μ3 f 3 + μ4 f 4 .
CRIDA experts ranked the above objectives by importance, and the weights were derived using a
rank-order centroid (ROC) method [33].
The following sections describe the adaptation of SA and VNS to our ATC work shift scheduling
problem and the corresponding parameter tuning are described.
3.1. Simulated Annealing Adaptation
Simulated annealing (SA) [34,35] is a trajectory-based metaheuristic which is named for and
inspired by annealing in metallurgy. SA is one of the oldest metaheuristics and has been adapted to
solve many combinatorial optimization problems. Over the years, many authors have proposed both
general and problem-speciﬁc improvements and variants of SA [36]. Different variants of scheduling
problems have been tackled using SA [37], such as the job-shop scheduling problem [38–41], university
course timetabling problems [42], or sports scheduling problems [43].
SA pseudocode for a minimization optimization problem is shown in Algorithm 1. The basic idea
of SA is as follows. An initial feasible solution, x0 , is randomly generated. Then, in each iteration i,
a new solution (y) is randomly generated from the neighborhood, N ( xi ), of the solution considered
in that iteration, xi . If the new solution is better than the current one, then the algorithm moves to
that solution. Otherwise, there is some probability of it moving to a worse solution. The acceptance
of worse solutions makes for a broader search for the optimal solution and avoids trapping in local
optima in early iterations.
The search is initially very diversiﬁed, since practically all moves are allowed. As the temperature
drops, the probability of accepting a worse moves decreases, and only better moves will be accepted
when it is zero. This makes SA work like hill climbing.
Some elements in the above algorithm require clariﬁcation. Numerous studies propose techniques
to calculate initial temperature (t0 ) that allow an acceptance rate of about 95% of solutions. However,
in this case we prefer to reduce the acceptance rate to 60% due to the nature of the problem to avoid an
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unnecessary scan that entails a high computation time. This allows us to perform a slower temperature
drop without wasting exploration time in unpromising search spaces.
Algorithm 1 Basic SA.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Do x ∗ = x0 , f ∗ = f ( x0 ), i = 0. Select the initial temperature t0 (ti temperature in step i)
repeat
Randomly generate yi ∈ N ( xi )
if ( f (yi ) − f ( xi )) ≤ 0 then
x i +1 = y i
if ( f ( x ∗ ) > f (yi ) then
x ∗ = yi , f ∗ = f ( yi )
end if
else
p ∼ U (0, 1)
if (p ≤ e−( f (yi )− f ( xi ))/ti ) then
x i +1 = y i
else
x i +1 = x i
end if
end if
Update temperature, i = i + 1
until stopping criterion

Regarding the temperature update, after running different tests looking for the best cooling
function, we found that, in this case, the classic geometric function is the most promising function:
ti = αti−1 .

(14)

The number of iterations in which the temperature is kept constant inﬂuences the evolution
of the temperature. We use the cutoff method, which is to incorporate a counter of the number of
improving iterations and, when it exceeds a threshold (1000 iterations), the temperature may drop
before the established.
Besides, choosing solutions from a neighborhood (yi ∈ N ( xi )) is one of the most important points
for the proper operation of SA, and, for this reason, different neighborhood deﬁnitions have been
tested. Several movements have been proposed for this problem and, after a comparison process, the
following movement was chosen.
Starting with the initial solution, the solution is divided into different sets of slots using a grid.
This grid sets the cuts at different points where there are changes from work to rest or from one sector
to another. Figure 4 shows an example of how a grid would be created from an initial solution.

Figure 4. Example of a grid set.
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The grid sets the start and end points of the different sets of slots that allow permutations along
the iterations of the algorithm, and the movement is deﬁned as the exchange of the set of slots between
two distinct rows. We have an example of movement in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Two solutions of the same neighborhood.

Throughout the execution, in order to promote exploitation, the grid is modiﬁed reducing the size
of the spaces to a minimum number of slots. This initially achieves greater exploration and increased
exploitation as iterations progress.
The acceptance function is a method that allows us to move towards worse solutions than the
current one with some probability. There are several functions to determine the likelihood of acceptance
p of these solutions. Equation (15) shows the chosen function.
p ≤ e−( f (yi )− f ( xi ))/ti ,

(15)

where yi is the a random solution in the neighborhood of actual solution xi and ti is the temperature in
step i.
Finally, the stopping condition sets when the algorithm should stop. We use a solution
improvement-related condition: the algorithm is stopped when the best solution found is not improved
within a certain number of iterations. This threshold has been set at 50,000 iterations.
3.2. Variable Neighborhood Search Adaptation
Variable neighborhood search (VNS) is based on the idea of successively exploring a set of
neighborhoods to solve optimization problems [44]. VNS explores neighborhoods either at random or
systematically in search of local optima. Local searches of different neighborhoods should generate
different local optima, and the global optimum will be a local optimum for one such neighborhood.
Algorithm 2 illustrates the basic version of VNS. There are many other variants of VNS in
the literature, including variable neighborhood descent, reduced variable neighborhood search and
variable neighborhood decomposition search. They differ according to:
•

•

Neighborhood order: forward VNS starts with k = 1 and increases k by one if no better solutions
are found; otherwise it sets k ← 1; backward VNS starts with k = k max and decreases k by one if
no better solutions are found, and extended VNS uses parameters k min and k step , sets k ← k min
and increases k by k step if no better solution is found.
Solution acceptance: skewed VNS accepts worse solutions if f ( x  ) − αd( x, x  ) < f ( x ), where
d( x, x  ) is the distance between candidate solutions.
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Algorithm 2 Basic VNS.
Require: Nk : set of neighborhood structures, k = 1, ..., k max
Ensure: Best solution found.
1: k = 1
2: Generate an initial solution x
3: repeat
4:
Randomly generate x  ∈ Nk ( x )
5:
x  = Local-search(x  ,Nk )
6:
if ( f ( x  ) < f ( x )) then
7:
x = x 
8:
k=1
9:
else
10:
k = k+1
11:
end if
12: until stopping criterion
We used variable neighborhood descent (VND) [45]. This deterministic algorithm selects an initial
solution and iterates through all the selected neighborhoods in the speciﬁed order, running a search
process to ﬁnd a local optimum in each iteration. If this local optimum is found to be better than the
incumbent best solution, it becomes the new initial solution for a local search. If not, the algorithm
explores the next speciﬁed neighborhood.
It includes four types of neighborhoods, see Figure 6.
•

Neighborhood 1: Time slot exchange between to ATCs subject two the following constraints:
1.
2.
3.

•

Neighborhood 2: Time slot exchange between two ATCs subject to the following constraints
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

ATCs remain in the same sector and position (planner or executive) for approximately 45 min.
Optimally, ATCs should work for 90 min between breaks.
ATCs should spend from 40 to 60% of working time in executive positions.
Exchanged time slots must be work periods.

Neighborhood 3: Time slot exchange between two ATCs subject to the following constraints:
1.
2.
3.
4.

•

ATCs remain in the same sector and position (planner or executive) for approximately 45 min.
Optimally, ATCs should work for 90 min between breaks.
ATCs should spend from 40% to 60% of working time in executive positions.

ATCs remain in the same sector and position (planner or executive) for approximately 45 min.
Optimally, ATCs should work for 90 min between breaks.
ATCs should spend from 40 to 60% of working time in executive positions.
One ATC was working in the same sector and position immediately before or after the
exchange time slot (no work period extension is required).

Neighborhood 4: Time slot exchange between two ATCs subject to the following constraints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ATCs remain in the same sector and position (planner or executive) for approximately 45 min.
Optimally, ATCs should work for 90 min between breaks.
ATCs should spend from 40 to 60% of working time in executive positions.
Exchanged time slots must be work periods.
One ATC was working in the same sector and position immediately before or after the
exchange time slot (no work period extension is required).
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Figure 6. Neighborhood deﬁnitions.

4. An Illustrative Example
We now illustrate the operation of the problem-solving methodology explain above using a real
example of application from the Barcelona control center originated during an afternoon shift, referred
to henceforth as Instance 1.
Note that a control center may be responsible for managing one or more cores. Each core should
be solved separately, unless there are sectors belonging to more than one core. In this case, ATCs
should be assigned to the respective cores. The Barcelona control center manages two cores, the western
route and the eastern route cores, and the sectors under consideration in this instance belong to only one
of these cores. Thus, each core can be solved separately.
The shift lasts from 15:00 to 21:35, the sectorization established is shown in Figure 7, a 04A
conﬁguration (sectors adc, aee, acy, adu) for the western route core and a 05A conﬁguration (sectors
adq, adl, adp, adr, aea) for the eastern route core.
Figure 8 shows the solution (ATCs shifts) covering the sectorization established before the incident.
The number of available ATCs is 25, 11 (C1–C11) belonging to the eastern route core and 14 (C12–C25)
to the western route core.

Figure 7. Sectorization of Barcelona control center (Instance 1).

Figure 8. Initial solution before the incident of Barcelona control center (Instance 1).

The incident in question is as follows. An ATC has to leave his/her workplace, leaving a vacant
slot at 18:30, that is, three and a half hours after starting the shift, see Figure 8. The manager reports
the incident and notiﬁes a substitute ATC who should provide support to his/her colleague. However,
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the substitute cannot get up until one and half hours later (20:00). In addition, one of the open sectors
is closed as a result of an expected decline in air trafﬁc. In response to the incident, a new sectorization
is established at 16:40, as shown in Figure 9.
In the new sectorization, there are six open sectors in the Barcelona western route core: a 04A
conﬁguration (sectors adc, aee, acy, adu) from 15:00 to 20:00, and a 03A conﬁguration (sectors adc, adt,
aef) from 20:00 to 21:35; and 10 sectors open in the Barcelona eastern route core: a 05A conﬁguration
(sectors adl, adp, adr, adq, aea) from 15:00 to 16:40, a 05C conﬁguration (sectors aea, adi, adn, adh,
adm) from 16:40 to 20:00, a 04A conﬁguration (sectors adl, aea, adn, adm) from 20:00 to 20:40, and a
03A conﬁguration (sectors adn, adm, aeb) from 20:40 to 21:35 (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Sectorization after the incident of Barcelona control center (Instance 1).

The ﬁrst phase of the problem-solving methodology modiﬁes the current ATC working time
(shown in Figure 8) to output a new schedule including all the modiﬁcations required to deal with the
unforeseen event.
The solution derived from the ﬁrst phase is shown in Figure 10. Even though it includes four more
than the available ATCs (denoted as C0, see the ﬁrst four lines in Figure 10) and is not feasible, this
solution accounts for all the necessary changes to meet the new working hour requirements and will
be the starting point of the second phase. The solution shows that ATC C23 (ATC absent from his/her
position at 18:30) and C26 (substitute ATC getting up at 20:00) are not working the shift, neither will
be able to assume workload from 16:30 to 20:00. ATCs not working the shift are represented by the
string “000”.

Figure 10. Solution derived from Phase 1 for Instance 1.

In the second phase, SA and VNS are used to derived a ﬁnal solution.
In SA, the parameters are set as follows. Initial temperature is t0 = 0.035, which stands for a low
acceptance rate. This is because the time available to solve the problem is limited, and it is inconvenient
to break the built-in structures of the solution. The proposed cooling function uses a cooling ratio
of α = 0.95, and the temperature is reduced every L = 3000 iterations. Besides, the cutoff method
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lowers the temperature without having to wait for the speciﬁc number of iterations if 1500 iterations
consecutively improve the current solution.
Finally, SA and VNS both use the following stopping criteria: both stop the execution if there is no
improvement of 0.02% in the target value corresponding to the best solution found for 50,000 iterations.
At the end of the second phase, we have the best solution so far. Figures 11 and 12 show the
solution reached by SA and VNS, respectively, where the four artiﬁcial ATCs (C0) are no longer present
as the other ATCs have taken on their workload. In addition, Table 1 shows the values for the different
objective functions and the respective computation times.

Figure 11. Optimal solution derived from Phase 2 using simulated annealing (SA).

Figure 12. Optimal solution derived from Phase 2 using variable neighborhood search (VNS).
Table 1. Results for Instance 1 using SA and VNS.
Instance 1

Metaheuristic

f

f1

f2 (Violated Constraints)

f4

Computation Time (min.)

SA

0.9316

1.0000

1.0000 (0)

f3 (Changes)
0.6923 (8)

0.6293

10.45

VNS

0.9037

1.0000

0.9219 (26)

0.6923 (8)

0.5165

1.02

Note that a value of f 1 = 1 means that the solution uses no more than the number of available
ATCs, whereas f 2 = 1 means that all the ATC working conditions are met, and, consequently, the
solution is feasible. Thus, the solution reached by SA is feasible, whereas the solution derived by VNS
uses the available number of ATCs but violates 26 constraints.
The proportion of ATCs who do not change their position during the incident slot is the same
in both solutions (0.6923). Eighteen out of the 26 ATCs are kept in the same position just after the
sectorization change (incident slot). The SA solution outperforms the solution derived by VNS with
regard to f 4 , that is, the SA solution is more compact, which makes it easier to understand for the
NMOC (see Figures 11 and 12).
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Finally, it takes considerable less time for VNS to reach the solution (1.02 min) than SA (10.45 min).
We can conclude that SA outperforms VNS with regard to the solution quality ( f 2 and f 4 ), but VNS
reaches the ﬁnal solution faster. However, the SA computation time also satisﬁes CRIDA experts.
Table 2 shows information about the constraint violation distribution using VNS. Priority
constraints are highlighted in bold. Four out the fourteen constraint types are not met, and two
priority constraints (LC5 and LC12) are not met four and eight times, respectively.
Table 2. Constraint violation distribution for Instance 1 using VNS.
Instance 1

LC1

LC2

LC3

LC4

LC5

LC6

LC7

LC8

LC9

LC10

LC11

LC12

LC13

LC14

Total

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

4

0

0

10

8

0

0

26

5. Numerical Analysis
Simulated annealing (SA) and variable neighborhood search (VNS) performance has been tested
on a set of representative instances provided by CRIDA experts (see Table 3).
Table 3. Instance description.
Control Center

Cores

Shift

Available ATCs

Incident
Closure of sectors in both cores

Instance 1

Barcelona

2

Afternoon (15:00–21:35)

25

+ Absent ATC +

Instance 2

Barcelona

2

Morning (7:30–15:00)

24

Additional sector opened at 10:30

Instance 3

Madrid

1

Afternoon (15:30–22:30)

19

substitute ATC
Different sectors are closed throughout the shift
Different sectors are closed throughout the shift
Instance 4

Madrid

1

Afternoon (15:30–22:30)

19

+ absent ATC +
substitute ATC
Different sectors

Instance 5

Madrid

1

Afternoon (15:30–22:30)

19

are opened and closed

Instance 6

Gran Canaria

1

Morning (7:00–15:00)

22

Absent ATC at 10:10

Instance 7

Gran Canaria

1

Morning (7:00–15:00)

22

Absent ATC + substitute ATC

throughout the shift

Instance 1 was used to illustrate the proposed methodology in Section 3. Instance 2 also refers to
the Barcelona control center but is centered on a morning shift with a different number of available
ATCs and a different incident. Instances 3, 4 and 5 focus on the Madrid control center on an afternoon
shift with the same number of available ATCs but different incidents. Finally, instances 6 and 7 address
the Gran Canaria control center during a morning shift with 25 available ATCs and one absent ATC
absence, in the ﬁrst case, plus a substitute ATC in the second instance.
In the following sections, we describe Instances 2–9 in detail, show the solution before the incident,
plus the solutions derived from Phases 1 and 2 and compare the solutions reached using SA and VNS.
5.1. Instance 2
Instance 2 is a real case of a morning shift turn at Barcelona control center from 7:30 to 15:00.
Two cores are managed simultaneously, as in Instance 1. The number of available ATCs is 24, seven
belonging to the eastern route core and 17 to the western route core.
In the new sectorization, the western route core does not undergo any change with three open
sectors throughout the shift. However, the eastern route core moves from ﬁve to six open sectors
(sector adl is closed and sectors adg and adk are opened) at 10:30, which remains so for four and a half
hours until the end of the shift.
Figure 13 shows the solution before the incident, the solution derived in Phase 1 and the solution
derived in Phase 2 using SA for Instance 2.
The ﬁrst phase modiﬁes the initial working time of ATCs to output a new schedule incorporating
all modiﬁcations to deal with the unforeseen event. Three more ATCs than are available (denoted as
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C0, see the ﬁrst three lines in Figure 13) are used to cover the new open sector adk. Therefore, the
solution is not feasible.

Figure 13. Solution before the incident, solution derived in Phase 1 and solution for Instance 2.

Table 4 shows the values of the different objective functions for the SA and VNS solutions in the
seven instances under consideration and their computation times.
As mentioned for Instance 1, a value of f 1 = 1 means that the solution uses no more than the
available number of ATCs, whereas f 2 = 1 means that all the ATC working conditions are met, and,
consequently, the solution is feasible. Thus, the solutions reached by SA and VNS in Instance 2 use
the number of available ATCs but violate six and 49 constraints, respectively. All ATCs remain in the
same position during the incident slot in both solutions ( f 2 = 1), and the SA solution outperforms the
solution derived using VNS with regard to f 4 , that is, the SA solution is more compact. This makes it
easier to understand for the NMOC.
Although Instance 2 looks simple, the incident is very complex to manage. The solution before
the incident is composed of 24 ATCs covering 9 (3 × (3 × 8)) sectors, and the percentage break time for
ATCs is 25%, which exactly matches a labor constraint. Thus, ATCs do not have even one extra minute
of break time. Besides, it accounts for two cores simultaneously, and the different ATCs can only be
assigned to the sectors belonging to the core in which they are working. This further restricts the
problem resulting in very few feasible solutions, as the working margin is very small. Consequently, it
should be no surprise if a feasible solution is not reached.
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Finally, the time it takes VNS to reach the solution (1.83 min) is considerably less than for SA
(13.32 min). The latter is considered very satisfactory by CRIDA experts.
Table 4. Results for the instances under consideration using SA and VNS.
Instance 1

SA
VNS
SA
VNS
SA
VNS
SA
VNS
SA
VNS
SA
VNS
SA
VNS

Instance 2
Instance 3
Instance 4
Instance 5
Instance 6
Instance 7

f
0.9316
0.9037
0.9752
0.9191
0.9115
0.9018
0.9439
0.9503
0.9280
0.9105
0.9545
0.9128
0.9593
0.9136

f1
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

f2 (Violated Constraints)
1.0000 (0)
0.9219 (26)
0.9918 (6)
0.8188 (49)
0.9945 (2)
0.9945 (2)
1.0000 (0)
0.9680 (4)
0.9379 (6)
0.8805 (9)
0.9660 (8)
0.8295 (18)
1.0000 (0)
0.8240 (18)

f3 (Changes)
0.6923 (8)
0.6923 (8)
1.0000 (0)
1.0000 (0)
0.4736 (10)
0.4736 (10)
0.7894 (4)
0.8947 (3)
0.7894 (4)
0.7894 (4)
0.9047 (2)
0.9047 (2)
0.9047 (2)
0.9047 (2)

f4
0.6293
0.5165
0.6238
0.4670
0.8664
0.7045
0.5660
0.5660
0.6062
0.5737
0.6223
0.5426
0.5398
0.5691

Computation Time
10.45
1.02
13.32
1.83
6.35
0.13
6.21
0.68
11.18
0.47
11.52
0.53
7.68
0.63

Table 5 shows information about the constraint violation distribution using both SA and VNS in
the instances under consideration. Priority constraints are highlighted in bold.
In Instance 2, as mentioned above, the SA and VNS solutions failed to met six and 49 labour
constraints, respectively. The six constraints are not met by the SA solution are priority constraints
(LC9 three times and LC12 three times). Twenty-ﬁve out of the 46 constraints not met by the VNS
solution are priority constraints (LC3 and LC5 ﬁve times each, LC9 once and LC12 14 times). SA clearly
outperforms VNS with respect to this objective.
Table 5. Constraint violation distribution.
Instan. 1
Instan. 2
Instan. 3
Instan. 4
Instan. 5
Instan. 6
Instan. 7
Total

LC1

LC2

LC3

LC4

LC5

LC6

LC7

LC8

LC9

LC10

LC11

LC12

LC13

LC14

SA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total
0

VNS

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

4

0

0

10

8

0

0

26

SA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

3

0

0

6

VNS

0

0

5

0

5

0

0

4

1

3

17

14

0

0

49
2

SA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

VNS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

2

SA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

VNS

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

SA

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

6

VNS

0

0

1

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

9

SA

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

4

0

2

0

0

8

VNS

0

0

5

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

0

0

18

SA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

VNS

0

0

6

0

8

0

0

1

0

1

1

1

0

0

18

SA

0

0

1

0

5

0

0

0

3

6

2

5

0

0

22

VNS

0

0

32

0

48

0

0

18

2

5

41

42

1

0

189

5.2. Instance 3
Instance 3 refers to a real case of an afternoon shift at Madrid control center from 15:30 to 22:30.
Only one core is managed, and the number of available ATCs is 19.
The incident involves the closure of several sectors, moving from a sectorization with seven open
sectors throughout the shift to seven sectors open until 20:40. At this time, two sectors are closed and
the other ﬁve sector are kept open until 21:00, when another sector is closed. Then, the four sector are
kept open until 21:40, when another sector is closed until the end of the shift (three open sectors).
Figure 14 shows the solution before the incident, the solution derived in Phase 1, and the solution
derived in Phase 2 using SA on Instance 3. Artiﬁcial ATCs (C0) do not have to be used in Phase 1.
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Figure 14. Solution before the incident, solution derived in Phase 1 and solution for Instance 3.

Looking at Table 4, we ﬁnd that the solutions reached by SA and VNS for Instance 3 both use the
available number of ATCs, but violate two labor constraints, corresponding to LC11 (twice). LC11 is
not a priority constraint (Table 5).
Note that a feasible solution can never be reached for Instance 3 due to the position of the incident
slot. The minimum consecutive working time of ATCs working in the sector that is closed as a
consequence of the incident is irreparably violated, and the problem-solving method cannot modify
any slot in the solution before the incident slot. The proportion of ATCs who remain in the same
position during the incident slot is the same in both solutions (0.4736). Nine out of the 19 ATCs remain
in the same position just after the sectorization change (incident slot).
The SA solution outperforms the solution derived by VNS with regard to f 4 , that is, the SA
solution is more compact, which makes it easier to understand for the NMOC. Finally, the time it
takes for VNS to reach the solution (0.13 min) is slightly lower than for SA (6.35 min)—The latter is
considered very satisfactory by CRIDA experts.
The solutions derived by SA and VNS for Instance 3 are equal with regard to objectives f 1 , f 2 and
f 3 , where the SA solution is better in terms of compactability, and VNS has a lower computation time
(SA computation time also satisﬁes the CRIDA experts).
5.3. Instance 4
Instance 4 refers to a real case of an afternoon shift at Madrid control center from 15:30 to 22:30.
Only one core is managed, and the number of available ATCs is 19.
The incident involves the closure of several sectors, like Instance 3. It passes from a sectorization
with seven open sectors throughout the shift to seven sectors open until 20:40. At this time, two sectors
are closed, and ﬁve sectors are kept open until 21:00, when another sector is closed. Then, the four
sectors are kept open until 21:40, when another sector is closed until the end of the shift (three open
sectors).
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Additionally, an ATC (C8) has to leave his/her position, leaving a vacant slot at 17:00, that is, two
and a half hours after starting the shift. The manager reports the incident and notiﬁes a substitute ATC
who should provide support to his/her colleague, but the substitute cannot get up until three hours
and 20 min later (20:20), Figure 15.
Figure 15 shows the solution before the incident, the solution derived in Phase 1, and the solution
derived in Phase 2 using SA on Instance 4.
The ﬁrst phase modiﬁes the initial working time of ATCs to output a new schedule incorporating
all modiﬁcations to deal with the unforeseen event. One more than the available ATCs (denoted as C0,
see the ﬁrst line in Figure 15) is used, and it is, therefore, a feasible solution.

Figure 15. Solution before the incident, solution derived in Phase 1 and solution for Instance 4.

Looking at Table 4, we ﬁnd that the solution reached by the SA is feasible, whereas the solution
derived by the VNS uses the number of available ATCs but does not met four constraints, violating LC3,
LC5, LC8 and LC11 once each, where the ﬁrst two are priority constraints (Table 5). The proportion of
ATCs who remain in the same position during the incident slot is higher in the VNS solution, where
16 out of the 19 ATCs remain in the same position just after the sectorization change (incident slot).
There is an additional change in the SA solution.
The SA and VNS solutions are equal in terms of compactability, f 4 . However, VNS is again faster
at reaching the solution (0.6 vs. 6.21 min). Given that the SA computation time also satisﬁes the CRIDA
experts, the SA solution involves no more than an additional control center change (in the incident
slot) but is a feasible solution (the VNS solution violates four of the labor constraints), the SA solution
was selected for Instance 4 by CRIDA experts.
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5.4. Instance 5
Instance 5 refers to a real case from the afternoon shift at Madrid control center from 15:30 to
22:30. Only one core is managed, and the number of available ATCs is 19.
The incident in question involves the closure and opening of several sectors. It passes from a
sectorization with seven open sectors throughout the shift to seven open sectors until 17:40. At this
time, an additional sector is opened, and the eight sectors are kept open until 20:40, when a sector is
closed. Then, the seven sectors are kept open until 21:00, when the sectorization changes and only four
open sectors are established. A sector is closed 20 min later (21:20), and the three sectors are kept open
until the end of the shift.
Figure 16 shows the solution before the incident, the solution derived in Phase 1, and the solution
derived in Phase 2 using SA on Instance 5.
In the ﬁrst phase, three more ATCs than available (denoted as C0, see the ﬁrst three lines in
Figure 16) are incorporated to manage the newly opened sector, abv.

Figure 16. Solution before the incident, solution derived in Phase 1 and solution for Instance 5.

Looking at Table 4, we ﬁnd the solutions reached by SA and VNS for Instance 2 use the available
number of ATCs but violate six and nine constraints, respectively. Four out the six labor constraints
not met by the SA solution are priority constraints (LC5 four times). C12 is also violated twice (Table 5).
Eight out the nine labor constraints not met by the VNS solution are priority constraints (LC3 once and
LC5 seven times).
The incident in Instance 5 involves a high workload. Therefore, it is impossible to ﬁnd a feasible
solution because the difference between the workload (8 sectors × 2 positions × 36 slots (3 h) = 576)
and the ATC-assumed work ((19 ATCs × 36 slots − 6 slots (mandatory timeout)) = 570) is 576 − 570 = 6
slots, without counting the ATC labor constraints. The proportion of ATCs who do not change their
position during the incident slot is 0.7894 in both solutions. Fifteen out of the 19 ATCs remain in the
same position just after the sectorization change (incident slot).
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The SA solution outperforms the solution derived by VNS with regard to f 4 , that is, the SA
solution is more compact, which makes it easier to understand for the NMOC. However, VNS is again
faster at reaching the solution (0.47 vs. 11.18 min). SA outperforms VNS with regard to objectives
f 2 and f 4 , but VNS has a lower computation time. As SA computing time also satisﬁes the CRIDA
experts, the SA solution is chosen for Instance 5.
5.5. Instance 6
Instance 6 is a real case from the morning shift at Gran Canaria control center. An 8A sectorization
is used throughout the shift, from 7:00 to 15:00. There are 22 available ATCs to cover this sectorization,
but ATC C16 is relieved at 10:10, and no substitute is available. Therefore, the remainder of the shift is
covered by 21 ATCs. Figure 17 shows the solution before the incident, the solution derived in Phase 1,
and the solution derived in Phase 2 using SA.

Figure 17. Solution before the incident, solution derived in Phase 1 and solution for Instance 6.

In the Phase 1 solution, the workload of ATC 16 is assigned as of 10:10 to ATC C0 (artiﬁcial
ATC). This workload is distributed among the other ATCs in Phase 2, and the artiﬁcial ATC is no
longer necessary.
In Instance 6, the solutions reached by SA and VNS for Instance 2 use the number of available
ATCs but violate eight and 18 constraints, respectively, see Table 4. Four out of the eight labor
constraints not met by the SA solution are priority constraints (LC3 once, LC5 once and LC10 four
times). LC10 is also violated four times (Table 5). The 18 labor constraints not met by the VNS solution
are priority constraints (LC3 ﬁve times, LC5 ﬁve times and LC12 ﬁve times).
The solution for Instance 6 involves a high workload. Therefore, it is impossible to ﬁnd a feasible
solution because the difference between the workload (8 sectors × 2 positions × 96 slots (8 h) = 1536)
and the ATC-assumed work ((22 ATCs × 38 slots + 21 ATCs × 58 slots) × 3/4 (25% mandatory timeout)
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= 1540) is 1540 − 1536 = 4 slots. The proportion of ATCs who do not change their position during the
incident slot is 0.9047 in both solutions. Nineteen out of the 21 ATCs remain in the same position when
ATC 16 is relieved.
The SA solution outperforms the solution derived from VNS with regard to f 4 , that is, the SA
solution is more compact, which makes it easier to understand for the NMOC. However, VNS is again
faster at reaching the solution (0.53 vs. 11.52 min). Given that the SA computation time also satisﬁes
the CRIDA experts, and the SA solution violates fewer labor constraints and is more compact, this
solution was selected for Instance 6 by CRIDA experts.
5.6. Instance 7
Instance 7 is very similar to Instance 6. It is a real case of a morning shift at Gran Canaria control
center. An 8A conﬁguration is used throughout the shift, from 7:00 to 15:00. There are 22 available
ATCs to cover this sectorization, but ATC 16 is relieved at 10:10, and the substitute (ATC 23) is not
available until 12:40. Figure 18 shows the solution before the incident, the solution derived in Phase 1,
and the solution derived in Phase 2 using SA for Instance 7.

Figure 18. Solution before the incident, initial solution, and solution for Instance 7.

In the Phase 1 solution, the workload of ATC 16 is assigned as of 10:10 to ATC C0 (artiﬁcial ATC).
In addition, ATC 23 is entered at 12:40 as resting. This workload is distributed among the other ATCs
in Phase 2, the artiﬁcial ATC is no longer necessary, and ATC 23 has been assigned the work of other
ATCs as of 12:40.
In Instance 7, the solution reached by SA is feasible, whereas the solution derived by VNS uses
the available number of ATCs but violates 18 priority constraints (Table 4), corresponding to LC3 (six
times), LC5 (eight times) and LC12 (once), and LC8, LC10 and LC11 once, see Table 5. The proportion
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of ATCs who do not change their position during the incident slot is 0.9047 in both solutions. Nineteen
out of the 21 ATCs remain in the same position when the ATC 16 is relieved.
The VNS solution outperforms the solution derived by SA with regard to f 4 , that is, the VNS
solution is more compact, which makes it easier to understand for the NMOC. Moreover, VNS is again
faster at reaching the solution (0.63 vs. 7.68 min). Although the VNS solution is faster and slightly
more compact than the SA solution, the CRIDA experts prefer the SA solution since it is feasible and
the computation time is satisfactory.
6. Conclusions
This paper proposes a methodology for reassigning available ATCs to air sectors after the
occurrence of an incident, such as one or more ATCs having to be relieved and/or a change in
sectorization due to an increase in air trafﬁc.
The methodology has been applied to a set of seven representative instances corresponding to
three different control centers in Spain, provided by CRIDA experts. Although solutions including the
available number of ATCs are achieved for all the instances using the SA and VNS metaheuristics, the
solutions derived by SA are feasible in three out of the seven instances, whereas no feasible solutions
are reached by VNS in any of the seven instances under consideration.
The SA-derived solutions outperform VNS solutions in terms of both the number of violated
constraints in all seven instances and solution compactability in six out the seven instances, and both
are very similar with regard to the number of control center changes at the time of the incident. VNS
computation times are clearly better than for SA. However, CRIDA experts were also satisﬁed with SA
computation times. Thus, SA solutions are preferred.
The proposed methodology constitutes an improvement on the current approach adopted by the
network managers, who in an attempt to ﬁnd a solution as quickly as possible, forsake optimization,
often leading to systematic violation of ATC labor conditions. Using the proposed methodology, an
optimization process outputs a solution, aimed at meeting as many labor conditions as possible and
taking into account the relative importance of the violation of each constraint, in a relatively short time
(and the stopping criterion could be modiﬁed to output the best solution found in a speciﬁed time).
The next step before the methodology can be applied is its integration into the information systems
at the network manager operations centers to analyze other types of incidents and compare, in batch
mode, the quality of the real solutions applied by the network managers against solutions provided by
the proposed methodology.
Besides, network managers will be asked to evaluate the solutions derived by the proposed
methodology, and their opinions will be useful for tuning some parameters of the methodology like
the relative importance of objectives or how they are measured.
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Abstract: Spectral conjugate gradient method (SCGM) is an important generalization of the conjugate
gradient method (CGM), and it is also one of the effective numerical methods for large-scale
unconstrained optimization. The designing for the spectral parameter and the conjugate parameter in
SCGM is a core work. And the aim of this paper is to propose a new and effective alternative method
for these two parameters. First, motivated by the strong Wolfe line search requirement, we design a
new spectral parameter. Second, we propose a hybrid conjugate parameter. Such a way for yielding
the two parameters can ensure that the search directions always possess descent property without
depending on any line search rule. As a result, a new SCGM with the standard Wolfe line search
is proposed. Under usual assumptions, the global convergence of the proposed SCGM is proved.
Finally, by testing 108 test instances from 2 to 1,000,000 dimensions in the CUTE library and other
classic test collections, a large number of numerical experiments, comparing with both SCGMs and
CGMs, for the presented SCGM are executed. The detail results and their corresponding performance
proﬁles are reported, which show that the proposed SCGM is effective and promising.
Keywords: unconstrained optimization; spectral conjugate gradient method; Wolfe line search;
global convergence

1. Introduction
Conjugate gradient method (CGM) is one class of the prevailing methods commonly used for
solving large-scale optimization problems, since it possesses simple iterations, fast convergence
properties and low memory requirements. In this paper, we consider the following unconstrained
optimization problem:
min{ f ( x )| x ∈ Rn },
(1)
where f : Rn → R is a continuously differentiable function and its gradient is denoted by g( x ) = ∇ f ( x ).
The iterates of the classical CGM can be formulated as



and
dk =
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x k +1 = x k + α k d k ,

(2)

− gk ,
if k = 1,
− gk + β k dk−1 , if k > 1,

(3)
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where gk = g( xk ), dk is the search direction, β k is the so-called conjugate parameter, and αk is the
steplength which obtained by a suitable exact or inexact line search. However, as the high cost of the
exact line search, αk is usually generated by an inexact line search, such as the Wolfe line search


f ( xk + αk dk ) ≤ f ( xk ) + δαk gkT dk ,
g( xk + αk dk ) T dk ≥ σgkT dk ,

(4)

f ( xk + αk dk ) ≤ f ( xk ) + δαk gkT dk ,
| g( xk + αk dk ) T dk | ≤ σ| gkT dk |.

(5)

or the strong Wolfe line search


The parameters δ and σ above generally are required to satisfy 0 < δ < σ < 1. As we
know, different choice for β k would generate different CGM. The most well-known CGMs are the
Hestenes-Stiefel (HS, 1952) method [1], Fletcher-Reeves (FR, 1964) method [2], Polak-Ribière-Polyak
(PRP, 1969) method [3,4] and the Dai-Yuan (DY, 1999) method [5], where the corresponding formulas
for β k are

βHS
k =

gkT ( gk − gk−1 )

dkT−1 ( gk

− gk −1 )

,

βFR
k =

" gk "2
,
" gk −1 " 2

βPRP
=
k

gkT ( gk − gk−1 )
,
" gk −1 "2

βDY
k =

" gk "2
,
dkT−1 ( gk − gk−1 )

respectively, where " · " is the standard Euclidean norm. Generally, these four methods are often
referred to the classical CGMs. Under the corresponding assumptions, the authors analysed the
convergence properties and tested the numerical performance of the four CGMs in References [2–6],
respectively.
It is well known that the FR CGM and DY CGM possess nice convergence properties. However,
their numerical performances are not so good. Inversely, the PRP and HS methods have excellent
performance in practical computation. But their convergence properties are hardly to be obtained.
Thus, to overcome these shortcomings of the classical CGMs, many researchers pay great attention
to improve the CGMs. As a result, many improvements with excellent theoretical properties and
numerical performance of the CGMs results were proposed, for example, References [7–20]. Where,
the spectral conjugate gradient method (SCGM) proposed by Birgin and Martinez [12] can be seen
as an important development of CGM. The main difference between SCGM and CGM lies in the
computation of the search direction. The search direction of SCGM is usually yielded as follows:

dk =

− gk ,
if k = 1,
−θk gk + β k dk−1 , if k > 1,

(6)

where θk is a spectral parameter. Obviously, for a SCGM, the selection techniques for the spectral
parameter θk and the conjugate parameter β k are core work and very important.
In Reference [12], after giving the concrete conjugate parameter β k , Birgin and Martinez required
the spectral search direction yielded by (6) satisfying gkT dk = −" gk "2 (a special sufﬁcient descent
property), and then obtained the corresponding spectral parameter:
θk =

skT sk
skT yk

, where sk = xk − xk−1 , yk = gk − gk−1 .

(7)

Under suitable line search, the SCGM yielded by (2) and (6) as well as (7) performs superiorly to
the PRP CGM, the FR CGM and the Perry method [21].
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Yielding the conjugate parameter β k by a modiﬁed DY formula, based on the Newton’s direction
and the quasi-Newton equation as well as the conjugate conditions, respectively, Andrei [13] considered
two approaches to generate the spectral parameter θk , namely,
θkN =

1
ykT gk

(" gk "2 −

" gk "2 skT gk
+ skT gk ),
ykT sk

and
θkC =

" gk "2 skT gk
1
(" gk "2 −
).
ykT gk
ykT sk

The two SCGMs associated with θkN and θkC are all sufﬁcient descent without depending on any
line search, and are global convergent with the Wolfe line search (4). Also, the numerical results show
that the SCGM associated with θkN is more encouraging.
Recently, by requiring the spectral direction dk deﬁned by (6) satisfying the special sufﬁcient
descent condition gkT dk = −" gk "2 for general β k , Liu et al. [15] proposed a class of choice for θk
as follows:
θkLFZ = −

gkT−1 dk−1
g T d k −1
+ βk k 2 .
" gk −1 "
" gk "

Under the conventional assumptions and request | β k | ≤ | βFR
k | as well as the Wolfe line
search (4), the SCGM developed by θkLFZ is global convergent, and implemented with good
computation performance.
On the other hand, Jiang et al. [19] considered to improve both the FR method and the DY method
by utilizing the strong Wolfe line search (5), and achieved their good numerical effect. As a result, two
schemes for the conjugate parameter are proposed, namely,

=
βIFR
k

| gkT dk−1 |
| gkT dk−1 |
" gk "2
" gk "2
·
, βIDY
=
·
.
k
− gkT−1 dk−1 " gk−1 "2
− gkT−1 dk−1 dkT−1 ( gk − gk−1 )

Interestingly, it is found, from formulas (3) and (6), that the SCGM can lead to more decrease than
the classical CGM for a same β k and any θk > 1. Therefore, in this work, motivated by the ideas of the
modiﬁed FR method and DY method [19], and making full use of the second condition of the strong
Wolfe line search (5), we ﬁrst introduce a new approach for yielding the spectral parameter as follows:
θkJYJLL = 1 +

| gkT dk−1 |
.
− gkT−1 dk−1

(8)

Obviously, θkJYJLL ≥ 1 if the previous dk−1 is a descent direction.
Secondly, based on the scheme of the conjugate parameter in Reference [20] with the form
βJYJ
k

=

( gkT dk−1 )2
" d k −1 "2
,
" gk−1 "2 + u|dkT−1 gk |

" gk "2 −

and fully absorbing the hybrid idea of Reference [11], we propose a new conjugate parameter in the
following manner
βJYJLL
k

=

( gkT dk−1 )2
" d k −1 "2
.
max{" gk−1 "2 , dkT−1 ( gk − gk−1 )}

" gk "2 −

(9)

So far, a basic conception of our SCGM has been formed. As a result, a new SCGM is proposed,
and the theoretical features and numerical performance is analysed and reported.
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2. Algorithm and the Descent Property
Based on the formulas (2) and (6) as well as (9), we establish the new SCGM as follows (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: JYJLL-SCGM
Step 0. Given any initial point x1 ∈ Rn , parameters δ and σ satisfying 0 < δ < σ < 1, and an
accuracy tolerance  > 0. Let d1 = − g1 , set k := 1.
Step 1. If " gk " ≤ , terminate. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
Step 2. Determine a steplength αk by an inexact line search.
Step 3. Generate the next iterate by xk+1 = xk + αk dk , compute gradient gk+1 := g( xk+1 ) and
JYJLL
the spectral parameter θk+1 := θkJYJLL
+1 by (8), as well as the conjugate parameter β k+1 : = β k+1
by (9).
Step 4. Let dk+1 = −θk+1 gk+1 + β k+1 dk . Set k := k + 1, repeat Step 1.
The following lemma indicates that the JYJLL-SCGM always satisﬁes the descent condition
without depending on any line search, and the conjugate parameter βJYJLL
has the similar properties
k
as the DY formula.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the search direction dk is generated by JYJLL-SCGM. Then, we have gkT dk < 0 for
k ≥ 1, that is, the search direction satisﬁes the descent condition. Furthermore, we obtain 0 ≤ βJYJLL
≤
k

gkT dk
.
gkT−1 dk−1

Proof. We ﬁrst prove the former claim by induction. For k = 1, it is easy to see that g1T d1 = −" g1 "2 < 0.
Assume that gkT−1 dk−1 < 0 holds for k − 1 (k ≥ 2). Now, we prove that gkT dk < 0 holds for k. Let θ̂k be
the angle between gk and dk−1 . The proof is divided into two cases as follows.
(a) If dkT−1 ( gk − gk−1 ) > " gk−1 "2 , then dkT−1 ( gk − gk−1 ) > 0. It follows from (8) and (9) that
d k −1 )
gkT dk = gkT (−θkJYJLL gk + βJYJLL
k

= − (1 +
=−

| gkT dk−1 |
" g "2 (1 − cos2 θ̂k ) T
)" gk "2 + Tk
g d k −1
T
− gk −1 d k −1
d k −1 ( gk − gk −1 ) k

| gkT dk−1 |
" g "2 (1 − cos2 θ̂k ) T
" gk "2 − " gk "2 cos2 θ̂k + Tk
g d k −1
T
− gk −1 d k −1
d k −1 ( gk − gk −1 ) k −1

= − (cos2 θ̂k +

(10)

| gkT dk−1 |
)" gk "2 + βJYJLL
gkT−1 dk−1 < 0.
k
− gkT−1 dk−1

(b) If dkT−1 ( gk − gk−1 ) ≤ " gk−1 "2 , then gkT dk−1 ≤ " gk−1 "2 + gkT−1 dk−1 , and hence by (8) and (9),
we have
gkT dk = gkT (−θkJYJLL gk + βJYJLL
d k −1 )
k

= − θkJYJLL " gk "2 +
≤ − (1 +

" gk "2 (1 − cos2 θ̂k ) T
gk d k −1
" gk −1 "2

| gkT dk−1 |
" g "2 (1 − cos2 θ̂k )
)" gk "2 + k
(" gk−1 "2 + gkT−1 dk−1 )
T
" gk −1 "2
− gk −1 d k −1

= − (cos2 θ̂k +

| gkT dk−1 |
)" gk "2 + βJYJLL
gkT−1 dk−1 < 0.
k
− gkT−1 dk−1

Thus, gkT dk < 0 holds for k ≥ 1.
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Now we prove the second assertion. From (10) and (11), it follows that gkT dk ≤ βJYJLL
gkT−1 dk−1 .
k

≤
This together with gkT dk < 0 implies that βJYJLL
k
from (9), and the proof is complete.

gkT dk
,
gkT−1 dk−1

furthermore, we deduce that 0 ≤ βJYJLL
k

3. Convergence Analysis
To analyze and ensure the global convergence of the JYJLL-SCGM, we choose the Wolfe line
search (4) to yield the steplength αk . Further, a basic assumption about the objective function as follows
is needed.
Assumption 1. (H1) For any initial point x1 ∈ Rn , the level set Λ = { x ∈ Rn | f ( x ) ≤ f ( x1 )} is bounded;
(H2) f ( x ) is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood U of Λ, and its gradient g( x ) is Lipschitz continuous,
namely, there exists a constant L > 0 such that " g( x ) − g(y)" ≤ L" x − y", ∀ x, y ∈ U.
In the following lemma, we review the well-known Zoutendijk condition [6], which plays an
important role in the convergence analysis of CGMs. Also, the Zoutendijk condition is suitable for the
convergence analysis of the JYJLL-SCGM.
Lemma 2. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds. Consider a general iterative method xk+1 = xk + αk dk , where dk
is a descent direction such that gkT dk < 0, and the steplength αk satisﬁes the Wolfe line search condition (4).
Then ∑∞
k =1

( gkT dk )2
" d k "2

< ∞.

Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, we can establish the global convergence of the JYJLL-SCGM.
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds, and let the sequence { xk } be generated by the JYJLL-SCGM
with the wolfe line search (4). Then lim inf " gk " = 0.
k→∞

Proof. By contradiction, suppose that the conclusion is not true. Then there exists a positive constant
γ > 0 such that " gk "2 ≥ γ, ∀ k. Again, from (8), we obtain dk + θkJYJLL gk = βJYJLL
dk−1 . Combining this
k
equation and Lemma 1, we have

" d k "2

= ( βJYJLL
)2 "dk−1 "2 − 2θkJYJLL gkT dk − (θkJYJLL )2 " gk "2
k
gkT dk

≤ ( gT

k −1 d k −1

)2 "dk−1 "2 − 2θkJYJLL gkT dk − (θkJYJLL )2 " gk "2 .

Next, dividing both sides of the above inequality by ( gkT dk )2 , we obtain
" d k "2
( gkT dk )2

≤
=
≤

In terms of

" d1 "2
( g1T d1 )2

=

1
,
" g1 " 2

" d k −1 "2
( gkT−1 dk−1 )2
" d k −1 "2
( gkT−1 dk−1 )2
" d k −1 "2
( gkT−1 dk−1 )2

≤
≤
≤

that is,
is complete.

≥

γ
k.

+
+

2θkJYJLL
gkT dk

(θkJYJLL )2 " gk "2
( gkT dk )2
θ JYJLL " g "
1
1
− ( " g " + k g T d k )2
" gk "2
k
k k
1
.
2
" gk "

−

together with the above relations and " gk "2 ≥ γ, we have
" d k "2
( gkT dk )2

( gkT dk )2
" d k "2

−

Hence ∑∞
k =1

( gkT dk )2
" d k "2

" d k −1 "2
+ " g1"2
( gkT−1 dk−1 )2
k
2
" d k −2 "
1
+
+ " g 1 "2
" gk "2
( gkT−2 dk−2 )2
k −1
· · · ≤ ∑ik=1 " g1"2 ≤ γk ,
i

= ∞, which contradicts Lemma 2. Therefore, the proof
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4. Numerical Results
In this section, we test the numerical performance of our method (denoted by JYJLL for short)
via 108 test problems, and compare it with the four methods HZ [7], KD [8], AN1 [13] and LFZ [15].
The HZ and KD methods belong to the CGMs with excellent effect, and the AN1 and LFZ methods
are the SCGMs with more efﬁcient performance. The ﬁrst 53 (from bard to woods) test problems are
taken from the CUTE library in N. I. M. Gould et al. [22], and the last 55 are from References [23,24],
their dimensions ranging from 2 to 1,000,000. All codes were written in Matlab 2016a and run on a
DELL PC with 4GB of memory and windows 10 operating system. All the steplength αk is generated
by the Wolfe line search with σ = 0.1 and δ = 0.01.
In the experiments, notations Itr, NF, NG, and Tcpu and " g∗ " denote the number of iteration,
function evaluation, gradient evaluation, computing time of CPU and gradient values, respectively.
We stop the iteration, if one of the following two cases is satisﬁed: (i) " gk " ≤ 10−6 ; (ii) Itr > 2000.
When case (ii) appears, the method is deemed to be invalid and is denoted by “F".
To show the numerical performance of the tested methods, we observed and reported the values
of Itr, NF, NG, Tcpu and " g∗ " generated by the ﬁve tested methods for each test instance, see Tables 1
and 2 below. On the other hand, to visually characterize and compare the numerical results in Tables 1
and 2, we use the performance proﬁles introduced by Dolan and Morè [25] to describe the performance
of the ﬁve tested methods according to Itr, NF, NG and Tcpu, respectively, see Figures 1–4 below.
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201

5

6

25/389/167/0.977/3.58 × 10−7
787/22,182/9876/60.145/9.62 × 10−7
720/20,789/8946/56.355/7.80 × 10−7
557/15,559/6999/43.071/8.50 × 10−7

933/26,886/11971/73.607/9.35 × 10−7

12/59/12/0.159/3.75 × 10−7

15/64/15/0.197/8.85 × 10−7

19/68/19/0.194/1.05 × 10−8

564/525/797/3.316/8.67 × 10−7

486/470/691/3.060/5.26 × 10−7

291/286/403/1.872/8.98 × 10−7

501/499/719/3.300/8.91 × 10−7

dixmaanb 3000

dixmaanc 3000

dixmaand 3000

dixmaane 3000

dixmaanf 3000

dixmaang 3000

dixmaanh 3000
1038/575/1295/5.617/7.20 × 10−7

428/245/518/2.273/9.72 × 10−7

430/266/531/2.370/6.61 × 10−7

395/238/483/2.094/7.12 × 10−7

406/249/500/2.203/9.08 × 10−7

21/67/21/0.191/3.53 × 10−7

19/61/19/0.174/9.87 × 10−7

14/59/14/0.145/8.48 × 10−7

20/60/22/0.178/9.35 × 10−7

163/207/240/1.029/7.51 × 10−7

202
256/7211/3161/354.291/7.07 × 10−7
F/F/F/F/4.77 × 109
F/F/F/F/5.90 × 109
45/855/380/1.666/6.67 × 10−7
66/1491/715/3.760/6.48 × 10−7
68/1673/797/4.458/3.76 × 10−7
F/F/F/F/3.05 × 10−1
156/4392/1951/0.320/5.40 × 10−7
88/2309/1016/0.239/4.70 × 10−7
157/4341/1989/0.306/4.38 × 10−7
117/3079/1414/0.205/7.30 × 10−7

67/143/96/13.649/2.81 × 10−7

33/89/33/0.043/6.19 × 10−7

28/89/28/0.028/2.08 × 10−7

39/326/155/0.683/9.42 × 10−7

34/196/83/0.573/6.12 × 10−7

35/259/96/0.956/2.94 × 10−7

66/84/79/0.036/6.82 × 10−7

111/156/157/0.025/7.73 × 10−7

51/107/81/0.028/4.96 × 10−7

59/75/69/0.016/5.93 × 10−7

59/75/72/0.012/7.79 × 10−7

dqdrtic 1,000,000

dqrtic 480

dqrtic 510

edensch 4000

edensch 5000

edensch 7500

eg2 30

eg2 100

ﬂetchcr 50

ﬂetchcr 100

ﬂetchcr 200

75/288/195/0.032/4.41 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/4.08 × 10−6

63/108/89/0.025/7.14 × 10−7

45/289/160/0.031/5.13 × 10−7

62/138/102/0.016/7.12 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.64 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/1.99 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/7.59 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/1.16 × 109

43/100/51/0.037/2.83 × 10−7

84/185/132/19.420/9.45 × 10−7

104/232/178/2.033/8.42 × 10−7

78/124/99/0.159/7.25 × 10−7

275/7800/3415/3.965/2.96 × 10−7
455/13,662/6077/53.011/3.67 × 10−7

105/159/144/0.174/8.38 × 10−7

118/176/164/1.740/9.70 × 10−7

dqdrtic 10,000

dqdrtic 100,000

394/114/427/0.041/7.07 × 10−7

136/3776/1687/0.156/4.24 × 10−7

1164/34,979/14,945/1.418/5.17 × 10−7

51/54/54/0.011/5.58 × 10−7

631/600/908/0.076/9.98 × 10−7

dixon3dq 5

dixon3dq 40

52/58/58/0.007/5.73 × 10−7

12/150/49/0.370/3.26 × 10−7
25/458/217/1.207/5.54 × 10−7

21/63/22/0.318/8.90 × 10−7

978/551/1222/5.291/6.98 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/3.13 × 10−3
17/266/117/0.683/3.09 × 10−7

26/65/32/0.228/6.76 × 10−7

cosine 20,000

dixmaana 3000

246/908/671/0.964/5.96 × 10−7

1158/33,535/14,587/89.969/7.82 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/6.04 × 10−3

20/61/24/0.050/9.50 × 10−8

cosine 4000

247/673/556/0.438/9.68 × 10−7

891/876/1297/5.757/9.74 × 10−7

493/13,783/6221/3.593/8.15 × 10−7

17/55/19/0.104/2.48 × 10−7

cosine 2000

36/104/64/0.009/7.52 × 10−7

dixmaank 3000

330/10,108/4330/0.504/5.98 × 10−7

139/193/207/0.026/6.64 × 10−7

box 3

44/150/92/0.012/9.17 × 10−7

81/206/156/0.051/8.35 × 10−7

1201/34,580/15,144/93.734/9.58 × 10−7

326/9668/4385/0.429/7.71 × 10−7

67/93/87/0.015/9.28 × 10−7

bard 3

beale 2

AN1
Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

874/829/1258/5.304/7.87 × 10−7

1565/48,617/19,915/4.657/8.01 × 10−7

178/218/259/0.171/8.74 × 10−7

Name/n

dixmaanj 3000

KD
Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

JYJLL

Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

Problems

HZ

F/F/F/F/8.57 × 10−6

86/2125/978/0.127/5.68 × 10−7

140/3679/1711/0.383/1.92 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/7.42 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/3.20 × 10−3

F/F/F/F/2.13 × 10−6

48/1035/475/2.590/6.56 × 10−7

51/1123/490/2.195/8.67 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.90 × 109

F/F/F/F/4.77 × 109

854/26,185/11,120/1264.582/5.93 × 10−7

685/20,674/8804/82.583/5.80 × 10−7

911/28,054/11,907/15.545/7.25 × 10−7

1789/52,134/21,597/1.999/7.37 × 10−7

77/1803/786/0.072/7.91 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.66 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/3.16 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/2.23 × 10−5

1492/43,815/18,382/120.388/6.52 × 10−7

1387/40,775/17,299/111.617/9.92 × 10−7

1239/35,277/14,918/96.673/7.67 × 10−7

54/1304/627/3.484/2.30 × 10−7

33/678/323/1.829/1.92 × 10−7

49/1246/565/3.231/9.61 × 10−8

26/520/206/1.282/1.33 × 10−7

1730/48,495/21,578/161.976/6.59 × 10−7

178/4537/2189/3.495/8.83 × 10−7

435/11,148/5281/3.126/4.62 × 10−7

475/14,246/5816/0.702/8.94 × 10−7

251/7325/3130/0.318/6.17 × 10−7

620/18,622/7190/1.732/3.95 × 10−7

Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

Table 1. Numerical test reports for the ﬁve tested methods.
LFZ

F/F/F/F/1.00 × 10−5

67/1635/810/0.093/9.77 × 10−7

181/4599/2284/0.539/3.65 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.74 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/2.61 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/9.86 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/2.25 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/1.22 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/5.90 × 109

F/F/F/F/4.77 × 109

214/5856/2872/297.431/3.91 × 10−7

293/7575/3761/30.040/3.73 × 10−7

191/5281/2547/3.215/3.10 × 10−7

477/12,218/5965/0.492/3.93 × 10−7

168/4217/2066/0.165/4.14 × 10−7

1899/49,488/24,316/139.479/8.81 × 10−7

642/16,203/7988/45.658/9.24 × 10−7

478/12,359/6015/35.150/9.39 × 10−7

441/11,502/5595/32.348/6.66 × 10−7

283/7443/3631/21.630/8.83 × 10−7

369/9463/4622/26.732/7.85 × 10−7

45/822/409/2.179/6.68 × 10−7

35/659/315/1.718/8.03 × 10−7

14/180/72/0.458/1.48 × 10−7

24/393/169/1.012/1.85 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.85 × 104

F/F/F/F/7.43 × 10−4

F/F/F/F/1.88 × 103

68/1569/764/0.083/3.17 × 10−7

171/4757/2347/0.214/4.31 × 10−8

265/6647/3284/0.691/1.72 × 10−7

Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "
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224/197/291/0.087/7.28 × 10−7
2/1/2/0.000/0.00 × 100

295/8492/3729/0.942/8.13 × 10−7

233/266/335/0.077/8.18 × 10−7

34/562/249/0.100/3.74 × 10−7
F/F/F/F/1.07 × 10−3
1655/47,555/20,693/3.330/4.97 × 10−7
272/7998/3343/0.334/8.95 × 10−7
10/124/36/0.005/9.89 × 10−8
1851/54,675/25,702/47.380/9.00 × 10−7

25/86/26/0.019/4.33 × 10−7

1196/1131/1723/0.225/8.86 × 10−7

1163/1073/1661/0.230/9.65 × 10−7

202/284/320/0.032/6.77 × 10−8

10/54/10/0.014/5.74 × 10−7

662/760/998/1.323/9.70 × 10−7

quartc 300

tridia 400

tridia 500

sinquad 3

vardim 2

woods 10,000

17/79/17/13.954/3.44 × 10−7

penalty1 8000
28/516/226/0.034/1.42 × 10−8

114/3407/1633/545.410/1.79 × 10−7

14/75/14/0.279/6.45 × 10−8

23/67/23/0.010/5.57 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.49 × 10−4
15/253/94/1.084/1.21 × 10−7

385/461/586/0.085/9.98 × 10−7

nondquar 10

penalty1 1000

quartc 50

F/F/F/F/1.33 × 10−4

35/129/68/0.013/7.67 × 10−7

72/1725/753/0.127/4.53 × 10−7

59/95/73/0.018/9.69 × 10−7

817/24,298/10,391/1.768/4.66 × 10−7

449/470/668/0.097/9.29 × 10−7

kowosb 10

258/421/426/0.094/6.91 × 10−7

3/6/7/0.001/1.33 × 10−29

3/6/7/0.001/1.59 × 10−29

himmelbg 10

liarwhd 15

3/6/7/0.067/9.38 × 10−28

3/6/7/0.075/1.12 × 10−27

himmelbg 50,000

liarwhd 1000

118/285/243/0.042/6.03 × 10−7

3/6/7/0.043/7.27 × 10−28

3/6/7/0.051/8.71 × 10−28

himmelbg 30,000

203
215/321/331/0.640/5.16 × 10−7

10/54/10/0.003/5.74 × 10−7

86/220/173/0.018/6.56 × 10−8

F/F/F/F/1.52 × 103

865/482/1067/0.152/6.41 × 10−7

29/87/32/0.020/2.30 × 10−7

21/68/23/0.006/1.03 × 10−7

17/79/17/11.996/3.00 × 10−7

14/75/14/0.279/7.70 × 10−8

F/F/F/F/2.76 × 10−3

39/211/102/0.027/7.23 × 10−7

3/6/7/0.001/1.59 × 10−29

3/6/7/0.081/1.13 × 10−27

3/6/7/0.043/8.73 × 10−28

119/258/212/0.044/8.96 × 10−7

2/1/2/0.001/0.00 × 100
282/8168/3481/0.733/4.20 × 10−7

2/1/2/0.008/0.00 × 100

133/203/199/0.064/7.70 × 10−7

gulf 3000

helix 20,000

166/203/233/2.965/9.99 × 10−7

genrose 1000

219/194/283/0.441/7.91 × 10−7

371/10,726/47,41/6.456/3.94 × 10−7
416/12,351/5418/62.603/9.70 × 10−7

283/292/397/0.537/7.01 × 10−7

142/170/193/2.068/9.01 × 10−7

genrose 5000

genrose 100,000

AN1
F/F/F/F/1.56 × 10−5

KD
941/28,582/12,159/1.563/3.39 × 10−8

JYJLL

269/390/421/0.061/9.04 × 10−7

Problems

freuroth 5

Table 1. Cont.
HZ

1122/32,157/13,925/29.130/8.10 × 10−7

10/124/36/0.009/9.89 × 10−8

501/14,834/5870/0.639/2.96 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/3.97 × 10−3

F/F/F/F/3.76 × 10−5

37/633/284/0.116/8.92 × 10−8

26/449/192/0.028/8.61 × 10−7

114/3407/1624/568.693/1.79 × 10−7

15/253/94/0.996/1.21 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.28 × 10−3

1267/38,967/15,799/3.867/9.84 × 10−7

229/6565/2858/0.417/5.51 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.22 × 10−4

3/6/7/0.001/1.20 × 10−29

3/6/7/0.066/8.48 × 10−28

3/6/7/0.042/6.57 × 10−28

731/21,643/8941/2.214/6.74 × 10−7

2/1/2/0.000/0.00 × 100

701/20,368/8502/2.625/4.17 × 10−7

494/14,196/6016/71.947/9.73 × 10−7

1070/31,988/13,201/16.842/4.83 × 10−7

1580/48,118/19,484/2.562/6.79 × 10−7

LFZ

515/13,196/6550/12.415/1.79 × 10−7

10/124/36/0.006/9.89 × 10−8

166/4182/2052/0.201/9.27 × 10−7

991/25,621/12,586/1.797/5.03 × 10−7

832/22,141/10,798/1.437/5.76 × 10−7

108/2821/1345/0.494/4.26 × 10−7

85/2319/1093/0.157/6.36 × 10−7

114/3407/1607/573.841/1.77 × 10−7

15/253/94/0.954/1.21 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.99 × 101

224/5956/2888/0.612/5.39 × 10−7

47/1028/474/0.072/6.32 × 10−7

312/8413/4176/0.666/7.72 × 10−7

3/6/7/0.001/1.60 × 10−29

3/6/7/0.072/1.13 × 10−27

3/6/7/0.043/8.75 × 10−28

F/F/F/F/4.06 × 101

2/1/2/0.000/0.00 × 100

393/10,221/5053/1.526/9.81 × 10−7

361/9600/4616/54.420/9.84 × 10−7

616/16,065/7855/5.567/8.05 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.26 × 10−6
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29/805/356/3.956/6.69 × 10−7
14/385/172/5.830/3.11 × 10−7

19/13/23/0.152/8.69 × 10−7

5/5/5/0.125/5.84 × 10−7

bv 2000

69/67/72/0.047/6.89 × 10−7

diagonal1 50

bv 1000

152/4438/2120/0.247/8.73 × 10−7

13/50/14/0.100/7.46 × 10−7

raydan2 20,000

F/F/F/F/3.24 × 10−6

29/662/305/1.224/3.55 × 10−7

17/56/20/0.069/1.63 × 10−7

raydan2 10,000

144/655/421/0.056/9.54 × 10−7

18/364/149/0.374/1.55 × 10−7

17/52/17/0.067/9.00 × 10−7

raydan2 5000

diagonal3 200

21/456/230/0.265/7.22 × 10−8

404/391/568/0.101/2.46 × 10−7

raydan1 1200

F/F/F/F/1.93 × 10−4

601/17,005/7837/1.484/7.66 × 10−7

320/362/470/0.141/6.35 × 10−7

raydan1 1000

194/5161/2419/0.294/7.94 × 10−7

527/14,585/6962/1.225/8.97 × 10−7

1614/1548/2346/0.201/9.42 × 10−7

power1 90

164/575/422/0.058/7.53 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.18 × 10−5

1588/1500/2295/0.277/7.70 × 10−7

power1 100

1043/974/1505/3.503/5.89 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/8.27 × 10−5

60/78/62/0.217/6.47 × 10−7

nonscomp 25000

diagonal3 150

1164/35,210/14,738/47.678/6.09 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.14 × 10−4

diagonal2 10,000

F/F/F/F/1.81 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/7.89 × 10−4
147/3574/1604/6.135/8.57 × 10−7

1654/911/2080/0.348/5.69 × 10−7

ﬂetcbv3 85

nonscomp 30,000

227/6698/3133/0.355/5.49 × 10−7

1381/26,076/12,787/1.507/8.07 × 10−8

667/488/895/0.408/2.07 × 10−7

ﬂetcbv3 55

1614/47,941/22,089/25.459/9.28 × 10−7

72/2052/994/297.446/2.56 × 10−7

238/407/412/110.321/2.67 × 10−7

sine 1,000,000

100/321/228/0.063/8.82 × 10−7

141/3661/1775/379.752/3.73 × 10−11

111/147/156/31.089/8.79 × 10−7

821/775/1183/1.415/7.04 × 10−7

1809/52,361/22,385/2.674/9.04 × 10−7

1717/1618/2504/0.255/8.47 × 10−7

biggsb1 200

sine 750,000

diagonal1 80

F/F/F/F/2.37 × 10−4

biggsb1 110

diagonal2 5000

79/244/169/0.017/7.22 × 10−7

37/736/306/4.120/5.17 × 10−7

28/67/31/0.556/5.69 × 10−7

790/738/1136/0.118/7.29 × 10−7

genquartic 100,000

42/9/44/0.964/8.45 × 10−7

82/25/90/0.705/7.51 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.96 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/2.95 × 10−5

873/775/1235/5.941/9.42 × 10−7

470/415/652/0.717/7.50 × 10−7

20/83/44/0.185/6.68 × 10−7

23/60/28/0.089/6.20 × 10−7

17/52/17/0.033/9.35 × 10−7

1971/2141/3002/0.527/8.77 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.91 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/1.03 × 10−2

1496/908/1907/0.181/9.52 × 10−7

93/125/118/0.381/9.82 × 10−7

95/124/119/0.409/4.82 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/7.43 × 10−4

F/F/F/F/2.03 × 10−4

89/198/160/47.856/2.98 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.65 × 10−3

1148/205/1228/0.163/9.09 × 10−7

522/143/571/0.065/9.63 × 10−7

39/74/44/0.786/6.59 × 10−7

47/83/57/1.178/5.73 × 10−7

33/63/34/0.638/8.21 × 10−7

32/61/33/0.101/7.18 × 10−7

46/929/437/6.281/1.34 × 10−7

28/600/263/0.496/8.71 × 10−7

24/62/25/0.067/3.34 × 10−7

exdenschnb 15,000

33/55/39/0.005/7.39 × 10−7

57/114/73/16.513/3.88 × 10−7

30/632/282/3.333/2.86 × 10−7

19/364/163/0.021/8.11 × 10−7

23/58/30/0.024/7.24 × 10−7

mccormak 2

23/62/24/0.497/7.31 × 10−7

72/1974/940/155.062/9.90 × 10−8

29/86/30/8.772/3.60 × 10−7

exdenschnf 1,000,000

74/130/97/2.004/8.07 × 10−7

35/78/41/0.793/9.37 × 10−7

69/1886/922/16.019/6.00 × 10−7

24/84/25/0.751/8.51 × 10−7

exdenschnf 100,000

3/2/3/1.341/5.09 × 10−109

genquartic 120,000

3/2/3/1.276/5.08 × 10−109

3/2/3/1.245/5.09 × 10−109

bdexp 1,000,000

3/2/3/0.132/1.73 × 10−109

exdenschnb 120,000

3/2/3/0.129/1.70 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.072/1.32 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.075/1.28 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.079/1.33 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.134/1.73 × 10−109

bdexp 50,000

bdexp 100,000

AN1
Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

KD
Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

Name/n

9/225/93/3.519/4.59 × 10−7

33/931/383/4.416/9.42 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.85 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/5.99 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/2.20 × 10−1

F/F/F/F/1.33 × 10−1

215/5707/2704/0.267/8.70 × 10−7

204/5701/2669/0.239/9.74 × 10−7

14/238/81/0.602/8.97 × 10−7

17/303/143/0.326/3.56 × 10−7

38/972/472/0.461/2.67 × 10−7

850/24,008/10,762/1.970/9.80 × 10−7

1029/29,815/13,278/2.239/7.75 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.28 × 10−2

F/F/F/F/2.49 × 10−1

199/4988/2234/6.920/4.66 × 10−7

927/27600/11616/41.504/5.89 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/8.15 × 10−4

1388/26,927/13,220/1.712/8.48 × 10−7

150/3798/1858/538.100/9.23 × 10−8

101/2714/1330/318.993/5.72 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.38 × 10−3

1868/55,264/23,430/2.526/9.82 × 10−7

81/2048/984/11.667/8.80 × 10−7

59/1355/643/9.081/9.61 × 10−7

28/523/223/2.688/2.98 × 10−7

38/787/367/0.764/9.24 × 10−8

39/900/404/0.039/1.21 × 10−7

123/3517/1677/281.678/5.75 × 10−8

59/1490/692/12.027/2.21 × 10−7

3/2/3/1.239/5.08 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.123/1.68 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.073/1.25 × 10−109

Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "

HZ

Table 2. Numerical test reports for the ﬁve tested methods (Continue).

JYJLL

Problems

LFZ

123/3714/1509/55.763/5.77 × 10−7

143/4195/1754/19.534/8.70 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/6.48 × 10−5

F/F/F/F/2.13 × 10−5

819/21,318/10,576/30.265/7.97 × 10−7

619/15,686/7753/8.985/9.65 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.11 × 10−5

188/4914/2287/0.218/5.44 × 10−7

21/413/163/0.867/5.83 × 10−7

33/780/348/0.819/8.82 × 10−7

21/458/205/0.207/8.34 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.31 × 10−4

F/F/F/F/4.19 × 10−5

1043/27,237/13,510/1.104/8.22 × 10−7

1178/31,067/15,281/1.268/7.06 × 10−7

1006/26,503/13,011/38.180/4.78 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/4.08 × 10−3

772/13,968/7106/1.214/2.55 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.59 × 10−4

F/F/F/F/4.35 × 101

F/F/F/F/5.77 × 10−3

866/22,409/11,027/1.192/7.31 × 10−7

594/15,762/7618/0.728/4.96 × 10−7

174/4464/2191/25.852/9.57 × 10−7

166/4182/2080/28.307/9.70 × 10−7

89/2344/1134/12.149/4.31 × 10−7

134/3726/1766/3.688/8.57 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/2.89 × 104

220/6391/3128/520.133/6.92 × 10−7

123/3284/1568/26.773/8.35 × 10−7

3/2/3/1.259/5.09 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.123/1.73 × 10−109

3/2/3/0.074/1.33 × 10−109

Itr/ NF/ NG/ Tcpu/ " g∗ "
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631/17,914/8171/0.865/7.97 ×

240/6330/2957/0.737/9.36 × 10−7

87/87/101/0.026/3.19 × 10−7

trid 90

351/391/509/0.074/8.86 ×

201/5551/2510/0.475/5.26 × 10−7

82/79/93/0.029/9.78 × 10−7

wood 4

380/11052/4591/0.502/6.68 × 10−7

896/1018/1373/0.142/7.31 × 10−7

sing 4

trid 50
10−7

1077/33,420/13,972/2.948/8.43 × 10−7

1160/36,016/15,090/88.764/7.03 × 10−7

292/415/463/2.101/3.95 × 10−7

911/28,228/11,815/1.219/8.56 × 10−7

166/261/263/0.063/4.08 × 10−7

rose 2

377/471/577/0.089/1.30 × 10−7

274/7792/3688/1.809/6.18 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.09 × 10−5

pen2 100

rosex 500

224/6471/3041/1.603/7.59 × 10−7

rosex 100

340/10,061/4115/0.750/8.46 × 10−7

260/411/417/0.069/9.04 × 10−7

210/342/341/0.037/7.14 ×

10−7

103/105/126/0.033/8.56 × 10−7

81/89/96/0.019/9.39 × 10−7

153/388/314/0.032/5.24 × 10−7

60/241/146/0.751/6.09 × 10−7

66/317/190/0.041/8.67 × 10−7

58/239/145/0.016/4.35 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/8.89 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/4.85 × 10−5

104/284/194/0.035/2.08 × 10−7

615/483/831/0.200/5.98 ×

10−7

2/2/2/0.022/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.020/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.006/1.71 × 10−13

37/139/82/0.009/2.89 × 10−7

12/30/13/0.003/6.97 × 10−7

40/96/57/0.007/4.87 ×

10−7

223/580/477/3.497/8.63 × 10−7

58/152/89/0.016/2.20 × 10−7

135/360/265/0.116/5.37 × 10−7

10−7

AN1
15/42/15/1.083/9.11 × 10−7

222/6619/2668/0.414/7.03 × 10−7

pen1 90

121/233/192/0.035/8.32 × 10−7

pen2 105

pen1 50

F/F/F/F/2.54 ×

2/2/2/0.021/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.023/9.93 × 10−14

lin 500

1266/1180/1833/0.415/9.27 ×

2/2/2/0.021/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.021/9.93 × 10−14

lin 500

osb2 11

2/2/2/0.006/1.71 × 10−13

2/2/2/0.012/1.71 × 10−13

lin 200

10−3

119/3545/1697/0.155/6.69 × 10−7

69/113/98/0.024/8.86 × 10−7

jensam 2

10−7

47/1263/533/0.085/6.39 × 10−7

20/64/22/0.024/1.48 ×

23/38/28/0.029/4.72 × 10−7

band 3

gauss 3

67/1838/860/0.089/6.29 ×

singx 900
10−7

1479/44741/16,996/180.509/2.36 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/1.46 × 10−5

ie 215

10−7

KD
13/183/64/3.470/7.39 × 10−7

JYJLL

13/40/13/0.977/8.36 × 10−7

Problems

Table 2. Cont.
HZ

10−7

F/F/F/F/6.43 ×

1284/36,519/15,935/1.768/7.91 ×

10−7

182/4501/2012/0.531/4.11 × 10−7

196/5383/2389/0.451/4.84 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.50 × 10−6

891/26,552/11,144/65.695/7.84 × 10−7

811/23,841/10,191/2.349/2.55 × 10−7

1075/32,570/13,545/1.405/9.49 × 10−7

430/12,042/5778/3.055/8.95 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/7.28 × 10−5

348/10,351/4128/0.768/4.68 × 10−7

691/21,027/8471/1.298/7.18 × 10−7

10−4

2/2/2/0.020/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.021/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.006/1.71 × 10−13

211/6152/2894/0.271/6.99 × 10−7

14/245/114/0.018/8.13 × 10−7

77/2156/1006/0.097/6.95 ×

F/F/F/F/4.08 × 10−5

17/294/120/6.959/9.65 × 10−8

LFZ

375/9721/4715/0.479/4.73 × 10−7

207/5447/2632/0.654/8.16 × 10−7

317/8411/4103/0.723/9.60 × 10−7

360/8971/4386/0.427/9.01 × 10−7

150/4066/1960/10.359/4.00 × 10−7

148/4021/1954/0.423/8.91 × 10−8

148/3833/1917/0.174/8.42 × 10−8

F/F/F/F/7.94 × 10−6

F/F/F/F/2.24 × 10−4

93/2475/1171/0.190/5.09 × 10−9

21/427/184/0.027/7.53 × 10−7

F/F/F/F/5.58 × 10−2

2/2/2/0.020/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.020/9.93 × 10−14

2/2/2/0.007/1.71 × 10−13

188/5415/2603/0.242/3.45 × 10−8

30/743/361/0.052/7.35 × 10−7

46/1025/467/0.048/8.94 × 10−8

366/9279/4616/38.993/4.12 × 10−7

40/889/394/21.664/3.31 × 10−7
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5. Discussion of Results
First, it is known, from the characters of the performance proﬁles, that the higher the curve in
the ﬁgures, the better the associated method. Second, by summarizing the convergence analysis and
numerical reports in Tables 1 and 2 and Figures 1–4, the proposed JYJLL-SCGM shows the following
three advantages.
(i) It has good global convergence under mild assumptions.
(ii) It is practically effective, at least for the 108 tested instances.
(iii) It is the most effective in the ﬁve tested methods. In addition, the numerical performance of
AN1 [13] method and the JYJLL-SCGM is relatively stable.
Of cause, the advantages above are attributed to the choice techniques (8) and (9) for the spectral
parameter and the conjugate parameter.
6. Conclusions
The contributions of this work are two aspects. The one is to design a new computing schemes
for the spectral parameter which ensures the θk > 1. The other is to propose a new computing method
for the conjugate parameter. These two techniques such that the search directions always possess
descent property independent of the line search technique. As a result, the presented JYJLL-SCGM
possesses global convergence if using the Wolfe line search to yield the steplength. A lot of numerical
experiments in comparison with relative methods show that our SCGM is promising.
As further works, we think the following two problems are interesting and worth studying.
The one is to design new approaches for the spectral parameter to guarantee θk > 1, such as, combining
the Newton direction and some new quasi-Newton equations, or the new conjugate conditions.
The other is to ﬁnd new computation techniques for the conjugate parameter with the help of the
existing approaches, for example, the hybrid parameter, the three–term conjugate parameter et al.
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Abstract: The search for an appropriate response to the new challenges and needs posed by the
Knowledge Society in the area of public decisions has led to the development of a number of
participation models whose value must be assessed and analysed in an integral manner. Using a
theoretical model based on structural equations, the present work identiﬁes the relevant factors for an
EF3-approach to the democracy model named e-Cognocracy: it comprises a conjoint evaluation of its
eﬀectiveness (doing what is right), eﬃcacy (achieving goals) and eﬃciency (doing things correctly).
The model was applied to a real-life e-Cognocracy experience undertaken in the municipality
of Cadrete, Zaragoza. The evaluation resulted in the extraction and identiﬁcation of a series of
relationships that allow the advancement of an EF3-participation acceptance model, in line with
the TAM model of Davis and the work of Delone and MacLean, which can be used for the integral
evaluation of any e-participation model.
Keywords: e-Cognocracy; citizen participation; integral evaluation; eﬀectiveness; structural equations

1. Introduction
As exempliﬁed by the social protest movements of 2010 (e.g., the revolution in Arabic countries)
and 2011 (the Spanish ‘15M Real Democracy, Now!’), there is growing pressure on governments to
increase civic participation in the management of society. The traditional democratic model encounters
signiﬁcant diﬃculties when it is expected to react eﬀectively within complex, uncertain and dynamic
environments. The democratic legitimacy of public institutions is being questioned by a better educated,
more reﬂexive and more critical citizenry.
There is a need for new models of participation that can make use of the potential of the Knowledge
Society (KS) and respond to the challenges (transparency, participation, control, etc.) that it generates.
The determination of a model of participation that is most appropriate for a given epoch is by no
means an original topic of debate and discussion; as Ibn Jaldun concluded more than six centuries
ago [1], this problem may only be resolved if the dynamic of the system is understood and the system
is self-organised and adaptive [2].
Participation must have a practical outcome; citizens must be able to see its impact and results.
Joint and in-house evaluation procedures should be developed in order to measure the scope and
impact of e-Participation experiences. Evaluation allows the visualisation of the results of an initiative
and the degree of achievement in terms of the proposed objectives; it is also an expression of rigour,
transparency, analysis and continuous improvement which can reinforce the consistency and credibility
of participatory experiences.
Mathematics 2020, 8, 277; doi:10.3390/math8020277
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Evaluation should aim to undertake the most rigorous analysis possible of the diﬀerent stages
and the results achieved by the e-Participation experiences. It should provide an assessment of the
scientiﬁc rigour of the methodology: the eﬀectiveness, eﬃcacy and eﬃciency (EF3-approach), as well
as the economic, social and environmental impacts of the actions.
Macintosh and White [3] put forward three arguments for a rigorous evaluation framework: (i) the
increasing amount of information available on the internet requires new knowledge and information
management systems; (ii) the range of stakeholders demands personalised communication integrated
with the delivery of relevant information; and (iii) information systems design must move towards
more collaborative working environments to support a partnership of government and civil society.
Aichholzer and Westholm [4] argue that the evaluation of e-participation is indispensable if
knowledge of greater precision and objectivity is wanted about the eﬀectiveness, the value, the success
of an e-participation project, initiative or programme.
In the last 15 years, a number of e-participation experiences have taken place and many of them
have made extensive use of information and communication technologies (ICTs). Some examples and
descriptions of e-participation experiences can be found in [5–9]. Many of these projects have made a
contribution to the revitalisation of democracy by increasing transparency in governance and creating
new political spaces for communication and participation.
Since the emergence of e-Cognocracy as a new model of citizen participation [10–12] in 2003, it has
been widely studied from a variety of perspectives and viewpoints: political, sociological, scientiﬁc,
technological and economic [13–17]. However, an integral evaluation of the impact of the application
of e-Cognocracy in real-life situations has yet to be undertaken.
This paper presents a theoretical framework for selecting the most appropriate participation
model, based on structural equations, which identiﬁes the relevant factors for an integral evaluation
of e-Cognocracy; the evaluation simultaneously considers (EF3-approach) its eﬀectiveness (doing
what is right), eﬃcacy (achieving goals) and eﬃciency (doing things correctly). The framework was
applied to the evaluation of a real-life practical initiative on the design of cultural and sporting policies
for the Municipal Council of Cadrete, Zaragoza. The implementation resulted in the extraction and
identiﬁcation of a series of relationships that allow the advancement of an EF3-participation acceptance
model (EF3-PAM), in line with the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [18] and the work of Delone
and MacLean [19].
The structure of the article is as follows: after this brief introduction, Section 2 deals with the
evaluation of e-Participation; Section 3 oﬀers an evaluation of E-Cognocracy and presents the case
study; and Section 4 details the main conclusions that can be drawn from the work.
2. The Evaluation of e-Participation
2.1. e-Participation
In the context of governance, participation is a basic democratic right. Sartori [20] describes it
as “personally taking part in something; self-activated, willed taking part, not caused by others or
mobilised from above”. In general, the term participation includes a range of concepts, from formal
participation (exercising the right to vote and the reception of administrative actions) to active
participation or political participation in the resolution of conﬂicts and making public decisions
(governance).
The electronic government (e-Government) of society can be deﬁned as the utilisation of ICTs in
Public Administration with the aim of improving public services and democratic processes, thereby
strengthening support of public policies [21]; e-Government can be applied to the two broad areas
of Public Administration activity: (i) the provision of services (e-Administration) and (ii) political
participation in democratic processes (e-Governance). Nevertheless, the term e-Participation has,
traditionally, been exclusively associated with political participation or e-Governance in its widest
sense (participation in public decision making relative to the governance of society).
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Given this interpretation of e-Participation (or e-Governance), e-Cognocracy can be considered as
a new model of participation which, in the context of e-Governance, provides cognitive collaborative
public decision making [22] and addresses [16] the demand of Michels and De Graaf [9] for
e-participation models: “ . . . to think about smart ways of combining participatory processes and
formal decision-making, for example, by splitting the process into diﬀerent phases and coupling
participatory and deliberative phases to the phases of decision-making.”
2.2. e-Cognocracy
E-Cognocracy [10–12,23–25] is a new system of democratic representation that combines liberal
(representative) democracy and direct (participative) democracy to cognitive ends. It seeks the creation
and social diﬀusion of knowledge and the construction of a more open, transparent, cultured, educated
and freer society; a society that is more cohesive and connected, more participative, egalitarian
and cooperative.
The new system uses multicriteria decisions as its methodological support, the internet as its
communication support and the democratic system as a catalyst for learning. As explained in [16,26],
the e-Cognocracy methodology consists of 16 stages grouped in four blocks (Figure 1): (1) Problem
Formulation, Stages 1 and 2; (2) Problem Resolution, Stages 3 to 10; (3) Knowledge Extraction and
Democratisation, Stages 11 to 14; and (4) Evaluation and Documentation, Stages 15 and 16.
Block 1, Problem Formulation, refers to the initial problem proposed by the representatives or the
citizens, its presentation to the actors involved in its resolution and its ﬁnal setting.

Figure 1. Blocks and stages of the e-Cognocracy methodology [16].

Block 2, Problem Resolution, includes the two voting rounds, in which the scientiﬁc resolution
of the problem is obtained, using the Internet as communication support and the analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) as the multicriteria decision making technique. The rounds are interspersed with
an e-discussion process, in which the actors justify their preferences. The online discussion is the
step prior to the extraction of knowledge that takes place in third block. The discussion allows the
creative capacity of all individuals interested in the resolution of the problem to be incorporated
into the decision making process and this accords with Dahl’s proposals [27,28] on the improvement
of democracy based on the use of ICTs. The e-discussion allows the active citizens, a minipopulus,
to complement the institutions in order to reduce the gap between the representatives/politicians,
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and the represented/citizens. As argued by Habermas [29], the e-discussion fosters the co-creation of a
more cohesive, fair, educated and eﬀective society.
Block 3, Knowledge Democratisation, provides the arguments that support the diﬀerent
positions [14,15], identiﬁes the social leaders (the citizens whose arguments are followed by the
majority of the citizens) and shares this knowledge in order to generate individual and social learning.
Finally, and as recommended for any procedure that makes use of public funds, Block 4 analyses
the eﬀectiveness (doing what is right), the eﬃcacy (achieving goals) and the eﬃciency (doing things
correctly) of the e-Cognocracy public policy making process.
The methodology for the conjoint design (politicians and citizens) of local public policies comprises
the following phases or steps [11,23]: Step1: Project presentation; Step 2: Problem presentation; Step 3:
Identiﬁcation of the actors, factors and alternatives; Step 4: Modelling the problem; Step 5: Evaluation;
Step 6: Identiﬁcation of the initial positions; Step 7: Citizen debate and discussion. Step 8: Evaluation
II; Step 9: Identiﬁcation of new positions; Step 10: System behaviour; Step 11: Assignation of messages
to alternatives and justiﬁcation of positions; Step 12: Evaluation of individual and collective learning;
Step 13: Identiﬁcation of arguments that support the decisions; Step 14: Extraction and diﬀusion of
knowledge; Step 15: Eﬀectiveness of e-Cognocracy; and Step 16: Project documentation (ﬁnal report).
The new methodology for the evaluation of the behaviour of models of citizen participation in
the taking of public decisions uses an EF3 framework that allows the simultaneous evaluation of the
model’s eﬃciency, eﬃcacy and eﬀectiveness.
2.3. The Evaluation of e-Participation
E-participation is still evolving and there have only been a few proposals on evaluation. Bagozzi
and Warshaw [30] advanced a secure and stable technology model for predicting users’ acceptance
of a range of new technologies that has been widely employed and studied in the last decades.
Fred Davis [18] suggested a technology acceptance model (TAM) that explains the process of acceptation
of information technology at an individual level. The Davis model is probably the most recognised
and utilised in the scientiﬁc literature, it is commonly referenced and has been the inspiration behind a
number of other, similar, models.
Delone and MacLean [19] designed the ‘Information System Success’ model as a conceptual
framework for measuring the complex dependent variable in research on information technology
systems. Ten years later, the same authors updated the original model based on changes in the
management of information systems [31].
Rowe and Frewer [32] put forward a framework to evaluate participation in general (it was
not speciﬁc to e-participation); they deﬁned a number of theoretical criteria which are essential
for eﬀective public participation and divided them into two types: acceptance criteria and process
criteria. Acceptance criteria refer to representativeness, independence, early involvement, inﬂuence
and transparency that oﬀer a measure of acceptability to the wider public; process criteria refer to
resource accessibility, task deﬁnition, structured decision making and cost-eﬀectiveness that oﬀer a
measure of eﬀectiveness.
Henderson and Henderson [33] constructed a model for evaluating on-line consultations,
e-petitions and internet live broadcasting of parliamentary initiatives. There are seven evaluation
dimensions and indicators: Eﬀectiveness; Equity; Quality; Eﬃciency; Appropriateness; Sustainability;
and Process.
Macintosh and Whyte [3] developed an evaluation methodology with criteria that cover three
perspectives of an e-participation experience: (i) democratic—the overarching democratic criteria
addressed by the experience; (ii) project—the identiﬁcation of the aims and objectives; and (iii)
socio-technical—the extent to which the ICTs directly aﬀect the outcomes. Each evaluation perspective
is linked to a number of criteria:
•

Democratic criteria: representation, engagement, transparency, conﬂict and consensus, political
equality, community control;
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•
•

Project criteria: engaging with a wider audience, obtaining better informed opinions, enabling
more in-depth consultation, cost-eﬀective analysis of contributions, providing feedback to citizens;
Socio-technical criteria: social acceptability, usefulness, usability.

In 2009, [4] published an e-Participation model as part of the DEMO-net project, undertaken in
cooperation with other European researchers [34]. They reviewed and analysed applied methods
for the evaluation of e-participation and gave core criteria and indicators relevant to e-participation
activities such as consultation and deliberation.
Mamaqui and Moreno-Jiménez [35] formulated a methodology based on the utilisation of
Structural Equation Models (SEM) for the evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of e-Cognocracy.
Luna-Reyes, Gil-García and Romero [36] devised a multidimensional system for measuring and
evaluating electronic government. The model seeks to incorporate the approaches currently used to
measure electronic government and ideas from published literature related on the issue.
Finally, Wimmer and Bicking [37] gave us the impact evaluation framework, based on evaluation
methods of empirical research thereby reﬂecting the programmatic contexts of the projects. Evaluation
is based on the interaction of the elements of a holistic e-participation solution: the participation
process; the topics to be discussed; the policy; and the technology and tools employed.
This current paper proposes a theoretical framework based on the three dimensions for evaluating
e-participation processes: eﬀectiveness, eﬃcacy and eﬃciency. The framework is designed for the
evaluation of citizen participation experiences and projects, particularly those that involve e-Cognocracy.
3. The Evaluation of e-Cognocracy
3.1. Background
Most researchers, administrators and users of electronic public services agree that the adoption
and use of the services depends, to a great extent, on the beneﬁts that are perceived by the citizens.
To foment the use of electronic public services by citizens, public administrations need to know the key
aspects that encourage their adoption. Given that the online delivery of public services is based on the
use of technology, the variables and models of technological utilisation have acquired a fundamental
role beyond the factors traditionally employed in the previous literature.
Al-Adawi, Yousafzai and Pallister [38] produced a model that follows the TAM and explains
intention to use e-Government websites by postulating four direct determinants: perceived usefulness,
perceived ease-of-use, trust, and perceived risk. The TAM oﬀers a promising theoretical foundation for
examining the factors contributing to the acceptance of new technologies; it has been successfully applied
in customer behaviour, technology take-up, system use and in a variety of studies human behaviour.
As previously mentioned, at the end of the 1980s, Bagozzi and Warshaw [30] created a secure and
stable technology model for predicting user acceptance of a range of new technologies. In 1986, in his
doctoral thesis, Fred Davis [18,39] deﬁned a technology acceptance model (TAM) that explains the
process of acceptance of information technology at an individual level. It is in line with the tradition of
previous research into information systems [40–42] that aimed to identify the attributes that lead to the
success of information systems in business, taking user satisfaction as its measure.
The TAM is based on the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) [43] and its methodology of expected
values. The authors of the model had already used the TRA in their research. Bagozzi [44] used it
in a work on blood donation, Warshaw and Davis [45] in a number of studies and Warshaw [46] in
research on brand selection. The TAM permits evaluation measurements of the quality of information
technology systems and their adjustment to the requirements of the tasks that are to be executed; it is
used to predict the level of acceptance and use of new technologies. The model (Figure 2) assumes that
attitudes toward the use of an information system are based on two antecedent variables: (i) Perceived
usefulness (PU) and (ii) perceived ease-of-use (PEOU).
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Figure 2. Basic TAM model [18].

This is similar to Bandura’s [47] concept of self-eﬃcacy. Perceived usefulness is deﬁned as
“the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job
performance” [18]. The items employed by Davis [18] as indicators of perceived usefulness are directed
at determining people’s evaluations of the consequences that the use of an information system may
have on their productivity at work.
Another of the fundamental constructs of the TAM is the perceived ease-of-use of a technology,
which is based on the self-eﬃcacy of Bandura [47], deﬁned by Davis [18] as “the degree to which a
person believes that using a particular system would be free from eﬀort”. The items that measure this
concept are: ﬂexibility; ease-of-use; control; and the simplicity of becoming an expert in its use.
In the TAM, a direct link is made between beliefs (perceived usefulness) and intentions. This is a
signiﬁcant diﬀerence with respect to the Theory of Reasoned Action [43], where beliefs only have an
impact on attitudes.
In 1992, DeLone and McLean [19] established an Information System Success Model, based on
research on communications carried out by Shannon and Weaver [48]. They speciﬁed two quality
dimensions: System quality, that measures technological success, and, Information quality, that
measures semantic success (the content). The model was founded on an analysis of the literature from
1980 to 1990, consisting of around 100 publications. The original model was applied and its results
published in more than 300 papers, guaranteeing the applicability of the model.
In 2003, they updated this model to include three dimensions of quality that aﬀect use and user
satisfaction: Information quality, system quality and service quality that measure the quality of service
delivery. In the updated model, Intention to use refers to attitude; use refers to behaviour (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The DeLone and McLean model [31].
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The two models were utilised for the development of a new approach for the evaluation of
e-Cognocracy: the Theoretical EF3-framework.
The Theoretical EF3-Framework
Considering the evaluation of enterprise behaviour [11], the EF3-approach contemplates the
following ideas:
(a)
(b)
(c)

Eﬀectiveness: a political criterion associated with strategic planning or long-term behaviour,
related to aspects relevant to the resolution process (doing what is right);
Eﬃcacy: an administrative criterion concerning tactical planning or medium-term behaviour,
related to measuring how well the goals that are set are achieved (achieving goals); and
Eﬃciency: an economic criterion linked with operational planning or short-term behaviour that
measures the best possible allocation of public resources (doing things correctly).

The theoretical EF3-framework for the integration of eﬀectiveness, eﬃcacy and eﬃciency can be
seen as an extension of the TAM and DeLone and McLean approaches: The perceptions and behaviour
of citizens are used to evaluate the processes of citizen participation and the adoption of technology.
The EF3-framework (Figure 4) was designed for the identiﬁcation of the relevant aspects required
for evaluating e-Cognocracy, but it can also be employed in the evaluation of any e-participation model.

Figure 4. Theoretical EF3-framework for the Evaluation of e-Cognocracy (source: the authors).

In the theoretical EF3-framework: eﬃciency is “the operational improvement of the current
democratic system”; eﬃcacy is the capacity of the current democratic system to “defend the interests of
the citizens through their representatives”; and, eﬀectiveness is “the conjoint creation of a better society”.
The relevant aspects determining eﬃciency are based on the three constructs contemplated by the
DeLone and McLean model [31]: the IT application (system quality), the information that is obtained
(information quality) and the human resources support (service quality).
Four constructs are considered for the evaluation of eﬃcacy: information, communication, decision
and expectations. Information is a unidirectional ﬂow of interaction (usually from the administration to
the citizens); communication is understood as two-way interaction: debate and discussion. In addition
to the bi-directional ﬂow of information; decision includes the production of a co-decision between
the administration and citizens, and expectations refer to the identiﬁcation of the characteristics that
participation experiences should have in the future.
Eﬀectiveness is studied through the analysis of two scenarios as latent intermediate variables: the
current situation and the future situation (ideal), and an endogenous variable that captures the impact
of e-Cognocracy (the creation of a better society).
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The following section of this work presents the application of the theoretical EF3-framework
through a survey implemented in the real-life experience of Cadrete (e-Cognocracy) using SEM or the
covariance structure analysis approach [49–52].
3.2. Relevant Aspects: The Estimated Structural Model
The identiﬁcation of relevant aspects for the EF3 evaluation of e-Cognocracy, using structural
equation models, was by means of a survey undertaken after the implementation of the project
in Cadrete.
3.2.1. Case Study
In April 2010, the Cadrete Municipal Council, in collaboration with the University of Zaragoza,
undertook a citizen participation project aimed at giving the residents of the municipality a voice in
public decision making. The project was ﬁnanced by the Government of Aragon and organised by the
Zaragoza Multicriteria Decision Making Group. The issue in question was the design of cultural and
sporting policies. There were two main objectives: (i) That decisions on the budget assigned to the
aforementioned policies would be conjointly made by the politicians and the citizenry; and (ii) that
citizens would be encouraged to involve themselves in the debate and take part in the decision making
process and the arguments that supported the decisions would be publicly disseminated.
Participation was encouraged by the incorporation of a new group of actors: the neighbourhood
associations. There were therefore three groups of actors that were given diﬀerent weightings: (i) The
politicians, with a weighting of 40%; (ii) the citizens, of 44%; and (iii) the local associations, of 16%.
The participants were local residents (on the electoral register) of over 18 years of age (politicians,
citizens and representatives of the local associations). There were two voting options: with National
Identity Card or with username and password. As was the case with Mamaqui and Moreno-Jiménez [35],
the analytic hierarchy process [53,54] was used as a methodological support and the Internet as the
communication support.
The census of actors that fulﬁlled the requirements necessary to participate and the weights
awarded to each group are shown in Table 1. The voters could determine what proportion of economic
and ﬁnancial resources should be allocated to each of the four segments of the population considered:
children (0–14 years old), the young (15–29 years old), adults (30–64 years old) and the elderly (over
65 years old).
Table 1. Voters and Weightings.
Participants

Census

Weight

Associations
Citizens
Politicians

15
1949 *
11

16
44
40

Total

1975

100

* Over 18s with the right to vote in 2008 (data from the Aragon Statistics Institute) (source: the authors).

A hierarchy with two criteria (Cultural and Sports) and six sub-criteria was constructed (Figure 5).
Within the criterion associated with cultural aspects, three sub-criteria could be selected: Education,
Leisure and Identity. Within the sports criterion, the selection sub-criteria were: Entertainment,
Physical Development and Social Relations.
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Figure 5. Hierarchy of the Cadrete experience (source: the authors)

3.2.2. Phases of the Process
Following the structure of the e-Cognocracy democracy model [11,12,23–26], the process of
participation was:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Problem formulation.
Information and training.
Modelling the problem: following the methodology of the analytic hierarchy process [53], one of
the most widespread multicriteria techniques.
First round of voting: Those inscribed in the citizen participation census could vote on their
(cultural or sports) preferences between 1:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m., on the 8 April 2010.
Discussion: From the 8th to the 16th of April, a forum was opened on the Internet. Any citizen,
even if they had not logged in for the voting process, could freely express their opinions, proposals,
suggestions and ideas, and respond to the comments of the other citizens.
Second round of voting: As in the ﬁrst vote, those inscribed in the citizen participation census
could vote electronically on their preferences (cultural or sports) from 12:00 midday to 7:00 p.m.
on the 16 April 2010.
Presentation of the results and closing ceremony: This took place on the 23 April 2010. The results
were announced and a prize draw was held.

In order to evaluate the experience, at the end of the elicitation process (on the same day and at the
same location), the participants were asked to complete a questionnaire (see Appendix A) comprising
51 questions grouped into seven sections: (i) The System of Citizen Participation; (ii) The Creation
of a Better Society; (iii) Motivation; (iv) Evaluation of the Technology Support and Applications;
(v) Evaluation of the Information; (vi) Evaluation of the Support Personnel; and (vii) Overall Evaluation.
The information from the questionnaire was used to analyse the eﬀectiveness of e-Cognocracy.
3.2.3. Methodology
The methodological support used in the voting experiment was the analytic hierarchy process
(AHP), a multicriteria technique proposed by T.L. Saaty [53]. First, a hierarchy (Figure 5) that contains
the relevant aspects of the problem was constructed by the research team responsible for the Cadrete
project. Before eliciting the citizens’ preferences, a brief presentation of the AHP methodology was made
to the citizens by the research team. Then, following a top-down procedure, the individuals incorporate
their preferences by means of the pairwise comparisons of the elements considered, following Saaty’s
fundamental scale (Table 2). Finally, the methodology aggregates the values throughout the hierarchy
to obtain the total priority of each alternative with respect to the objective of the problem [54].
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Table 2. Fundamental scale [53].
Intensity

Deﬁnition

1

Equal importance

Explanation

3

Moderate importance

5

Strong importance

Two activities contribute equally to objective
Experience and trial slightly favour one activity over the other
Experience and trial strongly favour one activity over the other

7

Very strong importance

An activity is much more favoured than the other and its
dominance is demonstrated in practice

9

Extreme importance

Evidence in favour of an alternative over another has the
highest possible order for his claim

3.2.4. Results
In the ﬁrst round of voting (Table 3), 43 participants voted electronically; 37 were citizens, three
were politicians and there were three from associations. This represented 2.17% of the total census
and 14.96% of the weighted participation. In this round, the participants opted for the cultural criteria
(52.99%) over sports (47.01%) (Table 4). The priorities of both rounds can be seen in [16].
Table 3. The two rounds of voting.
Participants

Census

Electronic
Voting in the
1st Voting

Percentage

Electronic
Voting in the
2nd Voting

Percentage

Associations
Citizen
Politicians

15
1949 *
11

3
37
3

20%
1.9%
27.3%

2
35
4

13.3%
1.8%
36.7%

Total weighted

1975

43

2.17% (14.96%)

41

2.08% (17.60%)

* Citizens over 18 in the 2008 Census (data from the Aragon Statistics Institute) (source: the authors)

Table 4. Priorities of the criteria of each group of actors.
Criteria

Associations

Citizens

Politicians

Total Vote

1st vote

Cultural
Sports

39.33%
60.67%

57.64%
42.36%

53.35%
46.65%

52.99%
47.01%

2nd vote

Cultural
Sports

54.88%
45.12%

62.56%
37.44%

50.47%
49.53%

56.58%
43.42%

(Source: the authors).

Between the ﬁrst round and the second round, a forum of debate was opened on the Internet,
participants expressed their concerns and preferences (Table 5). A total of 61 messages were posted,
37 belonged to the cultural criteria and 24 to sports. There were 195 comments about these messages,
114 belonged to the cultural criteria and 81 to sports. In the second round of voting (Table 3), there were
41 participants, 35 were citizens, four were politicians and two were from associations, a weighted
participation of 17.60% (2.08% of the total census).
Table 5. Messages and comments on the Cadrete forum.
Total Messages

Total Comments

Total

Sport
Culture

24
37

81
114

105
151

Total

61

195

156

(Source: the authors).
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In the two rounds, the variations in absolute terms were minimal, although, due to the small number
of voters, the relative variation, at least with respect to politicians and associations, shows signiﬁcant
modiﬁcations. The percentage of politicians voting increased (from the ﬁrst to the second round) by
33.3% and that of associations fell by the same ﬁgure (33.3%). The voters again opted for cultural
criteria (56.58%) over sports (43.42%), by an increased margin (Table 4).
The low citizen participation in the electronic experience contrasts with the municipal (2007) and
the general (2004 and 2008) elections whose levels of participation were 69.9% and 76.6%, respectively
(Table 6).
Table 6. Participation in electoral processes in Cadrete.
Elections

Participation Rate

General Elections 2004
Municipal Elections 2007
General Elections 2008
Electronic consultation 2010

80.2%
69.9%
76.6%
2.08% (17.60% weighted)

(Source: the authors).

3.3. Estimated Structural Model
After the e-participation experience in Cadrete, participants were asked to complete an online
questionnaire; 24 residents responded though only 20 replies were valid. The questionnaire was
considered as invalid if less than 80% of the questions were answered and/or there was zero variability
with regards to the total number of questions.
The measurement scale was from 0 to 10 (0 = total disagreement, 10 = total agreement). A total of
51 questions were grouped into seven sections: (i) The System of Citizen Participation; (ii) The Creation
of a Better Society; (iii) Motivation; (iv) Evaluation of the Technological Support and Applications; (v)
Evaluation of the Information; (vi) Evaluation of the Support Personnel; and, (vii) Overall Evaluation.
The theoretical EF3-framework was ﬁrst evaluated through a survey in Cadrete using the SEM
or the Covariance Structure Analysis approach [49–52]. The ﬁrst analysis was a conjoint descriptive
analysis of the variables, using the measurements of their position, dispersion and correlation.
These measurements led to the identiﬁcation of groups of interrelated indicators that could be expected
to deﬁne the utilised constructs; the analysis was complemented by an examination of the main
components. The study was completed with structural equation models with latent variables, or
covariance structure analysis [51].
This methodological approach was chosen as it allows the researcher to formulate and evaluate
the existence of latent variables from the reﬂected indicators [50], that is to say, variables that are not
susceptible to direct observation. The software used was EQS 6.1 [52]. Table 7 shows the constructs and
indicators used to describe the eﬀectiveness, eﬃcacy and eﬃciency in the estimation of the structural
model for an EF3-evaluation of e-Cognocracy.
The indicators concerning information, communication and decision, revealed evaluations that were
just above or just below an acceptable level of satisfaction (5.0, 4.7, 5.5, 5.0, 5.2 and 5.1, respectively);
expectations reached a high level (7.5 and 7.2), which suggests that citizens are not convinced about
actively participating in the system. Therefore, eﬃcacy is deﬁned by the indicators information,
communication, decision and expectations.
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Table 7. Constructs and Indicators.
EFFICACY
INFORMATION

*
X1
X2

COMMUNICATION

X3
X4

DECISION

X5
X6

EXPECTATIONS

X7
X8

EFFICIENCY
INFORMATION
QUALITY
SYSTEM QUALITY

X9
X10

The Administration informs society about the
existing mechanisms of citizen participation
The Administration informs society about the
decision taken
Political powers take citizens’ opinions into
account for the design public policies
Political powers take associations’ opinions into
account for the design public policies
The citizens have weight in political decision
making
Associations have weight in political decisions
making
Citizens should participate in the design of public
policies
Citizens should decide the design of public policies
in conjunction with the elected representatives
In general, I am satisﬁed with the information that
I have received
In general, I liked the design of the software
application

5.00
4.70
5.00
4.95
5.15
5.05
7.50
7.15

6.90
5.95

EFFECTIVENESS
CURRENT SYSTEM

Y1

FUTURE SYSTEM

Y2

E-COGNOCRACY

Y3

With the current system of citizen participation, the
representatives defend my interests
E-Cognocracy improves the current democratic
system
E-Cognocracy contributes to create a better society

5.50
7.90
7.70

* Average indicator evaluation. (Source: the authors).

In general, the average valuations of the indicators of eﬃciency were relatively high. Participants
gave a more positive valuation to service quality (8.50) than to information and system quality (7.0 and 6.0,
respectively). The correlation was over 0.7, which indicates that the structure should be maintained.
Therefore, eﬃciency is deﬁned by the participants’ satisfaction with the quality of information and
of the system. In our empirical study, the third construct (personal support) considered by DeLone
and McLean was centred on informing about the AHP methodology, thus it was integrated into the
Information Quality.
E-Cognocracy was given a more positive evaluation than the current system of citizen participation
(current situation), both in terms of its ability to improve the current system (future situation) and to
achieve its ultimate goal-the creation of a better society (7.9 and 7.7 compared to 5.5). It is, therefore,
clear that the improvement of the current system and the creation of a better society require the
introduction of more dynamic and participative mechanisms, such as those employed by e-Cognocracy.
All of the above can be deﬁned as eﬀectiveness. The role of the citizen is perceived as being as relevant
as that of the associations. The relationships between the indicators were coherent with the constructs.
The conﬁrmatory factor analysis (Table 8) oﬀered suﬃcient evidence to maintain a ﬁrst order
structure of four correlated factors (Information, Communication, Decision, Expectation) from the eight
observed variables (X1, . . . , X8). The structures of the constructs, in theoretical terms, were empirically
corroborated at both an exploratory and a conﬁrmatory level. The eight indicators reﬂected a structure
of four interrelated latent variables.
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Table 8. Conﬁrmatory factor analysis model.
INFO.
INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
DECISION
EXPECTATION
EFFICIENCY
INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION
DECISION
EXPECTATIONS
EFFICIENCY

COM.

DEC.

EXP.

Eﬃciency

R2

0.83 ***
0.86 ***

0.98
0.76
0.90
0.96
0.81
0.61
0.49
0.94
0.69
0.74

X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
X9
X10

0.99 ***
0.87 ***

INF.
COM.
DEC.
EXP.
Eﬃciency

1
0.40 *
0.26*
−0.10
0.29 *

1
0.57 **
−0.04
−0.37 *

1
−0.26
−0.28 *

1
0.27

1

C-FL
Omega

0.87
0.93

0.93
0.97

0.71
0.84

0.72
0.84

0.71
0.85

0.95 ***
0.98 ***
0.90 ***
0.78 ***
0.70 ***
0.97 ***

χ2(25): 26.97, p-value: 0.52; SRMR: 0.07; GFI: 0.90; CFI: 0.99. * signiﬁcant to 10%, ** signiﬁcant to 5% and ***
signiﬁcant to 1%. (Source: the authors).

Table 8 also shows that the relationships between the dimensions of information, communication
and decision were positive and this implies that a higher perception of information signiﬁes a higher
perception of communication and decision, and vice versa. The relationship between expectations and
decision was negative, and this implies that citizen disappointment with regards to the existence
of decision is greater if they have greater expectations of participation. Reliability indices for both
these observed variables and their respective latent variables were more than acceptable (R2 , omega
and C-FL).
Figure 6 depicts the estimated structural model. Table 9 shows the estimated structural model;
there are three determinants of the citizens’ perception of the current system: information, communication
and eﬃciency. Determinants of the future situation are decision (negative) and expectations. The current
and future situations aﬀect the perception of the creation of a better society, though the eﬀect of the future
situation (e-Cognocracy) is greater.

Figure 6. Estimated structural model for an EF3-evaluation of e-Cognocracy. (Source: the authors).
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Table 9. Structural model.

CURRENT SYSTEM
FUTURE SYSTEM
E-COGNOCRACY

INFO.

COM.

DEC.

EXP.

Eﬃciency

0.31 *
0.14

0.38 **
0.05

0.11
−0.45 *

0.04
0.38 *

0.50 **
0.03

CUR.S.

0.37 **

FUT.S.

R2

0.51 ***

0.58
0.40
0.41

χ2(46): 43.16, p-value: 0.71; SRMR: 0.07; GFI: 0.90; CFI: 0.99. * signiﬁcant to 10%, ** signiﬁcant to 5% and *** signiﬁcant
to 1%. (Source: the authors)

If citizens perceive that information exists, that is to say, that the administration informs society
of the participation mechanisms and the decisions that are taken (top-down unidirectional ﬂow),
then they have a positive perception of the current system of representation.
If communication exists, that is to say, information ﬂows in both directions (feedback), it is also
a determinant, but this is not the case with decision and expectations. Moreover, if citizens feel that
they have no inﬂuence on the taking of political decisions, irrespective of their perceptions of the
existence of information and communication, they will favour a change in the participation system.
If the citizens have higher expectations of involvement in the design and formulation of public policies,
they will also favour change.
Due to the limited number of responses, it was not possible to validate a general framework for
the conjoint evaluation of all the aspects outlined in the theoretical EF3-framework. Nevertheless,
the results obtained from the 20 valid responses identiﬁed a series of relationships that contribute to
the formulation of a general framework.
The small sample size means that the evaluation and selection of the models is governed by
goodness of ﬁt indicators (SRMR, GFI and CFI) that do not directly depend on the number of
observations [49]. For all the measured and/or structural models, the estimated parameters were
presented in their completely standardised version, norm 0–1, and, in addition, all the equations were
given their corresponding coeﬃcients of explained variance.
The assessment of the construct is based on the methodology proposed by Bagozzi [55] for the
validation of multidimensional constructs and the covariance structure analysis of observed variables
(McDonald’s omega coeﬃcient [56] and Fornell and Larcher’s coeﬃcient, C-FL [57]. The stability of
the parameters of the models was estimated and evaluated sequentially.
Although the simpliﬁed analysis of the theoretical EF3-framework has not allowed signiﬁcant
statistical conclusions, it has meant that, in conjunction with a review of the existing literature,
this framework may be extended to evaluate any e-Participation experience, not only e-Cognocracy.
4. Conclusions
The traditional democratic system ﬁnds it diﬃcult to eﬃcaciously react in the context of a
dynamic, complex and uncertain environment. The democratic legitimacy of public institutions is
being questioned by a citizenry that is more and more educated, reﬂexive, critical and interconnected.
Citizens are demanding more open and receptive governments that are prepared to listen, share,
and co-decide.
In the search for an appropriate response to the needs of democracy in the epoch of the Knowledge
Society, new models of e-participation and systems are being advanced; the validity of these models
needs to be analysed by taking into account their eﬀectiveness, eﬃcacy and eﬃciency (EF3-approach).
The integral evaluation of the three perspectives in citizen participation models is still pending; in this
work, the EF3-approach has been applied to a real-life experience resolved by means of the cognitive
democracy model known as e-Cognocracy. Through the use of structural equations, the relevant factors
extracted for the EF3 evaluation of this model will help to analyse the performance of the remaining
citizen participation models.
The theoretical model (EF3) was applied to the design of cultural and sporting policies in the
Spanish municipality of Cadrete. Due to the limited number of observations, it was not possible to
validate a generalised model for the integral evaluation of e-participation experiences. Nevertheless,
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it was possible to extract a series of relationships and relevant factors that will be considered when
dealing with similar cases in the future.
Despite the small number of responses to the evaluation questionnaire, it appears that the
experience was seen as very positive by the people of Cadrete. These kinds of projects should be
continued; they make a contribution to the conjoint construction of a better society.
Among the relevant aspects derived from the study we can highlight the followings: (i) The
eﬃciency is determined by information and system quality; (ii) The eﬃcacy is explained by information,
communication, decision and expectations; and, the eﬀectiveness (creation of a better society) is studied
by analysing the change (impact) between the current and future situations.
More speciﬁcally, the high value given for the evaluation of expectation is a reﬂection of the
uncertainty that citizens feel with regards to actively participating in the system. The role of the citizen
was perceived to be of the same importance as that of the local associations.
The conﬁrmatory factor analysis oﬀered suﬃcient evidence to maintain a structure of four,
interrelated, ﬁrst order factors based on the eight observed variables. The relationships between the
dimensions of information, communication and decision imply that a greater perception of levels of
Information will mean that perceptions of communication and decision are higher, and vice versa.
The relationship between participation expectation and decision was negative. This implies that
when citizen disappointment regarding the existence of decision increases, there is also an increase
in participation expectation. The sample gave a more positive evaluation of e-Cognocracy than the
traditional democratic model, both in terms of its ability to improve the present system and to achieve
its ultimate aim-the construction of a better society.
As already mentioned, a limitation of the study (that could be resolved with further research) is
the small number of responses to the evaluation questionnaire. It is well known that a higher number
of responses improves statistical robustness so it is diﬃcult to validate more generalised models.
However, one of the strengths of the study is that the analysis was of a real-life situation, and this
enhances the internal validity of the research.
Finally, it should be emphasised that the improvement of the system and the creation of a better
society require the introduction of more dynamic participation mechanisms such as e-Cognocracy.
The ideas extracted in this project for the evaluation of e-Cognocracy could be used for the evaluation
of any democracy model that combines, as Michels and De Graﬀ [9] assert, participatory processes and
formal decision-making.
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Appendix A. The Cadrete Questionnaire
After ﬁnishing the real-life e-Participation experience based on e-Cognocracy (Cadrete),
participants were asked to complete an online questionnaire; 24 residents responded though only 20
replies were valid. The questionnaire was considered as invalid if: (i) less than 80% of the questions
were answered; and/or (ii) there was zero variability with regards to the total number of questions.
The measurement scale was from 0 to 10 (0 = total disagreement, 10 = total agreement). A total of 51
questions were grouped into seven sections:
(i)

The System of Citizen Participation:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
(ii)

With the current system of citizen participation, the representatives defend my interests
The Citizen has weight in political decision making
Associations have weight in political decision making
The Citizen should participate in the design of public policies
Associations should participate in the design of public policies
The Citizen should decide the design of public policies in conjunction with the
elected representatives
Associations should decide the design of public policies in conjunction with
elected representatives
Political powers take citizens’ opinions into account for the design public policies
Political powers take associations’ opinions into account for the design public policies
The Administration informs society about the existing mechanisms of citizen participation
The Administration informs society about the decisions taken
E-Cognocracy contributes to the creation of a better society

The Creation of a Better Society:
1.
2.
3.

Participation is limited to Citizen consultation by the Administration
Participation includes Debate/Discussion with the Citizen, but the Decision is taken by
the Administration
Participation allows the joint decision between the Administration and the Citizen

(iii) Motivation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

I cannot miss the opportunity to be part of a citizen participation initiative like this one
I think it is a very important opportunity to express my opinions
I believe that this initiative will allow me to enrich myself as a person
I am interested in participating in the planning of cultural/sports activities
I do not agree with the current management of cultural and sports activities

(iv) Evaluation of the Technology Support and Applications:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
(v)

The computer equipment was adequate
The presentation structure of the program was simple and understandable
It was easy and comfortable to move from screen to screen (navigate)
There were too many errors/incidents in the computer application *
The number of screens was not excessive *
The voting system was easy to use
The discussion system for the incorporation of arguments was adequate
The discussion system allowed me to know and share opinions
I consider that my anonymity was assured throughout the entire process
In general, I liked the design of the software application
In general, I am satisﬁed with the computer application used

Evaluation of the Information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

It was easy to understand
It was suitable
It was received on time
There were virtually no errors
In general, I am satisﬁed with the information that I have received

(vi) Evaluation of the Support Staﬀ
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1.
2.
3.
4.

They helped my involvement in the citizen participation process
They gave me additional information
Without the support staﬀ, I would not have been able to participate
Overall, I am satisﬁed with the help of the support staﬀ

(vii) Overall Evaluation:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

I really enjoyed participating in this initiative
I have learned a lot from the experience
I feel that my participation has improved my ingenuity and creativity
The experience allowed me to feel involved in political decision making
My perception of social belonging in my municipality has increased (identity)
The discussions in the forum inﬂuenced my decisions
Participating in this experience was not a waste of time
I would participate again in a similar experience
Other municipalities should incorporate this type of citizen participation
E-Cognocracy improves the current democratic system
I feel satisﬁed with my participation in this initiative
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Abstract: Zero-one quadratic programming is a classical combinatorial optimization problem that
has many real-world applications. However, it is well known that zero-one quadratic programming is
non-deterministic polynomial-hard (NP-hard) in general. On one hand, the exact solution algorithms
that can guarantee the global optimum are very time consuming. And on the other hand, the heuristic
algorithms that generate the solution quickly can only provide local optimum. Due to this reason,
identifying polynomially solvable subclasses of zero-one quadratic programming problems and their
corresponding algorithms is a promising way to not only compromise these two sides but also offer
theoretical insight into the complicated nature of the problem. By combining the basic algorithm and
dynamic programming method, we propose an effective algorithm in this paper to solve the general
linearly constrained zero-one quadratic programming problem with a k-diagonal matrix. In our
algorithm, the value of k is changeable that covers different subclasses of the problem. The theoretical
analysis and experimental results reveal that our proposed algorithm is reasonably effective and
efﬁcient. In addition, the placement of the phasor measurement units problem in the power system is
adopted as an example to illustrate the potential real-world applications of this algorithm.
Keywords: zero-one quadratic problem;
power system

combinatorial optimization;

k-diagonal matrix;

1. Introduction
Optimization problems normally fall into two categories, one for continuous variables and the
other for discrete variables. The latter one is called combinatorial optimization, which is an active ﬁeld
in applied mathematics [1]. Common problems are the maximum ﬂow problem, traveling salesman
problem, matching problem, knapsack problem, etc. Among those famous combinatorial optimizations,
zero-one quadratic programming (01QP), whose variables can only be either 0 or 1 [2], is very important
and attracts a lot of attention.
Zero-one quadratic programming, which can be divided into constrained (01CQP) and
unconstrained (01UQP), is a combinatorial optimization and has practical signiﬁcance. For example,
it can be applied in circuit design [3], pattern recognition [4], capital budgeting [5], portfolio
optimization [6], etc. Except for these well known applications, 01QP also has potential applications
in the nonlinear control related ﬁelds [7–11]. Among these applications, the phasor measurement
unit (PMU) placement has been widely studied. Phasor measurement units can be used in dynamic
monitoring, system protection, and system analysis and prediction. Therefore, the placement of
PMU has become an important issue. As the scale of the electric grid grows, the PMU placement
problem becomes more difﬁcult and must be addressed considering certain requirements. In [12],
a modiﬁed bisecting search combined with simulated annealing method was proposed, and the
Mathematics 2020, 8, 138; doi:10.3390/math8010138
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latter randomly selected arrays were used to test the observability of the system. Considering the
incomplete observability of the system, a calculation method based on graph theory was proposed
in [13]. This method is time-consuming, and with the increase of dimensions, the calculation load is too
heavy. An integer linear programming method [14] and an improved algorithm [15] were put forward,
considering system redundancy, and full and incomplete observability. Researchers in [16] proposed a
binary programming method considering the joint placement of the conventional measurement units
and phasor measurement units.
Zero-one quadratic programming also has some theoretical signiﬁcance. Many classical problems,
such as the max-cut problem [17,18] and max-bisection problem [19] can be converted to zero-one
quadratic programming. Therefore, designing the algorithm that can solve 01QP effectively and
efﬁciently is very meaningful not only in practical ﬁelds but also in theoretical ﬁelds.
However, zero-one quadratic programming is a well known NP-hard problem in general.
The common solutions are exact solution and heuristic algorithms. Exact solution algorithms can
guarantee the global optimum. In [20], the branch-and-bound method was used to solve zero-one
quadratic programming problems without constraints. In [21,22], some exact solutions were proposed
by means of geometric properties. Penalty parameters were introduced to solve zero-one quadratic
programming problems with constraints in [23]. But exact solution algorithm are very time consuming
and suitable for small scale problems only. Oppositely, heuristic algorithms, such as simulated
annealing [24], genetic algorithms [25], neural networks [26], and ant colony algorithms [27], can solve
the medium and large scale problems quickly in general. But most of them can only ﬁnd the
local optimum.
Therefore, identifying polynomially solvable subclasses of zero-one quadratic programming
problems and their corresponding algorithms is a promising way to not only compromise these
two sides but also offer theoretical insight into the complicated nature of the problem. In our past
studies [28,29], the problem of ﬁve-diagonal matrix quadratic programming with linear constraints
has been solved effectively. In [30], an algorithm for solving 01QP with a seven-diagonal matrix Q was
presented. However, for these algorithms, the applicable problem is very speciﬁc. This narrows their
applications. Then, we proposed an algorithm for the unconstrained problems with a k-diagonal matrix
in [31]. In this paper, based on our previous results, we further propose an algorithm for the general
linearly constrained zero-one quadratic programming problem with a k-diagonal matrix by combining
the basic algorithm and dynamic programming method. For the algorithm we proposed, the value
of k is changeable. That means the algorithm can cover different subclasses of the problem. The
theoretical analysis and experimental results reveal that our proposed algorithm is reasonably effective
and efﬁcient. We also apply the algorithm to real-world applications and then verify its feasibility.
The main contributions of this paper are reﬂected in the following aspects: (1) The previous
algorithm targeted a ﬁxed k value in Q matrix. While the algorithm in this paper targeted a general
problem with changeable k values. (2) We analyze the time complexity and give the proof process of
the rationality of the algorithm. (3) We apply the algorithm to the phasor measurement units placement
in real-world application.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we review the algorithm of solving unconstrained
zero-one k-diagonal matrix quadratic programming. In Section 3, a constrained zero-one k-diagonal
matrix quadratic programming algorithm with the proof of the algorithm is proposed. Application
of zero-one quadratic programming in the phasor measurement units placement is put forward in
Section 4. Experimental results and discussion are given in Section 5. We draw our conclusions and
put forward the prospects in Section 6.
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2. Basic Algorithm to 01UQP
The following Equation (1) shows the form of the k-diagonal matrix zero-one quadratic
programming problem. The special point is the form of the matrix Q called the k-diagonal matrix,
where k = 2m + 1 (m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1).
min

x ∈{0,1}n

f (x) =

1 T
x Qx + c T x
2

(1)

where Q = (qij )n×n , qij = q ji (i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n) indicates that it is a symmetric matrix. Note that all the
numbers in this matrix are zero except qij and q ji (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , i + m).
⎛

0
⎜ q2,1
⎜
⎜ q
⎜ 3,1
⎜ .
⎜ .
⎜ .
⎜
⎜ 0
⎜
⎝ 0
0

q1,2
0
q3,2
..
.
0
0
0

q1,3
q2,3
0
..
.
0
0
0

...
...
...
..
.
...
...
...

0
0
0
..
.
0
qn−1,n−2
qn,n−2

0
0
0
..
.

0
0
0
..
.

qn−2,n−1
0
qn,n−1

qn−2,n
qn−1,n
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Based on past works [30,31], we can have the algorithm, as follows, to solve 01UQP. The feasibility
and effect of the algorithm can be seen in [31]. Figure 1 shows the Algorithm 1 process intuitively.
L
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Figure 1. Flow chart of the zero-one unconstrained quadratic programming (01UQP) algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Process of solving 01UQP
Step 1: Assign xn−m+1 ,. . . , xn to 0 or 1.
(1) Adjacent terms are the combination of xn−m+1 ,. . . , xn , whose value is the same except for
the value of xn .
(2) Get the corresponding f ( x ).
(3) Label these states state0, state1, . . . , state(2m − 1).
(4) Compare f ( x ) in the two adjacent terms. (only the coefﬁcient of xn−m and the constant term
are different.)
Step 2: Change the value of xn−m−i to 0 and 1(i = 0, 1, . . . , n − m − 1).
(1) Compare every two adjacent states and take the result with the smaller constant term as the
new state.
(2) Update all the 2m states.
Step 3: Get the optimal solution x.
(1) Update the states based on Step 2 until only the constant term is in f ( x ).
(2) The optimal value is the minimal one.
(3) Trace back and get the optimal solution x.
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3. Basic Algorithm to 01CQP
3.1. 01CQP Algorithm Description
Consider the constrained k-diagonal matrix zero-one quadratic programming problem:
min

x ∈{0,1}n

s.t.

1 T
2 x Qx

+ cT x

aT x ≤ b

(2)

where Q has the same meaning as that of the 01UQP formula in Section 2, a ∈ Zn+ , b ∈ Z+ .
In this section, we utilize the dynamic programming method to solve the 01CQP problem. To apply
the dynamic programming method, we introduce a state variable sk ( sk ∈ Z) and a stage variable
k(0 < k ≤ n), which should satisfy the following iteration. sk+1 can be expressed as:
sk+1 = sk + ak+1 xk+1 (k = 1, . . . , n − 1).
We only need to consider the integer point of the state space since a ∈ Zn+ and b ∈ Z+ . Since sk
satisﬁes 0 ≤ sk ≤ b, we deﬁne a set sk = {sk |0 ≤ sk ≤ b, sk ∈ Z}.
Algorithms 2 and 3 show the detailed calculation process.
Algorithm 2 Calculation Method of f (sk )
Case 1: When k = 1, there are two cases.
(1a) s1 < a1
x1 = 0, x1∗ = 0, f (s1 ) = f (0, . . . , xn )
(1b) s1 ≥ a1
x1 = 1, x1∗ = 1, f (s1 ) = f (1, . . . , xn )
We will get a series of functions f ( x ) after executing Case 1.
Case 2: When k ≥ 2, there are also two cases.
(2a) sk < ak
xk must be 0 to satisfy sk−1 = sk − ak xk . At this time, sk = sk−1 , by which we can obtain the
function f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0 .
(2b) sk ≥ ak
In this case, xk can be both 0 or 1, which generates two more situations:
1) If xk ∗ = 0 and sk = sk−1 , we can get f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0 .
2) If xk ∗ = 1 and sk−1 = sk − ak xk , we can get f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =1 .
We can see that there is only one function f (sk ) corresponding to each state sk when k = 1, and
there are several f (sk ) to each state sk when k > 1. To save storage and computational time, f (sk )
should be selected satisfactorily in the next step. We need to ﬁnd the optimal f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0
and f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =1 , that the optimizing process refers to for Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 state0 and state1
state0 ( xk = 0)
Case 1: There is only one f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0 :
Set xk ∗ = 0, f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0
Case 2: There are more than one f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0 :
1) Compare f (sk−1 )| xk =0 , which are almost the same except for the constant term and pick up
the smallest one.
2) Set xk ∗ = 0 and f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =0 .
state1 ( xk = 1)
Case 1: There is only one f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =1 :
Set xk ∗ = 1, f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =1
Case 2: There are more than one f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =1 :
1) Find the f ( x ) using a similar approach to that in state0 Case 2.
2) Set xk ∗ = 1 and f (sk ) = f (sk−1 )| xk =1 .

According to the above algorithm, the maximum number of functions per State is shown in
Table 1. The primary time is spent generating the state table. The number of times that the core steps
calculated is focused on the state number in Table 1. In total, we need to update the state table n times
and the number of state is b, so the time complexity is O(2m−1 × n × b).
Table 1. Maximum number of functions per State.
Situation

The Maximum Number of Functions

Algorithm 2 Case 1
Algorithm 3 Case 1
Algorithm 3 Case 2

1
2m −1
2m −1

3.2. Analysis on the Effectiveness and Rationality of 01CQP Algorithm
In this section, we analyze the properties of the polynomial time algorithm for 01CQP. To analyze
the algorithm, we need to demonstrate the rationality of Algorithms 2 and 3. Suppose f ( x ) has
the form:
f ( x ) = q12 x1 x2 + q13 x1 x3 + · · · + q1,1+m x1 x1+m + · · · + qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m
xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn + · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c1 x1 + · · · + cn xn .
Step 1: Set k = 1
(1) s1 < a1 , x1 = 0
f 1 (s1 ) = f ( x )| x1 =0 = qi,i+1 xi xi+1 + qi,i+2 xi xi+2 + · · · + qi,i+m xi xi+m
+ · · · + qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn
+ · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c2 x2 + · · · + cn xn (i = 2, . . . , n − m − 1).

(3)

(2) s1 ≥ a1 , x1 = 1
f 1 (s1 ) = f ( x )| x1 =1 = qi,i+1 xi xi+1 + qi,i+2 xi xi+2 + · · · + qi,i+m xi xi+m
+ · · · + qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn
+ · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c#2 x2 + · · · + c
1+ m x 1+ m + c m +2 x m +2
+ · · · + c n x n + c1 .

(4)

Clearly, when k = 1, each state s1 has only one function f 1 (s1 ). The coefﬁcient of x2 , . . . , xm+1 and
the constants are the only different terms in the function.
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Step 2: Set k = 2, 3, ..., m
(1) If sk < ak , execute state0 .
If sk−1 < ak−1 , f k (sk ) has the same form as function (3):
f (sk ) = qk,k+1 xk xk+1 + qk,k+2 xk xk+2 + · · · + qk,k+m xk xk+m
+ · · · + qi,i+1 xi xi+1 + qi,i+2 xi xi+2 + · · · + qi,i+m xi xi+m + · · · +
qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn + · · · +
qn−1,n xn−1 xn + ck+1 xk+1 + · · · + cn xn + const.

(5)

(const represents the constant term of the f (sk−1 ).)
If sk ≥ ak−1 , f k (sk ) has the same form as function (4):
f (sk−1 ) = qk,k+1 xk xk+1 + qk,k+2 xk xk+2 + · · · + qk,k+m xk xk+m
+ · · · + qi,i+1 xi xi+1 + qi,i+2 xi xi+2 + · · · + qi,i+m xi xi+m + · · · +
qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn + · · · +
qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c$
k +1 xk+1 + · · · + c
k+m xk+m + ck+m xk+m
+ . . . + cn xn + const + ck .

(6)

Then, f k (sk ) can be shown as:
f k (sk ) = f k−1 (sk−1 )| xk =0 = qk+1,k+2 xk+1 xk+2 + qk+1,k+3 xk+1 xk+3 + · · ·
+qk+1,k+m+1 xk+1 xk+m+1 + · · · + qi,i+1 xi xi+1 + qi,i+2 xi xi+2 + · · · +
qi,i+m xi xi+m + · · · + qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn
+ · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c$
k +1 xk+1 + · · · + c
k + m x k + m + c k + m +1 x k + m +1

+ . . . + cn xn + const.

(7)

At this point, the maximum number of f k (sk ) corresponding to each sk is 2k−2 .
(2) If sk ≥ ak , execute state0 and state1 .
Here, the state0 is the same as the one in Case 1, so we do not need to repeat it.
Consider state1 , xk = 1, f k (sk ) = f k−1 (sk − ak xk ), sk−1 = sk − ak xk = sk − ak .
If sk−1 < ak−1 , f (sk−1 ) has the form of function (5). If sk−1 ≥ ak−1 , f (sk−1 ) has the form of
function (6), then, f k (sk ) can be expressed as:
f k (sk ) = f k−1 (sk−1 )| xk =1 = qk+1,k+2 xk+1 xk+2 + qk+1,k+3 xk+1 xk+3 + · · ·
+qk+1,k+m+1 xk+1 xk+m+1 + · · · + qi,i+1 xi xi+1 + qi,i+2 xi xi+2 + · · · +
qi,i+m xi xi+m + · · · + qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · + qn−m,n xn−m xn




(8)

+ · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c$
k +1 xk +1 + · · · + c
k + m x k + m + c k + m +1 x k + m +1


 .
+ . . . + cn xn + const
All f k (sk ) are only different in the constant terms and the coefﬁcient of xk+1 , ..., xm+2 .
Step 3: k = n − m − 1
Consider the most complex case, sk ≥ ak and the state variable sk corresponds to 2m−1 f k (sk ) and
m
−
1
2
f k (sk ) = f k−1 (sk − ak ) respectively (2m−1 is the number of both). Therefore, we need to execute
state0 ﬁrst, and then execute state1 .
(1) state0 :
Since f k (sk ) has the form as function (8), the state0 is executed for the f k (sk ) respectively, and the
following expression is obtained:
f k (sk ) = f k−1 (sk )| xk =0 = qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · +


qn−m,n xn−m xn + · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c
n − m x n − m + c n − m +1 x n − m +1


 .
+ . . . + cn xn + const
234

(9)
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Clearly, these f k (sk ) are only different in the constants and the coefﬁcients of xn−m .
(2) state1 :
It is possible to obtain f k (sk ), which has the following form:
f k (sk ) = f k−1 (sk−1 )| xk =1 = qn−m,n−m+1 xn−m xn−m+1 + · · · +


qn−m,n xn−m xn + · · · + qn−1,n xn−1 xn + c
n − m x n − m + c n − m +1 x n − m +1


(10)

 + c
+ . . . + cn xn + const
n − m −1 .
For both case (1) and (2), they are only different in the constants and the coefﬁcients of xk+1 .
Step 4: k = m + 2, ..., n
Based on Algorithm 2 Case 2, we calculate the function f k (sk ), and the core is the implementation
of state0 and state1 . When executing state0 and state1 , the difference between the two f k (sk ) is the
constant and the coefﬁcients of xk . Therefore, when executing state0 , we only need to compare the
constant terms. When executing state1 , we only need to compare the sum of the constants and the
coefﬁcients of xk . In this way, we can avoid solving the excess f k (sk ).
The form of the function f k (sk ) and the maximum number of f k (sk ) in each stage k are similar to
the one in stage k = n − m, which also ensures the repeatability of the algorithm. The algorithm is
supplemented by concrete examples and numerical simulations.
3.3. Calculation Example of 01CQP
For example, the parameters Q, c, a, and b are:
⎛

−37 −56
0
0
0
0
⎜
0
0
0
41
16 −34
⎜
⎜
⎜
0
−62 −27 76
0
0
⎜
⎜
−
62
0
−
81
14
−
58
0
Q=⎜
⎜
−27 81
0
90
25 −42
⎜
⎜
76
14
90
0
−12 31
⎜
⎜
⎝
−58 25 −12
0
−94
0
0
0
−42 31 −94
0
T

c = 24, −54, −17, 36, −72, 63, 46, −18

T
a = 1, 2, 3, 2, 4, 2, 3, 2
0
23
−37
−56
0
0
0
0

23
0
41
16
−34
0
0
0

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

b = 6.
In this example, we will omit some of the states.
(1) Set k = 1, s1 = a1 x1 ,a1 = 1
We can set s1 = 0, 1, . . . , 6. According to Algorithm 2 Case 1, we can obtain Table 2.
When s1 = 0, we can calculate x1 ∗ and f (s1 ) through Algorithm 2 Case (1a) for s1 < a1 .
When s1 = 1, . . . , 6, we can calculate x1 ∗ and f (s1 ) through Algorithm 2 Case (1b) for s1 ≥ a1 .
We omit state3, . . . , state6, which is the same as state1, state2.
(2) Set k = 2, 3, s2 = a1 x1 + a2 x2 = s1 + a2 x2 , s3 = s2 + a3 x3
We can set s3 = 0, 1, . . . , 6. According to Algorithm 2 Case 2, we obtain the Table 3. The case of
s2 = 0, 1, . . . , 6 is omitted.
(3) Set k = 4, 5, 6, 7
According to Algorithm 2 Case 2 and Algorithm 3, we can gain f k (sk ) with k = 3, ..., 7. Tables 4
and 5 show part of the calculation process. From the table, we can see that only the coefﬁcient of
sk+1 and constant terms are different in the adjacent items.
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(4) Set k = 8
Finally, we have Table 6, which only has the constant terms. Through it, we can see that
x8 ∗ = 0, f ( x ∗ ) = −160, and by the backtracking method, we ﬁnd the optimum solution x ∗ =
(0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0).
Table 2. Functions f 1 (s1 ).
x1

f1 (s1 )( a1 = 1)

0

0

41x2 x3 + 16x2 x4 − 34x2 x5 − 62x3 x4 − 27x3 x5 + 76x3 x6 − 81x4 x5
+14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 54x2 − 17x3 + 36x4 − 72x5 + 63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8

1

1

41x2 x3 + 16x2 x4 − 34x2 x5 − 62x3 x4 − 27x3 x5 + 76x3 x6 − 81x4 x5
+14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 31x2 − 54x3 − 20x4 − 72x5 + 63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

2

1

41x2 x3 + 16x2 x4 − 34x2 x5 − 62x3 x4 − 27x3 x5 + 76x3 x6 − 81x4 x5
+14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 31x2 − 54x3 − 20x4 − 72x5 + 63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

s1

Table 3. Functions f 3 (s3 ).
x3

f3 (s3 )( a3 = 3)

0

0

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (0)| x3 =0 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 + 36x4 − 72x5 +
63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8

1

0

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (1)| x3 =0 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 20x4 − 72x5 +
63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

3

0

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (3)| x3 =0 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 20x4 − 72x5 +
63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

3

0

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (3)| x3 =0 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 4x4 − 106x5 +
63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 7

3

1

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (3)| x3 =1 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 26x4 − 99x5 +
139x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 17

5

0

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (5)| x3 =0 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 20x4 − 72x5 +
63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

5

0

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (5)| x3 =0 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 4x4 − 106x5
+63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 7

5

1

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (2)| x3 =1 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 84x4 − 99x5 +
139x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 30

5

1

f 3 (s3 ) = f 2 (2)| x3 =1 = −81x4 x5 + 14x4 x6 − 58x4 x7 + 90x5 x6 +
25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8 − 94x7 x8 − 10x4 − 133x5 +
139x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 30

s3
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Table 4. Functions f 4 (s4 ).
x4

f4 (s4 )( a4 = 2)

1

0

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (1)| x4 =0 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 72x5 + 63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

5

0

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (5)| x4 =0 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 72x5 + 63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 + 24

5

0

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (5)| x4 =0 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 106x5 + 63x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 7

5

0

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (5)| x4 =0 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 99x5 + 139x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 30

5

0

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (5)| x4 =0 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 133x5 + 139x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 30

5

1

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (3)| x4 =1 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 153x5 + 77x6 − 12x7 − 18x8 + 4

5

1

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (3)| x4 =1 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 187x5 + 77x6 − 12x7 − 18x8 − 11

5

1

f 4 (s4 ) = f 3 (3)| x4 =1 = 90x5 x6 + 25x5 x7 − 42x5 x8 − 12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 180x5 + 153x6 − 12x7 − 18x8 − 43

s4

Table 5. Functions f 5 (s5 ).
x5

f5 (s5 )( a5 = 4)

5

0

f 5 (s5 ) = f 4 (5)| x5 =0 = −12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 72x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 7

5

0

f 5 (s5 ) = f 4 (5)| x5 =0 = −12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 − 72x6 + 46x7 − 18x8 − 30

5

0

f 5 (s5 ) = f 4 (5)| x5 =0 = −12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 + 77x6 − 12x7 − 18x8 − 11

5

0

f 5 (s5 ) = f 4 (5)| x5 =0 = −12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 + 153x6 − 12x7 − 18x8 − 43

5

1

f 5 (s5 ) = f 4 (1)| x5 =1 = −12x6 x7 + 31x6 x8
−94x7 x8 + 153x6 + 71x7 − 60x8 − 48

s5

Table 6. Functions f 8 (s8 ).

s8

x8

f 8 ( s8 )

0
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5
5
6
6

0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

0
24
−54
−18
−17
6
−72
−72
−48
−66
−160
−132

4. Application of Zero-One Quadratic Programming in Phasor Measurement Units Placement
How to ﬁnd the installation location and the number of installations is the focus of the
phasor measurement units placement problem. The matrix in the PMU placement problem differs
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from the previous k-diagonal matrix in the elements of the main diagonal. However, since x is
either 0 or 1, we can convert it into a k-diagonal matrix. Then, we can take advantage of the
algorithms designed above to work out PMU placement without considering too many constraints
and realistic requirements.
4.1. Modelling
For the power system composed of n nodes, the placement of PMU is represented by
n-dimensional vector X = ( x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ). Here, i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

xi =

0 a PMU is installed at bus i
1 otherwise.

The matrix H represents the network graph structure,
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨1 i = j
hij = 1 i is connected to j
⎪
⎪
⎩0 otherwise,
and the objective function is
V ( x ) = λ( N − HX ) T R( N − HX ) + X T QX

(11)

where λ is the weight. N ∈ Rn represents the upper bound of the maximum redundancy of each bus.
R ∈ Rn×n and Q ∈ Rn×n are diagonal arrays, representing the importance of each bus and the cost of
placing the PMU on the bus respectively.
We expand Equation (11),
V ( x ) = λ( N − HX ) T R( N − HX ) + X T QX
= λ[ N T RN − N T RHX − X T H T RN + X T H T RHX ] + X T QX
= λN T RN − 2λN T RHX + λX T H T RHX + X T QX
= 12 X T (2λH T RH + 2Q) X + (−2λN T RH ) X + λN T RN.

(12)

Then, Equation (12) can be expressed as integer quadratic programming as,
min
s.t.

1 T
T
2 x Gx + f x
M( x) = 0
xi ∈ {0, 1}n

(13)

T

where G = 2λH T RH + 2Q, f = (−2λN T RH ) . M( x ) is the column vector consisting of mi ( x ) =
(1 − xi ) ∏ j∈ Ai (1 − x j )(i ∈ Ω). Ai and Ω represent a set of nodes adjacent to the bus i and the bus set
respectively. The above constraints require at least one PMU unit to be placed between the bus and its
adjacent nodes to ensure that each adjacent node of the bus can be observed. The above problem can
be expressed as unconstrained problems by the weighted least square method:
min
s.t.

T
1 T
T
2 x Gx + f x + M ( x ) V M ( x )
n
= 12 x T Gx + f T x + ∑i=1 (vi (1 − xi )2 (∏ j∈ Ai
xi ∈ {0, 1}n

where V = diag(vi ).
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4.2. Example and Experimental Result
Suppose the coefﬁcient matrix H of a power system is
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
H=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

1
1
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
0
0

1
0
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟.
⎟
⎟
⎠

Set Q as the unit matrix, λ = 0.5,
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
R=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

12
0
0 128
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Then, we can have

0
0
50
0
0
0
⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
G=⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

f =



0
0
0
140
0
0

0
0
0
0
72
0

192
140
62
178
0
0

140
282
152
268
140
0

0
0
0
0
0
10

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎟
⎟, N = 2,
⎟
⎟
⎠

62
152
204
190
140
0

178
268
190
392
212
72

2,

2,

3, 2,

1

T

.

⎞
0
0
140
0 ⎟
⎟
140
0 ⎟
⎟
⎟,
212 72 ⎟
⎟
224 82 ⎠
82 84

−380, −700, −544, −920, −574, −154

T

.

The main diagonal of the matrix for this problem is 1, while the deﬁnition of k-diagonal matrix Q
requires the main diagonal elements to be zero. Since x ∈ {0, 1}n , the diagonal of G can be converted
into a linear term and can be considered as a seven-diagonal matrix. This indicates that the diagonal of
G becomes zero and f is updated as seen in Equation (15). Using the algorithm in Section 2, we can
ﬁnd the optimal solution (0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1) without considering the constraints. This is to install four
PMUs in bus 2, 3, 4, and 6. Through observation, it can be seen that the conﬁguration results meet the
system observability and the constraint is reached.
f =



−284, −559, −442, −724, −462, −112

T

.

(15)

The above problem considers the placement of PMU under the condition that the system is
completely observable. When considering the PMU placement problem with the N − 1 principle,
constraint conditions 2xi + 2 ∑ j∈ P2 x j + ∑ j∈ P1 x j ≥ 2(i ∈ N ) are added based on the deﬁnition of
i
i
a single node observable. N is a set that includes the nodes required to have objectivity when a
fault occurs in the system. Pi2 and Pi1 represents a node set connected to node i with two and one
line respectively.
If the bus between nodes 5 and 6 breaks down, we set H (5, 6) and H (6, 5) as zero. Then,
the constraint is added.




0 0 0 1 1 0
1
x≥
.
0 0 0 0 0 1
1
We can get the optimal solution is the same as that in the former example. As the connection
between nodes 5 and 6 fails, the system after placing PMU will not lose its observability. We only
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consider the algorithm to solve the constrained k-diagonal zero-one matrix quadratic programming
and consider that it can be applied to some form of PMU placement problems. Some of the conditions
to the placement of PMU have not been taken into account here, which has yet to be studied by
specialized engineers.
5. 01CQP Algorithm Simulation and Discussion
5.1. Algorithm Experimental Simulation
Now, the experimental results are provided for this algorithm to illustrate its performance.
We implement the algorithm with C++ and run it on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U CPU. For the
problems we tested, the dimension of matrix Q ranges from 10 to 100 and k takes 5, 7, . . . , 25.
All simulation data ( Q, c, a, b) are generated randomly. Q, c is set up as in Section 2 with numbers
ranging from −100 to 100, and a, b range between 0 and 20. Then, we obtain Table 7, which shows the
detailed computation time for different dimensional problems with different diagonal numbers.
Table 7. Corresponding computation time in different diagonal numbers with dimension n = 10 to 100
of 01CQP.
n

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

k=5

0.0356

0.0678

0.1404

0.2039

0.3289

0.4102

0.4589

0.6942

0.7391

1.0060

k=7

0.0336

0.0703

0.1419

0.2030

0.3097

0.4024

0.4839

0.6908

0.7475

1.0519

k=9

0.0320

0.0638

0.1424

0.1851

0.3129

0.3640

0.4896

0.6831

0.7835

0.9771

k = 11

0.0335

0.0619

0.1470

0.2025

0.2749

0.3357

0.4155

0.5482

0.6621

0.8812

k = 13

0.0246

0.0482

0.1093

0.1577

0.2591

0.3500

0.4176

0.6029

0.7109

0.8872

k = 15

0.0185

0.0544

0.1138

0.1734

0.2561

0.3624

0.4469

0.5782

0.7356

0.8873

k = 17

0.0234

0.0549

0.1185

0.1749

0.2838

0.3766

0.4732

0.7220

0.8908

1.1064

k = 19

0.0397

0.0744

0.1692

0.2210

0.3944

0.4888

0.6059

0.9147

0.9886

1.2304

k = 21

−−

0.0872

0.1797

0.2836

0.4656

0.5714

0.6995

1.1097

1.2544

1.7283

k = 23

−−

0.1283

0.2640

0.4409

0.5499

0.9615

1.0942

1.3158

1.8381

1.8951

k = 25

−−

0.1961

0.3673

0.6169

0.8295

1.3556

1.3235

2.0418

2.3717

4.2689

5.2. Experimental Results Discussion
Here, based on the experimental results, we investigate the inﬂuence of n and k on the algorithm
and discuss the importance and implications of our study results. Firstly, we ﬁx the values of k
but increase n. Figure 2 shows the experimental situations when the matrix dimension n changes
from 10 to 100 with k is ﬁxed at 9, 13, 19 and 23 respectively. As can be seen, the calculation time
increases slightly with the increase of dimension. Secondly, we ﬁx the values of n but increase k.
Figure 3 shows the experimental situations when k changes from 5 to 25 with n is ﬁxed at 20, 40, 60
and 80 respectively. It can be observed clearly that time changes signiﬁcantly with the increase of
diagonal number. Finally, we increase n and k simultaneously. Figure 4 illustrates this situation. It is
obvious that k has an obvious inﬂuence on the calculation speed. All these observations coincide
with the time complexity we derived in Section 3. It means that if the diagonal number is within
an appropriate range, our algorithm can perform effectively and efﬁciently even for very large scale
problems. And these kind of problems cover a large portion of the whole problem set. Therefore,
the algorithm we proposed will have great potential in many real-world applications.
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Figure 2. Calculation time with different dimensions when the diagonal number k = 9, 13, 19, 23.
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Figure 3. Calculation time with different diagonal numbers when the dimension n = 20, 40, 60, 80.
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Figure 4. The variation of calculation time with different dimensions n and diagonal number k.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel exact algorithm to the general linearly constrained zero-one quadratic
programming problem with k-diagonal matrix is proposed. The algorithm is designed by analyzing
the property of matrix Q and then combining the famous basic algorithm and dynamic programming
method. The complexity of the algorithm is analyzed and shows that it is polynomially solvable when
m is ﬁxed. The experimental results also illustrate the feasibility and efﬁciency of the algorithm.
Designing efﬁcient algorithm to this special class of problem 01CQP not only provides useful
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information for designing efﬁcient algorithms for other special classes but also can provide hints
and facilitate the derivation of efﬁcient relaxations for the general problems. And ﬁnally, the phasor
measurement units placement problem is used to demonstrate that the algorithm has wide potential
applications in decision-making real-life problems.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
01QP
01UQP
01CQP
PMU
NP-hard

Zero-One Quadratic Programming
Unconstrained Zero-One Quadratic Programming
Constrained Zero-One Quadratic Programming
Phasor Measurement Units
Non-deterministic polynomial-hard

Variables
The following variables are used in this manuscript:
Q
c
a
b
n
m
k
sk
f (x)
H
N
R
Q
M( x)
Ω
λ
Ai

Q = (qij )n×n and only qij =q ji (i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , i + m) are not zero
c = (cij )n×1
a = ( aij )n×1
b ∈ Z+
Dimensions of matrix Q
m ∈ [0, n − 1] and m ∈ Z
k = 2m + 1 (m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1)
State variable sk ∈ Z, stage variable k (0 < k ≤ n)
f ( x ) = 12 x T Qx + c T x
H = (hij )n×n is a network graph structure
N ∈ Rn represents the upper bound of the maximum redundancy of each bus
R ∈ Rn×n is the importance of each bus
Q ∈ Rn×n in the application is the cost of placing the PMU on the bus
Column vector consisted of mi ( x ) = (1 − xi ) ∏ j∈ Ai (1 − x j )(i ∈ Ω)
Bus set
Weight
Nodes adjacent to the bus i
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Abstract: An extended approach proposed in this paper is to make a more reasonable assessment
of personal default risk in peer to peer (P2P) online lending platform, which reduces uncertainty
while taking into account the psychological characteristics of lenders to avoid risk. The TODIM
(an acronym in Portuguese of interactive and multi-criteria decision making) approach, which can
describe the psychological behaviors of decision maker, has been proved to be eﬀective to solve
multi-attribute decision making (MADM) problems. The deﬁnitions of dual hesitant Pythagorean
fuzzy set (DHPFS) and the processes of traditional TODIM approach are ﬁrstly introduced in this
paper. Then, the TODIM approach is extended to solve the MADM problems with a dual hesitant
Pythagorean fuzzy number (DHPFN). Finally, a case study evaluating the personal default risk in P2P
online lending is conducted to demonstrate that the proposed approach is applicable to solve MADM
problems. In addition, some comparative analyses are performed to compare the dual hesitant
Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM method with the other two integrated operators of DHPFS. Through the
comparisons, we conclude that the advantage of the proposed method over other methods is that it
reduces uncertainty while taking into account the psychological characteristics of lenders to avoid
risk. Today’s credit environment is fraught with risks, and the psychological behaviors of decision
makers are important factors that cannot be ignored. For these reasons, the dual Pythagorean hesitant
fuzzy TODIM method is applicable for evaluating personal default risk.
Keywords: dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy set; multi-attribute decision making; TODIM approach;
psychological behaviors; peer to peer; evaluating personal credit

1. Introduction
P2P network lending is a new type of lending model. As a website that provides intermediary
services, it connects capital applicants and providers together. Due to its relatively high rate of
return while low threshold, requirement and cost, P2P online lending provides an important channel
for borrowers who have diﬃculty in obtaining ﬁnancing from the traditional ﬁnancial industry.
This lending model has been popularized nationwide. In 2007, the ﬁrst P2P platform in China was
established in Shanghai, then there was a blowout in 2015. In fact, there was little interference in
P2P by regulators before 2018. But with the continuous upgrading of ﬁnancial regulation after that,
P2P continued to suﬀer from explosion, suspension, losing contact, withdrawal diﬃculties, platform
fraud and other problems, and those phenomena disrupted the normal ﬁnancial order. By November
2019, the total loan balance of normal operating platforms of P2P was 540.828 billion yuan, and the
transaction volume was 50.623 billion yuan. Compared with the November of last year, the total loan
balance declined by 33.33 percent, and the transaction volume dropped by 54.58 percent. Recently,
some provinces, such as Hunan, Shandong, Chongqing, and Sichuan have announced a crackdown
Mathematics 2020, 8, 8; doi:10.3390/math8010008
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on non-compliant P2P business. At present, the biggest risk of P2P lending is default risk, which has
become the main bottleneck of the development of P2P industry. How to evaluate the borrower’s
default risk is particularly important for the normal operation of P2P. Therefore, this article attempts to
propose a new method to evaluate the borrower’s default risk in P2P online lending.
In recent years, a lot of researchers studied on the personal default risk in the P2P online lending.
Malekipirbazari [1] established a credit risk assessment model based on random forest classiﬁcation
method. Serrano-cinca [2] exceeded the traditional credit model, established the proﬁt scoring model,
and proved that the proﬁt scoring model based on multiple regression was superior to the credit
scoring system based on the logistic model. Oreski S. [3] proposed a personal credit assessment method
combining genetic algorithm and neural network. Guo et al. [4] veriﬁed that the instance-based credit
risk assessment model was superior to the score-based model.
Wei and Lu [5] proposed the dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy set (DHPFS), the deﬁnitions and basic
algorithms of DHPFS were given in their paper. In DHPFS, both membership and non-membership are
represented by sets. It is clear that DHPFS can get more valuable decision information from decision
makers. Pythagorean fuzzy sets and dual hesitant fuzzy sets have their own outstanding advantages
and application prospects. The combination of the two will make great contribution to the extension of
fuzzy sets and make a diﬀerence in decision-making process [6].
MADM is an important part of decision science and expected utility theory is the theoretical
basis of traditional MADM research. Expected utility theory believes that complete rationality is
the characteristic of decision makers, and those persons’ goal is to maximize beneﬁts. In real life,
the practical option of decision makers and best option based on rational decision theory have a
certain deviation, owing to cognitive ability, emotion, psychology and other factors [7]. At present,
some scholars have studied the MADM method which takes the psychological behavior of decision
makers into account. Knhneman and Tversky put forward prospect theory [8], which is regarded to
be the most inﬂuential theory in the ﬁeld of behavioral decision making and has been widely used
in MADM problems [9]. The theory mainly draws the following conclusions. First, most people
have a risk-averse attitude to gains and a risk-appetite attitude to losses. Second, people are more
sensitive to loss than gain. The pain of loss greatly exceeds the pleasure of gain, which is called
“loss aversion”. Third, most people tend to rely on reference points for their judgment of gains and
losses, which is called “reference dependence”. Gomes and Lima [10] proposed a TODIM decision
making method based on prospect theory, which is a typical multi-attribute decision making method
that takes the psychological behavior of decision makers into account. The TODIM method’s main
concepts are as follows. First, calculating the advantages of alternatives over other alternatives in
various attributes based on the decision maker’s reference dependence and the psychological behavior
characteristics of loss avoidance. Then, the overall advantage of each scheme over other schemes
is calculated, and ﬁnally, the objective function which can maximize the overall advantage and the
optimal model is established respectively. The TODIM method has been deeply studied and applied to
various decision-making problems by many scholars, such as choosing the best destination for natural
gas storage [11] and evaluating green supply chain [12]. In order to describe both the uncertainty of
MADM problems and the attitude of lenders to avoid risks, some scholars have successively proposed
fuzzy TODIM method [13], intuitionistic fuzzy TODIM [14], Pythagoras fuzzy TODIM [15] and hesitant
fuzzy TODIM [16]. Wei [17] proposed picture fuzzy TODIM method for MADM problems. Huang
and Wei [18] proposed the Pythagoras binary semantic TODIM method. Ji et al. [19] applied the
project-based multi-valued neutrophil set TODIM method to personnel selection. Tian et al. [20]
proposed an extended TODIM based on cumulative prospect theory, and then applied it in venture
capital. Yin et al. [21] proposed an extended TODIM to evaluate the competency of project manager,
which combines lambda-fuzzy measure with Choquet integral. However, the dual hesitant Pythagoras
fuzzy TODIM method has not been studied.
Although there are a large number of methods for evaluating personal default risk, they do not
take people’s attitude to risk into account. At the same time, the decision environment contains too
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much uncertain information. So, risk and uncertainty are two important factors that should be taken
into consideration when evaluating personal credit default risk. Previous research has found that
TODIM is an eﬀective method that can reﬂect people’s attitude to risk, and dual hesitant Pythagoras
fuzzy set can get more information from decision maker. Therefore, we are trying to apply TODIM
method with dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy number to the personal default risk evaluation in P2P
online lending. Our goal is to demonstrate the applicability of this approach in individual default risk
evaluation and, more broadly, to apply it to more similar MADM problems.
In the next section, we will introduce the process of traditional TODIM approach, the concepts of
Pythagorean fuzzy set, dual hesitant fuzzy set and dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy set. In Section 3,
we shall propose the dual hesitant Pythagorean TODIM approach. In Section 4, a numerical example
for evaluating personal credit risk in the P2P online lending platform with dual hesitant Pythagorean
fuzzy information is used to demonstrate the approach’s applicability. In Section 5, we will draw the
conclusions about this paper.
2. Preliminaries
In this part, the process of traditional TODIM approach in decision making will be introduced
brieﬂy. Then, we retrospect the concepts and theories of dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy set (DHPFS).
2.1. The TODIM Approach
Let A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , Am } be a discrete set with m alternatives, and Ai represents the ith alternative
in the set. Let C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn } be a set with n attributes, and C j represents the jth attribute in
n

ω j = 1.
the set. Let ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn }T be the attributes set’s weight vector, with ω j ∈ [0, 1] and
j=1
 
Suppose that X = xij
be a decision matrix, where xi j is the attribute value according to a decision
m×n
maker over the alternative Ai with respect to attribute C j . We deﬁne ω jr = ω j /ωr ( j, r = 1, 2, . . . , n) as


the relative weight of the attribute C j to Cr , ωr = max ω j j = 1, 2, . . . , n , and ω jr ∈ [0, 1]. Then, the
steps of the traditional TODIM approach are as follows:
 
 
Step 1. Standardize the decision matrix X = xij
into the matrix Y = yij
.
m×n

m×n

Step 2. Compute the dominance degree of Ai over each alternative Ak for attribute C j :
δ(Ai , Ak ) =

n


φ j (Ai , Ak ), (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m)

(1)

j=1

where

⎧ 



⎪
⎪
⎪
yij − yk j ω jr / nj=1 ω jr ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
φ j (Ai , Ak ) = ⎪
⎪ 0, 
⎪



⎪
⎪
n
⎪
⎩ − θ1
yk j − yij
j=1 ω jr /ω jr ,

yij > yk j
yij = yk j

(2)

yij < yk j

and the attenuation factor of the losses is expressed by the parameter value θ.
Step 3. Compute the overall value of the alternative Ai by:

ξ ( Ai ) =

m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak ) − min
i∈M


max
i∈M

m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak )





m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak )

− min
i∈M





m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak )

 , (i = 1, 2, . . . , m)

(3)

Step 4. Rank all the alternatives according to the overall values ξ(Ai ), (i = 1, 2, . . . , m). Based on
this result, we can get the conclusion that the most ideal alternative has largest overall value,
and conversely, the worst alternative has the smallest value.
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2.2. Dual Pythagorean Hesitant Fuzzy Set
In this part, some deﬁnitions of PFS, DHFS and DHPFS are introduced. The score function and
accuracy function of DHPFN are also provided.
Deﬁnition 1 [22]). A Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS) P with an object X is deﬁned as follows:
P=





x, uP (x), vP (x) |x ∈ X

(4)

where uP (x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as the membership degree function, vP (x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as the non-membership
degree function. For all x ∈ X, uP (x) and vP (x) meet the following requirements: uP (x)2 + vP (x)2 ≤ 1.
The hesitant degree of x ∈ X is presented as:

πP (x) =

1 − uP (x)2 − vP (x)2 , ∀x ∈ X

(5)

For convenience, (uP (x), vP (x)) is called a PFN, which can be denoted by P = (uP , vP ).
Deﬁnition 2 ([23]). Let X be a ﬁxed set, then a dual hesitant fuzzy set (DHFS) D with an object X is deﬁned
as follows:



(6)
D = x, ΓD (x), ΨD (x) |x ∈ X
where ΓD (x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as a set of all the possible membership degrees, ΨD (x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as a set
of all the possible non-membership degrees.
Deﬁnition 3 ([5]). Let X be a ﬁxed set, then a dual Pythagorean hesitant fuzzy set (DHPFS) A with an object
X is deﬁned as follows:



(7)
A = x, ΓA (x), ΨA (x) |x ∈ X
where ΓA (x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as a set of all the possible membership degrees, ΨA (x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as a set
of all the possible non-membership degrees. Furthermore, for all uA (x) ∈ ΓA (x) and vA (x) ∈ ΨA (x) meet the
following requirements: uA (x)2 + vA (x)2 ≤ 1. The set of hesitant degree x ∈ X is presented as:

ΠA (x) =

∪
uA (x) ∈ ΓA (x)
vA ( x ) ∈ Ψ A ( x )

πA (x) =

1 − uA (x)2 − vA (x)2 ≥ 0 , ∀x ∈ X

For convenience, (ΓA (x), ΨA (x)) is called a DHPFN, which can be denoted by A = (ΓA , ΨA ).
Wei and Lu [5] have proposed some operational rules for DHPFN.
Deﬁnition 4 ([5]). Let β1 = (Γβ1 , Ψβ1 ), β2 = (Γβ2 , Ψβ2 ) and β = (Γβ , Ψβ ) be three DHPFNs, then




∪
vβ1 vβ2 >;
(1) β1 ⊕ β2 =<
∪
uβ1 2 + uβ2 2 − uβ1 2 uβ1 2 ,
vβ1(x) ∈ Ψβ1(x)
uβ1(x) ∈ Γβ1(x)
uβ2(x) ∈ Γβ2(x)
vβ2(x) ∈ Ψβ2(x)




(2) β1 ⊗ β2 =<
∪
uβ1 2 + uβ2 2 − uβ1 2 uβ1 2 >;
vβ1 vβ2 ,
∪
uβ1(x) ∈ Γβ1(x)
vβ1(x) ∈ Ψβ1(x)
uβ2(x) ∈ Γβ2(x)
vβ2(x) ∈ Ψβ2(x)

 
λ
(3) λβ =< ∪
1 − (1 − uβ 2 ) , ∪ vβ λ >;
uβ ∈Γβ

(4)

βλ



λ

vβ ∈Ψβ



= < ∪ uβ , ∪
uβ ∈Γβ

vβ ∈Ψβ


λ
1 − (1 − vβ 2 ) >;
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(5)

βc =< Ψβ , Γβ >;
Wei and Lu [5] gave a score function of DHPFNs to rank two diﬀerent numbers.

Deﬁnition 5 ([5]). Let β = (Γβ , Ψβ ) be a DHPFN, then the score function of β is deﬁned as:
⎛
⎞
⎜
⎟
1  2 ⎟⎟⎟
1 ⎜⎜⎜
1  2
uβ −
vβ ⎟⎟⎟
Sβ = ⎜⎜⎜1 +
2⎝
⎠
Γβ uβ ∈Γβ
Ψβ vβ ∈Ψβ

(9)

the accuracy function of β is deﬁned as:
pβ =

1 
Γβ

uβ 2 +

uβ ∈Γβ

1



Ψβ

vβ ∈Ψβ

vβ 2

(10)

Γβ and Ψβ represents the length of set Γβ and Ψβ respectively. The higher the score, the better the number.

3. Dual Pythagorean Hesitant Fuzzy TODIM Approach
In order to describe the dual Pythagorean hesitant fuzzy TODIM approach in detail, ﬁrst of all,
we put forward some fundamental concepts that are essential to this paper.
3.1. Fundamental Knowledge
According to Deﬁnition 5, Wei and Lu [5] gave a solution to compare two DHPFNs.
Deﬁnition 6 ([5]). Let β1 = (Γβ1 , Ψβ1 ) and β2 = (Γβ2 , Ψβ2 ) be two DHPFNs, Sβ1 and Sβ2 be the scores value
of β1 and β2 respectively, pβ1 and pβ2 be the accuracy values of β1 and β2 respectively.
Then, if Sβ1 > Sβ2 ,then β1 > β2 ; if Sβ1 = Sβ2 ,then
(1)
(2)

if pβ1 = pβ2 , then β1 = β2 ;
if pβ1 > pβ2 , then β1 > β2 ;

Deﬁnition 7 ([24]). Let β1 = (Γβ1 , Ψβ1 ) and β2 = (Γβ2 , Ψβ2 ) be two DHPFNs, then the Hamming distance
between β1 and β2 is:
d(β1 , β2 ) =



1 1 l
1 m
Γβ1 σ( j) − Γβ2 σ( j) +
Ψβ1 σ( j) − Ψβ2 σ( j)
j=1
j=1
2 l
m

(11)

where l, m are the lengths of the set Γ and Ψ, respectively. Γβ1 σ( j) , Γβ2 σ( j) represents the jth largest element in set
Γβ1 and Γβ2 , respectively. Ψβ1 σ( j) , Ψβ2 σ( j) represents the jth largest element in set Ψβ1 and Ψβ2 , respectively.
In general, the number of elements in two DHPFS is diﬀerent. Therefore, we use the extension
principle to compare two sets, that is, adding elements to a set with fewer elements, so that the number
of elements in the two sets is the same. There are two types of extension principles. The ﬁrst is to add
the largest element in the set, while the other is to add the smallest element in the set. In this article,
we use the ﬁrst principle.
An example is shown to illustrate the Hamming distance between β1 and β2 : If β1 =
({0.4, 0.2}, {0.7, 0.3, 0.1} and β1 = ({0.7, 0.3, 0.1}, {0.4, 0.1} are two DHPFNs. Ar ﬁrst, we extend set
Γβ1 (x) = {0.4, 0.2} to {0.4, 0.4, 0.2} and set Ψβ2 (x) = {0.4, 0.1} to {0.4, 0.4, 0.1}. Then the distance between
β1 and β2 is: d(β1 , β2 ) = 0.1500.
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3.2. TODIM Method for Dual Hesitant Pythagorean Fuzzy MADM Problems
Now, we give procedures to use TODIM approach to deal with MADM Problems with dual
hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy set. In order to understand it easily, we describe the problems brieﬂy
as follows:
Let A = {A1 , A2 , . . . , Am } be a discrete set of alternatives and C = {C1 , C2 , . . . , Cn } be the set of
n

ω j = 1.
attributes; Let = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn } be the attributes set’s weight vector, with ω j ∈ [0, 1] and
j=1
 


Suppose R = rij
= Γij , Ψij
be a dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy decision matrix, where rij is
m×n
m×n
a criterion value according to a decision maker over the alternative. Ai with respect to attribute C j ,
where ΓA(x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as a set of all the possible membership degrees, ΨA(x) ∈ [0, 1] is deﬁned as
a set of all the possible non-membership degrees. Furthermore, for all uA(x) ∈ ΓA(x) and vA(x) ∈ ΨA(x)
meet the following requirements: uA (x)2 + vA (x)2 ≤ 1.
Then, we extend the TODIM model to deal with the MADM problems with dual hesitant
Pythagorean fuzzy set. At ﬁrst, it is necessary to standardize the decision matrix, because there may be
some beneﬁt attribute and cost attribute in C, as they are two opposite DHPFNs:
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ rij , f orbene f itattributeC j
lij = ⎪
⎪
⎩ rcij , f or cos tattributeC j

(12)

where rcij = (Ψij , Γij ) is the complement of rcij . After that, we can get the normalized dual hesitant
 
Pythagorean fuzzy decision matrix L = lij
.
m×n
Next, we calculate the relative weight of the attribute C j to Cr as
ω jr = ω j /ωr ( j, r = 1, 2, . . . , n)

(13)



where ωr = max ω j j = 1, 2, . . . , n , ω jr ∈ [0, 1].
Then we can get the dominance degree of Ai over attribute C j for each alternative Ak :
⎧  



⎪
⎪
⎪
d lij .lk j ω jr / nj=1 ω jr ,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
φ j(Ai, Ak) = ⎪
⎪ 0, 
⎪



⎪
⎪
n
⎪
⎩ − θ1 d lij .lk j
j=1 ω jr /ω jr ,

lij > lk j
lij = lk j

(14)

lij < lk j



where the parameter θ represents the attenuation factor of the losses, d li j .lk j describe the distance
between the DHPFNs lij and lk j . In order to show the function φ j (Ai , Ak ) visually, we express it in a
matrix way:
A2
...
Am
A1
⎤
⎡
0
φ j (A1 , A2 ) . . . φ j (A1 , Am ) ⎥⎥
A1 ⎢⎢
⎥
⎢⎢
A2 ⎢⎢⎢ φ j (A2 , A1 )
0
. . . φ j (A2 , Am ) ⎥⎥⎥⎥
(15)
⎥⎥
φ j (Ai , Ak ) = . ⎢⎢⎢
..
..
..
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
.. ⎢⎢⎢⎢
.
.
...
.
⎥⎦
⎣
0
Am φ j (Am , A1 ) φ j (Am , A2 ) . . .
based on which, we can calculate the overall dominance degree of the Ai over each alternative Ak by:
δ(Ai , Ak ) =

n


φ j (Ai , Ak ), (i, k = 1, 2, . . . , m)

j=1
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and we also show the function δ(Ai , Ak ) visually in a matrix:

δ = δ(Ai , Ak )m×n

A1
A2
= .
..
Am

A2
φ j (A1 , A2 )
0
..
.
φ j (Am , A2 )

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ φ j (A2 , A1 )
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
..
⎢⎢
.
⎢⎢
⎣
φ j (Am , A1 )

...
Am
. . . φ j (A1 , Am )
. . . φ j (A2 , Am )
..
...
.
...
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

(17)

Finally, the overall value of each alternative Ai can be computed by the following formula:
ξ(Ai ) =

m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak ) − min
i∈M

max
i∈M



m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak )





m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak )

− min
i∈M





m
k=1 δ(Ai , Ak )

 , (i = 1, 2, . . . , m)

(18)

In order to rank all alternatives, we construct a principle whereby that the greater the overall
value of ξ(Ai ), (i = 1, 2, . . . , m), the better the alternative Ai .
4. Numerical Example
4.1. The Application of Dual Hesitant Pythagorean Fuzzy TODIM Approach
In order to evaluate the borrower’s default risk accurately, many models have been constructed.
The ﬁrst step in building the model is to select some reasonable credit evaluation indicators. Lin et al. [25]
explored the factors that determine the default risk based on the demographic characteristics of
borrowers. The empirical results show that the following ten factors played an important role in loan
default: (1) gender, (2) age, (3) marital status, (4) educational level, (5) working years, (6) company size,
(7) monthly payment, (8) loan amount, (9) debt to income ratio, and (10) delinquency history.
We denote these ten attributes as C j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) respectively, and their weight vector
is ω = (0.0550, 0.0466, 0.2005, 0.1692, 0.0766, 0.0804, 0.0821, 0.1530, 0.0655, 0.0711)T , which is given
by the decision maker. Suppose that there are four applicants to be ranked, which denoted as
A j ( j = 1, 2, 3, 4), and dual hesitant Pythagorean numbers rij (Γij , Ψij ) appear in the MADM process.
rij (Γij , Ψij )(i = 1,2,3,4; j = 1, 2, . . . , 10) represents the value of alternative Ai relative to attribute C j .
 


All these values are contained in the decision matrix R = rij
= Γi j , Ψi j
, as shown in Table 1.
m×n

m×n

Table 1. The decision matrix R.
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

A1
A2
A3
A4

({0.7,0.6},{0.7})
({0.5,0.4},{0.6,0.5})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5})

({0.4},{0.7,0.6})
({0.5},{0.5,0.4})
({0.5},{0.6})
({0.5,0.4},{0.7})

({0.3},{0.8})
({0.3,0.2},{0.8})
({0.4},{0.7,0.6})
({0.6},{0.8,0.7})

({0.4,0.3},{0.7,0.6})
({0.5},{0.7})
({0.4,0.3},{0.6})
({0.7},{0.4,0.3})

({0.4},{0.7,0.6})
({0.6,0.5},{0.7})
({0.6,0.5},{0.8})
({0.4,0.3},{0.7})

C6

C7

C8

C9

C10

A1
A2
A3
A4

({0.6,0.5},{0.6})
({0.7},{0.6,0.5})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5,0.4})
({0.6},{0.6,0.5})

({0.5},{0.6,0.5})
({0.5},{0.6,0.5})
({0.7},{0.7})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5})

({0.6},{0.7,0.6})
({0.5,0.4},{0.8})
({0.4},{0.6,0.5})
({0.5},{0.7,0.6})

({0.5,0.4},{0.7})
({0.5},{0.7})
({0.7,0.6},{0.4})
({0.6},{0.5,0.4})

({0.6},{0.7,0.6})
({0.6,0.5},{0.7})
({0.6},{0.8,0.7})
({0.5,0.4},{0.6})

Then, we can apply dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM approach to rank the personal
default risk. Before that, we use extension principle which is claimed in this paper to extend the
decision matrix, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The extended decision matrix R.
C1
A1
A2
A3
A4

({0.7,0.6},{0.7,0.7})
({0.5,0.4},{0.6,0.5})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5,0.5})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5,0.5})

A1
A2
A3
A4

({0.6,0.5},{0.6,0.6})
({0.7,0.7},{0.6,0.5})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5,0.4})
({0.6,0.6},{0.6,0.5})

C6

C2

C3

C4

C5

({0.4,0.4},{0.7,0.6})
({0.5,0.5},{0.5,0.4})
({0.5,0.5},{0.6,0.6})
({0.5,0.4},{0.7,0.7})

({0.3,0.3},{0.8,0.8})
({0.3,0.2},{0.8,0.8})
({0.4,0.4},{0.7,0.6})
({0.6,0.6},{0.8,0.7})

({0.4,0.3},{0.7,0.6})
({0.5,0.5},{0.7,0.7})
({0.4,0.3},{0.6,0.6})
({0.7,0.7},{0.4,0.3})

({0.4,0.4},{0.7,0.6})
({0.6,0.5},{0.7,0.7})
({0.6,0.5},{0.8,0.8})
({0.4,0.3},{0.7,0.7})

C7

C8

C9

C10

({0.5,0.5},{0.6,0.5})
({0.5,0.5},{0.6,0.5})
({0.7,0.7},{0.7,0.7})
({0.6,0.5},{0.5,0.5})

({0.6,0.6},{0.7,0.6})
({0.5,0.4},{0.8,0.8})
({0.4,0.4},{0.6,0.5})
({0.5,0.5},{0.7,0.6})

({0.5,0.4},{0.7,0.7})
({0.5,0.5},{0.7,0.7})
({0.7,0.6},{0.4,0.4})
({0.6,0.6},{0.5,0.4})

({0.6,0.6},{0.7,0.6})
({0.6,0.5},{0.7,0.7})
({0.6,0.6},{0.8,0.7})
({0.5,0.4},{0.6,0.6})



Firstly, ω3 = max ω j j = 1, 2, . . . , 10 = 0.2005, so we calculate the relative weights of the
attribute are:
ω13 = 0.2743, ω23 = 0.2324, ω33 = 1.0000, ω43 = 0.8439, ω53 = 0.3820, ω63 =
0.4010, ω73 = 0.4095, ω83 = 0.7631, ω93 = 0.3267, ω10 3 = 0.3546.
Then, we need to calculate the dominance degree of Ai over each alternative Ak with respect to
the attribute C j (i, k = 1, 2, 3, 4; j = 1, 2, . . . , 10). Let θ = 2.5:

A1
A2
φ1 =
A3
A4

A1
A2
⎡
0
0.0981
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.7928
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0908 0.0642
⎢⎢
⎣
0.0908 0.0642

A1
A2
φ2 =
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0836
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0591
⎢⎢
⎣
−0.4604

A1
A2
φ3 =
A3
A4

A2
A1
⎡
0
0.0708
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.1569
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.1583 0.1734
⎢⎢
⎣
0.1873 0.2002

A3
−0.3509
−0.3844
0
0.1734

A4
−0.4152
−0.4439
−0.3844
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

A1
A2
φ4 =
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.1301
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0650
⎢⎢
⎣
0.2345

A2
−0.3417
0
0.1454
0.2157

A3
−0.1708
−0.3820
0
0.2253

A4
−0.6160
−0.5666
−0.5918
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

A1
A2
φ5 =
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0875
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.6219
⎢⎢
⎣
−0.3591

A2
−0.7974
0
−0.5638
−0.7974

A3
−0.7340
−0.5190
0
0

A4
−0.7340
−0.5190
0
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

A3
A4
⎤
−0.5638 0.0483 ⎥⎥
⎥
0.0591 0.0836 ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥
0
0.0591 ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦
−0.5638
0

A2
A3
A4
⎤
−0.5078 0.1072 0.0619 ⎥⎥
⎥
0
0.0619 0.0875 ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎥
−0.3591
0
0.1072 ⎥⎥⎥⎥
⎦
−0.5078 −0.6219
0
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A1
A2
φ6 =
A3
A4
A1
A2
φ7 =
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0897
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0777
⎢⎢
⎣
0.0634

A2
−0.4957
0
−0.5542
−0.3505

A1
A2
⎡
0
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
0
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.1199 0.1199
⎢⎢
⎣
0.0641 0.0641

A3
−0.4293
0.1002
0
−0.4293
A3
−0.6489
−0.6489
0
0.1199

A4
−0.3505
0.0634
0.0777
0
A4
−0.3468
−0.3468
−0.6489
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦
⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

A1
A2
φ8 =
A3
A4

A1
A2
⎡
0
0.1515
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.4401
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.4401 0.1515
⎢⎢
⎣
−0.2541 0.1237

A3
0.1515
−0.4401
0
−0.3593

A4
0.0875
−0.3593
0.1237
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

A1
A2
φ9 =
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.0405
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ 0.1280
⎢⎢
⎣
0.1145

A3
−0.8683
−0.8237
0
−0.3883

A4
−0.7766
−0.7265
0.0572
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

A2
A3
0.0596 0.0596
0
0.0596
−0.3727
0
0.0843 0.1033

A4
0.0843
−0.5271
−0.6455
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

φ10

A1
A2
=
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.3727
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.3727
⎢⎢
⎣
−0.5271

A2
−0.2746
0
0.1214
0.1071

Secondly, we calculate the overall dominance degree of the Ai over each alternative Ak :

A1
A2
δ=
A3
A4

A1
⎡
0
⎢⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −1.3312
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ −0.7359
⎢⎢
⎣
−0.8460

A2
−2.0371
0
−1.0740
−0.7964

A3
−3.4477
−2.9172
0
−1.7408

A4
−2.9572
−3.2547
−1.8458
0

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

Finally, we can get the overall value of each alternative Ai by the follows:
ξ(A1 ) = 0; ξ(A2 ) = 0.1856; ξ(A3 ) = 0.9461; ξ(A4 ) = 1;
Thus, the ranking of alternatives is A4 > A3 > A2 > A1 , and A4 has best credit.
4.2. Comparative Analysis
In this section, some comparative analysis will be performed to compare our proposed method
with the other two operators deﬁned by Wei and Lu [5].
4.2.1. Comparison with the Dual Hesitant Pythagorean Fuzzy Weighted Average Operator
Then, we contrast this method with a dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy weighted average
(DHPFWA) operator proposed by Wei and Lu [5] as follows:
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Deﬁnition 8 ([5]). Let αi = (Γαi (x), Ψαi (x)) ∈ DHPFNs(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn }T be
the attributes set’s weight vector, with ω j ∈ [0, 1] and

n

j=1

ω j = 1, then

DHPFWAω (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn ) = ω1 α1 ⊕ ω2 α2 ⊕ . . . ⊕ ωn αn
⎧&
⎫
⎪
n
n
ωi ⎪
⎪
⎪
'
'
⎨
⎬
ω
2
, ∪
=< ∪ ⎪
1−
(1 − uαi ) ⎪
vαii >
⎪
⎩
⎭
uαi ∈Γαi ⎪
v
∈Ψ
α
α
i=1
i
i i=1

(19)

We can get:
A1 =

A2 =

A3 =

A4 =

({0.4982, 0.4925, 0.4884, 0.4826, 0.4878, 0.4819, 0.4777, 0.4716,
0.4886, 0.4828, 0.4785, 0.4725, 0.4779, 0.4718, 0.4674, 0.4611},
{0.7012, 0.6936, 0.6849, 0.6774, 0.6908, 0.6833, 0.6747, 0.6673,
0.6930, 0.6854, 0.6768, 0.6694, 0.6827, 0.6752, 0.6668, 0.6595,
0.6832, 0.6757, 0.6672, 0.6600, 0.6730, 0.6657, 0.6573, 0.6502,
0.6751, 0.6678, 0.6594, 0.6522, 0.6651, 0.6579, 0.6496, 0.6425,
0.6962, 0.6886, 0.6800, 0.6725, 0.6858, 0.6784, 0.6699, 0.6626,
0.6880, 0.6805, 0.6720, 0.6647, 0.6778, 0.6704, 0.6620, 0.6548,
0.6783, 0.6709, 0.6625, 0.6552, 0.6682, 0.6609, 0.6526, 0.6455,
0.6703, 0.6630, 0.6547, 0.6475, 0.6603, 0.6531, 0.6450, 0.6379})
({0.5115, 0.5033, 0.4987, 0.4901, 0.5026, 0.4941, 0.4894, 0.4806,
0.5037, 0.4952, 0.4906, 0.4817, 0.4945, 0.4858, 0.4810, 0.4718,
0.5070, 0.4986, 0.4940, 0.4853, 0.4980, 0.4893, 0.4846, 0.4755,
0.4990, 0.4904, 0.4857, 0.4767, 0.4897, 0.4809, 0.4760, 0.4667},
{0.6986, 0.6882, 0.6884, 0.6782, 0.6914, 0.6811, 0.6813, 0.6712,
0.6916, 0.6814, 0.6816, 0.6714, 0.6845, 0.6743, 0.6745, 0.6645})
({0.5303, 0.5201, 0.5216, 0.5110, 0.5220, 0.5115, 0.5130, 0.5021,
0.5210, 0.5104, 0.5120, 0.5011, 0.5124, 0.5015, 0.5031, 0.4918,
0.5244, 0.5139, 0.5154, 0.5046, 0.5159, 0.5051, 0.5066, 0.4955,
0.5149, 0.5041, 0.5056, 0.4945, 0.5061, 0.4949, 0.4965, 0.4850},
{0.6213, 0.6154, 0.6042, 0.5985, 0.6102, 0.6044, 0.5934, 0.5878,
0.6023, 0.5967, 0.5858, 0.5802, 0.5916, 0.5860, 0.5754, 0.5699})
({0.5861, 0.5816, 0.5788, 0.5741, 0.5827, 0.5781, 0.5752, 0.5705,
0.5832, 0.5786, 0.5757, 0.5710, 0.5797, 0.5750, 0.5721, 0.5674,
0.5812, 0.5766, 0.5737, 0.5690, 0.5777, 0.5730, 0.5701, 0.5653,
0.5782, 0.5735, 0.5706, 0.5658, 0.5746, 0.5699, 0.5670, 0.5621},
{0.5968, 0.5882, 0.5829, 0.5745, 0.5882, 0.5796, 0.5744, 0.5661,
0.5685, 0.5602, 0.5552, 0.5472, 0.5602, 0.5521, 0.5472, 0.5392,
0.5811, 0.5726, 0.5675, 0.5593, 0.5726, 0.5643, 0.5593, 0.5512,
0.5535, 0.5454, 0.5406, 0.5327, 0.5454, 0.5375, 0.5327, 0.5250})

then, the score values of each alternative are as follows: sA1 = 0.3914, sA2 = 0.3878, sA3 = 0.4521, sA4 =
0.5080. We can get the ranking of alternatives according to the score value: sA4 > sA3 > sA1 > sA2 , and
A4 has best credit.
4.2.2. Comparison with the Dual Hesitant Pythagorean Fuzzy Weighted Geometric Operator
Then, we contrast this method with dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy weighted geometric
(DHPFWG) operator proposed by Wei and Lu [5] as follows:
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Deﬁnition 9 ([5]). Let αi = (Γαi (x), Ψαi (x)) ∈ DHPFNs(i = 1, 2, . . . , n) and ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn }T be
the attributes set’s weight vector, with ω j ∈ [0, 1] and

n

j=1

ω j = 1,then

DHPFWGω (α1 , α2 , . . . , αn ) = ω1 α1 ⊗ ω2 α2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ωn αn
⎧&
⎫
⎪
n
n
ωi ⎪
⎪
⎪
'
'
⎨
⎬
ωi
2
>
=< ∪
uαi , ∪ ⎪
1−
( 1 − v αi ) ⎪
⎪
⎩
⎭
uαi ∈Γαi i=1
vαi ∈Ψαi ⎪
i=1

(20)

We can get:
A1 = ({0.4553, 0.4487, 0.4487, 0.4422, 0.4337, 0.4274, 0.4274, 0.4212,
0.4515, 0.4449, 0.4449, 0.4384, 0.4300, 0.4238, 0.4238, 0.4176},
{0.7117, 0.7060, 0.6993, 0.6934, 0.7071, 0.7014, 0.6945, 0.6884,
0.7056, 0.6998, 0.6929, 0.6868, 0.7009, 0.6950, 0.6880, 0.6817,
0.6980, 0.6920, 0.6849, 0.6785, 0.6932, 0.6870, 0.6798, 0.6733,
0.6915, 0.6854, 0.6781, 0.6715, 0.6866, 0.6803, 0.6728, 0.6662,
0.7080, 0.7023, 0.6954, 0.6894, 0.7034, 0.6975, 0.6906, 0.6844,
0.7018, 0.6959, 0.6889, 0.6827, 0.6970, 0.6910, 0.6839, 0.6775,
0.6941, 0.6880, 0.6808, 0.6743, 0.6892, 0.6829, 0.6756, 0.6690,
0.6875, 0.6812, 0.6738, 0.6672, 0.6825, 0.6761, 0.6685, 0.6617})
A2 = ({0.4764, 0.4702, 0.4604, 0.4544, 0.4698, 0.4637, 0.4540, 0.4481,
0.4392, 0.4335, 0.4244, 0.4190, 0.4331, 0.4275, 0.4185, 0.4131,
0.4705, 0.4645, 0.4548, 0.4489, 0.4640, 0.4580, 0.4484, 0.4427,
0.4338, 0.4282, 0.4192, 0.4138, 0.4278, 0.4223, 0.4134, 0.4081},
{0.7195, 0.7151, 0.7152, 0.7107, 0.7177, 0.7133, 0.7134, 0.7088,
0.7165, 0.7121, 0.7122, 0.7076, 0.7147, 0.7102, 0.7103, 0.7058})
A3 = ({0.4924, 0.4874, 0.4852, 0.4803, 0.4856, 0.4807, 0.4785, 0.4737,
0.4690, 0.4643, 0.4622, 0.4575, 0.4625, 0.4578, 0.4558, 0.4512,
0.4875, 0.4826, 0.4804, 0.4755, 0.4807, 0.4759, 0.4737, 0.4690,
0.4643, 0.4596, 0.4576, 0.4530, 0.4579, 0.4533, 0.4512, 0.4467},
{0.6531, 0.6420, 0.6423, 0.6307, 0.6491, 0.6378, 0.6381, 0.6263,
0.6324, 0.6203, 0.6206, 0.6080, 0.6280, 0.6158, 0.6160, 0.6033})
A4 = ({0.5683, 0.5593, 0.5598, 0.5510, 0.5559, 0.5471, 0.5476, 0.5390,
0.5624, 0.5535, 0.5540, 0.5453, 0.5501, 0.5415, 0.5420, 0.5334,
0.5626, 0.5537, 0.5542, 0.5455, 0.5503, 0.5417, 0.5422, 0.5336,
0.5568, 0.5480, 0.5485, 0.5399, 0.5446, 0.5361, 0.5366, 0.5281},
{0.6487, 0.6454, 0.6328, 0.6292, 0.6430, 0.6396, 0.6267, 0.6230,
0.6426, 0.6392, 0.6263, 0.6226, 0.6367, 0.6332, 0.6200, 0.6163,
0.6156, 0.6118, 0.5975, 0.5935, 0.6091, 0.6052, 0.5906, 0.5864,
0.6087, 0.6048, 0.5901, 0.5860, 0.6020, 0.5981, 0.5830, 0.5788})

then, the score values of each alternative are as follows: sA1 = 0.3587, sA2 = 0.3436, sA3 = 0.4122, sA3 =
0.4607. We can get the rank of all alternatives according to the score values: sA4 > sA3 > sA1 > sA2 , and
A4 has best credit.
The results of comparative analyses by using diﬀerent methods are as follows:
As you can see from Table 3, the three methods have the same best choice A4 and their results are
slightly diﬀerent. Obviously, the proposed method considers the attitude of decision makers towards
risk, that is, people are more sensitive to loss than gain, which makes the results of decisions consistent
with the expectations of decision makers. Each of these methods has its own advantages: (1) DHPFWA
operator is aﬀected by groups, (2) DHPFWG operator is aﬀected by individuals, and (3) the dual hesitant
Pythagoras fuzzy TODIM method reduces uncertainty while taking into account the psychological
characteristics of lenders to avoid risk. Today’s credit environment is full of risks, and the psychological
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behaviors of decision makers are important factors that cannot be ignored. So, the dual Pythagorean
hesitant fuzzy TODIM method is applicable for evaluating personal default risk.
Table 3. Rank of alternatives by using diﬀerent methods.
Ordering
Dual Hesitant Pythagoras Fuzzy TODIM
DHPFWA
DHPFWG

A4 > A3 > A2 > A1
A4 > A3 > A1 > A2
A4 > A3 > A1 > A2

5. Concluding Remarks and Suggestions
In the decision-making environment full of risks, the TODIM method enables decision-makers’
psychological behaviors to be described. But it doesn’t work when it’s used directly to solve the
MADM problems with fuzzy information. Through existing research, we can ﬁnd that the membership
and non-membership of the dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy set are respectively represented by a set
containing all possible values, this fuzzy set is a good tool for people to express hesitancy in daily life.
Therefore, we have proposed a method named dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy TODIM to solve MADM
problem with dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy information. One of the most important advantages of
the proposed approach is that it can reduce uncertainty while taking the psychological characteristics
of lenders into account to avoid risk. At the same time, this method can be further extended to
other similar MADM problems with interdependent attribute under dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy
environments, such as performance evaluation, risk investment and so on. At last, the dual hesitant
Pythagoras fuzzy has made a great contribution to the expansion of fuzzy set and also plays a signiﬁcant
role in practical decision process.
In this paper, the dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy TODIM method is applied to the case of personal
default risk evaluation in the P2P lending platforms, and some comparative analyses are performed to
compare the dual hesitant Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM method with the other two integrated operators
DHPFWA and DHPFWG. The advantage of the dual hesitant Pythagoras fuzzy TODIM method over
these two operators is that it takes the decision maker’s reference dependence and the psychological
behavior characteristics of loss aversion into account. We have demonstrated that the proposed
approach is applicable for evaluating personal default risk through the comparisons. More broadly,
it can also be applied to solve more similar MADM problems. In the future, we shall continue
studying the MADM problems with the application and extension of the developed operators to other
domains [26–33].
Finally, in view of the macroeconomic downturn and strong ﬁnancial supervision, we would like
to put forward the following suggestions to prevent default risk of P2P online platforms: (1) Improve
the information disclosure system to reduce information asymmetry. On the one hand, online
loan platforms should actively participate in relevant regulatory associations and fully disclose the
information of the borrowers; on the other hand, it is necessary and even desirable to examine the
authenticity and legitimacy of the information and issue a reliable risk assessment report. (2) Establish
a third-party depository system. On the one hand, the funds of the loan project should be managed by
a special third-party ﬁnancial institution like a bank, and the online loan platforms are only used as
a medium for information interaction. On the other hand, it avoids short-term goals and extracts a
certain percentage of risk reserves to protect the investment. This can improve the anti-risk ability of
online loan platforms, and also enhance investors’ conﬁdence in the platform.
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Abstract: Since the reform and opening up, Chinese economic and social development has undergone
great changes, and the people’s living standards have improved markedly. For the national economy,
the engineering construction is not only a carrier for specific economic tasks, but also a driving
force for rapid and sustained economic development. With the continuous expansion of the scale of
construction projects, safety management problems of construction projects are constantly exposed.
How to effectively avoid accidents has become an important issue to be solved urgently in the
construction industry. This paper mainly evaluates human factors in the process of construction project
management, such as workers’ proficiency, workers’ safety awareness, technical workers’ quality,
and workers’ emergency capacity, with the purpose of helping China’s construction projects proceed
smoothly. In this research, we provide a multiple attribute group decision-making (MAGDM) technique
based on Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic numbers (P2TLNs) and the VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I
KOmpromisno Resenje (VIKOR) method for evaluating the human factors of construction projects.
P2TLNs are used to represent the performance assessments of decision makers. Relying on a P2TLWA
operator, P2TLWG operator, and the essential VIKOR method, a general framework is established.
An application is presented to test the validity of the new method, and a comparative analysis with
two algorithms and the P2TL-TODIM method is illustrated with detail.
Keywords: multiple attribute group decision making (MAGDM); Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic
numbers (P2TLNs); P2TLWA operator; P2TLWG operator; VIKOR method

1. Introduction
In the related projects of engineering construction, the management problem mainly involves the
safety management problem, and is closely related to human, material, and environmental factors.
Safety management problems involved in project construction management should be eliminated or
avoided in time to ensure the timely and smooth completion of construction and protect the safety of
construction personnel and property. However, in project management, the human factor plays a very
important role, as it can eﬀectively guide the construction project construction management results.
Ning and Wang [1] promoted the TOPSIS method into an intuitionistic fuzzy environment to evaluate
and select the optimal site selection scheme according to the speciﬁc attributes of the construction
project, so as to eﬀectively improve the construction operation and improve the safety of the working
environment. Lu [2] studied how to utilize the 2-tuple linguistic model to deal with assessment
Mathematics 2019, 7, 1149; doi:10.3390/math7121149
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information in the information management process of construction projects, and then followed
the steps of TOPSIS model for evaluation. Gu et al. [3] introduced the IVIFECA (interval-valued
intuitionistic fuzzy Einstein correlated averaging) operator, which was applied to choose construction
projects. Wu et al. [4] expanded the HM (Hamy Mean) operator to 2TLNNs and then introduced some
operators. Finally, they utilized these operators to assess the risk of construction projects.
The fuzzy set theory [5] was ﬁrst introduced to describe the uncertainty and fuzziness of things.
In order to reﬂect the objective world as faithfully as possible, many people oﬀered some extended
forms of the fuzzy set, such as IVHFS (interval-valued hesitant fuzzy set), T2FS (Type-2 fuzzy sets),
IFS (intuitionistic fuzzy set) [6–11], etc. The IFS theory was proposed by Atanassov [6] in 1986 as an
important extension of the classical fuzzy set theory [5]. The research on its theory and application has
achieved extensive research results in the ﬁeld of fuzzy set theory and produced far-reaching inﬂuence.
In an intuitionistic fuzzy set, the membership degree was deﬁned as the degree of aﬃrmation about
the same concept, and non-membership degree was deﬁned as the degree of negation. However, when
using intuitionistic fuzzy to make decisions, the following situation may occur: the membership degree
plus non-membership degree of the scheme satisfying attributes given by the decision makers is greater
than 1. Based on this, in 2013, the American scholar Yager [12] proposed the Pythagorean fuzzy set,
which satisﬁes conditions where the membership degree plus non-membership degree is greater than
1, but the sum of squares does not exceed 1. Therefore, the decision maker does not need to modify the
values of membership and non-membership, and thus the model can be a more accurate and detailed
description of the reality [13–16].
After the Pythagorean fuzzy set was proposed, a large number of researchers combined the
Pythagorean fuzzy set [12] with various methods and applied these proposed methods to MADM.
Zhang and Xu [17] ﬁrst put forward the mathematical expression of a Pythagorean fuzzy set, and then
they tied the Pythagorean fuzzy set (PFS) and TOPSIS method together. Finally, they gave a practical
example to illustrate the developed method and made a comparative analysis of diﬀerent methods.
Zhang [18] presented a Pythagorean fuzzy QUALIFLEX method with the closeness index to address
the layered multi-criteria decision-making issue under a Pythagorean fuzzy environment on the basis
of PFNs (Pythagorean fuzzy numbers) and IVPFNs (interval-valued Pythagorean fuzzy numbers).
Ren et al. [19] provided a case of choosing the governor of the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank by using the PF-TODIM (Pythagorean fuzzy TODIM) method to observe the feasibility of
the model. Bolturk [20] expanded the CODAS (COmbinative Distance-based Assessment) model
to Pythagorean fuzzy environment to propose a novel method that is PF-CODAS (Pythagorean
fuzzy CODAS). They addressed a MADM problem of supplier selection utilizing the new method
to show its validity and eﬀectiveness. In the end, they concluded that the presented model has
better results than the general fuzzy conclusion, because it takes into account the decision makers of
dithering and expands the scope of membership and non-membership degree. Chen [21] deﬁned a
new VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I KOmpromisno Resenje (VIKOR)-based method for MADM
analysis containing Pythagorean fuzzy information. A Pythagorean fuzzy set has certain advantages
over un-normalized fuzzy sets such as IFS (intuitionistic fuzzy set) in dealing with fuzziness and
complex uncertainty. Based on this, a Pythagorean fuzzy VIKOR method based on a distance index is
proposed, which is quite diﬀerent from the existing VIKOR method. It is unique because that the model
considers the uncertain information expressed by the PFNs and introduced some new concepts of
measuring distance. Through the practical application and comparative analysis of a certain standard
satisfaction problem, the validity and superiority of the used method in practice are veriﬁed. Huang
and Wei [22] brieﬂy introduced the deﬁnition of Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic numbers (P2TLNs),
which calculate the distance between two P2TLNs and the classic TODIM (an acronym in Portuguese
for Interactive Multi-criteria Decision Making). On this basis, a new extended TODIM is put forward
to deal with the MADM problem. The important feature of this method is to fully take the bounded
rationality of the each decision maker into account, which is a practical behavior in the decision-making
process. Finally, they also gave an example. Ilbahar et al. [23] proposed three methods, respectively:
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Fine Kinney, Pythagorean fuzzy analytic hierarchy process. Meanwhile, these methods are used to
assess the excavation risk of a construction site. Based on the procedure of the classic TOPSIS method,
Khan et al. [24] presented an extension of TOPSIS under the interval value Pythagorean fuzzy context,
using the IVPFCIG (interval-valued Pythagorean fuzzy Choquet integral geometric) operator and
distance formula based on the Choquet integral to aggregate all the fuzzy decision matrixes. Finally,
it is proved by an example that the technique is practical and eﬀective. Perez-Dominguez et al. [25]
combined ratio analysis-based multiple objective optimization with a Pythagorean theorem fuzzy set
to select an appropriate alternative. In the end, two decision problems illustrated that the method is
valid and practical. A novel LINMAP (linear programming technique for multidimensional analysis of
preference) method was expanded by Xue et al. [26] to the fuzzy environment of Pythagorean. Then,
they deﬁned PFE (Pythagorean fuzzy evalues) and IVPFE (interval-valued Pythagorean fuzzy evalues)
based on similarity and hesitations. Based on the above, the PF-LINMAP method is constructed.
According to a numerical example, this method can solve the decision problem related to railway
project investment.
The VIseKriterijumska Optimizacija I KOmpromisno Resenje (Hereinafter referred to as VIKOR)
model explored by Opricovic [27] initially is a practical tool to deal with the MADM problems
and has a wide range of industrial, commercial economy, and science of management applications.
Compared with previous methods, such as ELECTRE [28], PROMETHEE [29], GRA [30], TOPSIS [31],
and TODIM [32–34], the advantage of the VIKOR model is that it takes into account the contradictory
criteria such as the objectivity of decision makers and the complexity of the decision environment, so
as to obtain more useful and scientiﬁc evaluation information.
Devi [35] explored a new expansion of VIKOR into an intuitionistic fuzzy context to solve the
problem of a robot selection material handling task. Du and Liu [36] applied the VIKOR method in the
fuzzy context of an intuitionistic trapezoidal to rank the pros and cons of each scheme and select the
best one. Park et al. [37] proposed a new method to promote the VIKOR method to the interval value
intuitionistic fuzzy environment to choose the right outsourcing partner for multinational organizations.
Chatterjee et al. [38] gave an expanding VIKOR model based on IFS, which uses ﬁve criteria and four
decision makers to evaluate ﬁve potential outsourcing partners. Finally, we choose the best outsourcer.
Liao and Xu [39] contributed a new way of thinking that integrated the classical VIKOR method with
hesitant fuzzy circumstances. An example is given to prove its validity. In order to solve the MADM
problem of material selection in engineering design, an interval binary semantic VIKOR method is
established to avoid information distortion and loss by Liu et al. [40]. Motivated by the traditional
VIKOR method, Wei and Zhang [41] ﬁrstly deﬁned the multiple criteria hesitant fuzzy decision making
with shapley value-based VIKOR method. Using SLp, mu-metric, they developed an extended VIKOR
method to handle related multi-criterion decision problems. Bausys and Zavadskas [42] solved a
problem of selecting the location for a logistic terminal in a way where they tied the VIKOR method
with interval-valued neutrosophic sets, namely VIKOR-IVNS. Dammak et al. [43] compared three
methods based on intuitionistic fuzzy set respectively to TOPSIS, AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process),
and VIKOR, and analyzed the diﬀerences in the use of the three methods. Liao and Xu [44] constructed
the cosine-distance-based HFL-TOPSIS model and the cosine-distance-based HFL-VIKOR model.
Afterwards, they oﬀered a case in point. You et al. [45] proposed the interval 2-tuple language VIKOR
method for choosing the perfect supplier among three suppliers. It’s worth noting that the method
mentioned in this paper is more appropriate to treat with the problem of supplier selection in the
context of fuzzy with uncertain and incomplete information. Buyukozkan et al. [46] integrated IF-AHP
and IF-VIKOR to form an overall framework, and then used appropriate evaluation criteria to rank
the web services of medical institutions according to the steps of the framework to measure the
performance of 10 medical institutions in Turkey. Zhang et al. [47] proposed the hesitating fuzzy
language VIKOR (HFL-VIKOR) method, and then took a West China hospital as an example to apply
this method in the process of inpatient admission evaluation, so as to solve the problem of inpatient
admission, which can be used for classiﬁed diagnosis and treatment. Hu et al. [48] adopted INSs
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(interval neutrosophic sets) to cope with evaluation information, and made use of a project-based
diﬀerence measure VIKOR to solve the issue of online selection of doctors in mobile medical services.
Wang et al. [49] explored a VIKOR method into a picture fuzzy context with normalized projection for
the risk assessment of engineering construction projects.
Although previous studies deal with the selection of construction projects, they do not mention
the evaluation of human factors in the process of construction project management. So, it is very
essential to take appropriate measures to evaluate human factors by using relevant assessment criteria.
In this paper, we extend the VIKOR method with Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic numbers for the
evaluation of human factors. It is our goal in this article to combine the original VIKOR method
with P2TLNs to address MADM problems. The innovativeness of the paper can be summarized as
follows: (1) the VIKOR method is extended by P2TLSs; (2) the Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic VIKOR
(P2TL-VIKOR) method is proposed to solve the Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic multiple attribute group
decision-making (MAGDM) problems; (3) a case study for evaluating human factors in construction
project management is supplied to show the developed approach; and (4) some comparative studies
are provided with the existing methods to give eﬀect to the rationality of P2TL-VIKOR.
The remainder of this article is mainly as follows. Section 2 contains some basic deﬁnitions of
P2TLNs; Section 3 contains the extending VIKOR method with P2TLNs; Section 4 provides a case
study of evaluating human factors in the process of construction project management and contrastive
analysis; and Section 5 presents the conclusions.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Pythagorean 2-Tuple Linguistic Sets
Wei et al. [50] proposed the Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic sets (P2TLSs) based on the PFSs [51]
and 2-tuple linguistic information [52].
Deﬁnition 1 ([50]). A P2TLS A in X is given
A=




sϕ(x) , ρ , (uA (x), νA (x)), x ∈ X ,

(1)

where sϕ(x) ∈ S, ρ ∈ [−0.5, 0.5) , uA (x) ∈ [0, 1], and vA (x) ∈ [0, 1], uA (x), and νA (x) satisfy the following

condition: 0 ≤ (uA (x))2 + (vA (x))2 ≤ 1, ∀x ∈ X. The numbers uA (x), νA(x) represent
the degree of

membership and degree of non-membership of the element x to linguistic variable sϕ(x) , ρ .

+
,
A = sϕ , ρ , (uA , vA ) can be called a Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic number (P2TLN).
Deﬁnition 2 ([50]). Suppose that a =
depicted as follows:

+

,

sϕ , ρ , (ua , va ) is a P2TLN; then, the score function of P2TLN can be



 1+(u )2 −(ν )2 
a
a
,
S(a) = Δ Δ−1 sϕ(a) , ρ
2
Δ−1 (S(a)) ∈ [0, L].

Deﬁnition 3 ([50]). Suppose that a =
can be depicted as follows:

+


,
sϕ , ρ , (ua , va ) is a P2TLN; then, the accuracy function of P2TLN



 (u )2 +(ν )2 
H (a) = Δ Δ−1 sϕ(a) , ρ a 2 a ,
Δ−1 (H (a)) ∈ [0, L].

Suppose that a1 =

+

(3)

+

,

,
sϕ1 , ρ1 , (ua1 , va1 ) and a2 =
sϕ2 , ρ2 , (ua2 , va2 ) are
.

 1+(ua )2 −(νa )2
1
1
Respectively, the scores of a1 and a2 are S(a1 ) = Δ Δ−1 sϕ(a1 ) , ρ1 ·
2

Deﬁnition 4 ([50]).
two P2TLNs.

(2)
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.
.


 ( u a ) 2 + ( νa ) 2
 1+(ua )2 −(νa )2
−1
2
2
1
1
)
(
=
and S(a2 ) = Δ Δ−1 sϕ(a2 ) , ρ2 ·
,
and
let
H
a
Δ
Δ
,
ρ
and
s
·
1
1
ϕ
(
a
)
2
2
1
.

 (ua )2 +(νa )2
H (a2 ) = Δ Δ−1 sϕ(a2 ) , ρ2 · 2 2 2
be the accuracy degrees of a1 and a2 ; then, some operational laws of
P2TLNs can be deﬁned as follows:

(1)i f S(a1 ) < S(a2 ), a1 < a2 ;
(2)i f S(a1 ) > S(a2 ), a1 > a2 ;
(3) i f S(a1 ) = S(a2 ), H (a1 ) < H (a2 ), then a1 < a2 ;
(4) i f S(a1 ) = S(a2 ), H (a1 ) > H (a2 ), then a1 > a2 ;
(5) i f S(a1 ) = S(a2 ), H (a1 ) = H (a2 ), then a1 = a2 .
+

,
+

,
Deﬁnition 5 ([50]). Suppose that a1 = sϕ1 , ρ1 , (ua1 , va1 ) and a2 = sϕ2 , ρ2 , (ua2 , va2 ) are two P2TLNs,
the normalized Hamming distance (Hd ) between a1 and a2 can be depicted below:
Hd (a1 , a2 ) =

⎡ 



2
2
1 ⎢⎢⎢ 1 + (ua1 ) − (va1 ) · Δ−1 sϕ1 , ρ1 −
⎢⎢
2L ⎣ 1 + (ua2 )2 − (va2 )2 · Δ−1 sϕ2 , ρ2

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥,
⎥⎦

(4)

where L represents the length of the language scale. It is a numerical value.
+

,
+

,
Deﬁnition 6 ([50]). Suppose that a1 = sϕ1 , ρ1 , (ua1 , va1 ) and a2 = sϕ2 , ρ2 , (ua2 , va2 ) are two
P2TLNs, then
/
.0




 
(ua1 )2 + (ua2 )2 − (ua1 )2 (ua2 )2 , νa1 νa2 ;
a1 ⊕ a2 = Δ Δ−1 sϕ1 , ρ1 + Δ−1 sϕ2 , ρ2 ,
/
.0






a1 ⊗ a2 = Δ Δ−1 sϕ1 , ρ1 · Δ−1 sϕ2 , ρ2 , ua1 ua2 , (νa1 )2 + (νa2 )2 − (νa1 )2 (νa2 )2 ;
/
.0

 
λ


λa1 = Δ λΔ−1 sϕ1 , ρ1 ,
1 − 1 − (ua1 )2 , (νa1 )λ ;
/ 
.0

λ

λ 


(a1 )λ = Δ Δ−1 sϕ1 , ρ1
, (ua1 )λ , 1 − 1 − (νa1 )2
.
+

,
+

,
Theorem 1 ([50]). For any two P2TLNs a1 = sϕ1 , ρ1 , (ua1 , va1 ) and a2 = sϕ2 , ρ2 , (ua2 , va2 ) ; according
to Deﬁnition 6, naturally, we can get the following properties of the operation laws:

(1) a1 ⊕ a2 = a2 ⊕ a1
(2) a1 ⊗ a2 = a2 ⊗ a1
(3) k(a1 ⊕ a2 ) = ka1 ⊕ ka2 , 0 ≤ k ≤ 1
(4) k1 a1 ⊕ k2 a1 = (k1 ⊕ k2 )a1 , 0 ≤ k1 , k2 , k1 + k2 ≤ 1
(5) a1 k1 ⊗ a1 k2 = (a1 )k1 +k2 , 0 ≤ k1 , k2 , k1 + k2 ≤ 1
(6) a1 k1 ⊗ a2 k1 = (a1 ⊗ a2 )k1 , k1 ≥ 0

k2
(7) (a1 )k1 = (a1 )k1 k2 .

2.2. Pythagorean 2-Tuple Linguistic Arithmetic Aggregation Operators
In this section, some arithmetic aggregation operators with Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic
information will be introduced, such as the P2TLWA operator and P2TLWG operator.
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+
 
,
Deﬁnition 7 ([50]). Assume that a j = sϕ j , ρ j , ua j , va j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a collection of P2TLNs.
The P2TLWA operator can be depicted as follows:

n 
P2TLWAω (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) = ⊕ ω j a j
j=1
⎞0
⎞ ⎛&
/ ⎛
 2  ω j '

⎟⎟ ⎜⎜
ω j ⎟⎟
n 
n 
⎜⎜ n
'
−1
⎜
⎜
⎟
1 − ua j
νa j ⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
= Δ⎜⎝ ω j Δ sϕ j , ρ j ⎟⎠, ⎜⎜⎝ 1 −
,
j=1
j=1
j=1
where ω = (ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn )T is the weight vector of a j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) and ω j > 0,

n
j=1

(5)

ω j = 1.

+
 
,
Deﬁnition 8 ([50]). Assume that a = sϕ j , ρ j , ua j , va j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) is a collection of P2TLNs.
The P2TLWG operator can be depicted as follows:

n 
P2TLWGω (a1 , a2 , . . . , an ) = ⊗ ω j a j
j=1
⎞0
&
⎞ ⎛
/ ⎛
 2 ω j ⎟⎟

ω j ⎟⎟ ⎜⎜ '
ω j
n
n 
n 
⎜⎜ '
'
−1
⎟⎟ ,
⎜
1 − νa j
= Δ⎜⎜⎝ Δ sϕ j , ρ j ⎟⎟⎠, ⎜⎜⎝,
1−
ua j
⎟⎠
j=1

j=1

(6)

j=1

where ω = (ω1 , ω2 , . . . , ωn )T is the weight vector of a j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) and ω j > 0,

n
j=1

ω j = 1.

3. VIKOR Method for P2TL MADM Problems
Suppose that Φi = {Φ1 , Φ2 , . . . Φm } and τ j = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . τn } are respectively m alternatives and
n criteria. Let ω = {ω1 , ω2 , . . . ωn } be the criteria’s weighting vector, which satisﬁes ω j ∈ [0, 1] and
n
of DMs,
j=1 ω j = 1. Let E = {E1 , E2 , . . . Ek } be the group of DMs, w = {w1, w2 ,. . . wk } be the weight
 
(t)
(t)
k
(
t
)
(
t
)
with wt ∈ [0, 1] and t=1 wt = 1. Construct a decision matrix R = ri j
, where R = rij
=
m×n
m×n
1
 
2
(t) (t)
(t) (t)
sϕij , ρij , urij , vrij
means the performance of the alternative Φi {i = 1, 2 · · · , m} with respect to
m×n


(t)
(t)
criteria τ j j = 1, 2 · · · , n by expert E(t) {t = 1, 2, . . . k} using a P2TLN, 0 ≤ uri j ≤ 1,0 ≤ vri j ≤ 1 and
2  2

(t)
(t)
0 ≤ urij + vrij ≤ 1, i = 1, 2 · · · , m, j = 1, 2 · · · , n, t = 1, 2 · · · , k.
In view of both the P2TLN’s theories and procedures from the VIKOR method, we put forward a
P2TL-VIKOR method to deal with the problem of MADM eﬀectively. The new model is shown below.
Step 1. Set up a decision-making group composed of several experts, choose the best
to
 attributes

(t)

measure alternatives, and ﬁnally get a series of P2TL fuzzy decision matrices R(t) = ri j
each decision maker.
3 4
(t)
R(t) = rij

m×n

⎡ (t)
⎢⎢ r
⎢⎢ 11
⎢⎢ (t)
⎢⎢ r
= ⎢⎢⎢⎢ 21
.
⎢⎢⎢ ..
⎢⎢
⎣ (t)
rm1

(t)

r12

(t)

...

r22
..
.

...
..
.

rm2

...

(t)
rij

(t)

⎤
(t)
r1n ⎥⎥⎥
(t) ⎥⎥
r2n ⎥⎥⎥⎥
.. ⎥⎥⎥⎥,
. ⎥⎥⎥
(t) ⎥⎦
rmn

m×n

from

(7)

where
denotes the fuzzy performance value of the ith alternative (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) with respect to
the jth criterion ( j = 1, 2, . . . , n) and tth decision-maker (t = 1, 2, . . . , k).
Step 2. Utilize the P2TLWA operator or P2TLWG
  operator to the fuse assessment information;
then, the group P2TL fuzzy decision matrix R = rij
can be obtained by the calculation.
m×n
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R = rij

k

m×n

(k )

⎡
⎢⎢ r11
⎢⎢
⎢⎢ r21
⎢
= ⎢⎢⎢ .
⎢⎢ ..
⎢⎢
⎣
rm1
(1)

(2)

r12
r22
..
.
rm2

...
...
..
.
...

r1n
r2n
..
.
rmn

⎤
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎥⎥,
⎥⎥
⎥⎥
⎦

(8)

(k )

rij = ⊕ rij = P2TLWA(rij , rij , . . . , ri j )
t=1
⎞
⎛&
/ 
. ⎜⎜
2 .wt '
w ⎟0

k
k
k 
'
(t) (t)
(t)
(t) t ⎟
⎟⎟
⎜
νri j
= Δ
wt Δ−1 sϕij , ρij , ⎜⎜⎜ 1 −
,
1 − urij
⎟⎟ .
⎠
⎝
t=1
t=1
t=1

(9)

Or
k

(k )

(1)

(2)

(k )

rij = ⊗ rij = P2TLWG(rij , rij , . . . , ri j )
t=1
&
⎞
⎛
/ 
wt . ⎜⎜ '


 2 .wt ⎟⎟0
k
k
'
'
(t)
⎟⎟
⎜⎜ k (t) wt
−1 (t) (t)
u
Δ sϕij , ρij
, 1−
, ⎜⎜
1 − νri j
= Δ
⎟⎟
⎠
⎝t=1 rij
t=1
t=1

(10)

Here, rij means the average fuzzy performance value of the ith alternative relative to the
jth criterion.
and negative ideal solutions R−j .
Step 3. Determine the positive ideal solutions R+
j


+ 

(11)
R+
= Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , ua+j , va+j ,
j
R−j =




− 

−
Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , u−
a j , va j .

(12)

For all the beneﬁt criteria:


+ 
 

 
 
 

Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , ua+j , va+j = max Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , max ua j , min va j ,

(13)



− 
 

 
 
 
−
= min Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , min ua j , max va j .
Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , u−
a j , va j

(14)

For all the cost criteria:



+ 
 

 
 
 
Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , ua+j , va+j = min Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , min ua j , max va j ,

(15)






− 
 

 
 
 

−
Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , u−
= max Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , max ua j , min va j .
a j , va j

(16)

Step 4. Calculate Si and Pi values using the following equations:


+ 
 

 

d Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , ua+j , va+j , Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , ua j , va j
Si =
ω j 

+ 
 

− 
 ,
−
d Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , ua+j , va+j , Δ−1 sϕ j , ρ j , u−
j=1
a j , va j
n



⎧

+ 
 

 
 ⎫
⎪
⎪
+ +
−1
−1
⎪
⎪
s
,
Δ
s
,
u
d
Δ
,
ρ
,
u
,
v
,
ρ
,
v
⎪
⎪
ϕ
ϕ
a
a
j
j
a
a
j
j
j
j
⎪
⎪
j
j
⎨
⎬



ω
.
Pi = max⎪
⎪
j










⎪
⎪
+
−
⎪
⎪
+
+
−1
−1
−
−
⎪
⎩ d Δ sϕ j , ρ j , ua j , va j , Δ sϕ j , ρ j , ua j , va j ⎪
⎭

(17)

(18)

Here, d denotes the normalized Hamming distance and ω j means the weight of attributes with
these conditions, 0 ≤ ω j ≤ 1,

n

j=1

ω j = 1.
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Step 5: Compute Qi values as follows:
Qi = v
where

Si − S∗i

S−
− S∗i
i

+ (1 − v)

Pi − P∗i

P−
− P∗i
i

,

(19)

S∗i = minSi , S−
i = maxSi ,

(20)

P∗i = minPi , P−
i = maxPi ,

(21)

i

i

i

i

where v can be described as the decision-making mechanism coeﬃcient. If v > 0.5, it denotes “the
maximum group utility”; if v < 0.5, it denotes “the minimum regret”, and if v = 0.5, it denotes
“equality”.
Step 6: According to the Qi values, the optimal decision among the rank alternatives is the
alternative with the minimum Q value.
4. Numerical Example and Comparative Analysis
4.1. Numerical Example
In this section, we shall provide a numerical example to evaluate the human factors in the
process of construction project management by using the P2TL-VIKOR model. Assume that ﬁve
possible construction projects Φi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are to be selected and there are four evaluation criteria
1 τ1 is the workers’ proﬁciency; 
2 τ2 is the
τ j ( j = 1, 2, 3, 4) to evaluate these construction projects: 
3 τ3 is the technical workers’ quality; and 
4 τ4 is the workers’ emergency
workers’ safety awareness; 
capacity. The ﬁve possible construction projects Φi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are to be evaluated through using
P2TLNs with the four criteria by three experts, Ek (expert’s weight w = (0.29, 0.38, 0.33), which have
an attributes weight of ω = (0.24, 0.17, 0.31, 0.28)T ).
In order to carry out this evaluation, decision makers use language variables to express their
evaluation, and the language variables of evaluation alternatives are shown in Table 1. The following
steps are used to evaluate the human factors associated with the ﬁve construction projects using the
proposed P2TL-VIKOR method:
Table 1. Linguistic variables and their fuzzy numbers.
Linguistic Variable

Pythagorean 2-Tuple Linguistic Numbers

Very low (VL)
Low (L)
Medium low (ML)
Medium (M)
Medium high (MH)
High (H)
Very high (VH)

((s0 , 0), (0.1, 0.8))
((s1 , 0), (0.2, 0.7))
((s2 , 0), (0.3, 0.6))
((s3 , 0), (0.5, 0.5))
((s4 , 0), (0.6, 0.3))
((s5 , 0), (0.7, 0.2)
((s6 , 0), (0.8, 0.1))

 
Step 1. Construct the evaluation matrix R(3) = r3ij

5×4

(i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, j = 1, 2, . . . , 4) of each

decision maker as in Tables 2–4. Based on Tables 1–4 and Equation (9), the group Pythagorean 2-tuple
linguistic fuzzy decision matrix is computed. Table 5 shows the results.
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Table 2. Rating alternatives on each criterion by E1 .

Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5

τ1

τ2

τ3

τ4

M
VL
L
H
VH

H
L
VL
MH
M

ML
L
H
ML
MH

L
VH
M
VH
VL

Table 3. Rating alternatives on each criterion by E2 .

Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5

τ1

τ2

τ3

τ4

M
L
H
VH
ML

MH
VL
M
ML
H

H
L
M
M
H

ML
H
VL
MH
M

Table 4. Rating alternatives on each criterion by E3 .

Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5

τ1

τ2

τ3

τ4

MH
M
ML
L
VL

VL
VH
H
M
M

L
ML
H
H
MH

MH
L
L
VH
VL

Table 5. The group Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic decision matrix R.
τ1

τ2

Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5

<(s3 , 0.33), (0.5369, 0.5165)>
<(s1 , 0.37), (0.3274, 0.6947)>
<(s3 , −0.15), (0.5082, 0.4583)>
<(s4 , 0.06), (0.6705, 0.3706)>
<(s3 , −0.5), (0.5338, 0.7651)>

<(s3 , −0.03), (0.555, 0.5879)>
<(s2 , 0.27), (0.5452, 0.4297)>
<(s3 , −0.21), (0.5332, 0.4518)>
<(s3 , −0.09), (0.4786, 0.6552)>
<(s4 , −0.24), (0.5935, 0.4316)>

τ3

τ4

Φ1
Φ2
Φ3
Φ4
Φ5

<(s3, −0.19), (0.5067, 0.4823)>
<(s1, 0.33), (0.2383, 0.7378)>
<(s4, 0.24), (0.6399, 0.4518)>
<(s3, 0.37), (0.5491, 0.4518)>
<(s4, 0.38), (0.6426, 0.3646)>

<(s2, 0.37), (0.4209, 0.5535)>
<(s4, −0.03), (0.6573, 0.4823)>
<(s1, 0.2), (0.3095, 0.8167)>
<(s5, 0.24), (0.743, 0.296)>
<(s1, 0.14), (0.3303, 0.7139)>

Step 2. Determine the R+
and R−j by Equations (13) and (14).
j
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
+
Rj = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
−
Rj = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩



(s , 0.06), (0.6705, 0.3706)

 4
(s , −0.24), (0.5935, 0.4297)
 4

(s4 , 0.38), (0.6426, 0.3646)


(s5 , 0.24), (0.743, 0.296)


(s , 0.37), (0.3274, 0.7651)
 1

(s , 0.27), (0.4786, 0.6552)
 2

(s , 0.33), (0.2383, 0.7378)

 1
(s1 , 0.14), (0.3095, 0.8167)

Step 3. Compute Si and Pi values by Equations (17) and (18).
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S1 = 0.5917, S2 = 0.7793, S3 = 0.5228, S4 = 0.2563, S5 = 0.4590,
P1 = 0.2186, P2 = 0.3100, P3 = 0.2790, P4 = 0.1362, P5 = 0.2724.
Step 4. Calculate Qi values as follows (Let v = 0.4):
Q1 = 0.5411, Q2 = 1.0000, Q3 = 0.6968, Q4 = 0.0000, Q5 = 0.6253.
Step 5. According to the Qi values, the optimal decision among the rank alternatives is the
alternative with the minimum Q value: Φ4 > Φ1 > Φ5 > Φ3 > Φ2 . Thus, the most optimal alternative
is Φ4 .
4.2. Comparative Analyses
In this part, we will make some comparative analyses to compare in our proposed P2TL-VIKOR
model the P2TLWA and P2TLWG operators deﬁned by Wei, Lu, Alsaadi, Hayat and Alsaedi [50], and
the P2TL-TODIM method proposed by Huang and Wei [22].
The comparison results of diﬀerent methods are as follows.
It is clear from Table 6 that the results are slightly diﬀerent in ranking of alternatives, but the
best alternative is always Φ4 by comparing the values of our proposed P2TL-VIKOR method with the
P2TLWA/P2TLWG operators and the P2TL-TODIM model. Notably, in practical MADM problems, the
P2TL-VIKOR method fully considers the conﬂict between attributes, which is more reasonable and
scientiﬁc. All these methods have their good advantages: (1) P2TLWA operators emphasize the group
inﬂuences; (2) the P2TLWG operator emphasizes individual inﬂuences; (3) the P2TL-TODIM method
based on the prospect theory is exactly a kind of method that considers the inﬂuence of the experts’
psychological behaviors factors on the decision results; and (4) the P2TL-VIKOR method takes into
account the contradictory criteria such as the objectivity of decision makers and the complexity of the
decision environment, so as to obtain more useful and scientiﬁc evaluation information.
Table 6. Rank of alternatives by using diﬀerent methods.
Methods
P2TLWA
P2TLWG
P2TL-TODIM
P2TL-VIKOR

Order
Φ4
Φ4
Φ4
Φ4

> Φ5
> Φ1
> Φ5
> Φ1

> Φ3
> Φ5
> Φ3
> Φ5

> Φ1
> Φ3
> Φ1
> Φ3

> Φ2
> Φ2
> Φ2
> Φ2

5. Conclusions
Human factors are not only the leading factors aﬀecting the quality of construction projects, but
also the most basic and core factors in the quality assurance system; so, the evaluation of human
factors in construction projects is particularly critical. Human factor evaluation in construction projects
is a MADM problem, and the information available for decision making is vague or uncertain in
nature. Therefore, we used language variables to express the preferences of experts. The Pythagorean
2-tuple linguistic sets (P2TLSs) can well reﬂect uncertain or fuzzy information and solve these kinds
of problems, and the original VIKOR is characterized by handling conﬂicting attributes. Naturally,
we combined the Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic sets with VIKOR, and the recommended method was
systematically applied to the human factor evaluation of ﬁve construction projects to ﬁnd an optimal
construction project. The comparative study shows that the proposed MADM algorithm is feasible.
This method is very eﬀective and useful for decision making.
The main contributions of this study is fourfold: (1) the Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic VIKOR
(P2TL-VIKOR) method is designed to tackle the Pythagorean 2-tuple linguistic MAGDM issues; (2) a
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case study for evaluating human factors in construction project management is designed to show the
developed approach; (3) some comparative studies are provided with the existing methods to give
eﬀect to the rationality of P2TL-VIKOR; and (4) the proposed method can also successfully contribute
to the selection of suitable alternatives in other selection issues.
In the future, the proposed method can be expanded to deal with other decision-making issues,
such as the selection of green suppliers, the location of waste disposal station, and so on.
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Abstract: A critical step in multiple criteria optimization is setting the preferences for all the
criteria under consideration. Several methodologies have been proposed to compute the relative
priority of criteria when preference relations can be expressed either by ordinal or by cardinal
information. The analytic hierarchy process introduces relative priority levels and cardinal preferences.
Lexicographical orders combine both ordinal and cardinal preferences and present the additional
difﬁculty of establishing strict priority levels. To enhance the process of setting preferences,
we propose a compact representation that subsumes the most common preference schemes in a
single algebraic object. We use this representation to discuss the main properties of preferences within
the context of multiple criteria optimization.
Keywords: subjective preferences; analytic hierarchy process; lexicographic orders; powerset

1. Introduction
Setting preferences in multiple criteria optimization problems may have an important inﬂuence
on the ﬁnal selection of the best solutions. However, it is usually assumed in the literature that
preferences are somehow given by the decision-maker to the analyst. Then, the focus is placed on
methodology disregarding some important features that may result critical in eliciting solutions. These
features include (1) cardinality, when preferences are given in terms of weights attached to criteria; (2)
ordinality, when preferences are expressed as a criteria order; and (3) clustering, when preferences are
grouped in hierarchies or noncontinuous levels with non-ﬁnite preferences among criteria.
Eliciting weights that accurately represent the preferences of decision-makers is a key issue in
multiobjective optimization [1]. To some extent, expressing weights implies the assumption of some
knowledge about the impact that these weights have on the performance of alternative decisions.
Indeed, decision-makers usually express their preferences for alternative solutions in terms of the
set of criteria under consideration [2]. Furthermore, weight setting in the context of multiobjective
optimization is also an interactive process in which decision-makers play a relevant role [3].
Several methodologies have been proposed to compute the relative priority of criteria when
preference relations can be expressed either by ordinal or by cardinal information. On the one hand,
the analytic hierarchy process (AHP) proposed in [4] introduces relative priority levels and cardinal
preferences. A broad range of recent AHP applications can be found in many different disciplines
dealing with environmental problems [5–7], health [8], ﬁnance [9], and product development [10].
On the other hand, lexicographical orders [11,12] combine both ordinal and cardinal preferences and
Mathematics 2019, 7, 1092; doi:10.3390/math7111092
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present the additional difﬁculty of establishing strict priority levels where preferences among criteria
are noncontinuous. Some recent examples of lexicographic optimization applications include the
optimization of water resources planning [13], electricity market clearing [14], and combined heat and
power scheduling [15].
Despite sharing a common goal, namely, establishing priorities between decision-making
objectives, there is no unifying approach to represent and setting preferences derived from the analysis
of AHP and lexicographic orders. Furthermore, decision-makers can express their opinions by means
of ordinal or cardinal information, but they need to represent it in a suitable way to make computations
in the optimization process [16]. In this paper, we provide a compact representation of preferences that
generalizes cardinal, ordinal, and clustering approaches to manage the relative importance of goals
in a single algebraic object. This compact representation is based on the concept of powerset, which
includes all possible subsets that can be formed from a given set of goals. Our representation aims to
improve the interactive process of setting preferences. It facilitates the understanding and it allows
further analysis on the main properties of different preference setting options. In addition, we explore
the main properties of powerset preference rules within the context of multiple criteria optimization
problems. Summarizing, three important contributions must be highlighted:

•
•
•

We introduce the concept of powerset preference rule that generalizes previous approaches such
as AHP and lexicographical orders.
We provide a unique and compact representation of preferences for objectives based on both
ordinal and cardinal information.
We propose two theoretical results on the properties of powerset preference rules, namely,
alignment, and preference order.

As the inﬂuence of preference setting in the solution of an optimization problem may be
remarkable, we argue that this analysis may result fruitful for decision-makers in several ways.
First, we establish a link between AHP and lexicographical orders, as both methodologies are more
related than it may seem at ﬁrst glance. Indeed, both methods aim to express preferences for different
objectives. Second, we solve the problem of combining both ordinal and cardinal information by relying
on the concept of powerset preference rule. We also combine both clusters of objectives and complex
hierarchical structures in a single algebraic object. Third, from the analysis of the main properties of
powerset preference rules, decision-makers can better understand the implications and importance
of weight setting through the common interactive process in multiobjective optimization. Detection
of inconsistencies and a more effective way to develop this interactive process are the main beneﬁts
that decision-makers can derive from the proposal described in this paper. In addition, researchers
have now the opportunity to propose new theoretical results, as this compact representation and the
deﬁnition of powerset preference rules pave the way to formal reasoning.
In addition to this introduction, this paper includes Section 2, where useful background on setting
preferences multicriteria optimization problems is given. Section 3 is the central part of this paper
where the concept of powerset preference rule is introduced. Section 4 explores the main properties of
powerset preference rules, and Section 5 concludes.
2. Setting Preferences in Multicriteria Optimization Problems
The concept of attribute refers to interesting values for a decision-maker that related to an objective
reality that can be measured [12]. Let us assume that these measures can be expressed by means of a
general mathematical function gi ( x) that ultimately depends on vector of solutions x within feasible
set X . From the set of all possible attributes, decision-makers select those that result of interest for
them. In addition, they establish the desired direction of improvement (maximization or minimization)
and some aspiration levels (if any). As a result, attributes are transformed in given a set of criteria
G = { g1 ( x), g2 ( x), . . . , gq ( x)}. From this set, a general multicriteria optimization problem can be
formulated under a maximization point of view:
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max

&

g1 ( x ) , g2 ( x ) , . . . , g q ( x )

'

(1)

subject to
x ∈ X.

(2)

Each function gi ( x) is a measure of the achievement of the i-th criterion. However, the presence
of multiple criteria requires setting speciﬁc preferences, priorities, or weights to express the relative
importance of the achievement of each criterion. For instance, if g1 ( x) measures return and g2 ( x)
measures safety of an investment x, but return is assessed by a decision-maker to be twice more
important than safety, we can reasonably use the following weighted objective function,
w1 · g1 ( x) + w2 · g2 ( x) = 0.67 · g1 ( x) + 0.33 · g2 ( x).

(3)

Note that Equation (3) is a scalarizing function [17] used as a surrogate to measure global
achievement according to the particular preferences for a decision-maker. These preferences are
expressed by means of cardinal information, i.e., by means of weights w1 and w2 . However, preferences
for criteria can also be expressed using ordinal information by establishing strict priority levels of
criteria, as in the case of lexicographical optimization [11,12]. The fulﬁllment of some criteria are
immeasurably preferred to the fulﬁllment of another set of criteria. Criteria are then classiﬁed in
groups, priority levels, or clusters and the preference among clusters may be either ﬁnite (AHP) or
inﬁnite (lexicographical orders). In addition, if several criteria are at the same priority level, cardinal
information is used to expressed preferences among criteria within the level [18].
To facilitate the analysis, criteria (and clusters of criteria) can be organized in complex structures
such as hierarchies or networks. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP) proposed by [4], and its
generalization—the analytic network process (ANP) [19]—is the most common approach to set
preferences in a multicriteria context. The relative importance of criteria and the ﬁnal priorities are
computed considering the relationship between clusters of criteria and the speciﬁc priority established
among criteria within a cluster.
Summarizing, we find in the literature three main approaches to set preferences in a multicriteria
optimization context: (1) A basic approach when the number of criteria is small as described
in Equation (3); (2) AHP: when complex structures are used to establish cardinal priorities; and
(3) lexicographical orders: when ordinal information is required to set strict priority levels between
clusters and, at the same time, cardinal information is used to establish numerical preferences among
criteria within a cluster. The main features of these approaches are summarized in Table 1. Next, we
consider these last two approaches in more detail.
Table 1. Features of main approaches to set preferences.
Approach

Cardinal

Ordinal

Clustering

Basic
AHP/ANP
Lexicographical










2.1. Analytic Hierarchy Process
The AHP [4] has become one of the most widely used tools in the resolution of complex
decision-making problems. All the pairwise comparisons generated by the relative weights of the
criteria represent judgments made by decision-makers. The AHP provides a systematic process to
incorporate factors such as logic, experience or knowledge, emotion, and a sense of optimization into a
decision-making methodology [20]. A detailed description of the AHP method can be found in [21].
AHP has been applied in a broad range of application areas [22,23]. There has been a steady-state
increase in its usage since its introduction, due to its ease of application. A large body of research
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concerning with AHP applications in different disciplines can be found in literature including, but not
limited to, wastewater services [7], new product development [10], Internet ﬁnance [9], sustainable
and renewable energy [24,25], water resources management [5,6], agriculture [26], health [8], nuclear
power [27], climate change [28], and presidential elections [29].
A useful tool to set and work with preferences in AHP is a comparison matrix. For each cluster
of criteria of size n, decision-makers establish speciﬁc preferences by setting element aij of matrix
A ∈ Rn×n to a numeric value. As an illustrative example, let us consider the concept of sustainability.
The intersection of economic, social, and environmental criteria is usually known as sustainability [30].
While designing public policies, a government may be interested in sustainable policies, namely, those
that consider not only economic but also social and environmental aspects. As a result, we are dealing
with a multiple criteria decision-making problem, but we need to set preferences in the achievement
of the economic, social, and environmental criteria. AHP relies on a numerical scale and a pairwise
comparison matrix to set these priorities. The numerical scale ranges from 1 (both criteria are equally
important) to 9 (one criterion is extremely more important than another one). An example of the
pairwise comparison between economic, social and environmental criteria is summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Establishing priorities between economic, social, and environmental criteria.

Economic
Social
Environmental

Economic

Social

Environmental

Sum

Priorities

1
7
3

1/7
1
1/3

1/3
3
1

1.5
11.0
4.3

0.09
0.65
0.26

16.8

1.00

Total

According to the numerical scale proposed by Saaty, the social criterion is very strongly more
important than the economic one and the environmental criterion is moderately more important than
the economic one. Finally, the social criterion is moderately more important than the environmental
one. To obtain the ﬁnal priorities following the approximate method proposed by Saaty, we sum
the values of each row and divide by the sum of all judgments. Alternatively, we can normalize
the judgments in any column by dividing each entry by the sum of that column and by averaging
normalized values for each row. However, rather than the method to establish priorities, in this paper,
we focus on the representation of preferences and its main properties. The algebraic object equivalent
to Table 2 is the following matrix,
⎡
⎤
1 1/7 1/3
⎢
⎥
(4)
A=⎣ 7
1
3 ⎦.
3 1/3
1
Note that the AHP implies reciprocal judgments, meaning that aij = 1/a ji . In addition, consistency
is a desired property. Here, perfect consistency means that aik = aij · a jk . That is, if the social criterion is
moderately more important than the environmental criterion and, at the same time, the environmental
criterion is moderately more important than the economic criterion, the social criterion should be
extremely more important than the economic criterion for consistency. Note that consistency does
not perfectly holds in matrix A, as a13 = 0.33 is not exactly a12 · a23 = 0.43. Although some level
of inconsistency can be accepted, decision-makers must check this property when setting preferences.
An additional requirement of the AHP is the homogeneity of elements to be compared, as ranges are
restricted to the scale of 1 to 9. We cannot compare a grain of sand to a mountain.
However, the main feature of the AHP is that preferences are established hierarchically, meaning
that more general criteria subsume speciﬁc criteria. A hierarchy can be represented graphically as a
parent node and several child nodes linked to it as shown in Figure 1. This graph deﬁnes the relative
importance that subcriteria (growth, risk, and proﬁts) have on a parent node (economic). Priorities
among the subcriteria are then established by clusters (growth, risk, and proﬁts on the one hand, and
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social, economic, and environmental performance on the other hand). Then, the relative importance
of lower-level criteria (growth, risk, and proﬁts) on the overall goal (sustainability) is weighted by
the priority of the economic criterion with respect to same-level criteria (social and Environmental).
As a result, we need a comparison matrix for each of the clusters in the hierarchy. Finally, each criterion
in the hierarchy has an inﬂuence in the overall criterion (Sustainability).

Sust

Risk

Eco

Social

Growth

Proﬁts

Env

Figure 1. A graph representing a hierarchy of criteria: Sustainability (Sust), Social, Environmental
(Env), Economic (Eco), and its three subcriteria: Risk, Growth, and Proﬁts.

2.2. Lexicographic Orders
The lexicographic approach to multiobjective optimization was ﬁrst introduced by [31] and later
developed mainly by [18,32]. Lexicographic orders [1,11,12,33] are useful when a decision-maker has a
predeﬁned ordering of criteria. Because of that, lexicographic optimization is also known as preemptive
optimization. In lexicographic orders, optimization is organized in strict priority levels, meaning that
higher priority levels are inﬁnitely more important than lower priority levels for optimization purposes.
There is no trade-off between the achievement goals in different priority levels. The achievement of
goals in a higher priority level are immeasurably preferred to the achievement of goals in a lower
priority level. However, the achievement levels of other priority level goals can also be determined,
therefore allowing an interesting sensitivity analysis [34]. As a result, optimization takes place in a
sequential manner. Optimal solutions for higher priority levels are considered as invariant input data
for lower level optimization.
Some examples of the use of lexicographic orders in multiple criteria optimization are the following.
The authors of [32] proposed a lexicographic goal program to select projects or investment opportunities
from a given finite set to maximize profits as a first priority and market share as a second priority. The
authors of [34] tackled natural resource planning problems with economic, environmental, and social
criteria in the development of forest energy plantations in Eastern Ontario by means of lexicographic
goal programming. The authors of [13] described the optimization of water resources planning for
Lago Maggiore in Italy to maximize ﬂood protection, minimize supply shortage for irrigation, and
maximize electricity generation where the order of objectives is strict and prescribed by law. More
recently, the authors of [14] proposed a multi-objective lexicographic optimization framework for
electricity market clearing, and the authors of [15] relied on lexicographic orders for combined heat
and power scheduling.
As criteria placed in a higher priority level are strictly preferred to those placed in a lower priority
level, cardinal, or numerical information is not appropriate to set preferences between priority levels.
Instead, we require ordinal information to establish preferences, namely, a binary relation between
priority levels. In the hierarchy represented in Figure 1, if we assume that the Economic criterion is
strictly preferred to the Social criterion and, at the same time, the Social criterion is strictly preferred,
we are dealing with the following lexicographic maximization problem,
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Lex max [ g1 ( x), g2 ( x), g3 ( x)]

(5)

x∈X

(6)

subject to
where g1 ( x), g2 ( x), and g3 ( x) represent, respectively, the achievement of the Economic, Social, and
Environmental criteria. Here, the order of goals in expression (5) is very important, as it is only when
goal g1 ( x) is optimized that goal g2 ( x) is considered, and, in turn, it is only when g2 ( x) is optimized
that g3 ( x) is considered. Goals are then ordered as the words in a dictionary. However, we can ﬁnd
numerical preferences among the criteria within the same priority level. In the example shown in
Figure 1, a conservative manager may consider risk twice more important than growth and proﬁts.
The lexicographic maximization of Equation (5) should then be expanded to consider the relative
importance of the subcriteria that form the Economic criterion.
Lex max [0.5g4 ( x) + 0.25g5 ( x) + 0.25g6 ( x), g2 ( x), g3 ( x)]

(7)

where g4 ( x), g5 ( x), and g6 ( x) represent, respectively, the achievement of the Risk, Growth, and
Proﬁts criteria. As a result, lexicographic multicriteria optimization requires representing preferences
by means of both cardinal (numerical) and ordinal (binary) information. This information can be
summarized in numerical matrices, as in the case of the AHP, and also in Boolean matrices to set
priority levels. Next, we propose a compact representation of preferences that subsumes AHP and
Lexicographic orders in a single algebraic object.
3. A Compact Preference Representation
In Section 1, we considered two different ways of representing preferences: (1) the measurable
way, when preferences are expressed by cardinal information (AHP), and (2) the immeasurable way,
when preferences are expressed by a ordinal information (lexicographical orders). In addition, both
the AHP and lexicographical orders imply the deﬁnition of some degree of hierarchical dependence
among criteria. These two approaches require the use of several matrices to represent the global set of
preferences for multiple criteria. Next, we rely on the concept of powerset preference rule to provide a
compact representation of preferences by means of a single algebraic object, namely, a matrix.
3.1. A Compact Representation of AHP Preferences
In multiple criteria optimization problems, setting the preferences for the criteria that are
important to decision-makers is a key issue. Given a set of criteria G = ( g1 ( x), g2 ( x), . . . , gq ( x)),
the main goal is to establish a set of priorities or weights for each criterion to derive the solutions.
These priorities state when and how much a criterion is preferred to another. To this end, AHP [4] is
based on binary relations among criteria.
Deﬁnition 1. Binary relation. Given a set G , a binary relation is a subset of G × G .
Let us consider a binary relation #, meaning at-least-as-good-as, deﬁned on set G with cardinality
q = |G|. In the case of AHP [4], a pairwise comparison is a map from a binary relation to a numerical
value: ϕ : G × G → R. The partial result is a positive real variable aij , which reveals some degree of
preference within the interval [1/9, 9] among criteria i and j, namely, gi # g j . Additionally, the global
result is a q × q matrix of preferences A as in matrix (4). In this example, goal g2 is assessed by the
decision-maker to be strongly more important than g1 , and g3 moderately more important than g1 .
According to the numerical equivalence described in [4], this assessment implies setting element a21 of
matrix A to 7 and w31 to 3. Similarly, g2 is assessed to be moderately more important than g3 . This
assessment implies setting element w23 to 3. For reciprocity, element aij is set to the inverse of element
a ji , and elements aii are set to 1, meaning that goals are equally important. For coherence, element
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aik ≈ aij · a jk , meaning that if goal i is more important than goal j and j is more important than k, then
i should be more important than k. Summarizing, preferences are expressed by means of a binary
relation and a preference rule (see, e.g., in [4]).
Deﬁnition 2. Preference rule. Given a set of criteria G , a preference rule is a map ϕ : G × G → Y, where Y is
a set of numbers.
This numerical assessment (preference rule) is usually summarized in a matrix. Due to its
hierarchical structure, AHP requires the use of a different matrix to establish preferences for criteria
within the same level. In Figure 1, a root node (g1 , Sustainability) subsumes the Social, Economic,
and Environmental criteria within the same level. Risk, Growth, and Proﬁts belong to a different
level. However, we can integrate all matrices in a single block matrix. Let A1 be the 3 × 3 pairwise
comparison matrix for the ﬁrst level, with Social, Economic, and Environmental criteria identiﬁed as
g2 , g3 , and g4 , respectively. Let A2 be the 3 × 3 pairwise comparison matrix for the second level with
Risk, Growth, and Proﬁts, denoted by g5 , g6 , and g7 , respectively. By considering an additional 3 × 3
matrix A0 with all its elements set to zero, we can summarize these preferences by means of a 6 × 6
block matrix as follows,


A1 A0
.
(8)
A=
A0 A2
Note that the size of A0 is chosen to satisfy the requirement that A is a square matrix, and that
in the case where the sizes of A1 and A2 are different, we would require two matrices, namely, A0
and A0 , with different sizes. This preference representation does not provide information about the
hierarchical structure described in Figure 1. As it is typical in graph theory, we can represent this
hierarchical structure using an adjacency matrix Z with element zij set to 1 if there is a relation between
criteria i and j, zero otherwise. By convention, we consider that nodes are not connected to themselves
by setting zii = 0.
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
Z=⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

0
1
1
1
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
1
1
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(9)

Note that matrix Z is symmetric, as elements z12 , z13 , and z14 set to one require that their
reciprocals (z21 , z31 , and z41 , respectively) are also set to one, showing that there is a relation between
criteria g1 and subcriteria g4 , g5 , and g6 . By merging matrices A and Z into a larger matrix, we could
obtain a global representation of preferences and the relationship among criteria. However, to provide
a more compact representation of AHP preferences, we use the concept of powerset [35].
Deﬁnition 3. Powerset. Given a set of criteria G , the powerset of G , denoted by 2G , is the set of all subsets of
G , including the empty set and G itself.
As an illustrative example, given G = ( g1 , g2 ), the powerset of G is
2G = (∅, g1 , g2 , ( g1 , g2 )).

(10)
2G

| 2G |

Note that if q = |G| is the cardinality of G , the cardinality of
is
=
Then, to establish
a hierarchical structure in which a subset of goals are clustered for comparison purposes, we next
introduce the concept of powerset preference rule as follows.
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Deﬁnition 4. Powerset preference rule. Given a set of criteria G , a powerset preference rule is a map
ϕ : 2G × 2G → Y, where Y is a set of numbers.
Let us consider the following powerset preference rule
⎧
⎪
⎨ aij ∈ [1, 9] if
ϕ ( Qi , Q j ) =
1/a
if
⎪
⎩ 0

ϕ : 2 G × 2 G → R,
Qi # Q j ,
Qi $ Q j ,
otherwise.

(11)

where Qi and Q j are subsets of G , and aij is an integer number restricted to the interval [1, 9], as it
is customary in AHP to describe a cardinal binary relation $ among pairs of goals. This powerset
preference rule allows us to compactly represent AHP preferences including clusters (subsets) of goals
that are related in a hierarchical mode. Then, by replacing the economic goal with subset (R,G,P),
denoting Risk, Growth, and Proﬁts, we can compactly represent AHP preferences as shown in Table 3.
Subset (R,G,P) is at the same hierarchical level than the Social and Environmental goals. In turn, Risk,
Growth, and Proﬁts within subset (R,G,P) are equally important according to the information provided
by the decision-maker. As a result, the hierarchical structure of AHP and its preferences are both
completely and compactly described by a powerset preference rule as in Equation (11).
Table 3. A compact preference representation of analytic hierarchy process (AHP) where (R, G, P) =
(Risk, Growth, Proﬁts).

(R, G, P)
Soc
Env
Risk
Growth
Proﬁts

(R, G, P)

Soc

Env

Risk

Growth

Proﬁts

1
7
3
0
0
0

1/7
1
1/3
0
0
0

1/3
3
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
1

0
0
0
1
1
1

Note that Table 3, as an example of the output derived form the preference rule in Equation (11),
is a different object than the supermatrix described in [19]. A supermatrix summarizes the inﬂuences
of a set of elements in a cluster of criteria on any other element. These inﬂuences are represented by
weight vectors derived from pairwise comparisons between criteria. Here, we represent these pairwise
comparisons (including individual criteria and sets of criteria) and the particular relationship between
criteria in a more compact way by means of a single algebraic object. Nevertheless, the supermatrix
can also be derived from the representation of preferences proposed in this work.
To better illustrate our proposal, we next use a real example from recent literature. Consider
the credit evaluation for Internet ﬁnance companies in [9]. The authors use a survey within an AHP
conﬁguration described in Table 4 to propose a framework for evaluating credit indexes of Internet
start-ups in China. Multiple pairwise comparisons are performed and stored in separate tables, as
shown in Appendix C in [9], to keep the integrity of the hierarchical structure. By using the concept
of powerset, we propose to summarize all the pairwise comparisons in single table regardless of its
size. Even though this approach may present difﬁculties in user visualization, it represents a clear
advantage when processing information automatically through the use of computers.
Criteria C1–C8 and also B4–B12 in Table 4 can be regarded as operational criteria, as indicators (or
measures) for all of them are going to be used to evaluate the overall performance of a company. On
the other hand, criteria such as A1 or B3 can be called cluster criteria, as there is no speciﬁc indicator
linked to them. Their role in the hierarchy is to gather other operational criteria into a cluster. These
operational criteria (C1–C8 and B4–B12) form set G , and from this set we can select the elements of
powerset 2G that are required to establish the pairwise comparisons in the usual way of AHP. This
subset of 2G is summarized in Table 5. A matrix with these 24 elements both in rows and columns
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is the single algebraic object required to establish the pairwise comparison. Note that set (C1–C4) is
equivalent to B1 but note also that a key point of our proposal is the strict use of elements of 2G to be
able to identify the hierarchy of AHP, namely, set (C1–C4). Indeed, B1 is only a cluster criteria: an
auxiliary element to gather other criteria.
Table 4. Hierarchy of criteria G described in [9].
Criterion Layer

Index Layer

Second Index Layer

A1 Financial status

B1 Debt Solvency

C1 Debt/assets ratio
C1 Current ratio
C3 Quick ratio
C4 Cash ratio

B2 Proﬁtability

C5 Proﬁt ratio
C6 Return on assets

B3 Operational capacity

C7 Inventory turnover
C8 Receivable turnover

A2 Credit status

B4 Loan repayment
B5 Payment capability
B6 Taxes capability

A3 Enterprise development

B7 Operators quality
B8 Staff quality
B9 Prospects

A4 Internet ﬁnancial status

B10 Customer evaluation
B11 Logistics
B12 Turnover index

Table 5. Elements of powerset 2G derived from Table 4.
Id

Elements of 2G

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

(C1)
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
(C1, C2, C3, C4) = B1
(C5)
(C6)
(C5, C6) = B2
(C7)
(C8)
(C7, C8) = B3
(C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7, C8) = A1
(B4)
(B5)
(B6)
(B4, B5, B6) = A2
(B7)
(B8)
(B9)
(B7, B8, B9) = A3
(B10)
(B11)
(B12)
(B10, B11, B12) = A4
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3.2. A Compact Representation of Lexicographical Preferences
Recall from Section 2 that lexicographic orders deﬁne strict priority levels, where the achievement
of goals are organized in subsets with immeasurable (ordinal) preferences for high priority levels with
respect to low priority levels. However, a measurable (cardinal) preference is established among goals
within the same priority level. To manage the ordinal preferences of subsets of goals, we can rely again
on the concept of powerset preference rule. To illustrate the use of a powerset preference rule, so as to
represent lexicographical orderings, we use an example of lexicographic goal programming described
in [12] (p. 35), which we slightly modify for illustrative purposes.
Assume that a decision-maker is dealing with ﬁve goals. The decision-maker establishes the next
priority levels: Q1 with goals g4 and g5 ; Q2 with goal g1 ; Q3 with goal g2 ; and Q4 with goal g3 . As we
are dealing with lexicographic goal programming, the decision-maker aims to minimize either positive
(ρ j ) or negative (η j ) deviations, or both, from speciﬁc targets. Then, the following program describes
the optimization problem,
Lex min [(0.67ρ4 + 0.33ρ5 ), (ρ1 ), (η2 ), (0.5η3 + 0.5ρ3 )]

(12)

g1 : x1 + x2 + η1 − ρ1 = 300

(13)

g2 : 1000x1 + 3000x2 + η2 − ρ2 = 400,000

(14)

g3 : x1 + x2 + η3 − ρ3 = 400

(15)

g4 : x1 + η4 − ρ4 = 300

(16)

g5 : x2 + η5 − ρ5 = 200

(17)

subject to

with non-negative decision variables xi for i = 1, 2 and also non-negative goal deviation variables ρ j
and η j for j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Let us ﬁrst consider the following powerset preference rule ϕ : 2G × 2G → {0, 1},

1 if Q j # Qk ,
ϕ( Q j , Qk ) =
(18)
0
otherwise,
where Q j and Qk are subsets of G . We can build a matrix of powerset preferences that directly derives
from rule in Equation (18), as shown in Table 6.
Table 6. A matrix representation of a lexicographical order.

( ρ4 , ρ5 )
( ρ1 )
( η2 )
( η3 , ρ 3 )

( ρ4 , ρ5 )

( ρ1 )

(η2 )

(η3 , ρ3 )

1
0
0
0

1
1
0
0

1
1
1
0

1
1
1
1

Table 6 expresses an order in the priority of the achievements. As G1 # G2 , G1 # G3 , and G1 # G4
hold, but G2 # G1 , G3 # G1 , and G4 # G1 do not hold, we conclude that G1 has the top priority. A
similar reasoning leads to the lexicographical ordering G1 % G2 % G3 % G4, expressing a priority in
the achievement of G1 with respect to G2 , G3 , and G4 . In addition, Gj ∼ Gk for j = k, as we assume
that Gj # Gk and Gk # Gj simultaneously holds. Note also that within priority levels Q1 and Q4 , the
decision-maker establishes a cardinal preference among positive and negative deviations. In priority
level Q1 , positive deviation ρ4 is twice more important than ρ5 . In priority level Q4 , negative deviation
η3 is equally important than ρ3 . We can integrate these cardinal preferences with ordinal preferences
described in Equation (12) by considering a more general powerset preference rule ϕ : 2G × 2G → R:
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ϕ( Q j , Qk ) =

a jk ≥ 1
0 ≤ a jk < 1

if

Q j # Qk ,
otherwise.

(19)

Table 7 is a particular realization of the powerset preference rule described in Equation (19). From
its observation, we are able to build objective function in Equation (12) provided that we are told
that an additive rule is followed within priority levels, as is customary in goal programming. More
precisely, the ordering of priority levels G1 , G2 , G3 , and G4 is expressed in the same way as in Table 6.
Then, cardinal preferences between pairs of goals within priority levels are expressed using a numerical
scale as in AHP. Let us consider four additional priority levels that we identify with single decision
variables denoting goals: G5 = (ρ4 ), G6 = (ρ5 ), G7 = (η3 ), and G8 = (ρ3 ). As ϕ(ρ4 , ρ5 ) = 2, we infer
that ρ4 is twice more important than ρ5 , as is described in Equation (12). Moreover, as ϕ(η3 , ρ3 ) = 1, we
infer that both deviations are equally important for the decision-maker. The rest of entries in Table 7,
where ϕ( Gj , Gk ) = 0 and ϕ( Gk , Gj ) = 0, denote that no preference has been established among subsets
of goals (including singletons). These subsets are then incomparable [36].
Table 7. A compact representation of a lexicographical order.

( ρ4 , ρ5 )
( ρ1 )
( η2 )
( η3 , ρ 3 )
( ρ4 )
( ρ5 )
( η3 )
( ρ3 )

( ρ4 , ρ5 )

( ρ1 )

(η2 )

(η3 , ρ3 )

( ρ4 )

( ρ5 )

(η3 )

( ρ3 )

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
1/2
0
0

0
0
0
0
2
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

Generalizing, we aim to minimize a vector of priorities levels ( G1 , G2 , . . . , Gn ), where each priority
level Gj = f (G j ), with G j ⊆ G , is usually a linear combination of goals that have to be minimized at
priority j. Each pair of priority levels—Gj and Gk —are related by a powerset preference rule ϕ( Gj , Gk )
that can express ordinal (among priority levels) and cardinal relations (among particular goals or
singletons) at the same time. As G is a subset of 2G and Boolean numbers are also real numbers,
the powerset preference rule ϕ : 2G × 2G → R sufﬁces to compactly express lexicographical orders
by means of a single algebraic object, namely, a matrix. Note also that AHP is a particular case of
lexicographical orders with one priority level G1 = f (G) that can be expressed as a linear combination
of weighted goals according to a cardinal preference hierarchy.
4. Properties of Powerset Preference Representations
Binary relation # within a powerset preference rule, described in Equation (19), presents some
basic properties such as completeness, transitivity, and antisymmetry. The transition from a set to a
powerset does not affect these properties, as there is no difference in comparing singletons (subsets
with cardinality one) and comparing subsets with either one or more than one element (subsets with
cardinality greater or equal than one). As a result, the following deﬁnitions are natural extensions of
well-known set properties to include the concept of powerset.
Deﬁnition 5. Completeness. Given a powerset 2G , we say that # deﬁned on 2G is complete when for all
G1 , G2 ⊆ 2G , and we have that G1 # G2 , G2 # G1 , or both.
Deﬁnition 6. Transitivity. Given a powerset 2G , we say that # deﬁned on 2G is transitive when for all
G1 , G2 , G3 ⊆ 2G , if G1 # G2 and G2 # G3 , then G1 # G3 .
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Deﬁnition 7. Antisymmetry. Given a powerset 2G , we say that G is antisymmetric when for all G1 , G2 ∈ 2G ,
if G1 # G2 and G2 # G1 , then G1 ∼ G2 , where relation “∼” means is-indifferent-to.
Then, a powerset preference rule ϕ from Deﬁnition 4 allows characterization of all the subsets
of G that are relevant for an agent. In addition, there are some interesting features that deserve to
be highlighted. For consistency, AHP pairwise comparisons require a matrix where aij = 1/a ji and
aik ≈ aij · a jk . These conditions also hold for comparisons between single objectives, but not for priority
levels in lexicographical orders where consistency is respected when if aij = 1, then a ji = 0 for i = j,
denoting strict preference for higher priority levels, i.e., Gi % Gj .
We next consider additional properties of powerset preference rules described in Section 3,
allowing us to characterize the relationships between goals or subset of goals. These properties present
the advantage that can be expressed algebraically by means of powerset preference rule ϕ described in
Equation (19).
Deﬁnition 8. Weak preference. Given Gi , Gj ⊆ 2G , and a powerset preference rule ϕ( Gi , Gj ) deﬁned on 2G ,
as in Equation (19), we say that Gi is weakly preferred than Gj , denoted by Gi # Gj , when ϕ( Gi , Gj ) ≥ 1.
Weak preference is particularly important in AHP where relationships between either goals or
subsets or goals are expressed numerically within a given scale. Note that here weak means ﬁnite or
measurable even in the case of the existence of extremely more important goals than others. The reason
is to set a clear differentiation with strict preference.
Deﬁnition 9. Strict preference. Given Gi , Gj ⊆ 2G , and a powerset preference rule ϕ( Gi , Gj ) deﬁned on 2G
as in Equation (19), we say that Gi is strictly preferred than Gj , denoted by Gi % Gj , when ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = 1 and
ϕ( Gj , Gi ) = 0.
Strict preference is the type of relation established between priority levels in lexicographical
orders where higher priority levels are inﬁnitely or immeasurably preferred to lower priority levels.
Both in AHP and lexicographical orders, the achievement of some goals may be indifferent.
Deﬁnition 10. Indifference. Given Gi , Gj ⊆ 2G and a powerset preference rule ϕ( Gi , Gj ) deﬁned on 2G , as in
Equation (19), we say that Gi is indifferent to Gj , denoted by Gi ∼ Gj , when ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = 1 and ϕ( Gj , Gi ) = 1.
Indifference appears when comparing one goal to itself for obvious reasons. However, it is likely
that we also ﬁnd indifference in the achievement of two particular goals either within a priority level in
lexicographical orders or within a cluster of goals in AHP. In these cases, the decision-maker is neutral
with respect the achievement of indifferent goals. On the contrary, some goals may be incomparable.
Deﬁnition 11. Incomparability. Given Gi , Gj ⊆ 2G and a powerset preference rule ϕ( Gi , Gj ) deﬁned on
2G , as in Equation (19), we say that Gi is incomparable to Gj , denoted by Gi ? Gj , when ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = 0 and
ϕ( Gj , Gi ) = 0.
The use of powerset preference rules as a compact representation in the form of a table usually
implies comparing goals that are incomparable. Here, incomparability means that there is no need
to deﬁne preferences between two subsets of goals. There is no need to deﬁne preferences between
the Risk and the Social goal in AHP (Table 3), as risk is a subgoal of the Economic cluster of goals.
Similarly, there is no need to deﬁne preferences between particular goals of different priority levels in
lexicographical orders.
As an additional contribution of this paper, we next discuss two properties that derive from
powerset preference rules of the type ϕ( Gi , Gj ) in Equation (19), namely, alignment and preference
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order. These properties allow us to characterize powersets of criteria, therefore improving coherence
and the interactive process of setting preferences by decision-makers.
Proposition 1. Alignment. Given a powerset preference rule ϕ( Gi , Gj ) deﬁned on 2G , ϕ( Gi , Gj ) is aligned if
and only if ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = ϕ( Gj , Gi ) for some pair Gi , Gj ⊆ 2G .
Proof. From Deﬁnition 2, ϕ( Gi , Gj ) is a numerical assessment of the preference of Gi over Gj .
If ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = ϕ( Gj , Gi ), then the numerical assessment is inconclusive. Therefore, alignment
necessarily requires that ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = ϕ( Gj , Gi ).
Note that alignment characterizes lexicographical orders, as the presence of at least two priority
levels implies alignment for one of them. This feature requires that the reciprocals are different as in
ϕ(ρ1 , η2 ) = ϕ(η2 , ρ1 ) in Table 7. The absence of alignment implies that there is no preference among
subsets of goals. Consider the special case of AHP matrix representation with all elements of the main
diagonal set to one, zero otherwise. In this case, the condition ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = ϕ( Gj , Gi ) holds because no
preference has been established. No alignment or positioning of decision-makers for the achievement
of a subset of goals is expressed. Note also that alignment is a different concept than weak and strict
preference from Deﬁnitions 8 and 9. Indeed, strict preference Gi % Gj implies alignment, but alignment
does not imply strict preference because the expression of alignment ϕ( Gi , Gj ) is not limited to zero-one
as in the case of the AHP numerical scale. Furthermore, weak preference Gi # Gj is inconclusive with
respect to alignment because it is unknown if Gj # Gi holds.
Proposition 2. Preference order. Given a powerset preference rule ϕ deﬁned on set 2G with cardinality q and
a sequence of integers 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ q such that Gi , Gj , Gk ⊆ 2G , ϕ deﬁnes a total order of preferences
{ Gi , Gj , Gk } if and only if ϕ is positive and monotonically increasing in the interval of integers (i, k), i.e., if and
only if 0 < ϕ( Gi , Gj ) ≤ ϕ( Gj , Gk ).
Proof. A total order is a binary relation over a set satisfying completeness, antisymmetry, and
transitivity. The ﬁrst condition, ϕ( Gi , Gj ) > 0, ensures completeness of subsets; the second
condition, ϕ( Gi , Gj ) = ϕ( Gi , Gj ), permits antisymmetry when i < j = k; and the third condition,
ϕ( Gi , Gj ) ≤ ϕ( Gj , Gk ), allows transitivity when i < j < k. Therefore, { Gi , Gj , Gk } is a total order of
preferences.
Monotonicity in Proposition 2 depends on the actual arrangement of the elements of powerset 2G .
As a result, some permutations of 2G may be monotonically increasing in (i, k) and some others
may not be. Consider again the AHP example described in Table 3 within the interval (1, 3).
The ordered sequence {( R, G, P), Soc, Env} is not monotonically increasing, but the permutation
{( R, G, P), Env, Soc} is monotonically increasing. As a result, a monotonically increasing sequence
of goals in AHP is an ordered sequence such that goals are at-least-as-important-as preceding goals.
In lexicographical orders, a monotonically decreasing sequence of priority levels is an ordered sequence
of levels, such that priority levels are inﬁnitely more important than subsequent priority levels.
In Table 6, the sequence {(ρ4 , ρ5 ), (ρ1 ), (η2 ), (η3 , ρ3 )} is monotonically decreasing in (1, 4), showing a
preemptive ordering of priority levels established by a decision-maker.
Alignment and preference order are two examples of interesting theoretical results that may help
practitioners to achieve a better understanding of complex schemes of preferences. These properties
combined with a unique representation of preferences enable both decision-makers and analysts
to enhance the interactive process of multiple criteria optimization [3]. Interactive processes rely
on iterative algorithms in which preference elicitation and optimization stages are repeated until a
satisfactory solution is obtained. As a result, a global overview of preferences for objectives and a
sound preference rule based of set theory support decision-makers to obtain better solutions.
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5. Conclusions
The relative importance of goals in multiple criteria optimization problems may have an impact
on the ﬁnal solutions proposed to decision-makers. Either cardinal or ordinal information is required
to establish preference among goals that, in addition, may be structured in clusters (hierarchically
or by means of strict priority levels). To improve the interactive process of setting preferences in
multiple criteria optimization problems, in this paper, we show that a single compact representation
summarizing both AHP and lexicographical orders is possible. To this end, we introduce the concept
of powerset preference rule. As the powerset derived from a set of goals includes all possible subsets
of goals, a powerset preference rule allows us to compactly represent preferences of both AHP and
lexicographic orders. In addition, we study the link between AHP and lexicographic orders, showing
that the former is a special case of the latter.
This compact representation also facilitates the understanding of the main properties of different
preference setting options. In this sense, we discuss the main relations that can be established among
the goals of multiple criteria optimization problems. More precisely, we study the case of alignment
of objectives that can be identiﬁed through a given powerset preference rule. We also characterize
preference orders, describing a ranking of priorities that are easier to understand by decision-makers,
especially when a large number of objectives are considered.
Although the compact representation described in this paper may help decision-makers to better
understand the impact of preference setting on the results derived from optimization, our proposal
is limited to providing a preference scheme. This scheme can be used as an input to optimization
methods, and it provides a more effective way to develop the interactive process of preference eliciting
and optimization. In addition, it allows to deploy mechanisms of formal reasoning that may lead to
detect inconsistencies in preferences or to establish interesting theoretical properties. The search for
further theoretical results derived from this compact representation is a natural extension of this work.
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